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The Scope
More than the sum of their parts!
Very often, innovative materials act as trailblazers for the introduction of new technologies and products.
Hybrid materials and structures made or joined from several individual components are playing an
increasingly important role in the industrial applications of mechanical engineering and construction.
„Hybrid Materials and Structures 2020“ covers the entire spectrum of topics, from basic materials
to design, from production to application, and thus provides the basis for an in-depth understanding
of application-specific material and component behavior. The only limitation is the focus on material
combinations that perform structural tasks in some way.
The conference offers a diverse mix of short talks, poster presentations and poster forums. In addition,
the interdisciplinary exchange between science and industry will enable extended networking among the
participants.
Special Session: „Intrinsic Hybrid Composites“
In multi-material design, hybrid composites joined by downstream processes such as bonding or welding are
already established, but often do not fully exploit the lightweight potential. An intrinsic hybrid composite,
however, is an integral component in which the various materials are joined in the consolidation or forming
process of the metal- or plastic-based component. Hybrid 2020 is dedicating a special session to these
material systems.
Hosting a DFG priority programme on intrinsic hybrid composites and a German-Canadian graduate school
on hybrid fibre composites, the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) is home of two major research
collaborations dedicated to this class of materials. This also applies to numerous industrial companies,
especially from the automotive and supplier industries, and non-university research institutions in the
Karlsruhe technology region.
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InHyb – An Intrinsic Hybrid Laminate for Cyclically Loaded Components
R. Brandt1, A.Busch2, S. Haller1
University of Siegen, 57076 Siegen, GERMANY

1

MUBEA, 48340 Amorebieta-Etxano (Bizkaia), SPAIN

2

1

Introduction

Intrinsic hybrid 1 materials most frequently consist of a light metal, e.g. aluminum or titanium,
and a fiber reinforced polymer like glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP) or carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP). Only few approaches of an intrinsic hybrid laminate consisting of steel
and CFRP are known from literature by Lauter, Both, and Monden [1–3]. In this study, a unidirectional (U-)GFRP and a high strength steel make the intrinsic hybrid laminate. The materials testing program sets the focus on the investigation of the strength of the interface between
both constituents. Chemical as well as mechanical surface treatments have been benchmarked
in order to find an appropriate strength of bonding. Two main load cases serve to characterize
the bonding strength of the interface. A double cantilever beam (DCB) provides the data to
evaluate the fracture toughness 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 by means of the energy release rate 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 . An Edge-Shear-Test
(EST) according to Weidenmann et al. [4] as well as an interlaminar shear strength (ILSS)-test
provide the static shear strength 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 . Furthermore, the cyclical shear strength 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 has been evaluated by means of a cyclical EST as well as an ILSS-test. Both testing methods deliver cyclical
shear strength values 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 and 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 that are differing significantly among the methods. Therefore, residual stress assessments have been done in order to estimate the impact of residual
stress on the fatigue strength. It becomes evident that residual stress within these hybrid laminates is relevant.

2

Specimens Preparation

Figure 1 shows an overview of the utilized test setups as well as the specimens of the mechanical testing, respectively. A detailed description of the dimensions of the DCB specimen is
given in [5, 7]. In contrast to these former reports, however, the authors propose a reworked
EST-specimen layout comprising a steel sandwich with a core made by U-GFRP and the outer
dimensions of length 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and width 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 25 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. The thickness 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 of the
specimen itself and the thickness of its constituents are chosen such that the blades of the EST
tool only actuates the steel plates of the specimen. The ILSS-specimen is a U-GFRP sandwich
with a steel core of length 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 30 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and width 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 25 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. Its total layer thickness
is 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 with 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0,3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 2 × 2,35 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , respectively. The span
of the support is 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 20 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.
The preparation of the specimens happens according to [5, 6]. It implies either a chemical surface treatment by primers, like silane and titanate, or a mechanical surface treatment, i. e. by
means of sand blasting or laser structuring. The pressing process leads to a fiber volume content

1

An intrinsic hybrid is an integral component that is compounded during primary forming or forming.
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Figure 1: Specimen layout and set-ups for a) double cantilever beam (DCB) test b) edge shear test
(EST) and c) interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) test

of approximately 60% within the GFRP constituents. Two variants of specimens are prepared
for mechanical testing, namely (i) the as manufactured and (ii) the aged specimens. Aging of
the specimens happens by depositing the as manufactured specimens into water at an elevated
temperature of 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 80° 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 for one week. The term “aged” identifies this type of specimen.

3

Experimental Setup

Tensional and shear loads, respectively, are applied to the intrinsic hybrid laminate specimens
by means of specific material tests. Testing generally happens in dry conditions at room temperature (RT) as well as at an elevated temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 80°𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶. A modified DCB test according
to ASTM D 5528-01 serves to determine the energy release rate 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼, 50 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 by the method of
nonlinearity (NL) at the initial crack length 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 50 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, which is proportional to the square
of the fracture toughness 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 of the interface [5, 7]. An EST according to [4–6] delivers the
shear strengths 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 at static and 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 at cyclical loading, respectively, by the shear stress definition
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

=

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

(1)

where 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 denotes the force applied and 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 the effective cross section area of the EST specimen. The static shear strength 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 is the shear stress that is achieved at the maximum force
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 right before failure of the specimen. Furthermore, the ILSS test according to DIN EN
2377 and DIN 53398 yields the shear strengths 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 at static and 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 at cyclical loading,
respectively, by the shear stress definition
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

3
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
∙
4 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ∙ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

(2)

which is a reasonable approximation since the steel layer of the ILSS sandwich type specimen
is rather small. The static shear strength 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 is the shear stress at the maximum force 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
from the force-displacement-diagram according to DIN EN ISO 14130 (1998-02-00).

All cyclical tests are conducted with a swelling tension ratio of 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 0.1. At least three specimens have been tested at each load-level at a frequency 6 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 < 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 < 8 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻. The EST maximum

9

loads for GFRP reference specimens are 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 9.0 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 7.0 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 5.3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and for the hybrid
specimens 7.0 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 5.3 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 3.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, respectively. The abort criterion of the cyclical EST is a
failure due to disintegration similar to the static load case. The ILSS test maximum loads for
GFRP reference specimens are 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 11.25 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 10 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 7.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 6.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and for the hybrid
specimens 10 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 9 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 8.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 8 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 7.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, 6 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘, respectively. The failure of the specimens does not occur suddenly during the ILSS-test, but spreads out over many cycles. Hence,
the abort criterium for the ILSS-Test is defined as a loss of stiffness that is caused by the progress of the continuous damage. An increase of the relative deflection by 15% represents the
abort criterion for the cyclical ILSS-tests.
The residual stress measurements are performed at the example of two types of specimens,
namely a) a steel-CFRP multilayer laminate (ML) made by five layers of steel and six layers of
U-CFRP and b) a steel-GFRP sandwich (SW) made by a core of U-GFRP and two layers of
steel. A heating device is mounted on the stage of the XRD so that a temperature dependent
residual stress measurement is feasible. The details of the specimens as well as the procedures
of the measurements have been outlined by the authors in [8].

4

Results

Compared to former reports [5, 6, 8] a reworked EST specimen layout has been applied so that
Table 1 shows the reworked shear strength values 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 for this new type of specimen.
Table 1: Mean values for static results for the sandwich specimen with 2 outer steel layers

T = RT
T = 80°C
Aged, T = RT

Static Shear Strength τs [MPa]
GFRP-reference
silane
titanate
55,1
58,1
47,4
44,6
51,7
41,3
46,5
40,5
17,6

Laser structuring
53,1
32,8
30,0

Here, the focus is set on the cyclic shear strengths properties. The number 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 of load cycles until
failure exhibit a Wöhler-type behavior (s. Figure 2) whereby the service-life curves are esti-

Shear Strength τc [MPa]

100
80

PS = 10 %
PS = 50 %

60

EST
ILSS

EST
ILSS

PS = 90 %

20

Slope k = 11,1

Slope k = 8,6

40 46.6 MPa
Slope k = 12,2

30

EST
ILSS

44.3 MPa

41.9 MPa

( )

34.8 MPa

31.6 MPa

Slope k = 8,5

Slope k = 8,4

24.4 MPa
Slope k = 9,5

a) #GFRP-Reference
10
102 103 104 105 106

Cycles N [-]

b) #Silane
107

102

103

c) #Titanate

104

105

Cycles N [-]

106

107

102

103

104

105

106

107

Cycles N [-]

Figure 2: Wöhler-Type service-life curves assessed at room temperature. The survival probabilities
for PS = 10%, PS = 50% and PS = 90% are determined according to DIN50100.
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mated for survival probabilities of 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃S = 10%, 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃S = 50%, and 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃S = 90%. As a kind of refer𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
ence, the cyclic shear strengths are assessed at 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 105 for 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃S = 50%, i. e. 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
5 = 24.4 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
and 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,105 = 46.6 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 for the GFRP-reference. For the hybrid specimens treated with silane
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
and 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
they become 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
5 = 33.6 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,
5 = 41.9 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
5 = 34.8 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃,
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,105 = 44.3 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 for those treated with titanate, respectively. Considering ILSS testing, the
GFRP reference exhibits the highest cyclic shear strength followed by the titanate treated and
the silane treated specimens. Surprisingly, the EST procedure delivers significantly smaller
numbers, especially for the GFRP reference, and titanate and silane treated hybrid specimens
are cyclically more robust by far. The sandwich specimens with GFRP core show a predominantly cohesive failure within the matrix next to the interface.
The magnitude of thermally induced residual stress and its assessment have been earlier discussed [8]. Here, the focus is set on the dependency of residual stress on the temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 in
order to validate the stress-free temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇0 , which is a key parameter for the numerical
calculations. Figure 3 shows a linearly growing, compressional residual stress component
within the steel layer of a sandwich-type specimen (SW) transverse to the fiber direction of the
U-GFRP with temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇. The intersection at 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 0 occurs at the stress-free temperature
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇0 ≈ 100°𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶. This is in line to the estimate by Schürmann [9] referring to the curing temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , which is close to the glass transition temperature 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 = 120°𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 of the GFRP matrix
polymer, that reads
(3)

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇0 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 20°𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶.

Residual stress σES [MPa]

40,0

∆T = ~78 °C

20,0
0,0
-20,0
-40,0

RT = 22 °C

-60,0
-80,0

stress-free
temperature:
T = ~100 °C

-100,0
-120,0
-140,0

y = 1,5053x - 147,14

0

20

40

60

80

Testing temperature TP [°C]

100

120

Figure 3: Temperature dependent residual stresses within the steel layer of a sandwich specimen
(SW) transverse to the fiber direction of the U-GFRP

As a kind of summary, Figure 4 shows the results of mechanical testing with respect to the
GFRP reference that is set to be 100%. The results are listed in columns for the chemically and
mechanically treated hybrid specimens, respectively. The here mentioned mechanical treatment
of laser-structuring delivers very promising numbers for DCB-testing, e.g. 231 % of the reference value. Due to the penetration of the thin metal sheets, it is not considered in this study. As
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a matter of this benchmark the authors choose a silane primer for their intrinsic hybrid laminate
made by GFRP and steel.

ILSS

EST

DCB

Sample type:

Chemical surface treatment
Silane

Mechanical surface treatment

Titanate

Sand blasting

#RT

155 %

+

184 %

+

#80°C

67 %

-

38 %

-

#aged

58 %

-

29 %

-

#RT

106 %

+

86 %

o

64 %

#80°C

116 %

+

93 %

o

#aged

87 %

o

38 %

-

cycl. strength

138 %

+

142 %

+

#RT

99 %

o

93 %

o

#80°C

101 %

+

95 %

o

#aged

92 %

o

86 %

o

cycl. strength

90 %

o

95 %

o

Ranking:

1

2

231 %

+

146%

+

80 %

o

-

96 %

o

69 %

-

74 %

-

51 %

-

65 %

-

46 %

-

Laser structuring

Evaluation not
possible

Not analysed

Not applicable to sheets with a small
thickness t < 1 mm

Without rating

Without rating

Figure 4: Summary of the mechanical properties assessment: The results are reported relative to the
GFRP reference at 100%

5

Conclusions

An intrinsic hybrid composite consisting of GFRP and steel has been developed for its application as a cyclically stressed component. A comprehensive mechanical testing program yields
that a chemical surface treatment with a silane primer provides the desired strength of the
boundary layer under peel and shear stress. It has been shown in [8] that the numerical estimation and the experimental assessment of residual stress are showing a quite good correlation.
Furthermore, the stress-free temperature, which has been experimentally assessed, correlates
well with the figures known from literature [9]. Therefore, a numerical simulation by means of
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for the EST specimen has been utilized in order to discuss its
experimentally gained cyclical shear strength 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 vs. 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 from ILSS testing. Figure 5 shows
the effective shear stress for the EST specimen that is made up by the load induced shear stress
and the residual stress by means of the free edge effect in the interface between the different
materials of the hybrid specimen. As a reference the nominal shear stress value
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
5 = 33.6 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 according to Eq. (1) is plotted here as a horizontal line. It becomes evident
that the load induced shear stress shows a local maximum value of 40.7 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 at ℎ = 1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
below the surface. At room temperature RT the maximum residual shear stress is
𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏∥ = 8,3 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 at the surface ℎ = 0 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. Both stress components lead to an effective maxi𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
mum shear stress of 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏̂𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
5 = 44,4 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 at ℎ = 0.8 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 below the surface. For the ILSS spec𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
imens the nominal shear stress becomes 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
5 = 41.9 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 leading to an effective maximum
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Figure 5: The impact of residual stress on the fatigue strength: a) Effective shear stress distribution
at the interface of the constituent in the EST specimen. b) Comparison of the effective cyclical shear
strengths values of EST compared to the values of ILSS
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
stress of 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏̂𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼,10
5 = 44,8 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. Considering the maximum effective shear strength values, the
results of fatiguing by means of EST and ILSS-testing, respectively, become almost identical
(s. Figure 5 b).
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1

Introduction

Lightweight materials contribute to an efficient decrease of fuel consumption in automotive and
aircraft industries. Due to their superior weight-specific mechanical properties, glass fiber-reinforced
polymer (GFRP) composites are highly favorable in aerospace and automotive applications.
However, their brittle failure behavior limits the structural integrity and damage tolerance in case of
impact and crash events, respectively. Metallic materials are comparatively ductile but heavy. Hybrid
materials allow to combine metals and GFRP in a manner to offset the drawbacks of every single
material and reach an optimum of mechanical properties [1].
For cost and time effective processing of hybrid materials, new processes such as the prepreg-presstechnology have been developed, in which the bonding between a metallic material and a fiber
compound is exclusively realized by adhesive forces. However, upon processing of these hybrid
structures at high temperature, the free or restricted warpage of the component induced by cooling
mostly leads to the formation of residual stresses. These residual stresses can have detrimental effects
on the mechanical properties of the structure and can cause defects such as delamination, part failure
due to geometric distortion, built-in cracking or premature failure of parts subjected to alternating
loading or corrosive environments [1].
Generally, the determination of residual stresses can be classified as non-destructive, semi-destructive
and destructive. The most widely used non-destructive method is X-ray diffraction, which is capable
of providing reliable near-surface residual stress measurements in crystalline materials. However, the
technique fails to measure the residual stresses in fiber-reinforced polymer composites. In [2], fiber
bragg grating (FBG) sensors were embedded in the materials for measuring in-plane strains during
manufacturing of carbon fiber-reinforced plastic-steel laminates. The measured strains were then used
to calculate residual stresses by using the classical laminate theory (CLT) approach. However, the
adopted CLT approach relies on many assumptions, e.g., the thickness of the plate needs to be much
smaller than any characteristic dimension. Often these assumptions clearly deteriorate the accuracy
of residual stress results. A well-known semi-destructive approach is the hole drilling method (HDM),
which has been standardized in ASTM E837-13a for isotropic materials [3]. The HDM is capable of
providing reliable residual stress results within the range of 10 to 800 μm beneath the specimen
surface of many materials [3-5]. In [4], the HDM was employed for measuring the residual stresses
in unbalanced composite laminates [02/θ2]s (θ = 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90°) with the assumption that the
relieved strain response has a simple trigonometric form. Clearly, this assumption does not work for
orthotropic materials. Schajer et al. [5] developed a new model for orthotropic materials using a
mathematical solution for the displacements around a hole in a stressed orthotropic plate, which was
used for determining the relationship between the residual stresses and the hole-drilling relieved
strains. Akbari et al. [6] extended the model proposed in [5] to allow for the incremental hole-drilling
measurement of non-uniform residual stresses in laminated composites. However, only the plane
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elastic constants (Ex, Ey, νxy, Gxy) were used in the finite element analysis for calculating calibration
coefficients to evaluate the residual stresses with a shell element.
The objective of this work is to employ the incremental hole drilling method for determining and
analyzing the residual stresses in the hybrid material made of GFRP and steel. In this work, the
developed evaluation formalism for orthotropic materials is adopted for measuring non-uniform
residual stresses in hybrid materials. For calculating calibration parameters using finite element
analysis, a solid element with nine elastic constants Ex, Ey, Ez, νxy, νxz, νyz, Gxy, Gxz, Gyz, is adopted.
Thereby, the present work tries to cover distribution of residual stresses across the thickness of the
hybrid structure with focus on the transition zone between metal and GFRP.

1

Incremental hole drilling method

In the HDM, a small hole is drilled incrementally at the geometrical center of the rosettes of a strain
gauge in a component. After the removal of each layer of the material, a new equilibrium is
established around the hole. The relieved strains measured by the strain gauge are used for evaluating
the residual stresses. A non-uniform residual stress state in orthotropic materials can be determined
with the incremental integral formalism
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝜀𝜀1
𝐶𝐶11 𝐶𝐶12 𝐶𝐶13
𝜎𝜎
(𝜀𝜀)𝑖𝑖 = (𝜀𝜀3 ) = ∑ [𝐶𝐶21 𝐶𝐶22 𝐶𝐶23 ] . ( 𝑦𝑦 ) = ∑ [𝐶𝐶]𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∙ (σ)𝑗𝑗 1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑖𝑖
(1)
τ
𝜀𝜀2 𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶31 𝐶𝐶32 𝐶𝐶33 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑗𝑗
Please note that the strain εi measured after drilling the jth increments is not only function of the
residual stresses σj present in the last drilled increment, but εi is also function of the residual stresses
in all the previous increments. Ckl represent the influence of the residual stresses on the relieved
strains after drilling through the material. For measuring the residual stress in GFRP, the strain gauge
1 is always parallel to the fiber direction X, while the strain gauge 3 is in the transverse direction Y.
Equation (1) can be iteratively solved with
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝜀𝜀1
𝐶𝐶11 𝐶𝐶12 𝐶𝐶13 −1
𝐶𝐶11
𝑖𝑖−1
𝜎𝜎
( 𝑦𝑦 ) = [𝐶𝐶21 𝐶𝐶22 𝐶𝐶23 ]
. ((𝜀𝜀2 ) − ∑𝑗𝑗=1 [𝐶𝐶21
τ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖
𝜀𝜀3 𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶31 𝐶𝐶32 𝐶𝐶33 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝐶𝐶31

𝐶𝐶12
𝐶𝐶22
𝐶𝐶32

𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝐶𝐶13
𝜎𝜎
𝐶𝐶23 ] . ( 𝑦𝑦 ) )
𝐶𝐶33 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 τ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑗𝑗

(2)

For calculating residual stresses, the measured strain at three fixed positions and the calibration
coefficients for the specimen are required. The coefficients directly depend on the elastic constants
of the material. The calibration coefficients can be calculated by finite element analysis.

Figure 1: (Left) Strain gauge with 8 grids employed for the strain measurements in the hybrid
material, (right) 8 different combinations of strain gauge grids.
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The reliability of the results for the orthotropic material strongly depends on the orientation between
the fiber and the strain gauge. Furthermore, the material may not be perfectly homogeneous, e.g. the
repartition of the fibers could be an issue. Therefore, a customized strain gauge with eight grids is
utilized in this work, see Figure 1. Practically, only three grids of the strain gauge are required for the
evaluation of the residual stresses. By direct comparison of the results obtained with the different
strain gauge combinations depicted in Figure 1, information with regard to possible inhomogeneity,
damage, and most suitable strain gauge combinations can be deduced. Focusing on this special strain
gauge rosette, equation (1) is adapted to consider the eight strain gauge grid
𝐶𝐶11 𝐶𝐶12 𝐶𝐶13
𝜀𝜀1
𝐶𝐶21 𝐶𝐶22 𝐶𝐶23
𝜀𝜀2
𝐶𝐶31 𝐶𝐶32 𝐶𝐶33
𝜀𝜀3
𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥
𝜀𝜀4
𝐶𝐶41 𝐶𝐶42 𝐶𝐶43
𝜎𝜎
(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜀𝜀 = ∑
∙ ( 𝑦𝑦 ) = ∑ [𝐶𝐶] ∙ (σ)
(3)
5
𝐶𝐶51 𝐶𝐶52 𝐶𝐶53
τ𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜀𝜀6
𝐶𝐶61 𝐶𝐶62 𝐶𝐶63
𝜀𝜀7
𝐶𝐶71 𝐶𝐶72 𝐶𝐶73
(𝜀𝜀8 )
[𝐶𝐶81 𝐶𝐶82 𝐶𝐶83 ]

As mentioned before, only three strain gauge directions are required for residual stress evaluation (σ)j
with the aid of coefficients [C]ij. Each matrix [C]ij in equation (1) used for evaluating residual stresses
is composed of 9 coefficients Ckl selected from the 24 coefficients shown in the matrix [C] from
equation (3). As detailed before, [C]ij represents the influence of the residual stress vector (σ)j placed
on the jth increment after drilling i increments. Similarly, the strain relieved after drilling i increments
is not only due to the residual stress in the last increment, but also due to all the residual stresses being
present on all previously drilled increments. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain separately all the
matrices [C]ij. In the finite element analysis, the first column of [C]ij (coefficient Ck1ij) can be
determined by only using the stress σx, the second column with the stress σy, and the last column with
the shear stress τxy.

2

Manufacturing samples

In this work, the prepreg-press technology was employed to manufacture hybrid components made
of metal and GFRP. In this manufacturing process, an already formed steel sheet with the thickness
of 1 mm is placed into a heated die. Two unidirectional GFRP prepregs with the thickness of 0.44 mm
are placed onto and below the sheet metal, respectively, and then pressed by a heated punch with the
pressure of 0.5 MPa at a temperature of 160 C°. As the epoxy resin acts as an adhesive, the joining
and hybridization, respectively, of sheet metal and GFRP is realized during the curing of the GFRP.
Figure 2 provides all information related to the dimensions and stacking configuration of the hybrid
sample from cross-sectional and top views. As mentioned before, the HDM is capable of providing
reliable results within the range of 10 to 800 μm beneath the specimen surface. Thus, the choice of
the thickness of the GFRP allows to obtain residual stress within the transition zone between GFRP
and metal. The general mechanical properties of the hybrid component are given in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Geometry and dimensions of the hybrid component from (top) cross-sectional view and
(bottom) top view.

Young´s modulus
(GPa)
Ex

Ey

Ez

GFRP 33.98 8.78 8.78
Steel

Poisson´s ratio
νxy

νxz

νyz

Gxy

Gxz

0.33

0.33

0.37

5.23

5.23

190

0.29

Table 1:
Mechanical properties of the steel and the GFRP used.

3

Shear modulus (GPa)

Measurement results
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Gyz
3.2

Figure 3: Residual stresses 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 as determined by HDM in the hybrid component. See text for details.

This section discusses the results obtained through incremental HDM focusing on the in-depth stress
distribution from the surface of one center point into the sample, cf. the red point in Figure 2. In order
to improve the accuracy of the residual stress measurement, a small drilling increment of 20 µm was
employed to follow the assumption considered in the model, i.e., the stress at each increment is
uniform. In addition, the customized strain gauges with 8 grids were utilized. An air turbine is used
to drill the holes at a drilling speed of about 300,000 rpm. The orbital technique applied enables the
chips to freely move outside the hole eventually avoiding the induction of machining induced stresses
in the material.
Figure 3 shows the residual stress distribution 𝜎𝜎𝑥𝑥 as a function of depth in the hybrid component with
the dimension and stacking configuration given in Figure 2, where X is the fiber direction and 8
different strain gauge combinations are accounted for. It can be clearly seen that the residual stresses
of most strain gauge combinations are in good agreement, however, the strain gauge combinations 2
and 6 show different trends, as they do not contain a strain gauge in the fiber direction X. As can be
seen in Figure 3, the residual stresses close to the sample surface are tensile stresses with the value of
about 20 MPa. As the depth increases, the residual stresses are reduced and then switch to
compressive stresses at a depth of 30 µm. The stress values reach the maximum compressive stresses
of about -45 MPa at the depth of 100 µm. After that point, residual stresses increase and switch to
tensile stresses at the depth of 250 µm. Afterwards stresses increase to15 MPa at a depth of 320 µm.
The residual stresses at the transition zone between GFRP and steel are of highest interest, as they
may lead to delamination. In the hybrid sample characterized the transition zone between GFRP and
steel lies at the depth of around 440 µm. From Figure 3, the stresses at the transition zone are quite
small, which can be rationalized based on the thermal expansion coefficients of GFRP and steel,
which are very close. Furthermore, no obvious jump of residual stresses appears within the transition
zone, which can be dedicated to two factors: (1) the reliable model for orthotropic materials prevents
the jump from GFRP to steel; (2) the use of the small increment size for drilling ensures consistency.

Figure 4: Residual stress 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 as determined by HDM in the hybrid component. See text for details.

Figure 4 shows the residual stresses 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 in the hybrid material. Close to the surface of the sample, the
stresses are tensile stresses and have maximum values of 10 MPa at the depth of 80 µm. As the depth
increases, the stresses are reduced and switch to compressive stresses at the depth of 200 mm. After
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that, 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 continues to be increased to the maximum values of -10 MPa at depth of 400 mm, which is
in direct vicinity of the transition zone.

4

Conclusions and Outlooks

In this contribution, the incremental hole drilling method (HDM) is employed to determine the
residual stress state in hybrid components made of glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) and steel.
The developed evaluation formalism for orthotropic materials is adopted for measuring non-uniform
residual stresses in the hybrid material. For calculating calibration parameters based on finite element
analysis, a solid element with nine elastic constants Ex, Ey, Ez, νxy, νxz, νyz, Gxy, Gxz, Gyz, is adopted,
such that the orthotropic material behavior in each layer can be appropriately described. In addition,
for improving the measurement accuracy, a customized strain gauge with 8 grids is employed for
measuring the relieved strains. In present work, it is found that the residual stresses very close to the
surface of the sample in X and Y directions are tensile stresses. Within the transition zone between
GFRP and steel, the residual stresses in X direction along the fiber are pretty small, and the residual
stresses in Y direction perpendicular to the fiber are compressive stresses with a value of -10 MPa.
Prevailing stress can be explained based on the thermal expansion coefficients of GFRP and steel,
which are very close.
In future work, the reliability of residual stress measurements in the hybrid component will be
validated by mechanical bending. Furthermore, it is of highest importance to directly compare the
results measured through HDM and through X-ray diffraction for in-depth evaluation of contributing
factors on the overall residual stress state.
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ABSTRACT: Adhesively bonded hybrid joints based on carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP)

and aluminium enable cost efficient lightweight constructions. The pre-treatment of the surfaces is a
very important step to achieve a high mechanical strength. In this work, different pre-treatment methods of CFRP and aluminium were investigated with respect to their long term stability in artificial
hygrothermal ageing. Thereby, two laser systems with near-infrared (NIR) and ultraviolet (UV)
wavelengths respectively with a variation of the laser energy densities were applied and compared to
an acetone cleaning reference process. Different levels of matrix ablation and carbon fibre exposure
were generated. Prior to ageing, all pre-treatment strategies achieved a high mechanical shear strength
whereby a correlation between the laser energy density and the shear strength was detected. The
artificial ageing was conducted according to the PV-1200 standard of the Volkswagen AG, which is
based on ISO 9142:2003 D5. After different numbers of ageing cycles, the average shear strength
decreased in the range of 12-25 % of the initial shear strength. A correlation between the strength
decrease and the pre-treatment process or the level of matrix ablation was not detected.

KEYWORDS: adhesive bonding, hybrid joint, CFRP, aluminium, surface treatment, laser, hygrothermal ageing

1

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency improvement and reduction of material usage of a vehicle can be realised with lightweight constructions and suitable joining methods. Carbon fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRP) offer
the highest lightweight potential [1] and will be used more frequently in the future [2]. Approx. 25 %
weight savings compared to aluminium and 60 % compared to steel have already been proven [3].
However, in comparison to metals, CFRPs are more expensive. To reduce the costs, hybrid materials
can be used and CFRP is applied locally in highly stressed structural sections [3].
A favourable joining method is adhesive bonding with its advantages of less stress concentration, no
drilling of the materials and sealing shock absorption [4]. For a successful adhesive bonding, a surface
pre-treatment of the materials is necessary since generally, surfaces are contaminated by inorganic
and organic particles such as dust, fluids like oil, grease, separating and processing agents or moisture
[5]. Those contaminations prevent a successful adhesion due to a reduced wetting behaviour of the
adhesive on the substrate. In addition, the surface pre-treatments can improve the chemical attraction
and enlarge the area of the surface by an increased roughness [5]. One flexible, highly automatable
and ecological friendly method is the pre-treatment of the surface with laser sources. The laser wavelength definite the level of absorption in the epoxy of the CFRP. An ultraviolet (UV) wavelength of
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λ = 355 nm is absorbed in the epoxy resin of more than 85 % [6] and a removal takes place by
photochemical ablation [7]. This mechanism allows to expose the carbon fibres without breakage and
damage or ablate the epoxy matrix partly without carbon fibre exposure [8,9]. The most used laser
systems nowadays have a wavelength in near-infrared (NIR) of λ = 1050-1070 nm. However, the
absorption of this wavelength in epoxy is with approx. 4 % quite low [6]. Thus, most of the energy is
absorbed by the carbon fibres and transferred to the epoxy layer which is consequently thermally
decomposed. However, the carbon fibres might be damaged due to the heat input [9,10]. Beside the
different ablation behaviour and the damage potential of the carbon fibres, different laser wavelengths
and pre-treatment intensities lead to a variation of the surface topographies.
The mechanical and chemical properties of the CFRP and aluminium (Al) are fundamentally different
and may lead to corrosion in the present of moisture and a degradation of the adhesive due to the
different thermal expansion. To investigate aging due to moisture and temperature variations, accelerated artificial ageing tests with changing temperature and moisture content are commonly carried
out and standards are published i.e. DIN EN ISO 9142:2003 or Volkswagen AG PV1200:2003. Since
the epoxy of the CFRP and adhesive are polymers they are susceptible to chemical degradation under
such conditions. Machado et al. found out that the shear strength of adhesively bonded hybrid
CFRP/Al-joints is reduced after the CFRP was saturated with water. A drying procedure did not improve the shear strength on the level of the unaged specimens [11]. Mu et al. [12] and Qin et al. [13]
revealed that the mechanical strength is reduced of up to 43 % respectively 40 % after different hygrothermal ageing procedures of hybrid joints.
In this work, adhesively bonded hybrid CFRK/Al-joints specimens that have been pre-treated by (a)
acetone cleaning, (b) UV-laser and (c) NIR laser are artificial aged in a hygrothermal ageing cycle
according the Volkswagen AG PV1200:2003 standard. Due to the different pre-treatment, various
states of matrix ablation were realised. The influence of the surface topography of the CFRP and the
present of exposed carbon fibres on the mechanical shear strength of single lap joint (SLJ) specimens
after 25, 50 and 100 ageing cycles were investigated. The pre-treated surfaces and the post-mortemanalysis of the fracture pattern were done using microscopical methods.

2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1

MATERIALS

The quasi-isotropic CFRP laminate is made of eight unidirectional plies lay-up of Hexcel HexPly®
M21 and reinforced with 24k tow TORAYCA® fibres T800S. The fibre diameter is approx. 5 µm.
The stacking sequence of [0/45/90/-45]1s is build up to the final thickness of 2.0 mm and cured for
two hours in a hot press process at 180 °C and 7 bar. According DIN EN 1465:2009, the CFRP was
cut from 200 x 300 mm plates to a dimensions of 100 x 25 mm² with a water cooled cutting machine.
The second adherent was an aluminium alloy AlMg3 (EN AW-5754, H22, work hardened by rolling
then annealed to quarter hard) with a thickness of 2.0 mm. The material was milled to the SLJ geometry of 100 x 25 mm². The hybrid joints were bonded with a two component epoxy-based TEROSON®
EP 5065 from HenkelTM. The technical specification of the adhesive is given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Technical specifications of the applied adhesive TEROSON® EP 5065 [14]
Characteristics

Chemical base

Color of the
mixture

Viscosity
in Pa s

Pot life

2-C epoxides

black

23
(at 23 °C)

1h

Adhesive
EP 5065

2.2

Curing
t
T
in min in °C
30

80

στ
in MPa

Adhesive
film
in mm

25

0.2

SURFACE TREATMENT

Three different surface pre-treatments were applied to the CFRP and aluminium. Acetone cleaned
specimens were used as a reference point. Thereby, the surfaces were only degreased and cleaned.
Two different laser sources in near infrared (NIR) and ultraviolet (UV) wavelength were used to
clean, activate and increase surface roughness. The CFRP and aluminium was pre-treated with a
TRUMPF TruMark 5020 nanosecond short pulse laser system with a wavelength of 1062 nm (NIR)
and an average laser power of 20 W. Two different types of focal optics were used. The first focal
optic with an optical length of 254 mm was used for the CFRP pre-treatment. All aluminium substrates were laser structured with the TruMark 5020 and a focal optic length of 160 mm. The second
laser system was a TRUMPF TruMark 6350 to pre-treat the CFRP. The emitting average power is
5 W with a wavelength of 355 nm (UV), Table 2.
Table 2: Technical specifications of the near-infrared and ultraviolet laser system
Characteristic
Wavelength
Average power
Beam quality
Pulse duration
Pulse width
Repetition rate
Scanner head
Focal length
Focal diameter

Unit
λ in nm
Pavg in W
M²
tL in ns
tw in ns
fp in kHz
f in mm
df in µm

TRUMPF TruMark 5020
1062
20
<2
9 – 200
1 – 1000
Scanlab ScanCube 10
160 / 254
72 / 114

TRUMPF TruMark 6350
355
5
< 1.5
1 – 50 at 20 kHz
1 – 120
Scanlab intelliSCAN 10
160
36

The applied pulsed laser sources emit different high pulse peak power and single pulse energy depending on the average laser pump power, the single pulse duration and the pulse frequency. To
compare different laser parameters, an “applied-energy-per-area”-value called energy density EDArea
was used. A comparable calculation was presented by Genna et al. in 2017 [15].
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑣𝑣

𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∙𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎ℎ

(1)

In preliminary investigations [16], different surface topographies and ablation depths were determined as a function of the applied energy density EDArea. The chosen parameters for the hygrothermal investigations are given in Table 3.
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Table 3: Near-infrared and ultraviolet laser parameters for CFRP and AlMg3 (5754)
Laser source
Material

NIR 1062 nm
NIR
37.3

CFRP
NIR
UV
71.2
16.0

UV 355 nm
UV
40.0

UV
80.0

NIR 1062 nm
AlMg3 (5754)
NIR
273

Characteristics

Unit

NIR
2.3

Average laser power

Pavg in W

12.0

11.7

20.0

Pulse repetition rate

frep in kHz

100.0

26.5

27.0

100.0

20.0

45.0

Pulse power

Pp,max in kW

1.48

7.80

9.65

0.005

0.025

8.39

Pulse duration

tL in ns

100

100

200

-

Pulse width

tw in ns

-

-

-

Spot diameter

do in μm

Hatch distance

dhatch in μm

Scanner velocity

vscan in mm/s

5000

300

270

1250

500

250

117

Energy density

EDArea in
J/cm²

2.31

37.37

71.22

16

40.0

80.0

273.50

5.0

20.0

-

-

100

10

-

114

36

72

104

25

62.5

The surface of the CFRP was pre-treated with hatching laser lines 90 degree to the top carbon fibre
layer, which were orientated in the load direction of the SLJ-specimens. The laser beam was guided
in a linear movement over the surface form one side. The aluminium substrate was also structured
transverse to the load direction of the specimens.
2.3

SURFACE ANALYTICS

The surface of the untreated and processed areas as well as the fractographical analysis after mechanical testing was investigated with different methods. First, qualitative evaluation was done with a
reflected light microscope Carl Zeiss AxioZoom.V16. More detailed analyses were carried out using
a scanning electron microscope Carl Zeiss Sigma 300 VP.
2.4

SLJ-SPECIMEN MANUFACTURING, MECHANICAL TESTING AND ANALYSIS

The dimensions of the CFRP / aluminium adherents and the SLJ sample geometry were chosen according to DIN EN 1465:2009. After the cutting process, the overlap areas of 12.5 x 25 mm² were
pre-treated as described above. For each batch, five specimens were manufactured. Directly after the
pre-treatment, the adherents were placed in a joining holder. The curing of the joint was done according the technical data sheet of the adhesive, see Table 1. Prior to the mechanical testing, rectangular
aluminium cap strips were applied to compensate the CFRP and aluminium thickness and prevent a
deflection of the SLJ samples during mechanical testing. The quasi-static experiments were performed under normal temperature and pressure conditions in a universal materials testing machine
Schenck RSA100. The samples were positioned in the clamping jaws and a pre-load of 100 N was
applied. According to DIN EN 1465:2009 a traverse speed of 1.5 mm/min was applied. The test was
stopped after a 90 % decrease of the maximum shear force that was detected. The fracture analysis
was carried out according to DIN EN IS0 10365:1995 afterwards.
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2.5

HYGROTHERMAL AGEING OF HYBRID JOINTS

The influence of different pre-treatment methods and surface topographies on the mechanical degradation of hybrid CFRP/Al-joints during a hygrothermal climate change test were investigated with
the standard PV 1200:2004 of the Volkswagen AG. The pre and post conditioning of the substrate
were considered according DIN EN ISO 9142:2003. The SLJ specimens were placed inside a climate
change test chamber (Type Memmert CTC 256) in a pendant position, Figure 1. The distance between each other and to the housing of the chamber was considered according the standard ISO 9142.
a)

b)

Figure 1: a) SLJ specimens placed in climate test chamber, b) temperature and relative humidity profile of
standard PV 1200:2004

During the cycle duration of twelve hours, the maximum temperature of +80°C and 80 % relative
humidity is reached within one hour. These conditions are maintained for four hours. Afterwards,
the temperature is decreased to -40°C within 2 hours. During this step, the control of the humidity is
stopped when the temperature undercuts 10°C. After four hours at -40°C, the temperature is raised
back to the reference conditions (+23°C, 50 % relative humidity). The Acetone and all NIR pretreatments were aged and mechanically tested after 25, 50 and 100 cycles. The UV pre-treatments
were tested only after 50 cycles.

3

RESULTS

3.1

LASER SURFACE TREATMENT

In Figure 2, optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the initial, acetone cleaned
and laser pre-treated surfaces are given. The initial surface prior and after acetone cleaning has a dark
appearance with a slightly transparent matrix, Figure 2 a). Applying a laser pre-treatment with a near
infrared (NIR) areal energy density of NIR = 2.3 J/cm², the matrix is getting brighter compared to the
untreated surface. The matrix is removed and carbon fibres are exposed in a few sections. With an
increased energy density of 37.3 J/cm² the matrix is fully removed and the carbon fibres are exposed
completely. By doubling the energy density to NIR 71.2, the surface is getting even darker. However,
by applying the UV laser source, other surfaces and grades of ablation can be realized. With an areal
energy density of 16.0 J/cm², no visible change can be observed using a light microscope. Applying
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40.0 J/cm² one can observe a significant darkening in general, however, a few sections still expose a
bright surface comparable to the initial area. Doubling the energy density (80.0 J/cm²) generates a
dark surface with single bright lines which have the same direction as the carbon fibres.
The SEM image (Figure 2 b)) reveals no different surface appearance between the untreated surface
and acetone cleaned area. The NIR pre-treatment with a density of 2.3 J/cm² can partially expose
carbon fibres without damage in a few section, but most of the matrix is still covering the fibres and
exhibits cracks. The NIR 37.3 laser parameter ablate several carbon fibre layers, the NIR 71.2 increase
the level of carbon fibre ablation and damage. The UV 16.0 parameter does neither ablate the matrix
nor expose any fibres. A change of the surface appearance is not visible in the SEM. An increase of
the energy density to 40 J/cm² partly ablates the matrix and exposes the carbon fibres. Craters and
residual matrix are also visible on the surface. The density of UV 80.0 fully ablates the matrix. It is
also visible, that a few carbon fibres a broken or damaged.
The different pre-treatment methods and intensities generate different surface topographies. Acetone,
NIR 02.3 and UV 16.0 do not expose the carbon fibres, UV 40.0 creates a rough matrix surface with
section of exposed carbon fibres and NIR 37.3, NIR 71.2 and UV 80.0 fully expose the carbon fibres
with different levels of carbon fibre damages.
a)

b)

Figure 2: Top view images of untreated, acetone, NIR and UV pre-treated surfaces a) optical microscope b)
SEM

3.2

MECHANICAL SHEAR STRENGTH OF UNAGED AND AGED CFRP/AL-JOINTS

Batches of the differently pre-treated hybrid CFRP/Al specimens were mechanically tested before
and after aging. Figure 3 shows the average shear strength of the sample batches before and after 25,
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Shear strentgh τ in MPa

50 and 100 cycles of PV-1200 ageing. The error bars indicate the lowest and highest value and therefore frame the whole range of the strength distribution. The green horizontal line shows the specified
shear strength (25 MPa) of the applied adhesive taken from the technical data sheet provided by the
supplier [14].
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Aceton
NIR 2.3
NIR 37.3
NIR 71.2
UV 16.0
UV 40.0
UV 80.0
Unaged

PV1200-25

PV1200-50

PV1200-100

Figure 3: Average shear strength of different pre-treatment hybrid samples sorted by the number of ageing
cycles (PV1200-x, where x represents the number of cycles). The green line indicates the shear strength
25 MPa of the adhesive according the technical data sheet.

In the unaged state, the acetone cleaned and two of the NIR laser pre-treated specimens that have
been processed with low energy density (NIR 2.3 and NIR 37.3) achieve an average shear strength
of 25 - 27 MPa. The strongest NIR parameter (NIR 71.2) exhibits a reduced strength of 19 MPa. The
UV pre-treatments exhibit decreasing strength with increasing energy density starting from 25.1 MPa
(UV 16.0) to 20.7 MPa (UV 80.0).
After 25 ageing cycles, all samples show a decrease of 2.8-6.5MPa of the shear strength, respectively
12 - 25 % without a clear correlation with the applied pre-treatment. Only the NIR 71.2-sample exhibits a slight increase compared to the unaged situation. The same holds true after 50 respectively
100 cycles. However, one might interpret even a slight increase after 100 cycles compared to 50
cycles. The samples processed with the UV laser were only tested after 50 cycles. The parameter with
the lowest energy density (UV 16) shows a significant decrease of approx. 4.3 MPa respectively 18
%. In contrast, samples processed with higher energy densities (UV 40.0, UV 80.0) do not exhibit
any strength decrease.
To sum it up: A significant decrease of the shear strength was observed for all samples that possessed
high values in the range of shear strength of the adhesive before ageing. In contrast, samples that
exhibited already lower values in the unaged state did not show a remarkable loss.
3.3

FRACTURE PATTERNS OF UNAGED AND AGED SPECIMENS

Unaged samples: The occurring failure behaviors are adhesion failure (AF), cohesion failure (CF),
substrate near cohesion failure (SCF) and AF paired with cohesive substrate failure (CSF). In the
unaged state, the fracture patterns show mainly a cohesive failure of the adhesive in the unaged state,
Figure 4 a). With NIR 2.3, sections of the epoxy were removed of the CFRP and remain on the
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aluminium side. Only the acetone cleaned samples exhibit a partly adhesive failure (AF) on the aluminium side, Figure 4 b).
a)

b)

Figure 4: Breakage pattern of a) aluminium side of acetone cleaned unaged specimen, b) aluminium side of
NIR 2.3 pre-treated unaged specimen

It is also visible, that an exposure of carbon fibres due to laser treatment with high energy input (NIR
37.3, NIR 71.2) leads to substrate near cohesion failure (SCF) on the CFRP side with carbon fibres
remaining in the adhesive, which may indicate a cohesive substrate failure of the CFRP, Figure 5 a)
and [9]. UV 40.0 and UV 80.0 exhibit a cohesive failure inside the adhesive, Figure 5 b).
a)

b)

Figure 5: Breakage pattern of unaged specimens a) aluminium side of NIR 37.3 pre-treated specimen, b)
aluminium side of UV 80.0 pre-treated specimen

Aged samples: Generally spoken, the fracture patterns do not change due to the hygrothermal ageing,
independent of the cycle number and the pre-treatment process. Hygrothermal aged NIR 2.3 and NIR
37.3 breakage pattern are given in Figure 6
a)

b)

Figure 6: Breakage pattern after 50 cycles of a) aluminium side of NIR 2.3 pre-treated specimen, b) aluminium side of NIR 37.3 pre-treated specimen

However, after 50 cycles, the NIR 2.3 breakage pattern is in comparison to the unaged more unregularly and varies between a cohesive failure (CF) inside the adhesive and a cohesive substrate fail-
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ure (CSF) inside the CFRP, Figure 6 a). In case of NIR 37.3, a section is broken cohesive in the adhesive and another section near the substrate (SCF) and inside the substrate (CSF) of the CFRP,
Figure 6 b).

4

DISCUSSION

With the laser pre-treatment of CFRP, the level of matrix ablation and surface topography is effected
by the applied laser parameters and energy density. The near-infrared wavelength enables a pre-treatment without an aerial ablation of matrix (NIR 2.3) or a fully carbon fibre exposure (NIR 37.3 &
71.2). However, a full ablation of the matrix without fibre damage is not possible. The mechanical
strength of the hybrid CFRP/Al-joints revealed that an exposure of carbon fibres is not necessary.
The specified shear strength of the adhesive was achieved with NIR 2.3 and Acetone. The fracture
patterns confirm a high connection strength due to the mainly cohesive failure inside the adhesive.
Higher NIR densities (NIR 37.3 & 71.2) lead to a reduced average shear strength and a breakage near
the CFRP inside the adhesive with pulled out carbon fibres. This indicate that a damage inside the
CFRP takes place. A similar result was determined by Reitz et al. [9].
The variation of the energy density with UV wavelength enables different states of ablation and surface topographies. A partly ablation of the matrix is possible. With UV 80.0, damaged and broken
fibres were detected. The shear strength of UV specimens revealed a similar correlation to NIR pretreatment whereby the lowest energy density achieved the highest shear strength. In contrast to several publication indicates this that an exposure of fibres is not necessary, on the contrary, it worsens
the shear strength.
After different numbers of hygrothermal cycles, the mechanical strength is reduced in the range of
12-25 % to their unaged condition. With rising number of cycles, the mechanical strength stays constant in the range of approx. 20-22 MPa independent of the pre-treatment method and energy density.
Except of NIR 2.3 and NIR 37.3, all breakage patterns are similar to their unaged reference. The
constant mechanical strength after 25 cycles and more indicate, that an ageing of the adhesive within
the first 25 cycles takes place. Further cycles do not have an additional influence on the strength of
the adhesive. The different topographies of the surface and the exposed carbon fibres to not influence
the ageing behaviour of the hybrid joint. This behaviour indicates that mainly a degradation of the
adhesive itself takes place and the interaction zone between substrates and adhesive stays unaffected.

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, two laser systems with different wavelengths were applied to pre-treat the CFRP surface
before bonding to aluminium. The aluminium substrate was laser structured with one parameter. The
energy input with the NIR laser system was varied in between 2.3 and 71.2 J/cm², the UV system in
the range of 16 and 80 J/cm². As a reference, acetone cleaned hybrid CFRP/Al specimens were used.
After the adhesive joining, batches were hygrothermally aged according to PV1200:2003. The SLJ
samples were tested mechanically in the pristine state as well as after 25, 50 and 100 cycles and
fracture pattern were investigated. The following conclusions can be drawn:
 The energy density generates different levels of matrix ablation and surface topographies. With
NIR wavelength, it is possible to laser process the samples with almost no exposure of the carbon
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fibres applying a low energy density of 2.3 J/cm². Higher energy inputs lead to a full ablation of
the matrix. However, the exposed carbon fibres are damaged to some extent.
With the chosen parameters for the UV laser system, it is possible to pre-treat the CFRP-samples
without (UV 16.0), with partial (UV 40.0) and full ablation (UV 80.0) of the matrix. However,
fibre damage is observed as well when the matrix is fully ablated.
The mechanical tests of the hybrid CFRP/Al-joints reveal that the highest shear strength is
achieved when the matrix is not ablated. Acetone cleaned as well as NIR 2.3 and UV 16.0 samples
exhibit values which are in the range of the specification of the adhesive.
The ageing tests indicate that the adhesive bond degrades already within the first 25 cycles. A
reduction of the shear strength in the range of 12-25 % is detected. Further cyclic ageing does not
further decrease the shear strength.
In addition, we conclude that when the matrix is ablated - which goes along with a lower shear
strength in the unaged state - the different levels of ablation, surface topography and the exposed
carbon fibres do not significantly affect the ageing behaviour of the hybrid joint.
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Abstract

In this study an interpenetrating metal-matrix-composite of a highly homogeneous alumina ceramic
foam and an AlSi10Mg aluminum alloy, fabricated via gas pressure infiltration of the ceramic
preform with the molten aluminum alloy is investigated mechanically. This composite shows
promising mechanical properties compared to other interpenetrating aluminum-alumina composites
due to its ceramic preform and manufacturing process. To get an understanding of the application
potential and limits of this material, mechanical characterization is carried out in a compression test
combined with an in-situ method of a digital microscope to analyze the failure mechanism and crack
propagation during compression tests. The received results from this study are compared with other
studies in this field to place this new material into the range of investigated interpenetrating phase
composites (IPCs) based on aluminum-alumina composites.

2

Introduction

Light-weight materials for structural application play a key role in nowadays engineering success
regarding the reduction of greenhouse gases and environmentally compatible implementations in
mobility and transportation. The limits of light weight metals are reached mainly for mechanical load
in an environment under elevated temperature. In this area of application, metal-matrix-composites
(MMC) and especially interpenetrating phase composites show a great potential [1]. By combining
ceramic structures with a metallic phase in an interpenetrating microstructure, each phase contributes
to the macroscopic properties of the composite which gives the opportunity to tune the properties or
also develop multifunctional materials [2]. Aluminum based MMCs are in special focus of research
regarding their properties and potential. Therefore aluminum is the most utilized metallic alloy in the
MMC development [3]. Infiltrating sintered ceramic preforms with a metallic phase is the most
common used manufacturing method for interpenetrating composites [2, 4–7]. An overview of
research on various manufactured IPCs based on aluminum-alumina, are given in Table 1 with
ceramic content, range of pore size in the ceramic phase, type of aluminum alloy used for the metallic
phase, compressive strength, strain rate and elongation at compression strength as far as specified in
the publications.
The mechanical properties as well as the microstructure of the composite is mainly based on the
ceramic preform. For an isotropic mechanical behavior, a homogeneous pore distribution within the
ceramic without a geometrically predominant direction, is required. Colombo and Bernardo [8] have
shown the microstructural need of a small pore size for a mechanically durable ceramic foam.
Previous microstructural investigations via X-ray computed tomography have shown a narrow poresize distribution with open, homogeneous and spherical pores and dense ceramic struts in the ceramic
foam investigated here [9].
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Table 1. Overview of different interpenetrating ceramic metal composites of alumina and aluminum alloys from
literature.
ceramic phase
manufacturing method
[-]

ceramic
content
[%]

pore size

[µm]

type of metal

[-]

residual
porosity

compression
strength

[%]

[MPa]

strain
rate

elongation at
compression
strength/break

publication

[%]

[-]

[-]

freeze casting / pore
former

35 - 40

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

500 – 900

NSF

0,01 - 10

[10]

freeze casting

43 ± 2

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

270 - ca. 700**

10¯³ 1/s

2,5 - 10

[11]

pyrolysable placeholder

24,3

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

277*

NSF

NSF

[12]

pyrolysable placeholder

29,5

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

301,5*

NSF

NSF

[12]

hollow alumina particle

NSF

NSF

AlSi7Mg0,3

NSF

up to 275

10¯³ 1/s

NSF

[13]

replica technique

30,57

300 - 450

AlSi12CuMgNi 0,57

341

NSF

ca. 4

[14]

replica technique

28,52

450 - 550

AlSi12CuMgNi 1,6

317

NSF

ca. 4

[14]

replica technique

25,58

800 - 1000 AlSi12CuMgNi 1,44

294

NSF

ca. 4

[14]

gelcasting of foams

10

500

320

NSF

0,09

[15]

AlMg5

<1

NSF = Not specified

* Tensile, no compression values available
** lowest value for 34 ° angle to freeze direction, highest value in freezing direction tested

3

Experimental/ Materials and Methods

For the experiments, a macroscopic homogeneously and highly porous open-cell alumina ceramic
foam, with an approximate relative density of 25 %, provided by Morgan Advanced Materials
Haldenwanger GmbH, Waldkraiburg, Germany is used, who hold a patent on the low-cost
manufacturing technique [16]. An interpenetrating metal ceramic composite is produced via gas
pressure infiltration based on the ceramic foam and an AlSi10Mg aluminum alloy, as described by
the authors [9]. The materials were cut into cubic samples of ca. 5 x 5 x 5 mm³ and the sample surface
was grinded stepwise with silicon carbide paper up to grain size P800, with water as coolant.
For in-situ microscopy one cube-surface also was polished with diamond suspensions (9, 3 and 1 µm)
and OP-S-Suspension, each manufactured by Struers, Friedberg, Germany.
Compression tests were carried out with a universal testing machine of type 1464, with a load cell
xforceK up to 50 kN, each of Zwick&Roell, Ulm, Germany. Interchangeable compression stamps
with plane turned and then polished end faces (SiC grinding paper with grain size up to P4000 and
water as coolant) were made of hardened machine screws of grade 12.9 with tensile strength of
1200 N/mm² and a yield strength of 1050 N/mm². Molybdenum sulfide (OKS Spezialschmierstoffe
GmbH, Munich, Germany) was used as a solid lubricant between the sample and the stamps in
accordance to DIN 50106 [17]. A preload of 20 N was applied onto the sample, before the data
logging started. The strain rate during the compression tests was set to 10-3 1/s. Abort criterions for
the experiments were set for a minimum stamp distance of 3 mm and a drop in maximum force of
80 %. Three samples were tested with the in-situ testing. Therefore, load steps were integrated into
the compression test procedure at stresses of 250, 300, 340, 360 and 380 MPa for the composite.
For optical elongation determination the ARAMIS Adjustable System with two 12 Megapixel
cameras by GOM, Braunschweig, Germany was used. For the specific setup, lenses with a focal
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length of 100 mm and one polar filter for each camera were used. The working distance between
camera and sample was ca. 50 cm and two LED spotlights were used for the uniform illumination of
the sample. A black and white speckle pattern was applied on the sample surface examined with the
ARAMIS-System.
A digital microscope of type VHX-600 by Keyence, Neu-Isenburg, Germany was installed with a 50
to 500 x magnification (VH-Z50L, Keyence) on the opposite side of the sample, to investigate the
damage behavior and the crack propagation during the compression test. The complete test setup of
the in-situ compression tests is shown in Figure 1:
d

a

b

f

e
c

digital microscope

GOM
12MARAMIS

b

a

a

Compression stamp adapter
(at Zwick&Roell universal testing machine)

b

Interchangeable compression stamp

c

Sample to be tested

d

LED lighting

e

12M Aramis System, GOM

f

Digital microscope, Keyence

d

Figure 1. In-situ testing setup: Zwick&Roell universal testing machine, GOM ARAMIS Adjustable 12M System and
Keyence digital microscopy.

4

Results and Discussion

The results of the compression tests for the ceramic preform are shown in Figure 2. The elongation
has been tracked with the Aramis GOM-System, based on a speckle pattern. At the point of failure,
the speckle pattern can spall from the brittle surface or because of spontaneous big displacements, the
software is not able to calculate the elongation correctly anymore. Therefore, the values are just
plotted until the point of failure. The curves were also smoothed with a Lowess algorithm.
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MMC with load steps
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0,1

0,2

0,3
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Figure 2. Left: Stress-strain diagram of the compression test with a strain rate of ε͘ = 10-3 1/s for the alumina ceramic
foam, the produced interpenetrating composite and an AlSi10Mg alloy (values taken from literature [20]).
Right: Enlarged visualization of the results for the ceramic foam.

The ceramic foam shows a linear behavior until failure and has an elongation at break higher than
0,25 %, which is more than twice the elongation at break of a dense alumina ceramic [18]. The
compression strength of this ceramic foam lies between 60 and 65 MPa. Compared to some other
studies on alumina based ceramic foams with a comparable porosity, produced in different ways, the
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investigated ceramic foam has a higher compressive strength. Hadi et al. [19] produced a ceramic
foam via replica technique with a porosity of 80 – 83 % and 14 pores per inch. The compressive
strength of their foam reached 1,33 – 3,24 MPa. Prabhakaran et al. [20] used a pore-former process
for their material with 67 – 76,7 % porosity and a bimodal pore size distribution in the range of 20 µm
and 200 – 800 µm. They reached a compressive strength of 2,01 – 5,9 MPa for their material. Vijayan
et al. [21] investigated a freeze gel-casting foam with 70 % porosity and an average pore size of
13,24 µm with a compressive strength of 39,6 MPa. Tallon et al. [22] investigated alumina foams
produced via stabilized foams and gel casting process in a varying range of porosity between 65 –
93 %. They reached for small pore size between 100 and 150 µm a compressive strength of 57,8 MPa
at a porosity of 63 %. For bigger pores around 300 µm they determined lower compressive strengths.
Colombo et al. [8] showed a dependency of mechanical strength of the ceramic foams on the pore
size. For small pores (8 µm) they determined a two to five times higher compressive strength than for
bigger pores (100 – 600 µm). In the mentioned examples from literature, it becomes obvious, not
only the pore size is responsible for the mechanical stability of ceramic foams. The microstructure
resulting from the respective manufacturing process also plays a decisive role for the mechanical
strength. For replica technique e.g., the ceramic struts often show pores inside, like it can be seen
exemplarily in the following publications by Hadi et al. [19], Accher et al. [23], Boczkowska [24]
and Dolata [25]. Studart et al. [26] give an overview of different ceramic foams, in which the
compressive strength is shown as a function of porosity and the manufacturing process. The alumina
foam of the present study can be placed in the upper area of the compressive strength of the open
porous alumina foams within their diagram, which spans from 0,15 to 100 MPa (for relative densities
from 0,04 to 0,54). The highly homogeneous pore distribution inside the ceramic and the dense
ceramic struts as well as the narrow pore-size distribution with a low median pore diameter of
approximately 20 µm [9] are microstructural reasons for the foam having such high load capacity.
As an example, Figure 2 shows two stress-strain curves of the composite in addition to the curves of
the ceramic foam. One curve shows the course of the compression testing with constant strain rate
(MMC continuously tested). The other curve shows the course where load steps were implemented
for the in-situ investigations of the sample (MMC with load steps). For the MMC with load steps the
test was terminated when a certain number of images was reached with the GOM-System. The
experiment of the MMC continuously tested was terminated after a significant stress decrease from
the maximum stress. The curves of the two compression tests correspond very well up to the
maximum stress, where the ceramic phase fails with an audible cracking. The maximum compression
strength is approximately 407 MPa. The further course of the MMC with load steps is different from
the MMC continuously tested and shows a drop in stress. Reasons for that could be local failure of
ceramic struts or microscopic crack growth in the ceramic phase during the load steps in combination
with dislocation slip as well as dislocation creep in the metallic phase for high stresses, also occurring
during the load steps, but this phenomenon is not finally investigated yet and the given reasons are
just thesis which have to be proved. Also remarkable is the three times higher elongation in the
composite at maximum compression stress in comparison with the ceramic foam (approximately 1 %
compared with 0,25 % elongation at break), what can also be seen in other publications, like
Boczkowska et al. [14] e.g. For the classification of the compressive strength of the composite, values
from other publications were compiled in Table 1.
The compression stress-strain curve of a bulk AlSi10Mg alloy is shown in Figure 2 for the same
range of elongation. The data of the curve progression are cut of at the elongation of 7 % for a better
overview and been obtained from Stanev et al. [27], who based their figure on Stanev et al. [28]. Due
to the ceramic interpenetrating phase, the composite is significantly stiffened compared to the
aluminum alloy and also gains in strength. The brittle material properties of the ceramic are
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compensated largely by the metallic phase, as the course of the composite shows in Figure 2 in
comparison to the original materials of which the phases of the composite are made.
Representative micrographs of the sample, which is shown in the stress-strain diagram in Figure 2
(MMC with load steps), are shown in Figure 3 for the condition under preload and at the end of the
compression test. The material contrast between metal and ceramic made a good differentiation of
the phases. The local plastic deformation in the metallic phase as well as the crack growth in the
ceramic phase, the metallic phase as well as at the phase boundaries up to macroscopically big cracks
can be seen.
The experimental setup, introduced in Figure 1, makes additionally optical strain analysis accessible.
The phenomenon of macroscopic cracks, tend to grow under ± 45 ° in the material sample, can also
be detected in the optical strain analysis like the results show in the middle of Figure 3 in comparison
to the micrograph in the right part. The strain orthogonal to the load direction shows also
concentration along ± 45 ° according to the load direction. This gives first indications to a shear driven
failure mechanism in the section of decreasing stress after the maximum compression stress was
reached and the main load-bearing structure of the ceramic phase has failed with an audible crack.
But for consideration of the entire range of failure, the complex interpenetrating material structure
shows a complex failure process with a multidirectional crack growing progress. Thereby a clear
failing mechanism could not be determined yet. This shows that a two-dimensional investigation of
crack growth and failure mechanism at the sample surface is not enough to get an understanding of
the complete failure mechanism in this interpenetrating phase composite.
[%]
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Figure 3. Micrographs of in-situ compression test. Overview of the sample “MMC with load steps” with preload (left)
and at the end of the test (right), strain in Y-direction at one of the last images with full pattern identification of the
software (middle). Strain scale is cut off at 5 % to illustrate the elongation course over the surface. Local maximum
strains up to 15 % are reached in the lower right corner.
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Conclusion/Summary and Outlook

Compression tests on an interpenetrating metal-ceramic composite and on a homogeneous ceramic
foam, the composite is based on, were carried out successfully. The compression tests show a high
load capacity of the ceramic foam (60 – 65 MPa) due to its well-developed microstructure for
mechanical application. This property is also reflected in the composite, where high stiffness and high
compression strength (407 MPa) can be seen. At the same time, the metallic phase compensates the
brittle properties of the ceramic foam and the elongation at maximum compression stress of the MMC
is three times higher than the elongation at break of the ceramic foam.
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Furthermore, an in-situ setup was presented, to investigate two-dimensional crack growth and failure
at the sample surface during compression testing. The method is especially suitable for composite
materials with a good optical contrast.
This work also showed fist results of crack growth at the surface of the interpenetrating aluminumalumina composite. Because of the complex microstructure and load distribution inside the composite
specimen, further investigations with three-dimensional in-situ methods (e.g. computed tomography)
will be conducted to fully understand the failure mechanisms of interpenetrating composite structure.
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ABSTRACT: Common lightweight materials are often prone to vibrations, as loss factors of
isotropic materials generally decrease with higher specific Young’s moduli. This may reduce the
comfort for the user but also increases the fatigue of the material due to unwanted vibrations.
Fiber-metal-elastomer laminates used in this study consist of alternating layers of carbon fibre
reinforced plastics, elastomer layers and aluminium sheets. These laminates offer great potential in
lightweight structures with adjustable damping properties, while also showing the benefits of
conventional fiber metal laminates, with their damage tolerant behaviour. The material behavior is
strongly influenced by the viscoelastic properties of the applied elastomer, which damp by the
principle of constrained layer damping when the laminate is excited. Here, large shear strains are
induced in the viscoelastic elastomer layers when the laminates are deformed under bending loads.
The characterization in this study is done by modal analysis according to ASTM E756-05, with a
cantilever beam under bending vibrations. Different laminate setups are investigated to show the
influence of lay-up on the modal parameters. Therefore, frequency response functions are recorded
and modal loss factors of the natural frequencies are extracted by using the half-power bandwidth
method. The results are compared with an analytical model based on the so-called Ross-KerwinUngar-equations (RKU) and numerical studies by using finite element simulations. The different
models are compared and their limitations are discussed.

1. Introduction
Fiber metal laminates are well known for their good mechanical properties and damage tolerant
behavior [1]. The usage of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) in these laminates is often
restricted due to degradation because of galvanic corrosion and thermal expansion coefficients. The
integration of an elastomer layer has proven to overcome these drawbacks [2]. In addition, the
elastomer layer also has strong influence on the damping behavior of such laminates. This principle
is well known as constrained layer damping (CLD), where a compliant viscoelastic damping layer is
constrained between two stiffer layers. This leads to high shear deformations in the damping layer
under bending vibrations. The damping behavior depends on the viscoelastic layer and laminate layup. This principle was first described by Ross et al. [3], who also gave an analytical model for
determining natural frequencies and damping factors for such laminates. The model and equations
are known as the RKU-Model, which is used in wide variety of studies dealing with constrained layer
damping [4–6]. Also more complicated analytical models were presented for more complex laminates
[7]. However, hybrid materials consisting of fiber reinforced plastics, metal sheets and viscoelastic
damping layers were rarely considered neither analytical nor experimental. Therefore, in this study
the damping behavior of hybrid fiber metal elastomer laminates (FMEL) will be characterized by
modal analysis. The experimental characterization of the FMEL will be done according to ASTM
E756-05 [8]. Although this standard is primarily used to characterize the viscoelastic behavior of the
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damping material, the procedure can also be used to characterize the entire laminate. The analytical
model presented in this standard is also based on the RKU-Model and will be used in this
investigation, as well as a numerical approach. The characterization of the neat materials is not part
of this investigation, but can be found in previous studies [9].

2. Material
The FMEL were manufactured using a hot molding process at 150°C and 40 bar for 300 s. The hybrid
material consists of aluminum sheets 2024 T3 ALCLAD AMS-QQA-250/5 with a thickness of
0.3 mm and CFRP layers in a biaxial [0/90]s lay-up of unidirectional HexPly
M77/38%/UD150/CHS/12K/T700 with a single layer thickness of 0.15 mm according to the data
sheet [10]. For the elastomer layers unvulcanized EPDM layers, provided by Gummiwerk
KRAIBURG GmbH & Co. KG, were used. The mixture is called SAA9579-52 and was provided in
a thicknesses of 0.5 mm. Beside the standard manufacturing process the elastomer was also applied
in a dissolved condition described by Stoll et. al [11]. Thereby a 0.05 mm thick elastomer layer was
manufactured. The laminates consist of alternating CFRP and aluminum layers, which are separated
by an elastomer layer. In addition, a reference laminate was manufactured and tested which does not
have an elastomeric layer as separating layer. The lay-ups of the laminates are summarized in Table
1. An abbreviated notation is also introduced for referring to the specific lay-up. Panels with quadratic
dimensions of 400 mm x 400 mm were manufactured and specimens with dimensions of 250 mm x
15 mm were cut from these panels using water jet cutting. For each laminate lay-up three specimens
were prepared for testing. The fiber orientation was chosen so that the outer fibre layer is oriented
along the long side of the specimens.

3. Methods
3.1.

Experimental modal analysis

The test set up for the modal analysis is shown in Figure 1 a).

Signal generator

H2

H3
CFRP

Amplifier

H1

Elastomer

Coil

H2

AL

Magnet

b)

H3

Elastomer

Specimen

Reference signal

CFRP

a)

LDV

1

2

3

2

1

Figure 1: a) Test setup for experimental modal analysis on FMEL. b) Crossection of an FMEL specimen with
nomenclature for analytical model in section 3.2. H is the thickness of each layer.

The specimen is clamped at one side over a length of 40 mm, so that a free length of 210 mm can
vibrate at the free end. The excitation is realized contactless via electromagnetic forces. Therefore, a
small magnet is glued at the free end of each specimens. A coil is placed in front of the magnet, which
is connected to an amplified signal generator. The signal is generated using the audio output of a PC
and is used as a reference signal. Thereby a sweep signal with constant amplitude from 10 Hz to
6 kHz is generated. The vibration of the specimen is measured with a scanning laser-Dopplervibrometer (Polytec PSV-500) at 57 evenly distributed points. Thus, the mode shapes are analyzed.
Frequency response functions (FRFs) as the mean value of all 57 measurement points are determined
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Table 1: Lay-up configurations and nomenclature according to Sessner et al. [9]: Xyz : X: Material class ( A: Aluminum,
El: Elastomer, C: CFRP), y: thickness in mm, z: Additional information like orientation or different materials within
the material class.

Nr.

Lay-up

Thickness / mm

Abbreviation

0°
90°
0°
90°
[(C0.15
/C0.15
)s /A0.3 /(C0.15
/C0.15
)s ]

1.5

C/A/C

0°
90°
soft
0°
90°
[(C0.15
/C0.15
)s /Elsoft
0.5 /A0.3 /El0.5 /(C0.15 /C0.15 )s ]

2.5

1.
2.
3.

0°
90°
soft
0°
90°
[(C0.15
/C0.15
)s /Elsoft
0.05 /A0.3 /El0.05 /(C0.15 /C0.15 )s ]

1.6

C/Els.05 /A/Els.05 /C
C/Els.5 /A/Els.5 /C

by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) up to 6250 Hz with a minimum frequency resolution of
0.977 Hz. The modal loss factor is determined with the n dB method according to
ASTM E756-05 [8]:
1
Δ𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛
(1)
𝜂𝜂 = (
)
√(𝑥𝑥 2 ) − 1 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛
𝑛𝑛

(2)
With:
𝑥𝑥 = 10(20) .
As a standard value n=3 dB is chosen for the modal damping, but lower values are picked for natural
frequencies which are strongly damped. The standard also states that the first natural frequency should
be considered with extra care, as it is very sensitive to higher damping due to the clamping. In
addition, the frequency resolution of the FFT is not high enough to accuratly measure the first natural
frequency correctly. Therefore, the modal damping of the first natural frequency will not be evaluated.

3.2. Analytical model for FMEL modal parameters
According to ASTM E756-05 the n-th natural frequency 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 for an isotropic beam can be calculated
with the following formula [8]:
L
ρ
E

𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛

=
=
=
=

Free length
Density
Young’s modulus

12 𝜌𝜌 𝐿𝐿4 𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛2
𝐸𝐸 =
.
𝐻𝐻 2 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛2

(3)

𝜋𝜋

(2 ) (𝑛𝑛 − 0.5)2 ; for n > 3; 𝑐𝑐1 = 0.55959; 𝑐𝑐2 = 3.5069; 𝑐𝑐2 = 9.8194

For the hybrid FMEL lay-ups the modal parameters in cantilever setup shown in Figure 1 a) are
modeled using the RKU equations and the model proposed by Nashif et al. [12]. Here, only the
damping layers (see Figure 1 b) Elastomer) are modelled to be viscoelastic. The outer constraining
layers and the center layer are seen as isotropic linear elastic. Although, this is not the case for the
CFRP layer, a rule of mixture was applied to calculate the Young’s modulus of the biaxial CFRP layup with results from tensile tests on unidirectional 0 ° and 90 ° CFRP. These modulus values and the
DMA master curves of the elastomer materials can be found in Sessner et al. [9]. The aluminum layer
is also modeled linear elastic with a Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and a density of 2.7 g/cm³. Thus,
the complex modulus of a five-layer structure for the n-th bending mode can be described with
following formulas [12]:

With:

2
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1 + i𝜂𝜂) = 𝐸𝐸1 𝐼𝐼1 + 2𝐸𝐸3 𝐼𝐼3 + 2𝐸𝐸3 𝐻𝐻3 𝐻𝐻31

𝑔𝑔 =

𝐺𝐺2 𝐿𝐿2

𝐸𝐸3 𝐻𝐻3 𝐻𝐻2 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛
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𝑔𝑔(1 + i𝜂𝜂2 )
.
1 + 𝑔𝑔(1 + i𝜂𝜂2 )

(4)
(5)

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 = (2𝑛𝑛 − 1)2 𝜋𝜋 2 /4 for n ≥ 2 , and 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 = 3.516 for n = 1
(6)
𝐻𝐻1 + 𝐻𝐻3
𝐻𝐻31 =
+ 𝐻𝐻2
(7)
2
I1, I3 = Second moment of inertia for layers 1 and 3
η2 = Loss factor (tan delta) of layer 2
E1, E3 = Young’s moduli for layers 1 and 3
G2 = Shear modulus of the elastomer layer.
Where 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸(1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) represents the complex modulus of the FMEL. The storage and loss modulus can
be derived by calculating the real and imaginary parts of it. The modal loss factor η is the ratio of loss
and storage modulus and 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 is a constant factor depending on the mode number and boundary
conditions of the specimen. For the present case, clamped-free boundary conditions are chosen. Note,
this model can only depict bending mode shapes, hence it must be checked whether this applies to
the experimental results. The storage modulus derived from equation (6) can be used in combination
with equation (3) to calculate the natural frequencies of the hybrid FMEL or vice versa if the storage
modulus is to be calculated from the natural frequency.
3.3. Numerical model for FMEL modal parameters
Additionally, finite element simulations using Abaqus/Standard are carried out in order to
numerically determine the natural frequencies and modal loss factors of the laminates under
investigation. The models consist of quadratic solid elements and each material layer is represented
by three elements in thickness direction. The beams are modeled according to the lay-ups and
dimensions in Sections 2 and 3.1. All translational degrees of freedom are restricted at the clamped
face of the beam. The aluminum is modeled as linear elastic whereas the CFRP and elastomer layers
have frequency dependent material properties. The eigenvalue extraction is followed by a complex
eigenvalue analysis yielding each mode’s effective damping ratio given by
Re(𝑢𝑢̂𝑖𝑖 )
(8)
Im(𝑢𝑢̂𝑖𝑖 )
where 𝑢𝑢̂𝑖𝑖 is the eigenvalue of mode 𝑖𝑖. In order to comply with the results that are obtained
experimentally, only bending modes are considered.
𝑑𝑑 = −2

4. Results
Figure 2 shows the second to seventh mode shape of a C/Els.5 /A/Els.5 /C lay-up. For each specimen it
was checked that only bending mode shapes are evaluated. The second to seventh natural frequencies
for all lay-ups are shown in Figure 3 a) for the experimental numerical and analytical results with
their corresponding loss factors. As stated before, for the evaluation, the first bending mode is not
considered due to limited frequency resolution of the FFT and negative effects due to the clamping.
The evaluated mode shapes of the natural frequencies correlate to the ones shown in Figure 2. For the
specimens without elastomer a higher scatter range can be seen for the second bending mode
compared to the remaining loss factors. This is still seen as a result of a limited frequency resolution,
which is particularly noticeable at weakly damped low natural frequencies. It can be seen that for the
lay-ups with elastomer the loss factor increases with increasing natural frequency. For the specimens
without elastomer this trend can hardly be distinguished above the second bending mode.
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Figure 2: Second to seventh experimentally determined bending mode shapes of the C/Els.5 /A/Els.5 /C lay-up.

The analytical and numerical loss factors show the same trend for the lay-ups with elastomer. In
addition, the accordance with the experimental results is good with a slightly overestimation for the
lay-up with the thicker elastomer. For the lay-up without elastomer, no analytical results were
determined, as the RKU model is only valid for specimens with a low modulus interlayer. The
numerical results for the C/A/C lay-up also show the same trend, however the loss factor is
underestimated by the model.The storage modulus of the lay-ups at their corresponding natural
frequency can be seen in Figure 3 b). These storage moduli are calculated using equation (3). For the
lay-up without elastomer (C/A/C) the storage modulus is constant for all natural frequencies. For the
FMEL lay-ups the storage modulus decreases for higher bending mode shapes. The analytical model
predicts the storage modulus well, with the biggest errors of 12.6 % at the lower frequencies for the
0.5 mm thick elastomer layer (C/Els.5 /A/Els.5 /C). The numerical model overestimates the storage
modulus for all lay-ups, while with decreasing elastomer content the overestimation increases.

Figure 3 a: Experimental, analytical and numerical loss factors for all lay-ups starting from the second bending mode. For
the experimental ones the mean values of three experiments is shown; b: Storage modulus of the lay-ups at the
corresponding natural frequency starting from the second bending mode shape. For the experimental ones the mean values
of three experiments are calculated.

5. Discussion
Two different types of behaviors have been examined for the specimens with and without an
elastomer layer. With the additional elastomer layer, the specimens show a strong dependency on
mode shape and frequency as it can be seen in Figure 3a. As stated by Nashif [12] the change of loss
factor for CLD applications much more depends on the wave length of the corresponding mode shape
as of the actual frequency. The characterization of storage and loss modulus of the neat elastomer can
be found in Sessner et al., where a decrease of loss factor over the frequency range from 1 Hz to 104
Hz was shown [9]. Since the loss factors 𝜂𝜂 of the modal analysis show an increasing behavior with
frequency, the different mode shapes can be held responsible for that. The higher loss factor can be
explained with higher shear strains in the elastomer layers for shorter wavelengths. For the lay-up
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without elastomer this cannot be seen as the shorter wavelengths do not influence the damping
mechanisms. Also the storage modulus in Figure 3 b) is not affected by the different mode shapes
and stays constant over the frequency range for specimens without the low modulus interlayer. The
difference in the storage modulus for the lay-up without elastomer (C/A/C) in Figure 3 b) for
numerical and experimental results shows that the CFRP layers are modeled too stiff in the numerical
approach. With increasing thickness of the elastomer layer the effect is less pronounced, however.
Although in the analytical approach the CFRP layers are modeled linear elastic with no contribution
to the damping behavior, the results of analytical and experimental approach show good agreement
(see Figure 3a). This leads to the conclusion that the damping behavior is mostly affected by the
elastomer and the CFRP layers only function as a constraining layer.

6. Summary
Modal analysis on hybrid fiber metal elastomer laminates have been performed to characterize the
vibration and damping behavior. A cantilever setup was chosen where the specimens were excited
contactless via electromagnetic forces at the free end. The vibration was measured contactless using
a scanning laser-Doppler vibrometer. The experimental results were compared with an analytical and
a numerical model. The experimental results showed that the damping of specimens containing the
elastomer layers strongly depends on the mode shape, with increasing modal damping values for the
investigated frequency range. This is caused by the higher shear deformations in the elastomer layers
for shorter wavelengths of the mode shapes. Also the storage modulus decreases with decreasing
wavelength of the mode shapes. This behaviour was much less pronounced for a reference specimen
without elastomer layer. The analytical and numerical model could also depict the damping and
vibration behavior well. However, the CFRP was assumed too stiff in the numerical approach, which
results in a higher storage modulus especially when the elastomer layers are thin or not existing. As
the damping of the fiber metal elastomer laminates is mostly influenced by the elastomer layers, the
damping behavior of the lay-ups with elastomer can be modelled well with both models.
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Abstract:
The aim of this study was to investigate the bond strength between thermoplastic carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) and aluminium alloys with different surface modifications. The materials
examined were sandwich laminates consisting of unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced polyamide-6
composites and two different types of aluminium alloys. The configuration chosen for studying the
interfacial adhesion is symmetrical with one 0.3 mm thick aluminium foil at the neutral axis of the
stack. Various surface modifications like laser structuring, diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating, corundum blasting and different chemical treatments were applied to the aluminium layer. In addition,
polyamide-6 interlayers with and without glass-fibres were investigated as an electrochemically insulating layer between aluminium and carbon fibres. The specimens were evaluated using a short
beam 3-point bending test to determine the apparent interlaminar shear strength (ILSS). For this purpose, three groups of specimens were stored under standard climate, in a vacuum oven and in hot/wet
conditioning for one week, respectively. In addition, potentiodynamic corrosion measurements were
performed on the aluminium alloys to evaluate the electrochemical barrier resulting from surface
treatments and interlayers. It was observed that 1050 aluminium alloy performed better than 2014
alloy in this aspect. Compared to the configurations without an additional interlayer, interlayers with
glass fibre insulation exhibited slightly lower ILSS values with mainly cohesive interfacial failure.

1
Due to their specific mechanical properties, Fibre-Metal-Laminates (FML) are increasingly gaining
importance with the growing demand for lightweight materials. Compared to conventional fibre reinforced polymers (FRP), the combination of metal and FRP leads to advantages like superior bearing
strength, fatigue resistance, transverse fracture toughness and impact resistance [1]. There are different well-established examples for commercial FMLs, like GLARE® ([2], [3]) which is made of glass
fibre/epoxy reinforced aluminium alloy or ARALL® [4] (aramid fibre/epoxy reinforced aluminium
laminates). We replaced the glass/aramid-fibres with carbon-fibres, expecting to yield higher strength
and stiffness. In addition, instead of a thermoset matrix, a thermoplastic polyamide-6 (PA6) matrix
was used. This leads to advantages regarding production time and costs. Further, this offers the possibility of thermoforming semi-finished products. However, these modifications result in new challenges regarding the risk of contact corrosion as well as adhesion promotion between aluminium and
PA6. Therefore, we studied surface treatments to increase adhesion, protective layers of a polymer
(e.g. PA6) or glass-fibre reinforced polymers to prevent contact corrosion. To demonstrate the influence of the surface modifications used in this study, a short-beam shear (SBS) test was chosen to
determine the apparent interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) following the conceptual work in [5]. For
the evaluation of the electrochemical barrier, potentiodynamic corrosion measurements were conducted on a shortlist of material combinations after the SBS testing.
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2
2.1

Specimen design and preparation

For the experimental investigations, sandwich plates were produced using a symmetrical layup of
eight layers of SIGRAPREG TP C U157-0/NF-T340/46% with a PA6 matrix on two sides of an
aluminium foil with a thickness of 0.3 mm. The specimens for the SBS testing procedure of 20 x 10
mm were cut from plates of 100 x 100 mm using a wet cutting table saw. All samples were immediately dried to avoid any water absorption. Due to the different interlayer materials, the resulting thickness ranged from 2.8 3.3 mm as shown in Figure 1.
CFRP [0°]8

fibre orientation

1.25 mm

Aluminium

0.3 mm

CFRP [0°]8

1.25 mm

h=
2.8 mm
3.3 mm
l = 20 mm

b = 10 mm

Figure 1: Stacking sequence of the FMLs (left) with schematic interlayers (blue) and specimen dimensions for
SBS testing

In this paper, eight combinations of different alloys, surface treatments and interlayers are presented
(cf. Table 1). As aluminium alloys, Al 1050A was chosen due to its electrical and mechanical properties and Al 2024 T3 as it is a widely used standard alloy in the aviation industry with good mechanical properties [3].
Laser treatment was used to prepare the metal surfaces for adhesive bonding as well as to clean potentially remaining impurities on the aluminium layer after the cleaning process. The increased surface area and modified topology leads to better mechanical interlocking and increases intermolecular
bonding [6]. As a second surface treatment, a silane coupling agent was applied to the aluminium
surfaces. On the oxide-surface of the aluminium, the silanes form a layer through covalent bonds [7].
The contact to the CFRP layer (or polymeric interlayer respectively) is improved via chemical bonds
which connect to the thermoplastic matrix. The potential difference between aluminium and carbon
fibres may lead to galvanic corrosion in case there is direct contact between these materials. To minimize the risk of corrosion, interlayers of PA6 and glass-fibres (GF) with PA6 matrix were added in
some cases. As reference, two plates without any surface treatment or interlayers were produced.
Table 1: Configurations of tested FMLs

No.
Alloy
Surface
treatment
Interlayer

1

2

4

5

6

Laser
treatment

3
Al 1050
Silane
treatment

No
treatment
-

No
treatment

7
Al 2024
Laser
treatment

Silane
treatment

-

-

PA6

Silane
treatment
PA6 +
GF

8
Silane
treatment

-

-

-

Before testing the specimens in SBS, three different conditioning environments were chosen to compare their influence on the FMLs. One part of the samples was conditioned in standard climate for
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160 hours, another part was dried in a vacuum oven (T = 80 °C, 160 hours), the third part was stored
in a hot-wet environment (T = 80 °C, 95 % humidity, 160 hours). In 3.1, we present the results of
standard climate and hot-wet conditioning, as the ILSS values from vacuum drying are similar to the
standard climate results.
2.2

Methods

2.2.1 Screening via short-beam tests
After conditioning for one week, the FML specimens were investigated via SBS tests following the
principles of DIN EN 2563. Load is applied at the centre of the specimen with a given length lv
between the support which depends on the thickness of the investigated specimen (Figure 2). To
evaluate the testing process, the interlaminar shear strength (ILSS) is calculated from the force at
delamination onset :
(1)

The maximum shear stress is induced at the specimen centre plane, where the aluminium layer is
located. For thin aluminium layers the ILSS formula gives a reasonable approximation for the actual
shear stress at the interfaces between aluminium and CFRP [8]. However, for this study, the calculated values are solely used for comparison between the material configurations, not as actual interlaminar shear strength values. For each configuration, five samples were tested.

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

2,0

2,5

displacement [mm]

Figure 2: The short beam shear test is used for comparison of the ILSS values. The first signature
within the stress-displacement curve (red circle) indicates the initial failure of the specimen and
is used for further evaluation.

2.2.2 Corrosion measurements
The aluminium alloys and the surface modifications were investigated using potentiodynamic
polarization. Samples were immersed in a natrium chloride solution (c = 0.5 mol/l) and a scan rate of
5 mV/s was chosen for the measurement using the Interface 1000 by Gamry Instruments. As
reference, a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode and as counter electrode a platinum wire was used. The
aluminium samples were cut into 10 x 10 mm pieces and cleaned before putting them into the
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corrosion measuring setup (Figure 3). The electric current flows between the Platin counter electrode
and the sample, which represents the working electrode. The polarization of the sample is varied in
the range of -1.2 V to 0 V. For evaluation, the voltage is plotted against the logarithmic current as
Evans diagram (Figure 5Figure 5).

Working electrode (Al
1050/2024)
Figure 3: Schematic setup of the potentiodynamic corrosion measurement following [9]

3
3.1

Short-beam shear test

After conditioning in a Hot/Wet climate chamber, the FML samples without any surface modification
showed delamination at the interface to the aluminium layer and thus could not be tested. The SBS
results presented in Figure 4 show the mean value of five samples for each configuration for the
remaining six FMLs.
Two main failure mechanisms could be observed on the SBS samples after testing. For the configurations with silane and additional interlayers, the specimens showed mainly cohesive failure within
the CFRP. The samples with laser treatment on the surface showed mainly adhesive failure. The laser
treated samples show slightly lower ILSS values when compared to silane treated samples (without
additional interlayers). This proves an increased delamination resistance for silane treatment which
was also observed in earlier studies with steel/epoxy-based CFRP hybrid laminates [5], [8]. The ILSS
values of Al 2024 based configurations consistently lie below the Al 1050 values, especially after
Hot/Wet conditioning. This result is corresponding to the better galvanic corrosion resistance of Al
1050.
Despite the use of unreinforced PA6 and GF with lower mechanical properties compared to PA6
based CFRP, these samples in the SBS configuration performed almost as good as the FMLs without
additional layers regarding their ILSS values and thus delamination resistance.
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0

0

Figure 4: ILSS values obtained with SBS tests after standard climate conditioning (left)
and after Hot/Wet conditioning (right). Five Samples were tested for each configuration.

3.2

Corrosion measurements

Based on the SBS test results, a subset of configurations was examined via potentiodynamic corrosion
measurements. Al 2024 was solely used as a reference in two different configurations. The results of
the potentiodynamic corrosion measurements of three surface configurations as well as the bare Al
1050 and Al 2024 samples are shown in an Evans diagram (Figure 5), showing the voltage plotted
against the logarithmic current. The corrosion potential Ecorr and corrosion current Icorr of all configurations are summarized in Table 2.
The polarization curves in Figure 5 show a slight decrease of electrical current for the silane treated
Al 2024 specimen throughout the curve while the laser treated Al 1050 specimen stays at almost the
same level. However, the Ecorr values are in the same region for both alloys as well as the surface
treatments. Only the specimen with PA6 interlayers show a clear indication for improved corrosion
resistance. Here, the current decreases by several orders of magnitude and Ecorr is significantly below
the levels of non-treated aluminium samples as well as the ones with surface treatments only.
Table 2: Overview of the extracted corrosion parameters Ecorr and Icorr
FML

Al 1050

Al 1050 +
laser treatment

Al 1050 +
silane treatment

Al 1050 +
silane treatment + PA6

Ecorr
Icorr

-0.85
1.36x10-8

-0.86
4.26x10-8

-0.8
8.17x10-9

-0.53
2.01x10-11

50

Al 1050 +
silane treatment + PA6
+ GF
-0.58
1.35x10-11

Al 2024

Al 2024 +
silane treatment

-0.79
5.8x10-8

-0.8
2.26x10-8

0,01

0,01

1E-3

1E-3

1E-4

1E-4
Al 1050
Al 1050+Laser-treated
Al 1050+silane+PA6

1E-5
1E-6

1E-5

1E-7

1E-7

1E-8

1E-8

1E-9

1E-9

1E-10

1E-10

1E-11

-1,0

-0,5

0,0

Al 2024
Al 2024+silane

1E-6

1E-11

E vs. Ag/AgCl [V]

-1,0

-0,5

0,0

E vs. Ag/AgCl [V]

Figure 5: Evans diagrams showing the polarizarion curves for the differently pre-treated aluminium alloys

The Ecorr values for Al 1050 with interlayers of PA6 and GFF are shifted to -0.53 V to -0.58 V compared to the samples without interlayers (surface treatment only), where Ecorr is in the region of -0.8 V.
In addition, the current rate is significantly below the other samples without interlayers. Therefore,
the interlayers decrease the electrochemical potential difference between the carbon fibres and the
metal core, which allows to expect a reduced corrosion rate.

4
Eight FML configurations were prepared and conditioned for SBS testing. Furthermore, promising
combinations especially with Al 1050 were investigated with a potentiodynamic corrosion testing
method.
The surface treatment of both Al 1050 and Al 2024 leads to significantly better performance regarding
the interfacial adhesion, which was evaluated using SBS tests to determine ILSS values. In direct
comparison, the Al 1050 FMLs show increased adhesion, especially after conditioning the samples
in a Hot/Wet environment. FMLs with additional interlayers perform mechanically slightly worse
than the ones without interlayers. However, the Ecorr values for these samples show good corrosion
resistance after potentiodynamic measurement. To investigate the corrosion resistance furthermore,
a long term Hot/Wet ageing has been started.
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Abstract
This paper deals with a new manufacturing process for fiber-metal-laminates (FML). This is the wetcompression molding. Two fiber volume contents are manufactured and specimens are tested in tensile tests. The FML discussed here consists of 1 mm DC04 metal sheets and a varying number of Eglass fiber interlayers. It is found, that the Young’s modulus and the yield strength are dominated by
the metal sheet and the ultimate tensile strength by the fiber volume content of the glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP).

1

Introduction

New materials and lightweight construction strategies are needed in the course of electrifying the
drive train of automobiles. Especially the crash safety of the accumulator box is a major challenge.
Fiber-metal-laminates (FML) have high-energy absorption and shield sensitive components from
electromagnetic radiation through their integrated metal layers in a very compact package. Traditional
FML developed for the aviation industry are restricted in the forming process and thus in the producible geometries. The low elongation to fracture of fibers like E-glass or carbon fiber allow only small
strains and thus big radii of curvature. Forming metal sheets into complex two-dimensional curved
geometries requires high forming forces, which are not realizable in the traditional FML production
process in an autoclave [1-3]. On the other hand, the recyclability of lightweight composites and FML
is an increasingly important topic. Traditional FMLs are manufactured with a thermoset resin system.
For these reasons, an FML with a reactive thermoplastic matrix was developed, which can also be
manufactured in complex shapes [4]. The here discussed FML consists of 1 mm DC04 metal sheets
and a varying number of glass fiber interlayers. Mechanical properties of plates are tested by tensile
tests and are used as references for the formed FML properties.

2

Experimental

2.1

Material and manufacturing process

The FML layup is a sandwich construction with metal sheets as face sheets and thermoplastic reinforced woven fabrics as intermediate layer. The DC04 metal sheet thickness is 1 mm. The amount of
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Table 1. Overview of different interpenetrating ceramic metal composites of alumina and aluminum alloys from
literature.
ceramic phase
manufacturing method
[-]

ceramic
content
[%]

pore size

[µm]

type of metal

[-]

residual
porosity

compression
strength

[%]

[MPa]

strain
rate

elongation at
compression
strength/break

publication

[%]

[-]

[-]

freeze casting / pore
former

35 - 40

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

500 – 900

NSF

0,01 - 10

[10]

freeze casting

43 ± 2

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

270 - ca. 700**

10¯³ 1/s

2,5 - 10

[11]

pyrolysable placeholder

24,3

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

277*

NSF

NSF

[12]

pyrolysable placeholder

29,5

NSF

AlSi12

NSF

301,5*

NSF

NSF

[12]

hollow alumina particle

NSF

NSF

AlSi7Mg0,3

NSF

up to 275

10¯³ 1/s

NSF

[13]

replica technique

30,57

300 - 450

AlSi12CuMgNi 0,57

341

NSF

ca. 4

[14]

replica technique

28,52

450 - 550

AlSi12CuMgNi 1,6

317

NSF

ca. 4

[14]

replica technique

25,58

800 - 1000 AlSi12CuMgNi 1,44

294

NSF

ca. 4

[14]

gelcasting of foams

10

500

320

NSF

0,09

[15]

AlMg5

<1

NSF = Not specified

* Tensile, no compression values available
** lowest value for 34 ° angle to freeze direction, highest value in freezing direction tested

3

Experimental/ Materials and Methods

For the experiments, a macroscopic homogeneously and highly porous open-cell alumina ceramic
foam, with an approximate relative density of 25 %, provided by Morgan Advanced Materials
Haldenwanger GmbH, Waldkraiburg, Germany is used, who hold a patent on the low-cost
manufacturing technique [16]. An interpenetrating metal ceramic composite is produced via gas
pressure infiltration based on the ceramic foam and an AlSi10Mg aluminum alloy, as described by
the authors [9]. The materials were cut into cubic samples of ca. 5 x 5 x 5 mm³ and the sample surface
was grinded stepwise with silicon carbide paper up to grain size P800, with water as coolant.
For in-situ microscopy one cube-surface also was polished with diamond suspensions (9, 3 and 1 µm)
and OP-S-Suspension, each manufactured by Struers, Friedberg, Germany.
Compression tests were carried out with a universal testing machine of type 1464, with a load cell
xforceK up to 50 kN, each of Zwick&Roell, Ulm, Germany. Interchangeable compression stamps
with plane turned and then polished end faces (SiC grinding paper with grain size up to P4000 and
water as coolant) were made of hardened machine screws of grade 12.9 with tensile strength of
1200 N/mm² and a yield strength of 1050 N/mm². Molybdenum sulfide (OKS Spezialschmierstoffe
GmbH, Munich, Germany) was used as a solid lubricant between the sample and the stamps in
accordance to DIN 50106 [17]. A preload of 20 N was applied onto the sample, before the data
logging started. The strain rate during the compression tests was set to 10-3 1/s. Abort criterions for
the experiments were set for a minimum stamp distance of 3 mm and a drop in maximum force of
80 %. Three samples were tested with the in-situ testing. Therefore, load steps were integrated into
the compression test procedure at stresses of 250, 300, 340, 360 and 380 MPa for the composite.
For optical elongation determination the ARAMIS Adjustable System with two 12 Megapixel
cameras by GOM, Braunschweig, Germany was used. For the specific setup, lenses with a focal
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Figure 2: (a) Tensile test set-up with strain measuring in stacking direction. (b) Specimen with speckled pattern and
measured strain field.

3

Results

The specimens with 0° and 90° orientation hardly differ in their deformation behavior. The 90° specimens have a slightly lower ultimate tensile strength. The deformation behavior of the ±45° oriented
specimens show a significantly higher elongation at fracture (~ factor 8). The Young’s modulus E
within a plate is independent of the fiber orientation. The modulus of elasticity increases with the
FVC. The yield strength Rp0.05 shows no fiber orientation dependence within a plate. The yield
strength increases with increasing FVC. The ultimate tensile strength 𝑅𝑅m is strongly dependent on
the FVC and the fiber orientation. The wet-compression plate with a FVC of 26 % shows a weak
dependence on the fiber orientation.
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Figure 3: Tensile test results of FML and DC04 specimens with 0°, 90° and ±45° orientation. (a) Representative
stress-strain diagram. (b) Box plot of Young’s modulus. (c) Box plot of yield strength. (d) Box plot of ultimate tensile
strength.

4

Discussion

The ultimate tensile strength decreases for 90° specimens compared to 0° specimens, because the
fabric weight is 143 g/m² in the 0° direction and only 133 g/m² in the 90° orientation, which means
that the fiber volume content (FVC) is slightly lower. The ratio between the fabric weight in 90° and
0° orientation is 133/143 = 0.93 and can also be found in Table 1, if one compare the ultimate tensile
strength of 90° and 0° orientation. As stated before, the slight roving anisotropy has no influence on
the Young’s modulus and the yield strength. The Young’s modulus of the FML is dominated by the
metal sheet’s high Young’s modulus (EDC04 /EGFRP ≈ 9) and the higher volume content of the metal
(2t DC04 /t GFRP = 2). The effective layer stiffness can be expressed as spring stiffness c by
c=

EA
L

(1)

→ 𝑐𝑐𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 2𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷04 + 𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺

where E is the Young’s modulus, A the cross-sectional area and L the length of the respective layer.
For the FMLs stiffness, a parallel arrangement of springs can be assumed. The stiffness distribution
between the layers determines the load distribution between the layers. Which can be calculated by
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2cDC04
cGFRP

E

t

(2)

= E DC04 tDC04 ≈ 18.
GFRP GFRP

The stiffness distribution and thus, the load distribution determine the yield strength of the FML.
In this study, all specimens show comparable yield strengths, because the local yield strength of the
metal sheet is reached. The metal starts to flow and the effective stiffness of the FML decreases for
which reason the load is transferred from the metal sheet to the GFRP by shear stresses. When the
FVC of the GFRP layer increases, also the stiffness is increasing, which influences the load distribution between the layers and yields to higher FML yield strengths. While the total outer load is constant, the inner load on the metal sheets is decreasing and the flow stress of the metal sheets is not
reached. After the load transition point (yield strength Rp), the GFRP layer dominates the deformation
behavior and ultimate tensile strength. Specimens with a 0° and 90 orientation have higher Young’s
moduli and ultimate tensile strength due to more fibers in loading direction, which leads to lower
elongations at fracture. The fibers in specimens with ±45° orientation drape under load and reach
therefore higher elongations at fracture.
Table 1. Ratio of mechanical properties related to the 0° property of each plate calculated from the mean values.

ratio of Young’s modulus E
ratio of yield strength Rp0.05
ratio of ultimate tensile strength Rm

FVC
26 %
53 %
26 %
53 %
26 %
53 %

90°/0°
1.03
1.01
0.98
0.98
0.94
0.97

+45°/0°
1.08
1.00
0.98
0.97
0.93
0.79

-45°/0°
1.02
1.04
0.99
0.98
0.93
0.78

The stated effect of stiffness and load distribution does not explain the differences between the mechanical properties of the wet-compression plate with 53 % FVC compared to the plate with 26 %
FVC. In addition, it does not explicate the low orientation dependence of the wet-compression plate
with 26 % FVC. One can see voids in the interface between the metal sheet and the GFRP of the wetcompression specimen in Figure 4.

5 mm

voids in interface

Figure 4: Interface between metal sheet and GFRP.

The voids reduce the actual cross-section and lead to stress rearrangements due to notch effects. Infiltration of FML by the wet-compression molding process causes the voids. The polymer mixture
flows first in-plane between the metal sheet and the upper fabric ply, when the upper mold gets into
contact with the upper metal sheet. Interface in-plane flow resistance is low in contrast to the flow
resistance in thickness direction of the fabric ply stack. When the pressure resulting from the closing
mold is increasing, the fabric plies are infiltrated in thickness direction. The air gets trapped between
the metal sheets, because the metal is not permeable to air. This results in many macroscopic voids
in the interface between the metal sheet and the GFRP, as shown in Figure 4. The interface is of
special interest for a hybrid material like a FML. The load transfer between the metal layers and the
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GFRP is realized by shear stresses in the interface. The voids reduce thereby the load transferring
capability of the FML and lead probably to earlier damage in the interface and delaminations.

5

Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, FMLs manufactured by the wet-compression molding process are tested in tensile tests.
It could be shown, that the manufacturing process influences the mechanical properties manly in the
orientation dependence of the ultimate tensile strength by voids in the interface of metal and GFRP.
The metal sheets and the metal volume content dominate the FMLs elastic properties. While the ultimate tensile strength is dominated by the FVC of the GFRP.
To further improve the mechanical properties of FML, several parameters of the wet-compression
molding process can be optimized. For example with a slower closing profile of the press to give the
air more time to escape from the mold. Instead of infiltrating from top to bottom, one could infiltrate
from bottom to top by stacking the dry fabric plies on top of the polymer mixture. Therefore, a slow
reacting matrix is needed, because the time in the heated mold increases before the mold is closed.
In general, to improve the mechanical properties of FML, a metal with a high yield strength should
be chosen and the effective stiffness of the layers should be as close as possible to each other to get
an even load distribution in the layers.

6
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1

Introduction

A combination of thin metallic sheets and fibre-reinforced plastic layers called hybrid laminates (HL)
can be used to design lightweight structures with an improved damage tolerance compared to pure
polymer matrix composites and at the same time, these materials have a longer service life than the
monolithic metal component. This advantageous combination has led to their increasing use in aircraft construction for GLARE, a layered compound of the aluminium alloy AA2024-T4 and continuous fibre-reinforced epoxy matrix [1].
In recent years, the focus of scientific studies has increasingly shifted to hybrid laminates based on
fibre-reinforced composites with thermoplastic matrix such as polypropylene (PP) [2], polyamide 6
(PA 6) [3] or thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) [4]. These compounds show advantages with regard
to processability [5,6] and dynamic properties [7]. Hybrid laminates with thermoplastic matrix can
be consolidated and formed in a hot pressing process [6,8]. In contrast to thermoset-based hybrid
laminates produced in an autoclave process, thermoplastic-based hybrid laminates are suitable for a
wide variety of continuous large-scale production and enable the large-scale use of hybrid laminates
in the automotive and aviation industries.
An essential aspect of the material combination is the suitable adhesion between the fibre-reinforced
plastic and the aluminium alloy. It can be assumed that the adhesion of the materials can be strongly
influenced by the surface treatment of the aluminium component. One possibility to determine the
shear strength is the examination of thermally joined single lap samples, which are easy to produce
but do not reflect the real manufacturing process of hybrid laminates. A maximum shear strength of
18 MPa on the combination of AA6082 and glass fibre-reinforced PA 6 was determined with a plasma
electrolytic anodic oxidation of the surface [9].
Another test method to measure the interlaminar properties of hybrid laminates with ductile components is by means of short bending tests according to DIN EN ISO 14130. This test configuration
often leads a plastic deformation of the ductile top layer or a shear failure that takes place in the FRP,
which does not allow any statement about the interface. Therefore, in this study a double notched
sample in accordance to the ASTM D3846-08 was utilised to measure the shear strength between a
surface treated aluminium alloy and fibre-reinforced polyamide 6. In [10], the method was successfully applied to measure interlaminar shear properties between surface treated aluminium alloy sheets
and the matrix of glass fibre reinforced epoxy. The authors display results between 20 and 70 MPa
and found that a nanoscale sculpturing realised by an etching process increases the interlaminar properties significantly.
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2

Experimental

2.1 Materials and manufacturing
The investigated hybrid laminate based on CAPAAL – a layered material compound that consists of
surface treated aluminium alloy sheets AA6082-T4 with a thickness of 0.5 mm and layers of unidirectional fibre-reinforced plastics (FRP). The FRP-layer is build up of multiple layers of CePreg
(Cetex Institut gGmbH, Germany) – a continuously produced unidirectional glass (GF-PA 6) and
carbon (CF-PA 6) fibre-reinforced polyamide 6 with a calculated fibre volume fraction of 0.5. To
compensate the mismatch in the coefficient of thermal expansion between the aluminium alloy and
the CF-PA 6 an additional foil of PA 6 with a thickness of 40 µm and a layer of GF-PA 6 is added.
The surface of the aluminium alloy AA6082-T4 was modified using five different treatments:
I) Mechanical blasting: The sheets were blasted manually with a pressure of 1 bar on both sides by
using high-grade Al2O3 with a grain size F24 (600-850 µm) in a working distance of 100 mm. The
blasting material is applied at an angle of 90° to the surface.
II) Anodising: After a pre-treatment by etching the sheets in 10% sodium hydroxide and subsequent
pickling, a 15 µm thick layer of Al2O3 is formed under direct current in sulphuric acid.
III) Phosphating: The phosphating was carried out using Bonderiteâ M-ZN process from Henkel. By
dipping the sheets in a zinc phosphate solution, a conversion layer of small crystalline zinc-phosphatic
mangan will be formed, which typically improves the adhesion of the lacquer.
IV) Adhesion promoter: After phosphating (see III) the co-polyamide VESTAMELT (Evonik Resource Efficiency GmbH, Germany) was applied evenly to the sheet as a powder by means of electrostatic spray coating and then melted in an oven at 200 °C. This forms a uniform glassy adhesion
film with an approx. thickness of 75 µm.
V) Etching: The alkaline chemical surface treatment is carried out by placing the sheets in 3% sodium
hydroxide solution for 60 s.
The consolidation of the materials with a size of 260 x 260 mm² takes place in dip edged tool with a
laboratory platen press Collin PM300. A maximum temperature of 295 °C is held for 24 minutes with
a pressure of 1.5 MPa. As shown in Figure 1, a 2/1-configuration for tensile tests and a 1/2-configuration for measuring the interlaminar shear strength were pressed and cut in samples by water jet.
Type 1/2 – for shear tests

Type 2/1 – for tensile tests

FD

FD

GF-PA 6
PA 6
AA6082-T4

79.5

CF-PA 6
6.4

150

250

RD

RD

RD...Rolling direction
FD...Fibre direction
dimensions in mm

Figure 1: Hybrid laminates composed of aluminium alloy AA6082-T4 and a graded structure of glass- and carbon fibrereinforced PA 6 in a 2/1-configuration for tensile tests and a 1/2-configuration to determine the interlaminar shear strength
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2.2 Methods
The surface roughness parameters like arithmetic mean deviation (Sa), root mean squared (Sq), and
skewness (Ssk) of the treated aluminium sheets were carried out by Keyence VK X200 laser scanning
microscope (LSM) in an area of 290 × 200 µm² with 10 analyzed lines of each sample. After the
consolidation of the hybrid laminates, the thicknesses were examined on cross sections by light microscopy and scanning electron microscope Zeiss LEO 1455VP. The interlaminar shear strength was
measured on the 1/2-configuration with double notched samples in geometrical accordance to ASTM
D3846-08 as shown in Figure 1. In contrast to the standard, a tensile load was chosen instead of the
proposed compression test, as otherwise the FRP will buckle. The mechanical properties were identified in tensile test on the 2/1-configuration in accordance to DIN EN 527-5 with water jet cut samples Type A (length: 250 mm, width: 15 mm). The gauge length is 150 mm. In the clamping area, on
both sides an additional AA6082 sheet was added by epoxy glue. A minimum of three samples for
each surface treatment were tested.

3

Results

The quantification of the surface roughness parameters by LSM shows that mechanical blasting and
anodising process in particular can cause an increase of Sa and Sq compared to untreated aluminium
sheet, whereas the other investigated processes do not cause any pronounced changes, Table 1. The
increase in roughness is associated with an increase in the surface area and a formation of further
bonding areas for the thermoplastic melt. The skewness describes the distribution of the height profile
to the reference line. A positive value, as measured by phosphating, describes a profile determined
by narrow peaks, which is caused by the grown crystals. In contrast the anodised surface is characterised by a slightly negative skewness.
Table 1. Roughness parameters of surface treated aluminium alloy AA6082-T4 measured by LSM transvers to the rolling direction

Surface treatment
AA6082-T4
Untreated
Mechanical blasting
Anodising
Phosphating
Adhesion promoter
Etching

Arithmetic mean
Sa in µm
0.55 ± 0.12
5.74 ± 1.18
2.13 ± 0.13
0.67 ± 0.15
0.49 ± 0.16
0.70 ± 0.02

Root mean squared
Sq in µm
0.66 ± 0.01
6.88 ± 1.13
2.39 ± 0.10
0.95 ± 0.24
0.59 ± 0.18
0.85 ± 0.02

Skewness
Ssk
0.6 ± 0.1
-0.2 ± 0.4
-0.4 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.8
0.5 ± 0.5
0.9 ± 0.1

Sa

Ssk > 0

Ssk < 0

The cross sections of hybrid laminates show a different material thickness by using identical pressing
parameters, Figure 2 and Table 2. The rough surface of the blasted sheets leads to laminates with the
highest thickness. In contrast the hybrid laminates with the anodised surfaces have a significant
smaller thickness although the arithmetic mean roughness is higher than by phosphating, etching and
adhesion promoter. In particular, the thickness of the CF-PA 6 layer is significantly less than that of
the GF-PA 6 layer, which indicates that these layers are more strongly displaced from the laminate
than the GF-PA 6 layers. The rheological behaviour of the thermoplastic melt during the consolidation process is influenced by the surface treatment, the fibres inside the FRP layer and the surface
material. The results show that the alumina surface of the aluminium causes the strongest displacement of the thermoplastic material in the process. The material is pressed out through a gap between
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dipping edge and tool cover plate. This also results in a strong change in the metal volume content,
which in turn has an influence on the strength of the material compounds, see Table 2.
a

b

c

d

e

200 µm

200 µm

200 µm

200 µm

GF-PA 6
CF-PA 6

AA6082-T4
200 µm

PA 6

PA 6

GF

PA 6

Phosphate

Pores

PA 6

GF

Al2O3
2 µm

AA6082

5 µm

AA6082

2 µm

AA6082

5 µm

AA6082

2 µm

AA6082

Figure 2: SEM cross sections of hybrid laminates with a mechanical blasted (a), anodised (b), phosphated (c), adhesion
promoted (d) and etched (e) aluminium alloy AA6082-T4 and a graded structure of glass- and carbon fibre-reinforced
PA 6 in a 2/1-configuration, below: detailed area of the interface

Detailed visual observations of the interface show a connection of the PA 6 without delamination for
all variants, Figure 2 below. Especially with the mechanically blasted aluminium sheet a good mechanical interlocking can be achieved by undercut areas. Only in the interface with the adhesion promoter a pore seam between the GF-PA6 and the adhesion promoter is visible. Surfaces with a low
surface roughness Sa, smaller 1 µm similar to the untreated rolling surface also show good adhesion
to the PA 6. This implies that not only the microscopic form closure but also weak bonding forces
between metal and FRP is responsible for the connection.
The cross sections show the unsteady position of the CF-PA 6 layer. By using the unidirectional orientation of all FRP tapes, small differences in the fibre distribution of the CePreg-material lead to
displacement processes among each other in the viscous state during the pressing. A small change in
the angle of the GF-PA 6 orientation leads to a significant improvement. The individual FRP layers
form a uniform thickness, as fibres are restricted in their movement in the thickness direction.
Table 2. Geometrical results for cross-sections of hybrid laminates measured by ImageJ.

Surface treatment
AA6082-T4
Mechanical blasting
Anodising
Phosphating
Adhesion promoter
Etching

Thickness HL
in mm
1.67 ± 0.03
1.36 ± 0.01
1.52 ± 0.01
1.64 ± 0.01
1.68 ± 0.01

Thickness FRP
mm
0.71 ± 0.03
0.46 ± 0.01
0.54 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.01
0.68 ± 0.01

Metal volume
ratio (MVR)
0.57
0.66
0.64
0.59
0.60

The results of the interlaminar shear tests are displayed in Figure 3 in comparison to the measured
arithmetic mean surface roughness. With maximum values of 31 MPa for etching and 28 MPa for
blasting, significantly higher values can be determined than those measured on overlap joints of the
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same material combinations in [9]. On blasted and etched specimens, residues of the FRP can be seen
on the surface, which is due to an interlaminar failure of the composite material. The real interfacial
strength of these surface treatments is even higher than the value determined. It is not possible to
draw conclusions about the interfacial strength only from the roughness. The samples with etched
surfaces have high shear strength values despite low roughness. It is assumed that different adhesion
mechanisms are effective. Through mechanical blasting, the PA6 mechanically interlocks with the
surface, whereas during etching, binding forces are responsible for cohesion.

0

2
3
4

5

Figure 3: Results of interlaminar shear test of hybrid laminates with surface treated aluminium alloy AA6082-T4 and a
graded structure of glass- and carbon fibre-reinforced PA 6 in a 1/2-configuration; fractography on the right

Measured tensile strengths of hybrid laminates with different surfaces is summarised in Figure 4. The
qualitative results agree with the distribution observed by the interlaminar shear test. Etching leads
the maximum average value of 480 MPa. The treatments with phosphating and adhesion promoter
achieve significantly lower values between 200 and 300 MPa. A positive influence of the adhesion
promoter can be recognised, although the effect is less than surface treatment by etching, blasting or
anodising. It was found that the strengths depend strongly on the removal position from the hybrid
laminate. Especially with anodised samples, the sample thickness was much smaller in the edge area
than in the middle, which leads to a change in the metal volume ratio. This could explain the wider
spread of results.

tensile strength / MPa

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Mechanical Anodising Phosphating Adhesion
promoter
blasting

Etching

Figure 4: Tensile strength of hybrid laminates with surface treated aluminium alloy AA6082-T4 and a graded structure
of glass- and carbon fibre-reinforced PA 6 in a 2/1-configuration
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4

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigations on the surface treated aluminium
sheets AA6082-T4 in hybrid laminates based on fibre reinforced polyamide 6.
The surface of the aluminium alloy influences the rheological behaviour of the melt during consolidation process. The thickness of the laminates varies with different surface treatments in a pressure
controlled process. Mechanically blasted and etched surfaces achieve similar interlaminar shear
strength despite different roughness values. In further studies with a combination of these surface
treatments a superposition of different adhesion mechanisms could be achieve. Besides the surface
treatment, an influence of the metal volume ratio on the tensile strength values should be determined.
This influence must be taken into account even more in future studies.
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1

Introduction

The configuration variability of lightweight hybrid laminates made of metal sheets and fiber-reinforced polymer enables many possibilities regarding customizability at high specific strength. Combining aluminum sheets and carbon-fiber-reinforced thermoplastic layers can lead to high and durable
mechanical performance (as shown for quasi-static and fatigue bending by [1]) while offering good
formability and recyclability, making it suitable for e.g. automotive applications. But not just the
material combination determines the performance of the hybrid laminate, also the interfacial bonding
is an important factor to consider. Surface treatments to the metal sheets like mechanical treatment,
chemical etching or electrochemical treatment can improve wettability and adhesion between metal
and polymer, impacting on the mechanical properties of metal fiber laminates (e.g. in [2-4]). While
much research regarding the influence of such metal surface treatments on the laminates mechanical
quasi-static properties, such as interlaminar shear, tensile or flexural strength, is conducted, there is a
lack of knowledge about the influence of metal surface treatments on the fatigue behavior.
In this study, the influence of aluminum surface treatment on the fatigue behavior of thermoplastic
based hybrid laminates is investigated through the use of a short-time testing procedure (e.g., in [5])
and results are validated through S-N curve establishment. Different metrologies are used to enable
detection of material response (microstructural changes, i.e. damage) and its progression until fatigue
failure for interaction evaluation between fatigue load and material response (e.g. in [6]).

2

Specimen

The investigated thermoplastic based hybrid laminates CAPAAL are composed of a graded unidirectional 3B SE 4535 glass- and Panex 35 carbon-fiber-reinforced polyamide 6 layer (made by Cetex
Institut gGmbH, Germany) with a fiber volume fraction of 0.5 placed between two 0.5 mm sheets of
aluminum alloy AA6082-T4. The glass-fiber-reinforced polyamide 6 layers with additional 40 µm
foils of polyamide 6 are implemented for compensation of the thermal expansion mismatch between
the aluminum sheets and carbon-fiber-reinforced polyamide 6. The aluminum sheet rolling direction
is aligned with the unidirectional fibers. Both glass- and carbon-fibers are equipped with a suitable
sizing for impregnation and adhesion to polyamide 6. The melting point of the polyamide 6 is 219 °C.
2.1

Manufacturing process

Before hot-pressure consolidation of a laminate, four different aluminum surface treatments (initial
arithmetic mean roughness Ra = 0.55 ± 0.12 µm, measured with Keyence VK-X200) with regard to
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adhesion properties were applied: I) Mechanical blasting where Al2O3 (aluminum oxide) was used at
a blasting angle of 90° resulting in Ra = 5.74 ± 1.18 µm. In order to minimize distortion of the aluminum sheet, both sides were blasted. II) Anodizing was carried out, after etching in 10% sodium hydroxide and subsequent pickling, under direct current in sulphuric acid, giving Ra = 2.13 ± 0.13 µm.
III) Phosphating was performed using the Bonderiteâ M-ZN process from Henkel, where roughness
yielded in Ra = 0.67 ± 0.15 µm. IV) Adhesion promotion was implemented through application of
Vestamelt co-polyamide adhesion promoter from Evonik Resource Efficiency GmbH Germany to
the aluminum sheets under 200 °C temperature, after preliminary phosphating (see III), resulting in
Ra = 0.49 ± 0.16 µm.
To achieve a successful lamination between the Fiber-Foil-Tape Unit (FFTU) [7] produced fiberreinforced-polymer (FRP)-layers and the surface treated aluminum sheets, a Collin P300 PM laboratory press with dipping edge tool was used. Parameters for temperature and pressure were investigated
separately in terms of full and homogeneous consolidation between matrix, fibers, and metal, resulting in 295 °C at 1.5 MPa for 24 min. Figure 1 shows cross-sections of all investigated hybrid laminate
variants, showing different laminate thicknesses and proportions between aluminum and fiber-reinforced polymer, which are assumed to be due to the different flow conditions of the matrix on the
treated aluminum surfaces during tempered pressure.

500 µm
. mm
Mechanically blasted

500 µm
. mm
Anodized

500 µm
. mm
Phosphated

500 µm
. mm
Adhesion promoted

Fig. 1: Light microscope images of the hybrid laminates cross-sections (fiber direction out-of-plane) with different aluminum surface treatments

2.2

Specimen dimensions and preparation

For fatigue testing, specimen type A according to ISO 527-5 with a shorter distance between the
protection tabs was selected in order to gather high resolution information about local material reactions by measurement instrumentation of a smaller area (Fig. 2 i). Specimens were cut by water jet
and cutting edges grinded with SiC abrasive paper down to P4000 to reduce notches. To reduce stress
concentrations at the transitional area of clamping and testing area, aluminum tabs with a thickness
of 1.75 mm were adhesively bonded to the clamping area of the specimen with epoxy. For adhesion
enhancement, the aluminum tab and clamping area of the specimen were mechanically blasted.
For digital image correlation (DIC) a speckle pattern was applied to the face and left side (laminate
edge) of the specimens with spray paint to enable 2-sided local deformation measurement (Fig 2 ii).

i)

ii)

Fig. 2: i) Specimen dimensions and ii) specimen with end tabs and DIC pattern for deformation analysis
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3

Experimental procedure

For the fatigue investigations a short-time procedure was used, combining multiple (MAT) and constant amplitude tests (CAT), which were carried out on a servo-hydraulic testing system (Shimadzu EHF-EV50, maximum force Fmax = ±50 kN) with sinusoidal tension-tension load-time function at a stress ratio R = 0.1 and a testing frequency f = 10 Hz under ambient temperature with regard
to ISO 13003. For the MAT the maximum starting stress σmax,start was 50 MPa followed by stepwise
stress increase of Δσmax = 25 MPa per ΔN = 103 cycles up to specimen failure. The stress levels for
the CAT were derived from the material reactions in the MAT, between the onset of first microstructural change (high cycle fatigue (HCF)) and specimen failure (low cycle fatigue (LCF)).
3.1

Fatigue testing measurement setup

The change in microstructure and properties of the specimen was measured by a combination of systems. Limess Q400 digital image correlation system (DIC) was used for surface deformation analysis
of the front aluminum sheet (precision lens, 28 mm focal length) and laminate edge (macro lens,
70 mm focal length, with extension tubes) to observe interface reactions between the laminate partners (directions are shown in Figure 2 ii) and 3). DIC pictures were taken at maximum stress with the
help of a Limess Maxtrigger box. MicroEpsilon TIM-160 thermocamera recorded the front aluminum
surface temperature. For investigation of stress-strain hysteresis development a Shimadzu TCK-1-LH
(l0 = 25 mm, Δl = ±1 mm) extensometer, as well as the machine piston movement recorded by LVDT,
and the engineering stress, derived from the load cell at initial specimen area, were used.

Fig. 3: Experimental setup containing Shimadzu EHF-EV50, Limess Q400 DIC cameras perpendicular to specimen
(face and side view), MicroEpsilon TIM 160 thermocamera and tactile Shimadzu TCK-1-LH extensometer

4

Results

MAT were used for a first estimation of the aluminum surface treatment influence on fatigue behavior
and revealed discernible differences with regard to fatigue life and damage development. Anodizing
leads to the highest MAT fatigue life, while adhesion promotion treatment shows the lowest (Fig. 4 i).
Looking at the DIC detected time of damage initiation during the MAT, a correlation between damage
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initiation and MAT fatigue life is visible. The change in temperature ΔT reveals differences between
the surface treatments, hinting at differing laminate properties and damage progressions (Fig. 4 ii).
Mechanical blasting and anodizing show earlier a higher temperature increase before any visible
damage, while adhesion promotion and phosphating only show significant temperature increase at
damage initiation and propagation.

i)

ii)

Fig. 4: Influence of aluminum surface treatment on i) MAT damage initiation and fatigue life and ii) change in temperature

The changes in dynamic stiffness Cdyn (change of force divided through change of piston movement:
(Fmax – Fmin)/(smax – smin)) (Fig. 5 i) illustrate, that the earlier temperature increases can be attributed
to load-increased cyclic softening and hardening processes of the aluminum, which are particularly
present in anodized surface treatment. Adhesion promoter and phosphating exhibit the same delayed
cyclic hardening processes, which could be due to the phosphating of both. The plastic strain amplitude εa,p (Fig. 5 ii) correlates directly to the stiffness and temperature change, revealing the plastically
deforming aluminum component as the main cause for the temperature increase. After the temperature maxima, stiffness decrease of fiber-reinforced polymers is visible.

i)

ii)

Fig. 5: Influence of aluminum surface treatment on i) dynamic stiffness and ii) plastic strain amplitude during MAT
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Through front and in-plane observation of laminar damage propagation via DIC, differences depending on the surface treatment and related cyclic hardening progression were recognized. Figure 6
shows the specimen damage through strain analysis, representing the condition immediately before
MAT failure. Visible aluminum cracks formed from the outer specimen edges to the inside, developing into interface cracks and delaminations. For the variants of later hardening (adhesion promotion
and phosphating treatment), substantial amounts of delamination between the aluminum and FRP are
present, while the variants inclined to earlier crack initiation (mechanical blasting and anodizing treatment) enable a reduction of stress concentrations and show locally restricted delaminations.
Face view (front aluminum sheet)
adh.
mechanic.
phosanodized
promoted
blasted
phated

1.5 mm

15 mm
Eng. surface strain εy (10-2)
-0.5

Side view (laminate edge)
adh.
mechanic.
phosanodized
promoted
blasted
phated

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

y

x
2.0 -2.0

Eng. surface shear strain εxy (10-2)
-1.0

0.0

1.0

2.0

Fig. 6: DIC strain analysis images of front aluminum perspective and in-plane laminate perspective immediately before
MAT failure for hybrid laminates with different aluminum surface treatments

The S-N relationship for each hybrid laminate with the individual treated aluminum surface confirms
the MAT findings regarding fatigue lifetime, showing anodized and phosphated in general with the
highest fatigue life. The extensive delaminations visible for adhesion promoter during MAT (Fig. 6)
also take place in CAT, representing low interfacial load capacity between metal and FRP, reducing
fatigue lifetime (Fig. 7). DIC analysis during MAT and CAT showed that the phosphated variant
delaminates more gradually, leading to similar damage induced stress relieve and distribution as for
anodized and mechanically blasted and therefore a higher fatigue life.

Fig. 7: S-N relationship for hybrid laminates with different aluminum surface treatments
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5

Conclusions and outlook

The investigations regarding the influence of aluminum AA6082-T4 sheet surface treatment on the
fatigue properties of the presented hybrid laminate led to the following conclusions:
By using multiple amplitude tests, DIC analysis, and hysteresis-stress-strain measurement an
overview about the fatigue performance was established and validated successfully through constant
amplitude tests. The fatigue damage development and fatigue life of hot-pressure consolidated thermoplastic-based hybrid laminates are highly influenced by the aluminum surface treatment. Anodizing and phosphating showed the highest fatigue life, while in comparison, the adhesion promoter led
to significantly reduced fatigue life due to low interfacial load capacity. Damage induced stress relieve and distribution is highly affected by the surface treatments. Results show that graded crack
initiation and propagation – which is influenced by the metal-FRP-interface, aluminum surface and
the onset of aluminum cyclic hardening – tends to higher fatigue life, but needs further investigation.
In future studies, interfacial differences between the metal and FRP of the hybrid laminate need
to be characterized in detail and should be analyzed during fatigue tests through e.g. accompanied
microscopy. Since the investigated aluminum surface treatments lead to different laminate thicknesses, the related ratio of fiber-reinforced polymer and fiber density needs to be considered for each
laminate variant with regard to a relative comparison of the individual and integral laminate partners
fatigue performance.
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Abstract
In this work, the fatigue behavior of continuous-discontinuous sheet molding compounds was investigated in a load-controlled tension-tension fatigue test under several loads. Carbon fibers function as continuous reinforcement whereas glass fibers are used for the discontinuous reinforcement. The matrix
material is an unsaturated polyester polyurethane hybrid resin system without fillers in both cases. Digital
image correlation was used for strain measurement. Damage evolution was analyzed visually and by
means of volumetric images obtained in CT scans. Progressive damage of the continuous layers in form
of interfiber fracture and fiber breakage begins with the first cycles at the edges of the specimen. Delamination and final failure of these layers preceded failure of the discontinuous phase. Damage in the discontinuous layer is delayed due to the constraining continuous layers. Compared to experimental data
determined for the unreinforced discontinuous sheet molding compound specimens, considerably higher
fatigue strength is achieved.

1

Introduction

Continuous fiber reinforced polymers are characterized by their high mechanical properties in terms of
strength and stiffness. However, they are limited by their production costs and the low design freedom.
In contrast, discontinuous fiber reinforced polymers, like sheet molding compounds (SMC), provide the
possibility to manufacture parts with complex geometries at lower cycle times and lower production
costs. The biggest disadvantage is a lower level of stiffness and strength. Hybrid composite materials
combining discontinuous fiber-reinforced polymers with local continuous fiber reinforcements (CoDiCoFRP) aim to combine the advantages of both composite materials and therefore have significant potential for different engineering applications, as for example in the automotive industry. Different researchers have already shown the advantages of hybrid SMCs. Wulfsberg et al. [1] used pre-impregnated
carbon fiber fabric to reinforce discontinuous carbon fiber SMC in a one-shot molding process resulting
in an improvement of strength and stiffness. Gortner et al. [2] combined standard glass fiber SMC with
continuous non-crimp glass fiber and carbon fiber fabrics and were able to produce complex component
geometries with increased mechanical properties. The International Research and Training Group “Integrated engineering of continuous-discontinuous long fibre reinforced polymer structures” (DFGGRK 2078) considers this new class of materials with the focus of further developing the manufacturing
process, characterization and simulation methods and defining design guidelines for CoDiCoFRP structures [3]. Due to the materials complex microstructure, the prediction of the damage behavior and thus
the mechanical properties in proving difficult. Trauth and Weidenmann have already investigated the
mechanical material properties under quasi-static tension and compression load [4]. Trauth et al. [5]
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considered the puncture properties of CoDiCoFRP under quasi-static and dynamic loads. Since automotive structural components are subjected to cyclic loads, profound knowledge of their fatigue behavior
is necessary und thus considered in this study. A comparison of the fatigue behavior of the hybrid material and the discontinuous SMC serves the purpose of evaluating the effect of hybridization. Results of
fatigue experiments on discontinuous SMC have already been presented by the authors [6].

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Materials

2.1.1. Manufacturing of DiCo- and CoDiCoSMC panels
The adopted SMC process to manufacture continuous-discontinuous sheet molding compounds (CoDiCoSMC), that are considered in this study, was developed by Bücheler and Henning [7]. The SMC
prepregs were manufactured on a conveyor belt (type HM-LB-800 by Schmidt & Heinzmann, Bruchsal, Germany). Both the continuous (CoSMC) and discontinuous glass fiber reinforced sheet molding
compounds (DiCoSMC) are based on an unsaturated polyester polyurethane hybrid resin system provided by Aliancys, Schaffhausen, Switzerland with no fillers. The DiCoSMC prepregs are reinforced
with 25.4 mm long glass fibers. Unidirectional carbon fiber non-crimp fabric is used for the CoSMC
prepregs. The fiber weigth fractions were determined by thermal gravity analysis and are approximately 45% and 65% respectively. DiCoSMC panels were manufactured by compression molding in
a rectangular mold (800 mm x 250 mm). The discontinuous prepregs were cut into sheets with a size
of approximately 400 mm x 250 mm and were placed in the center of the mold filling the mold in
width direction completely. This leads to a material flow in length direction during compression
molding. CoDiCoSMC panels were manufactured in a similar way in a one step compression molding
process. The continuous prepregs were therefore cut into the size of the final plaque. The co-molding
process and the architecture of the final laminate is shown in Figure 1(a) and (b). The red arrows in
Figure 1(a) indicate the motion of the press and the flow direction of the DiCoSMC prepreg during
molding respectively.
(b)

(a)

(c)

170

15
50
55
60

35

Figure 1: (a) Molding process, (b) laminate architecture of CoDiCoSMC panels and (c) dimensions of specimens.
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2.1.2 Specimen preparation
Rectangle shaped specimens with a size of 175mm x 15 mm have been extracted in fiber direction
via waterjet cutting by Genthner SchneidTechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Germany. End tabs made of a
multiaxial glass fiber fabric and epoxy (1.3 mm PREGNIT GMBE by Krempel, Vaihingen an der
Enz, Germany) were used for the CoDiCoSMC specimens to avoid damage of the outer carbon fiber
layers due to clamping. No end tabs were needed for the DiCoSMC specimens.
2.2

Experimental studies

2.2.1 Mechanical testing
The experiments were carried out at room temperature (T = 21 p/m 1.5 °C) on a servo-hydraulic
testing machine from Zwick Roell (type 1478) with a load cell capacity of 100 kN according to DIN
ISO 13003 [8]. Specimens were hydraulically clamped with a clamping distance of 100 mm. Tensile
tests with a strain rate of 3 ⋅ 10-4 /s as well as 0.12 /s were used to determine ultimate tensile strength
at standard (UTSS,D for DiCoSMC and UTSS,C for CoDicoSMC) and fatigue rate (UTSF,D for DiCoSMC and UTSF,C for CoDicoSMC) respectively. Tension-tension fatigue tests were carried out
under load control with a constant amplitude. Both material systems were tested at five different load
stages that are listed in Table 2. The stress levels 100% UTSF,D and UTSF,C are listed only for the
readers information. The stress ratio R was 0.1 and the frequency f was 5 Hz to minimize a temperature increase during loading. Due to the duration of the trials, specimens were only tested up to 3 ⋅
ͳͲ cycles.
2.2.2 Strain measurement

The displacement of DiCoSMC specimens was measured by using a capacitive displacement sensor
that measured the displacement of the moving jaw [6] considering the machine rigidity. This method
cannot be used for the CoDiCoSMC specimens due to fatigue of the adhesive bond between the specimens and the end tabs. The displacement of the CoDiCoSMC specimens was therefore measured by
using digital image correlation (DIC) with a ARAMIS 3D camera system by GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany. For this purpose, reference point markers were applied to the specimens like
shown in Figure 1(c) and the distance between different pairs of points was determined. The camera
was triggered by the load signal of the testing machine. A picture was taken at the minimum and
maximum load during each cycle and saved in a ring buffer to capture the final failure process. Additionally, 20 pictures per 10x cycles were saved permanently.
Tabelle 2. Load stages for fatigue tests of CoDiCo- (left) and DicoSMC [6] (right).
________________________________________
_________________________________________
F,C
load stage in % UTS
load stage in MPa
load stage in % UTSF,D
load stage in MPa
________________________________________
_________________________________________
100
456
79
360
74
337
69
315
64
292
59
270
________________________________________

100
237
79
187
69
163
58
137
51
120
42
100
_________________________________________
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2.2.3 Damage analysis
To analyze damage in the DiCoSMC specimens as well as in the discontinuous layer of the CoDiCoSMC specimens, scans were performed in an Yxlon-CT precision CT system (Yxlon International
CT GmbH, Hattingen, Germany) equipped with a reflection tube with tungsten target. The acceleration voltage was 150 kV and the tube current 0.2 mA. 2400 projection images were recorded during
each scan with an exposure time of 1000 ms each. A voxel size of 26 μm was acquired in the reconstructed volumetric images. The specimens were scanned in a load-free condition.

3

Results

3.1

Comparison of S-N data

S-N data of the fatigue experiments are shown in Figure 2. The results of the experiments of DiCoSMC specimens [6] are also plotted for comparison. The black arrows indicate that specimens did
not fail after 3 ⋅ͳͲ cycles. The reinforcement by the continuous layers leads to considerably higher
fatigue strengths. The load range, in which progressive damage leads to fatigue failure after 3 Mio
cycles, is smaller for CoDiCoSMC compared to DiCoSMC. Between 79% UTSF,C (360 MPa) and
59% UTSF,C (270 MPa) damage develops progressively and is cycle dependant. Below 59% UTSF,C
(270 MPa) specimen did not fail after 3 ⋅ͳͲ cycles. The load range, in which DiCoSMC specimens
fail due to progressive damage is considerably wider. Four out of five specimens tested at 42% of
UTSF,D failed within 3 ⋅ͳͲ  . A dashed line in Figure 2 indicates a linear curve fit of both data
sets. The slope is less steep for CoDiCoSMC (m = -13.34) compared to DiCoSMC (m = -17.41).
f = 5 Hz, R = 0.1, T = 21°C

m = -13.34

m = -17.41

Figure 2: S-N data of DiCo- [6] and CoDiCoSMC.
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3.2

Evolution of dynamic stiffness

The dynamic modulus equals the slope of a linear function through the maximum and minimum of
the hysteresis loop and is a measure for damage evolution in the composite material [9]. The evolution
of the normalized dynamic modulus is shown in Figure 3 for representative specimens of the tested
load stages. Due to the transient response of the machine during the first cycles, the dynamic modulus
was normalized to the fourth cycle. Reduction of stiffness is more pronounced for the DiCoSMC
specimens. This is especially noticeable for specimens tested at a high load stage and in the region of
low numbers of cycles. This trend can be observed even better in Figure 5, in which the damage
variable defined by 1-Edyn/Edyn,4 is plotted over the relative fatigue life. Up to 50% of fatigue life,
stiffness degradation of the CoDiCoSMC specimens is small compared to the DiCoSMC specimens.
A strong increase of the damage variable, that is observed for the specimens tested at 79% UTSF,C
and 74% UTSF,C, is due to partial failure of the reinforcing carbon fiber layer leading to interlaminar
delamination in a considerably large area. Due to progressive damage of the continuous carbon fiber
layers at high numbers of cycles, no reliable data could be collected by DIC.
(b)

(a)
f = 5 Hz, R = 0.1, T = 21°C

f = 5 Hz, R = 0.1, T = 21°C

Figure 3: Evolution of relative dynamic modulus of (a) CoDiCo- and (b) DiCoSMC [6] specimens at different load
stages.

(b)

(a)

f = 5 Hz, R = 0.1, T = 21°C

f = 5 Hz, R = 0.1, T = 21°C

Figure 4: Damage variable 1-Edyn/Edyn,4 of (a) CoDiCo- and (b) DiCoSMC [6] specimens at different load stages.
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Figure 5: Volumetric image of a DiCoSMC specimen tested at 74% UTSF,D after 10 000 cycles; arrows
indicate cracks (C), fiber bundles (F), matrix rich regions (M) and the specimen edge (E).

3.3

Damage analysis

Damage of the CoDiCoSMC specimens begins with fiber breakage in the outer carbon fiber layers at
the edges of the specimens within the first cycles followed progressive damage of the carbon fiber
layers. Final failure is characterized by large-scale delamination of the carbon fiber layers and local
failure of the discontinuous layer. Damage in DiCoSMC and in the discontiuous layer of CoDiCoSMC was analyzed by means of volumetric images obtained in CT scans. Figure 5 shows a volumetric image of a DiCoSMC specimen tested at 74% UTSF,D after 10 000 load cycles. Thin cracks
are visible in matrix rich regions. Volumetric images of CoDiCoSMC specimens tested at 74%
UTSF,C (which corresponds to 142% UTSF,D) showed no such cracks after the same number of cycles
in the discontinuous layer.

4

Discussion

The decreasing slope of the S-N curve determined for CoDiCoSMC in Figure 2 caused by the reinforcement with the unidirectional carbon fiber layers is consistent with findings of Vassilopoulos
[10], who showed that the slope for unidirectional carbon fiber composites is less steep compared to
multidirectional glass fiber composites. It should be noted that the fatigue strength obtained for CoDiCoSMC is higher than the tensile strength of DiCoSMC (114% UTSF,D). A comparison between
the damage evolution in the hybrid CoDiCoSMC and the DiCoSMC demonstrates the constraining
effect of the continuous carbon fiber layers. In [6] the authors examining the damage of the DiCoSMC
specimens visually and saw a formation of small cracks beginning with the first cycles for all tested
load stages. Crack density increased with the number load cycles until pseudo-delamination is observed locally before final failure of the specimens. The discontinuous layer in CoDiCoSMC cannot
be observed visually. Figure 5 shows that these cracks can theoretically be identified in a CT scan.
However they were not observed in CoDiCoSMC specimens that were tested under similar conditions. These findings match the results in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Since the crack density in the discontinuous layer increases considerably slower, stiffness degradation is not as pronounced as in the
DiCoSMC specimens and occurs mainly due to progressive damage of the carbon fiber layers, which
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can be observed visually during the experiments. Characterization methods for CoDiCoSMC need to
be improved for further investigations. Optical stain measurement using DIC showed satisfying results until the carbon fiber layers failed extensively, which is why no reliable data was collected
shortly before final failure. Since CT scans were performed on unloaded specimens, small cracks are
difficult to detect. For a more detailed evaluation, in-situ experiments could be a promising method.

5

Summary and conclusions

In this work the tension-tension fatigue behavior of a CoDiCoSMC was investigated. Results were
compared to those of DiCoSMC with regard to S-N data, stiffness degradation and damage evolution.
A positive effect of hybridization was observed. The degradation of dynamic stiffness during loading
was reduced and fatigue strength was increased considerably. The reinforcing continuous layers, restraining damage evolution in the discontinuous layer, experience progressive damage during fatigue
loading. Observable damage in the discontinuous layer occurs locally, shortly before final failure of
the specimens. The results obtained in this work underline the high potential of hybrid CoDiCoSMC.
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2

1

Introduction

Fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) are due to their high strength and low density an important material group in lightweight constructions. Due to their low density in comparison to metals they help
to reduce weight and like this reduce fuel consumption in the mobility sector.
The investigated material is glass fiber reinforced Sheet-Molding-Compound (SMC), which has due
to its production process a bundle microstructure [8]. The polymer is unsaturated polyesther polyurethan hybrid (UPPH), a thermoset.
When we look on the microstructural level, FRPs are characterized by the behavior of fibers, matrix
and the connecting fiber-matrix interface. That means that beneath the properties of fibers and matrix material, the interface also has a substantial contribution to the overall performance of a composite, as can be found for example in [3].
The aim of this contribution is to characterize numerically the fiber-matrix interface by FEMsimulations. This is done by experimental and numerical single-fiber push-out tests. In literature
push-out tests are often simulated with an isotropic linear elastic matrix material model [1],[3]. In
[6] push-out tests were simulated with an elasto-plastic matrix material model, which led to a better
agreement instead of only using a linear elastic matrix material model.
Here we use a nonlinear elastic hyperelastic material model with a Prony series for viscoelasticity to
describe the UPPH matrix. The UPPH matrix is characterized by nanoindentation tests on matrix
rich regions of the composite, followed by FEM-simulations to calibrate the model. In a second step
the calibrated matrix model, as well as from cyclic single-fiber push-out tests experimentally determined fracture toughness is used as input for a push-out simulation model. The interface strength is
adapted to get an agreement between simulation and experimental push-out tests.

2

Methods

Nanoindentation tests are done on matrix rich regions of the composite to characterize the matrix
behavior. Afterwards a simulation model of the indentation is built up to adjust the parameters of a
hyperelastic material law with viscoelastic effects to describe the matrix. A Neo-Hooke model with
a Prony series for viscoelasticity is used therefore.
Single-fiber push-out tests are conducted to characterize the debonding between fiber and matrix.
In a single-fiber push-out test a single fiber, laying vertically in a thin polished specimen, is loaded
by a indenter tip to get a force displacement curve of the debonding. The single-fiber push-out tests
are conducted quasi-statically and cyclic. The motivation for the cyclic single-fiber push-out tests is
to determine experimentally the fracture toughness of the debonding between fiber and surrounding
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matrix material. The method was proposed by [9] for ceramic composites and further developed for
fiber reinforced polymers by [6],[7]. The experimental determined fracture toughness is then used
in the modelling of the interface for the push-out simulation.
2.1

Experiment

For the described nanoindentation and push-out experiments was used a TI-950 TriboIndenter from
Hysitron.
2.1.1 Nanoindentation test
The nanoindentation tests in matrix rich regions from the composite were done with a diamond
Berkovich modified tip, a three-sided pyramide with a half angle of 65.27°. The material specimens
were cut out of the cross section of a material plate and polished on the surface. The polished specimens with a thickness of 1 mm were glued on a sample holder for testing. For the loading curve the
loading rate divided by the load Ṗ/P is held constant. The loading curve is followed by a hold time
with constant force for 100 s during which the displacement is increasing due to viscoelasticity. An
exemplary curve with Ṗ/P = 2/s can be seen in Figure 4 (left).

Figure 1: Sketch of single-fiber push-out test.

2.1.1 Single-fiber push-out test
For the specimen preparation of the push-out test slices with a thickness of 1mm were cut from the
cross section of a material plate. The slices of material were ground and polished on both sides. The
thickness of the specimens at the end of the polishing process was at about 50 µm. The tested fibers
are perpendicular to the surface and lay during the testing over a groove with a thickness of 70 µm
as can be seen in Figure 1. The specimen is glued on the sample holder during testing to reduce the
compliance of the system. The indenter tip is a conical flat end indenter tip out of diamond with a
diameter of 5 µm and an angle of 60°. As the diameter of the glass fibers is at about 13 µm, the indenter tip only touches the fiber during the testing and not the surrounding matrix material. The
tests are conducted displacement controlled with a displacement rate of 50 nm/s.
The tests are done quasi-static with increasing displacement until 5 µm and cyclic with loading and
unloading cycles with increments of 200 nm per cycle, also until 5 µm. An exemplary resulting
force displacement curve for a cyclic push-out test can be seen in Figure 2. The middle and right
picture shows the corresponding fiber after the test from front and backside.
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Figure 2: load-displacement curve of cyclic push-out test (left), pushed-in fiber on front surface (middle) and push-out
fiber on the backside (right).

It can be observed a successive push-out behavior, as also observed in the literature in [7] for carbon fiber reinforced polyether ether ketone. That means we have a stable crack growth from the
push-in of the fiber in the matrix on the front side until the push-out on the back side at a displacement of 3 µm. The nearly constant level of maximum force after a displacement of 3 µm is induced
by friction between the debonded fiber from the surrounding matrix.
The cyclic push-out tests are evaluated energetically by separating each loading and unloading cycle in its elastic, friction and fracture energy contribution as proposed by [9],[6],[7].
2.2

Simulation

The matrix material and the fiber-matrix interface are characterized by FEM simulations.
2.2.1 Nanoindentation simulations
To determine more parameters than modulus and hardness, as classically done in nanoindentation
testing, it is necessary to simulate the experiment in order to fit the simulation curve to the experiment by adapting the model parameters as for example done by [1].
The matrix material is simulated by the hyperelastic Neo-Hooke model with a Prony series for viscoelasticity. The strain energy potential for the Neo-Hooke model is given by
1
(1)
U = 𝐶𝐶10 (𝐼𝐼1̅ − 3) +
(𝐽𝐽 − 1)2
𝐷𝐷1
with the deviatoric strain invariant 𝐼𝐼1̅ , the determinant of the deformation gradient 𝐽𝐽 and the material
parameters 𝐶𝐶10 and 𝐷𝐷1 . The first part of the potential is incompressible and the second part compressible. More information on hyperelastic material models can for example be found in [5]. The
parameters 𝐶𝐶10 and 𝐷𝐷1 become time dependent to add viscoelastic behavior to the model. Therefore
a Prony series is introduced for the dimensionless shear and compression modulus
g 𝑅𝑅 (𝑡𝑡) = 1 − ∑

𝑁𝑁

𝑔𝑔̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 (1 − 𝑒𝑒 −𝑡𝑡/𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 )

𝑖𝑖=1

k 𝑅𝑅 (𝑡𝑡) = 1 − ∑

𝑁𝑁

𝑘𝑘̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 (1 − 𝑒𝑒 −𝑡𝑡/𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 )

𝑖𝑖=1

(2)
(3)

with the material parameters 𝑔𝑔̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 , 𝑘𝑘̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 and the number of series parameters 𝑁𝑁. The parameters
of the Neo-Hooke model can then be written as
∞
𝐶𝐶10
(4)
(𝑡𝑡)
(𝑡𝑡),
𝐶𝐶10
=
𝑃𝑃 g 𝑅𝑅
1 − ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑔𝑔̅
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑖𝑖
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𝑁𝑁
𝐷𝐷1∞
(5)
(1 − ∑ 𝑘𝑘̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃 ).
k 𝑅𝑅 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑖𝑖=1
∞
The parameters 𝐶𝐶10
and 𝐷𝐷1∞ are describing the equilibrium curve after complete relaxation. For the
simulation model a 60° 3D model of experiment is rebuilt as for example done in [4]. As for the
simulation of the quasi-static push-out tests only loading and not unloading is considered, the simulation model of the nanoindentation is fitted only to the loading and holding part of the curve.

𝐷𝐷1 (𝑡𝑡) =

2.2.2 Single-fiber push-out test simulation
Simulations of the quasi-static push-out test are done to investigate the interface behavior and to
determine interface model parameters. The simulation model can be seen in Figure 3. The indented
fiber is surrounded by matrix material in which are embedded other fibers. The matrix is embedded
in composite material. The diamond indenter tip is modelled as a rigid body, as diamond has a very
high stiffness in comparison to glass fibers. The glass fibers are modelled as isotropic linear elastic
with a Young’s modulus of 73 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.22. The matrix model and parameters
are taken from the nanoindentation simulation. The fiber-matrix interface is modelled by cohesive

Figure 3: simulation model of single-fiber push-out test.

zone contacts with an uncoupled traction separation law. A quadratic stress criterion is used for
damage initiation. The damage evolution is described by a power law form and linear softening.
The parameters to adjust are the stiffness, the fracture toughness and the interface strength. The
stiffness is a numerical value, the fracture toughness is determined from cyclic push-out tests and
the strength is finally adapted on the quasi-static experimental push-out curves.

3

Results

The experimental nanoindentation force displacement curve with the fitted simulation curve for the
loading and holding part is depicted in Figure 4 on the left. The resulting matrix model parameters
are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Matrix material model parameters.
∞
𝐶𝐶10

724 MPa

𝐷𝐷1∞

0.01 1/MPa

𝑖𝑖
1
2
3

0.13
0.04
0.009
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𝑔𝑔̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃

0.11
0.17
0.22

𝑘𝑘̅𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃

𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖 in s
2.9
10
720

Figure 4: experimental and simulation results of nanoindentation (left) and push-out test (right).

The resulting fracture toughness from the cyclic push-out tests for 13 tested fibers is 107 ± 20 J/m².
For the push-out simulations a fracture toughness value for the interface of 107 J/m² is used. In Figure 4 (right) can be seen the experimental and simulation results for the push-out test. The simulation model, which models a fiber inside a bundle, can be adjusted with an interface strength of 70
MPa in normal and shear directions to the experimental curve of a fiber inside a bundle. The experimental curve of a fiber at the edge of a bundle shows a lower slope.
The slight shift between experiment and simulation can be explained by the fact that the surfaces in

displacement / µm: 0.54

0.72

1.0

1.2

Figure 5: Interface damage evolution (0 undamaged, 1 completely damaged) for different displacements, indented fiber always on the right side, only one neighboring fiber is shown.

the simulation model between indenter tip and fiber are completely flat, while the fiber surface in
experiment is slightly concave and there is no complete contact at the beginning of the test. The
interface degradation for increasing displacements is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen a higher interface degradation where fibers are close together. The interface is not only damaged at the
pushed-out fiber but also at the neighboring fibers.
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4

Conclusion

The single-fiber push-out test could be investigated in experiment and simulation with an hyperelastic viscous matrix material model. The matrix model is calibrated on nanoindentation experiments
with FEM-simulations. The push-out simulation model can be adapted to get a good agreement between experiment and simulation until the maximum force, even if there is a small shift in displacement because the concave fiber surface in experiment is not modelled. What cannot be modelled is the successive push-out behavior after the maximum force. In the simulation the interface is
nearly destroyed at the maximum force. What might be added to simulation are production induced
residual stresses due to temperature cooling and curing which are present in experiment.
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1
2

Abstract
Plasma treatment is a reliable technology for the activation of plastic surfaces. Surface modifications
are evaluated with the aid of surface energy measurement, which in turn provides a basis for the
derivation of adhesive potential. Sufficient adhesion is a prerequisite for the manufacturing of overmoulded structures.
The work presented in this paper investigates hybrid structures consisting of a semi-porous expanded
polypropylene (EPP) particle foam core and an overmoulded layer of polyurethane (PU). Since the
level of adhesion between EPP and PU is insufficient for an adequate level of bonding, it is necessary
for the surface of the EPP to be modified with the aid of atmospheric plasma treatment (APT). APT
and evaluation by means of contact angle measurement both reach their limits when applied to EPP
due to the material’s thin-walled foam structure and uneven surface. Specially adapted APT parameters are therefore required in order to ensure that adequate bonding between the EPP and the PU is
achieved without compromising the physical integrity and visual appearance of the surface.
The new approach proposed in this paper uses surface energy determination on both homogenised
and semi-porous EPP in order to analyse the transferability of plasma surface modification in EPP.
Within the final step the relationship between surface activation, contact angle and adhesion was
demonstrated using the floating roller peel test.
Keywords: particle foam, expanded polypropylene (EPP), surface treatment, atmospheric plasma
treatment (APT), polyurethane (PU), contact angle, surface energy, floating roller peel test

1

Introduction

Particle foams are a well-established industrial material due to the potential offered by their hollow
lightweight design and shaping versatility. The spread of the use of particle foams such as EPP is also
attributable to their good insulation properties, high energy absorption rates and individually adjustable densities [1].
The manufacturing process for standard EPP generally results in a surface quality that is insufficient
for Class-A surfaces (fig. 1a and 1b). Additional surface layers such as coating films are therefore
typically required in order to seal and embellish the surface. In view of these developments, overmoulding of components with clear polyurethane systems represents an opportunity to protect the
surface while also maintaining the desired appearance of the individualised structure. Pre-treatment
of the low-energy surface of the EPP is nevertheless required in order to achieve sufficient chemical
bonding between the particle foam and the polyurethane.
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Figure 1: Surface of two particle foams: a) 50 kg/m³; b) 100 kg/m³
Plasma pre-treatment is a technologically and economically efficient means of increasing the strength
of the bond between the surface and the coating [2]. A number of studies have already demonstrated
the improvements in adhesion achievable by adjusting a variety of APT parameters. The evaluation
of those improvements involves the use of surface energy measurements, mechanical pull-off tests
and shear tests [3, 4]. Sufficient bonding with low-energy surfaces such as polypropylene (PP) or
polyethylene (PE) – both of which are components of EPP – is dependent on a minimum surface
energy of 38 mJ/m² [2]. Non-expanded PP and PE have surface energies of 31-32 mJ/m² [6], while
the surface energy of EPP is approx. 23 mJ/m² [3]. The actual difference in surface energy depends
on the composition of the particle foam in question, and in particular any additives used and their
effect on the expansion process. It is assumed that thin-walled pore structures react to APT in a different way.
Plasma parameters characterised by high energy input, slow feeding rates and close nozzle position
lead to visible and physical damage to the surface and are therefore unsuitable for the pre-treatment
of EPP. Standard, non-material-specific parameter sets can also be disregarded as they do not exploit
opportunities to use material-specific properties to achieve optimum bonding strength. As such, it is
necessary to identify adapted plasma parameters that maximise adhesive quality without affecting the
appearance of the foam. A qualitative means of using surface energy measurement to characterise the
impact of APT is therefore required.
The measurement of the surface energy of EPP is difficult due to the pores and unevenness of its
surface. Surface energy measurements therefore need to be carried out in sections where surface particles are large and closed. Despite being a technical possibility, this approach is prone to failure in
the case of EPP with a low density of around 50 kg/m³ since surface conditions lead to an uneven
formation of the test liquid droplets (fig. 2a) and amplify the amount of experimental effort required.
An increase in density (to 100 kg/m³) nevertheless results in a decrease in particle size and an increase
in the micro pore content of the surface, thus preventing reproducible measurements (fig. 2c).

Figure 2: Drop shape on semi-porous surfaces a) and c) and homogenised surfaces b) and d)
A new approach to the determination of the surface energy of EPP was investigated with a view to
ensuring reliable, efficient measurements. It was found that the surface of the particle foams could be
homogenised by means of a gentle compression process without causing any significant change in
density. The homogenised surfaces allowed the execution of the required measurements in accordance with DIN EN 828 (fig. 2b and 2d).
This paper describes a method for the indirect determination of the surface energies of particle foams
and discusses associated possibilities and limitations.
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2

Investigation

2.1

Materials and procedure

The low-density EPP “ARPRO A5635” (ARPRO) (fig. 1a) was selected for the experimental studies.
The higher-density EPP “ASAHI KASEI Sunforce” (Sunforce) (fig. 1b) was also investigated in order to assess the transferability of the new method. Sunforce consists of a mixture of PP, PE and
polyphenylene ether (PPE), whereas ARPRO only contains PP and PE. The two materials are referred
to jointly as “EPP” in the following.
The surface of the EPP was homogenised (hEPP), pre-treated using APT and characterised with the
aid of a contact angle measurement instrument (CAMI). The results were used to select the best APT
parameters for the pre-treatment of the EPP. The subsequent overmoulding of the EPP with PU was
followed by the determination of peel resistance using floating roller peel tests (fig. 3).

Figure 3: General methodological procedure and process diagram
2.2

Homogenisation process

A 4-stage compression process was used to achieve a plane EPP surface. The compression plates and
the surface of the EPP were cleaned and degreased using isopropanol in order to avoid any contamination during the compression process. Each homogenisation process saw one pair of test specimens
(dimensions: 120x80x16 mm) heated to 150 °C by the heated plates and compressed at a constant
load of 2 kN for 1 minute. Homogenisation was carried out with the aid of a RUCKS laboratory press.
The resultant surface was even and exhibited a significant 95 % reduction in bubbles and porous
defects (fig. 2b and 2c).
One of the effects of surface homogenisation was a reduction in specimen thickness equivalent to the
increase in local near surface density. The effect was greater in the case of ARPRO (final thickness:
8 mm) than in the case of Sunforce (final thickness: 13 mm).
2.3

Surface treatment

The selection of the APT parameters for the investigation was based on a literature review [7], previous experience gained at the ILK [8, 9], process window recommendations given by Plasmatreat GmbH, technical capabilities and economic factors. Reproducible results were achieved by
setting up a robot-guided apparatus for the plasma treatment process. Generator FG5001 was used in
combination with nozzle RD1004. Focus on a single influencing factor was ensured by only varying
the distance between the nozzle and the surface. Frequency (21 kHz), plasma cycle time (100 %),
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ionisation gas flow rate (45 l/min), nozzle rotation speed (2600 min-1) and movement speed
(10 m/min) remained constant. The various sets of APT parameters applied are listed in table 1. All
parameters are subdivided into preselection parameters for the measurement of the surface energy of
the homogenised substrate (Pre.) and final parameters for the floating roller peel tests (Fin.). The
reference surface energy without APT was also determined (ARPRO: Ref. D1; Sunforce: Ref. D2).
Table 1: APT sets
___________________________________________________________________________
Pre.
Pre.
Pre.
Pre.
Fin.
Fin.
V1D1 V2D1 V1D2 V2D2
D1
D2
___________________________________________________________________________
Distance [mm]
18
06
018
006
16
006
Density [kg/m³]
50
50
100
100
50
100
___________________________________________________________________________

2.4

Surface characterisation

The effect of APT was determined with the aid of contact angle measurements using the “Dataphysics
OCA 15 EC” contact angle measuring instrument. Each test liquid contained different polar and dispersion components (water, diiodomethane and ethylene glycol). 10 drops of each liquid were applied
to the APT-treated surface. The impact of drop settling on the measurement was minimised by measuring the contact angle 10 seconds after drop application. The polar and dispersion components of
the hEPP surfaces were calculated using the Owens, Wendt [10], Rabel [11] and Kaelble [12] model
and compared with the Young equation. The results are shown in figure 4.

Figure 4: Surface energy and polar/dispersion components for different APT parameters
The results show the effect of APT as a function of the respective increase in surface energy. The
increase in polar components shows that better results can be achieved by reducing the distance between the nozzle and the material.
The APT parameters for Sunforce can be transferred directly from hEPP to EPP. It is therefore assumed that surface energy measurements can also be transferred. This verifies the suitability of the
method for high-density EPP.
ARPRO behaves differently, with the best set of parameters (Pre. V2D1) causing unacceptable damage to the surface of the EPP. It was for this reason that nozzle distance was increased until no surface
damage occurred (Fin. D1). The resultant difference of 10 mm dictates that the transferability of results between hEPP and EPP is significantly lower in this case. This lack of transferability is attributable to the effect of compression during homogenisation. Higher material densities enable a reduction
in the distance between the nozzle and the surface during APT, thus leading to a higher surface energy
level.
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2.5

Specimen manufacturing, floating roller peel tests

Floating roller peel tests were preceded by the overmoulding of a PU layer onto all specimens within
an hour after APT. This approach ensures optimum bonding due to the dependence of plasma pretreatment on ageing time [7]. The surface of the specimens was cleaned and degreased using isopropanol prior to overmoulding. The Rühl Puromer GmbH product “puropreg 185 LT IT” was selected
as the overmoulding material. The coating was hand mixed before being applied to the surface.
For the subsequent curing process the specimens were stored at room temperature for 7 days. The PU
layer was then sanded and bonded to a metal peel strip using a 2-component epoxy adhesive (ScotchWelt DP490). A diagram of the bonding structure is provided in figure 5a. The width of the test
specimen was set at 16 mm in order to reflect available manufacturing capabilities.
Uniform test conditions were ensured by storing all specimens in standard climatic conditions (23 °C,
50 % relative humidity) for a period of 24 hours prior to the test. The test itself was performed on a
Zwick/Roell 1465 universal testing machine. Forces were measured over a distance of 200 mm at a
travel speed of 100 mm/min and a preload of 5 N.
Examples of the results of the floating roller peel test are provided in figure 5b. It is noticeable that
the materials tested performed differently depending on their chemical composition and mechanical
surface structure. Sunforce failed at a peeling force of 17.62 N/mm (σ = 6.01), whereas the lowerdensity ARPRO failed at 6.19 N/mm (σ = 3.03). Monitoring of failure behaviour during the peeling
process found adhesion delamination to occur between the PU and the EPP throughout the peel distance (fig. 5c and 5d). As the particle foams consist mainly of PP and PE, it can be assumed that
surface texture was a significant factor in the difference between the peel forces observed. The higher
number of smaller pores and greater unevenness that characterise the surface of the Sunforce material
are conducive to mechanical undercutting and the strengthening of the bond between EPP and PU.

Figure 5: a) Test set up; b) Examples of the results of the floating roller peel test (carried out in
accordance with DIN EN 1464); c), d) Failure pattern
Contrary to expectations, it was the consistent failure of the adhesive bond between the PU layer and
the metal peel strip – and not the adhesive bond between the EPP and the PU – that caused all APTtreated specimens to fail the floating roller peel test. The increase in the strength of the bond between
the PU and the APT-treated EPP indicates a shift in the fracture pattern. Although the accurate determination of the peel resistance of APT-treated EPP requires a specially adapted test setup, the variation of the adhesive used is not advisable due to the fact that the selected adhesive system possesses
very good mechanical properties. It may be possible to improve the test setup by embedding the metal
peel strip directly into the PU layer. Further investigation into the process flow and interaction mechanisms is nevertheless required.
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3

Conclusion

The surface energy of semi-porous EPP is difficult to determine using contact angle measurements
as described in DIN EN 828. A new approach was therefore investigated. In the case of high-density
EPP in particular, the method under investigation proved to be a reliable and reproducible means of
determining surface energy. It was possible to transfer the APT parameters for the Sunforce material
directly from the homogeneous test surface to the EPP surface. The method therefore appears to be
an adequate means of determining the surface energy of homogenised surfaces at this density.
In the case of the lower-density EPP, it was necessary to adjust the plasma parameters for the homogenised surface in order to prevent the surface from being burned by the plasma jet. It can be assumed
that this issue is attributable to the compaction of the surface during the compression process. As a
result, it may be possible to apply more intensive pre-treatment parameters without damaging the
surface. This assumption is supported by the very large deviation from the parameters that can actually be applied.
Future work in this field needs to provide further evidence of the suitability of the method at hand by
testing it in combination with particle foams of a variety of densities. The homogenisation process
also needs to be improved in order to minimise the compression effect.
A significant difference in the peel resistance of the two material variants was observed. The fact that
the base material was identical means that chemical bonding can be ruled out as a potential cause of
the differences in their adhesive properties. It can be assumed that the cellular structure of an expanded plastic foam surface offers an advantage where bonding strength is concerned. An increase in
density leads to a greater number of particle interspaces in the surface, which in turn results in an
increase in peel resistance due to the higher degree of mechanical micro interlocking.
The pre-treatment of EPP using APT facilitates enhanced adhesion to PU systems. Despite the use of
a variety of different adhesive systems, the consistent failure of the adhesive bond between the metal
peel strip and the PU layer prevented the execution of any adhesion tests using the test setup described
in this paper. It may be possible to eliminate this issue by embedding the metal peel strip directly into
the PU layer.
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1

Introduction

A common trend in material research and development is hybrid composites—for good reason. While
bulk materials are limited to their bulk properties, a smart combination of bulk materials can exceed
these limitations by far. This is the case if there are multiple unrelated functions the material must
fulfill. In this contribution, the authors focus on fiber-metal-laminates (FML) manufactured by a combination of deep drawing and thermoplastic resin transfer molding (T-RTM) [1]. The reactive resin
system is injected between the metal blanks and infiltrates the woven fabric while the deep drawing
process. When the deep drawing process is completed, the matrix polymerizes to a thermoplastic and
forms the interface to the metal sheets, as shown in Fig.1. Utilizing this process, hybrid laminates of
woven glass fiber and steel blanks are manufactured. Expected benefits of the hybrid composite compared to its constituents are better impact and fatigue properties, which are well known and investigated for glass laminate aluminum reinforced epoxy (GLARE) [2], [3]. Moreover, the hybrid T-RTM
process leads to a higher freedom of design, lower cycle times in production, and better subsequent
forming behavior as well as recyclability compared to GLARE.
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Figure 1: Process flow of combined deep drawing and injection process [5]. a+b) Principle of FML layup is a sandwich
construction with metal blanks as face sheets and thermoplastic reinforced woven fabrics as intermediate layer. b+c) The
tool holder clamps the structure and the composite is deep-drawn by the punch while the polymer is injected.

To simulate the deep drawing process, a draping simulation is implemented and applied [4], [5]. Xray computed tomography is used to validate these results by acquiring volumetric images of a demonstrator part for the orientation analysis of draped fibers. Especially for woven fabrics, there are
some challenges that have to be considered: First, samples must be sufficiently large to cover a region
of interest that represents the surrounding woven fiber material. This requires a very robust orientation analysis, as the image resolution decreases with increasing sample size. Second, some orientation
statistics (e.g., the orientation tensor of 2nd order) are not reasonable for this kind of structure. Thus,
the main orientations of local orientation histograms are analyzed by using VGSTUDIO MAX 3.3 to
compare them with forming simulations in a latter step. It is shown, that large samples with a length
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of around 140 mm can be processed to evaluate local fiber orientation by means of computed tomography.

2

Fiber orientation analysis based on computed tomography

2.1
Basics
Whether short, long or continuous fiber reinforced polymers, micro computed tomography (µCT)
based microstructure characterization does usually start on the lowest scale possible – on the voxel
level. Considering the local neighborhood of each voxel, it is possible to determine a local orientation,
even though the full path of each fiber is not known. In VGSTUDIO MAX, the local neighborhood
is defined by the “Integration Radius” parameter within the Fiber Composite Material Analysis
(FCMA) settings. Depending on the available working memory, it can be reasonable to reduce the
resolution of the FCMA analysis by the scale parameter. Values larger than one will run the analysis
on a lower resolution and lead to a lower memory consumption. Setting the scale parameter lower
than one will supersample the analysis results and hence increase the amount of memory needed.
2.2
Statistics
The in 2.1 mentioned parameters form the basis for orientation statistics since they give local discrete
orientations at each point within the image. These local orientations can be depicted by a color overlay
to verify the quality of an analysis. The color overlay enables to easily compare the evaluated orientation of a certain fiber with the visible orientation in the gray value image. Figure 2 shows the local
fiber orientation coded by color on a woven glass fiber composite at a voxel resolution of
0.023 mm/voxel. Note that the resolution is lower than the fiber diameter of approximately 0.013 mm,
what is true for all of the scanned samples within this contribution. The sample shown in Figure 2 a)
is used for all statistics shown in section 2 of this contribution.
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Figure 2: a) Evaluation of local fiber orientation coded by color. This is the basis for all following statistics. b) Orientation histogram of the data in a). The orientation distribution is bi-modal due to the woven structure.

2.2.1 Global or local statistics
Fiber orientation statistics can be evaluated either globally on the entire dataset or locally by various
concepts. For local approaches, the dataset can be separated in multiple regions. A very simple
method are regular integration meshes, which can be defined if samples have the shape of a cuboid.
The integration mesh can be selected within the FCMA to calculate e.g. an orientation tensor and the
fiber volume content within each mesh cell. Figure 3 shows an example of a regular integration mesh.
If the geometry of the sample is more complex, it can be useful to import volume meshes to map the
mentioned features on each cell. In VGSTUDIO MAX 3.3, it is even possible to import meshes consisting of shell elements and to define a thickness of the elements or even define multiple cells over
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thickness. But local statistics can also be calculated without a mesh along a certain direction, if the
orientation should be plotted over thickness of a plate. This is a common method for injection molded
parts to validate flow simulations, but it can also be helpful for characterizing lay-ups.
2.2.2 Orientation Tensors
Orientation tensors have been introduced for describing fabrics statistically by Kanatani in 1984 [6].
A similar concept was applied for mechanical models by Advani and Tucker in 1987 [7]. The “empirical” orientation tensor of 2nd order is defined by
𝑘𝑘

𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑖𝑖=1

1
1
𝑵𝑵 = ∑ 𝒏𝒏𝑖𝑖 ⊗ 𝒏𝒏𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝒏𝒏𝑖𝑖 ⋅ 𝒏𝒏𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 .
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘

(1)

In the following, 𝑛𝑛 is assumed to be a normalized vector pointing in fiber direction at an arbitrary
position within the dataset. Depending on the type of input, 𝑘𝑘 can e.g. represent the number of fibers
by using microscopic images or in case of volumetric data, the number of voxels belonging to fiber
material. As the information that can be stored by an orientation tensor of 2nd order is limited compared to a detailed statistic, it can only represent unimodal orientation distributions. The 2nd order
tenor is usually illustrated by an ellipsoid in three dimensional (3D) (see orange ellipsoids in Figure
3 a)).
2.2.3 Orientation Histograms
As 2nd order orientation tensors are limited to unimodal distributions, orientation histograms describing the quantity of fiber voxels oriented in a certain orientation (Figure 2 b)) are the statistic of choice
for woven fabrics. This is due to the fact that orientation distributions of woven fabrics are multimodal
in most cases and will lead to a planar-isotropic configuration. To illustrate this problem, an orientation tensor can be calculated from two orientations of fibers that are perfectly aligned to the coordinate
system. Assuming that both of the fibers have the same length and diameter, two normalized perpendicular vectors can be used:
1
0
𝑛𝑛1 = (0) and 𝑛𝑛2 = (1).
(2)
0
0

The fiber orientation tensor of 2nd order is calculated based on the orientations 𝑛𝑛1 and 𝑛𝑛2 by using
eq. 1 leading to a tensor representing a planar-isotropic orientation distribution:
𝑵𝑵 =

1 0
1
∗ (0 0
2
0 0

0
1 0
)
+
(0
0
2
0
0

0 0
0.5 0 0
)
=
(
1 0
0 0.5 0)
0 0
0
0 0

(3)

Thus, orientation histograms are used in the present contribution as a basis for determining the principal orientations of the woven fabric.
2.2.4 Principal Orientations
Orientation histograms provide much information because a quantity has to be stored for each bin
over all orientations. This leads to huge amount of data if the orientation distribution is not carried
out on the entire sample but on a FE-mesh. In this case it can be advantageous to process each local
histogram and to store only principal orientations for each mesh cell. This option is available in the
“layered integration mesh” mode of the FCMA. Moreover, the angular difference 𝜙𝜙 is calculated by
the difference between the two highest peaks of the orientation histogram. If there is only one peak
within the histogram, it is not possible to evaluate this feature resulting in a “not available (n/a)”
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output. In order to validate drape simulations of woven fabrics, the shear angle 𝜆𝜆 of the material is
an important feature. It can be calculated from the angular difference 𝜙𝜙 by
(4)

𝜆𝜆 = 90° − 𝜙𝜙.

Figure 3 shows an analysis on a woven fabric including the local histograms in yellow while the
angular difference is coded by color and the orientation tensors are depicted in orange. It can be seen
that the orientation tensor does not provide information to calculate the angular difference.
a)

b)

Figure 3: a) Orientation analysis shows the angular difference coded by color, the local orientation histograms in yellow
and the orientation tensors in orange. Note that the local histograms show the bi-modal orientation distribution while the
orientation tensors are unimodal. b) Entire double dome demonstrator part with cut out samples in 0°, 45° and 90° direction

3

Evaluation of the FML Double Dome Demonstrator

Orientation analyses are carried out on stripes of a deep-drawn part in order to determine the local
shear angle. The laminates considered here consist of 1 mm DC04 steel sheets, three layers of 280
g/m² twill fabric 2/2 of E-glass fiber (Interglas 92125 FK800), which are orientated in either a (0/90)
or (±45) orientation and a 1:1 mixture of the acrylates Elium 130 and Elium 190 from Arkema S.A.
with 2.5 % dibenzoyl peroxide from United Initiators is used as matrix. The plastic layers are removed
from the metal blank to simplify the image acquisition, which can be quite challenging with materials
of very different densities. Subsequently, stripes are cut from the part with a thickness of approximately 25 mm-30 mm to allow a sufficient resolution in the CT-scanner. For image acquisition, an
YXLON Precision CT-scanner with a reflexion tube and tungsten target is used. The Perkin Elmer
detector has a resolution of 2048 x 2048 at a pixel pitch of 0.2 mm. The sample at 45° is scanned with
a voxel size of 0.023 mm in three steps along the rotational axis of the CT and stacked vertically. The
other samples at 0° and 90° are stacked and scanned as a whole in three steps at the same voxel size.
Figure 3 b) shows the sample extraction from the double dome demonstrator part. Note that the samples at 0° and 45° may overlap in the result because only a quarter of the sample was meshed and the
samples are mapped on the same quadrant. This is valid due to the symmetry of the part.
Both samples at 0° and 90° have to be separated in a first step as they are included in the same
volumetric dataset. Therefore, a coarse surface determination is carried out. This surface can be converted to a region of interest what enables to separate both samples easily. It is recommended to erode
(shrink) these regions by one or two voxels to avoid edge effects in the further processing steps. The
separated samples are aligned to the integration mesh, which is imported using the Nastran (*.bdf)
file import. Since the mesh at hand uses shell elements, it is necessary to define a thickness of the
mesh cells to include the entire data from the voxels. The samples are a little bit warped, so the
thickness is set to 6 mm to include also the areas that would not be included using the exact geometry.
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This has only minor influence on the result as there is only minor warpage. By using shell elements,
it is also possible to create a certain number of cells over thickness and calculate the statistics separately. In the present case, the voxel size of the dataset is rather large and even larger than a fiber
diameter. Also the part is relatively thin, so it does not make sense to apply the analysis on multiple
mesh cells over thickness.
The fiber composite material analysis is carried out with a scale of 1.0 voxels, an integration radius
of 1.0 voxels and a gradient threshold of 0. These parameters are used for all of the three samples.
Within the FCMA properties, the imported mesh is selected and the angular difference is used as
active column to use it as color coding in the resulting data. Finally, the features are exported in a
.csv format.

4

Results and Discussion

With the above mentioned workflow, the angular difference is calculated and mapped to the FE-mesh
using the three samples cut from the entire part. Figure 4 shows the final result. The 90° sample lead
to angular differences between 90° and 80° so there is now significant shear deformation in this region. At the 0° sample, shear angles are also rather small, but the result is noisier – especially in the
region of the surrounding rim of the part. The 45° sample shows a gradient in shear deformation over
the sample, but there is a region where the angular difference is not calculated at all. Figure 5 illustrates the shear angle resulting from the process simulation that is performed in the multi-purpose
finite element solver ABAQUS/EXPLICIT, based on an existing forming simulation framework developed at KIT-FAST [8], [9]. Results are in good correspondence to the CT analyses. But for the
45° sample, there are some areas where the angular difference is not calculated from the CT data (see
Figure 4). Figure 5 b) gives detailed view into this region including the angular difference coded by
color and the local histograms in yellow. Obviously, the angular difference was not evaluated as the
orientation histogram is unimodal in this region and hence there is no second peak to calculate the
angle. This problem stems from two different reasons: First, the image quality is less good at this
position. This origins most likely from an inconvenient orientation of the region during the CT-scan.
Unidirectional regions in fiber composites can cause minor image blur depending on the orientation
and the trajectory of the CT-scanner relative to this region. Second, the shear angle is relatively small
and peaks can easily overlap in the local histograms. Both effects led to the result in Figure 5 b). This
problem can most likely be solved by doing the scan with another orientation of the sample.

Figure 4: Angular difference of all investigated samples mapped on the FE-mesh.
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b)

a)

Figure 5: a) Simulation result of an ABAQUS simulation showing the shear angle coded by color. Note the definition of
the shear angle in eq. 4. b) Local histograms and angular difference of the 45° sample. Local histograms became unimodal
in the white areas and thus it is not possible to calculate an angular difference.

The angular differences in the 90° sample are very homogeneous and do not differ very much from
the initial state of 90°. Whether the simulation nor the produced part indicates significant changes of
the shear angle within this region. The sample at 0° leads a noisier result at the surrounding rim and
a closer look to this region on the manufactured part shows that the woven fabric is kind of crumpled
in this region. Thus, it is obvious that angular difference leads to noisy results when the angular
differences are mapped in discrete regions of the mesh.

5

Summary and Conclusion

In summary it can be stated that computed tomography is a good tool to validate fiber orientation of
drape simulations. The use of local orientation histograms and their principal orientations enables to
derive shear angles of the fabric even from low resolution data with a voxel size larger than the fiber
diameter. Nevertheless, depending on the quality of the scan and the architecture of the deformed
woven fabric, there may occur some smaller regions where the shear angle of the simulation is not
directly comparable to the results from CT-scans. These regions have to be identified and removed
for the latter comparison.
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Abstract
Discontinuous fiber-reinforced polymer hybrids (DicoFRP), such as sheet molding compounds (SMC)
show many positive aspects like great process capability, low costs and good specific mechanical properties. As a result, the SMC material systems meets both, lightweight and mass production criteria.
The microstructural architecture significantly affects the macroscopic mechanical properties of hybrid
material systems. Consequently, methods for analyzing the microstructure in detail are essential for
characterizing and predicting the DicoFRP behavior on the macroscopic scale. Volumetric images
acquired by X-ray micro-computed tomography systems (µCT) and image processing tools allow a
three-dimensional characterization of composite microstructures in a non-destructive way. However,
the limits of X-ray cone beam µCT systems caused by the conflict between scanned volume and resulting image resolution have to be considered. In order to segment all individual fibers, volumetric
images with sufficient high resolution are necessary and consequently, only small specimen volumes
are analyzed. However, due to the SMC manufacturing process fibers are arranged as mesoscopic bundles within SMC components. To overcome the cone beam µCT related conflict between the scanned
volume and image resolution, this contribution applies a method to characterize the microstructure
based on fiber bundles, instead of the individual fibers.
In cooperation with the research areas design and technology of the International Research Training
Group ”Integrated engineering of continuous-discontinuous long fiber reinforced polymer structures”
(GRK 2078), the microstructure within a generic SMC component are characterized. In particular,
the analysis of weld line microstructure is in the focus of interest.
Keywords: Sheet Molding Compounds, Fiber Bundle Characterization, Computed Tomography
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1

Introduction

The microstructural fiber architecture of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP), including fiber volume content and fiber orientation, significantly affects the macroscopic properties, such as stiffness (cf. [11]).
Consequently, valid prediction models and characterizing methods of FRP microstructures are essential (cf. [1, 12]).
Micro-computed tomography systems (µCT) obtain volumetric images of microstructures in a nonedestructive way. There is a wide range of different image processing methods to characterize the
microstructure of FRP based on volumetric images. A method for determining the local fiber orientation using volumetric images without identifying individual fibers by means of an anisotropic
Gaussian filter is introduced by the authors Schladitz et al. [2]. The method is applied onto samples
of polyester based sheet molding compounds (SMC). Another method for determining local fiber orientation without segmenting individual fibers is presented by the authors Pinter et al. [3]. The authors
Pinter et al. determine the fiber orientation by means of the structure tensor, which is introduced by
the authors Krause et al. [4].
In the field of medical science, there is a wide range of tracking algorithm to analyze brain structures
based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In particular, the second order probabilistic integration
approach, developed by the authors Tournier et al. [5]. The authors Mori et al. [6] present a critical
review of these approaches. Inspired by these tracking approaches, the SMC fiber bundles in this
contribution are tracked by means of a probabilistic tracking algorithm, introduced by the authors
Schöttl et al. [7].
Since the SMC microstructure changes across a weld line formation, this is a suitable application for
the validation of SMC process simulation models. The authors Meyer et al. [8] and Silva-Nieto et
al. [9] validated their introduced process simulation models for SMC, by means of weld line formations. In this contribution, the microstructure of a generic SMC geometry with a weld line is analyzed.
As a result, the fiber bundle curvature across and within the weld line are determined.

2

Material

The tested SMC samples consist of an unsaturated polyester polyurethane hybrid (UPPH) resin matrix
system without fillers from Aliancys, which is reinforced with glass fibers (GF Multistar 272) from
Johns Manville. First, continuous fiber rovings are chopped into fiber bundles with a uniform length of
typically 25.4 mm and a batch fiber mass content of 23 %. The chopped fiber bundles drop randomly
oriented onto a resin coated carrier foil and are then covered by another resin coated carrier foil.
Subsequently, the semi-finished SMC material is rolled up and matures. After maturation, the semifinished SMC is formed into the final geometry by press molding, using two initial SMC charges. As
a result, both flow fronts meet in the middle of the component and a weld line is formed (cf. [8]).

2
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Figure 1: The scanned SMC geometry, detector and x-ray tube of the µCT-system.

3

X-ray micro-computed tomography

The µCT images in this contribution are generated using a X-Ray µCT-system of YXLON with a
reflection tube by Comet (see Figure 1). The Perkin Elmer flat-panel Y.XRD1620 detector resolution
is 2048 times 2048 pixels and the pixel patch is 200 µm.
The µCT scans presented in this contribution are generated with an acceleration voltage, current,
exposure time and frame binning of 150 kV, 0.05 mA, 1000 ms and 2, respectively. The µCT scanning
process takes 80 min to complete. The volumetric images are reconstructed through 2400 projections
over 360° and the Feldkamp-Davis-Kress algorithm [10]. Resulting volumetric images are cropped,
aligned and registered using the VG Studio Max software by Volume Graphics. The SMC geometry
is scanned in two different ways. First, a volumetric image of the entire geometry is generated, with
a reconstructed isotropic voxel edge length of 68.7 µm (see Figure 2). Additionally, a second µCT
scan, where the SMC geometry is placed close to the x-ray focus spot is generated. As a result, a
high-resolution volumetric image of the weld line with a isotropic voxel edge length of 17.2 µm is
acquired (see Figure 3).

4

Results and Discussion

Based on the volumetric images acquired by µCT scanning and the fiber bundle tracking method
(cf. [7]), the microstructure of a generic SMC geometry is analyzed. Figure 2 a) shows one of the
2400 projections and Figure 2 b) the reconstructed volumetric image of the entire SMC geometry. In
Figure 2 a), changing fiber orientations around the weld line are observed. The images in Figure 3
show the weld line in a more detailed manner. The corresponding area is marked by a red box
in Figure 2 a). The SMC fiber bundles within the volumetric image of Figure 3 c) are tracked. As a
result, in Figure 4 a) the tracked fiber bundles, as well as the local fiber bundle curvature are illustrated.
Figure 4 b) shows the distribution of the maximum and mean fiber bundle curvature across the weld
line. Within the weld line, a maximum fiber bundle curvature of 1.65 mm−1 is reached. Within the
analyzed area, the fiber bundle mean curvature is 0.28 mm−1 . As a result, the fiber bundle curvature
increases significantly within the weld line.
3
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a)

b)

Figure 2: µCT a) a projection and b) the reconstructed volumetric image of the entire SMC geometry.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3: Two µCT image slices at a) top (z = 0.14 mm) and b) core location (z = 1.14 mm), as well
as c) a three-dimensional view.

a)

b)

Figure 4: The determined a) local fiber bundle curvature and b) mean and maximum fiber bundle
curvature across the weld line of the SMC geometry.
4
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5

Conclusions

Microstructure characterization is essential for better understanding of fiber-reinforced polymers and
enabling novel prediction models for process simulation. In this contribution, the microstructure of a
generic SMC geometry is analyzed. Fiber bundles are tracked instead of individual fibers, increasing
the necessary µCT volumetric image resolution. As a result, a representative microstructure volume
of the generic SMC geometry including a weld line is analyzed. The local, as well as the mean and
maximum fiber bundle curvature across the weld line formation are determined.
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1

Introduction

Ensuring product quality is an integral part of industrial production. Either the component meets
the requirements or the type, size and location of the defect leads to the selection of the part [1].
In the automotive sector, fibre-reinforced thermoplastics have established themselves as
lightweight construction materials [2].
These can be examined by means of active Lock-In thermography [3]. It belongs to the noncontact and non-destructive testing methods. It is based on the fact that material defects
influence the heat diffusion process in an object and can thus be analysed on the basis of the
temporal course of the heat radiation at the object surface [1].
Active lock-In thermography is already used in testing and control procedures in materials
research and development, for material characterization, for controlling processing and
manufacturing and for production analysis [3]. In industrial production, the materials to be
tested are examined in the near-surface area for homogeneity, compaction, defects, cracks,
inclusions, moisture content and moisture distribution. The first industrial thermography
applications are mainly found in the aerospace industry. These aircraft inspections are carried
out, for example, on bondings of aircraft structures [1].
In this work, glass fibre-reinforced polypropylene is investigated by active Lock-In
thermography. The material is prepared both without defects and with defined defects. Nine
defect types are tested for their detectability.
The aim is to determine the correlation between defect type and size in glass fibre-reinforced
polypropylene materials and the associated image information of the active Lock-In
thermography.

2

Glass fibre-reinforced thermoplastics

In this work the material Tepex dynalite 104-RG600(x)/47% from the company Bond
Laminates is investigated. It is a fibre composite material made of glass fibres in a matrix of
polypropylene. The weight per unit area of the material is 600 g/m2 according to DIN EN
12127. The material density is 1.68 g/cm3 according to ISO 1183-1. The melting temperature
of the matrix is 165 °C according to ISO 11357-3. The material consists of three fabric layers,
each 0.5 mm thick. As reinforcing structures 1200tex fibres of standard E-glass were used.
Several parallel bundled fibres form a roving.
According to DIN EN 1049-2 the number of rovings is 2.5 per cm in longitudinal section and
2.5 per cm in cross section. The arrangement of the individual rovings in the fabric is orthogonal
to each other [6]. The twill weave was chosen as the type of weave. The weft and warp threads
do not alternate evenly. The weft thread passes under one warp thread and then over two or
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more warp threads. Unmistakable for this weave are the diagonal lines in the pattern. The glass
fibres have the property of a higher stiffness and strength than the matrix. The surrounding
matrix gives the material ductility and protects the glass fibres from locally higher loads [6].
180 specimens were investigated using active Lock-In thermography. The number of specimens
is due to further mechanical load capacity investigations, which are to be carried out following
the investigations performed here. The dimensions of 90 samples are 250 mm x 25 mm, the
remaining 90 samples are 80 mm x 25 mm. The thickness of the samples is 1.5 mm. Defect free
samples and samples with defined defects were examined. 20 samples are free of defects.
Defined types of defects include fibre breakage, local and global fibre displacement,
delamination and insufficient consolidation. These defects may occur during the production and
forming of fibre composites. Each defect type was prepared in 20 samples. Fibre breakage and
fibre displacement were introduced as one type of defect each in the top and middle fabric layer.
The insertion of the defects was carried out by the company Bond Laminates.
Fibre breakage is a locally complete destruction of the glass fibre due to mechanical impact. It
was created by manually cutting through a roving.
A local fibre displacement occurs when fibres are pushed out of their regular arrangement by
external forces. This results in areas of high and low fibre density. Stiffness and strength are no
longer continuously distributed over the fabric. It is introduced into the samples by local spiking
of the fabric. The width of the displacement corresponds to about 1-2 rovings.
The global fibre displacement describes an overall distortion of the material. Here the fibres of
one fabric are at an angle to the fibres of another fabric. A random distortion in warp and weft
threads occurs. The global fibre displacement in the samples was caused by the fabric layers
not being placed exactly on top of each other.
Insufficient consolidation causes air inclusions in the material. Consolidation means
strengthening the bond between matrix and fibre. Thermoplastic filaments are melted under
pressure and enclose the glass fibres [7]. If the two materials are not fully bonded, consolidation
is insufficient. This defect was introduced on an area of 30 mm along the length of the specimen
over the entire width of the specimen.
Delamination describes the separation of individual layers of tissue from each other. In this
process, the individual layers can lose their adhesion to each other, but also the fibres can lose
their adhesion to the matrix. The delamination was created with the help of a foil strip, which
was inserted between two tissue layers on an area of 20 mm along the sample over the entire
sample width before consolidation.
The tissue damage, such as fibre breakage and fibre displacement, was performed on the dry
tissue before impregnation with the polymer matrix.
The flawless quality of the composite material is tested in in-process tests on the finished
material, e.g. on the basis of the mechanics, thickness and appearance of the Bond Laminates
material. In the following, each defect is presented as an example using a sample.

3

Lock-In thermography

The active Lock-In thermography belongs to the non-destructive and contactless testing
methods. Using intensity-modulated halogen lamps, the component surface to be tested is
homogeneously excited over a long period of time with a sinusoidal intensity curve [1]. The
absorption of the sinusoidally modulated light produces a temperature modulation which is
propagated as a thermal wave into the interior of the component. If this wave encounters a
interface, i.e. a local change of the eﬀusivity, a certain part of the wave reflects. The
superposition of the surface temperature oscillation with reﬂected thermal waves forms the
wave field which is measured by the infrared camera on the sample surface. The modulation of
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the heat flux can be considered as a coding, which is decoded again by means of a Fourier
analysis, whereby the uncoded interferences fall out, e.g. also the direct component of the
temperature field. By utilizing the measurement information of the phase angle between the
excitation and response sinusoidal curve, interference effects due to uneven heating can be
reduced [1].
The phase describes the time delay of a thermal response in correlation to excitation at a
specified frequency. This delay depends, among other things, on the thermal material properties
and the geometry of the test object and can also be influenced by irregularities in the test object.
The phase image contains information from component depths up to 6 mm [4]. The test method
works without calibration.

4

Test setup

The test setup (see figure 1) includes the thermal imaging camera, two halogen lamps, the
specimens and the thermography program. The equipment was purchased from the company
edevis.
Thermal imaging camera Flir A655 sc, a LWIR precision camera. It has an uncooled vanadium
oxide (VoX) microbolometer detector and a thermal resolution of <30 mK. It generates thermal
images with up to 640 x 480 pixels at a frame rate of 50 Hz. The spectral range to be detected
is 7.5 -14 µm. The temperature measuring range is -40 °C to 150 °C.
The two halogen floodlights H25s from Hedler are operated with an electrical power
consumption of 2.5 kW each. The light output of the four Osram light bulbs is a maximum of
4 kW. Throughout the entire investigation they emit electromagnetic waves in the range from
ultraviolet to near infrared. The spectrum in the long-wave to far infrared range of halogen light
falsifies the thermal image of the sample. Two glass filters, each 2 mm thick, reduce the
proportion of the medium-wave and long-wave infrared of halogen light [5] and support the
spectral separation of excitation and detection. They are made of borofloat 33 according to DIN
ISO 3585 and EN 1748 T1 by Schott Technical Glass Solutions GmbH.
The setup corresponds to the reflection setup where camera and light are on the same side of
the sample. Defects become visible during reflection measurement due to higher surface
temperatures.
Each sample was fixed in a specially manufactured sample carrier. The camera was placed in
front of the sample at a distance of 510 mm and at the same height as the defects (see figure 1).
The two halogen spotlights were placed at the side of the camera. The distance from lamp 1 to
the sample was 660 mm. Lamp 2 has a distance to the sample of 600 mm (see figure 2). If the
centre of the objective and the sample are on the zero line, lamp 1 is at a distance of 240 mm
horizontally and 120 mm vertically from it and lamp 2 is at a distance of 180 mm horizontally
and 130 mm vertically from it.

Figure 1: Experimental setup

Figure 2: Test setup
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The test specimens were excited in three measuring periods at a frequency of 0.05 Hz. The test
duration is 60 s in total. The light intensity of 75 % corresponds to the light output of 3 kW.
This is measured within a measuring period of 20 seconds once on the sample. Measurements
are made at a room temperature of approx. 21 °C. The initial temperature of the material
samples corresponds to approx. 21 °C. The thermal imaging camera has 100 frames per second
generated in a window of 640 x 240 pixels.

5

Evaluation of test results

In this work the phase images of the samples are evaluated. On them the glass fibres are imaged
darker than the polypropylene matrix. The absence of a fibre is visible on the image as bright
as the matrix. Air inclusions appear on the phase image brighter than the fibres and darker than
the matrix. Fibre breakage in the middle layer is not reliably detected (see figure 4). At one
point two fibre ends with a brighter break can be seen. The entire structure of the sample appears
blurred. The insufficient consolidation is visible as a bright area (see figure 5) over a length of
50 mm across the entire width of the sample. The pattern of fibres is ordered. The insufficient
consolidation is clearly distinguishable from the defect-free area. It is clearly visible and can
also be felt by a raised area of about 1 mm.

Figure 4: Sample 86, fibre breakage in central position

Figure 5: Sample 64, insufficient consolidation

Within a range of 10 mm², two ends of a dark fibre can be seen in sample 4 (see figure 6). They
show the fibre breakage in the top layer. The delamination is shown on the phase image as a
lighter area, not as sharply delineated as in the case of insufficient consolidation (see figure 7).
It extends about 9 mm lengthwise over the entire width of the sample. This corresponds to the
distance between four rovings. Matrix and fibres differ in this area.

Figure 6: Sample 4, fibre breakage in top layer

Figure 7: Sample 55, delamination

The fibre displacement globally in the top layer is visible by fibres not running parallel to the
edge (see figure 8). Across the width of the sample, 3 mm wide bright lines can be seen between
the rovings at a distance of 20 mm, which look like a pattern diagonally across the entire length
of the sample. On the phase image, fibres and matrix appear blurred.
A light-coloured cross-strip with a width of approx. 3 mm between two rovings indicates a fibre
shift locally in the top layer (see figure 9). An adjacent side to the defect shows shifted fibre
lines that deviate from the parallelism to the edge of the sample.
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Figure 8: Sample 26, global fibre shift in top layer

Figure 9: Sample 30, local fibre displacement in top layer

On sample 45 (see figure 10), the fibre displacement is visible locally in the central position as
a bright spot of approx. 8 mm² in size. To the left of the conspicuity, the fibres no longer run
parallel to the edge of the sample. No defects were introduced in sample 73 (see figure 11). On
the phase image, the sample nevertheless appears blurred and shows irregularities in the grain
structure.

Figure 10: Sample 45, local fibre displacement in central

Figure 11: Sample 73, without errors introduced

On the phase image of sample 96, the global fibre shift in the central position is not visible (see
figure 12).

Figure 12: Sample 96, global fibre shift in central position

6

Conclusion and outlook

Fibre-reinforced thermoplastics are increasingly used as lightweight construction materials in
the automotive industry. In this work samples of glass fibre-reinforced polypropylene in
flawless condition and with introduced defined defects are investigated with active Lock-In
thermography. The aim is to determine the correlation between defect type and size in glass
fibre-reinforced polypropylene materials and the corresponding image information from active
Lock-In thermography. Defects investigated include delamination, insufficient consolidation,
fibre breakage and global and local fibre displacement in the upper and middle tissue layer.
Using active Lock-In thermography, the sample material was optically excited with two
halogen lamps with a light output of 3 kW in three measuring periods for 60 seconds at
0.05 Hz. An infrared camera in reflection arrangement measured the surface temperature of the
sample. Information of the sample material becomes visible on the basis of the phase images
output. Delamination and insufficient consolidation are clearly visible by bright areas on the
phase image. Local fibre shifts are visible by the deviation of the linear arrangement of the
fibres, which are displayed in dark areas. Fibre breaks are visible by black ends of the fibres.
The global fibre shift is represented by the angular position of the structure to the sample edge
on the phase image. Variations of excitation frequencies, changes in the number of measuring
and settling periods and intensity modulation of the light could lead to more accurate and clearer
error representations on the phase images. Defect detection in greater material depths could be
possible by investigations with lower excitation frequencies.
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1

Abstract – Pulse phase thermography (PPT) is widely used for non-destructive testing (NDT) of fiber reinforced polymers. Shades occur when inspecting three-dimensional (3D) specimens with a single flash lamp, but can be circumvented
by using a transmission setup (TM). In this contribution, PPT is applied to a 3D specimen with reference defects in TM
and compared to reflection mode (RM). The reference defects consist of PTFE and aluminum foil and are varied in
position, size and depth. Reflector surfaces are constructed to enhance the thermal stimulus on the slants of the specimen
in TM. The specimen-dependent construction method is presented. Using the reflectors leads to a higher contrast between
defective and sound area in ampligrams. Ampligrams and phasegrams provide complementary information in TM, motivating a data fusion approach to improve defect information. Hit rates and detected defect sizes between RM and TM
with and without reflector are compared. Overall, TM combined with reflector usage leads to the highest hit rate. Especially deeper defects and defects on slants are more reliably detected in TM. Detected defect size deviations are smaller
in RM.
Keywords: Non-destructive testing, pulse phase thermography, transmission, fiber reinforced polymers

1

Introduction

Reducing overall CO2 emissions can be accomplished by lightweight components [1]. Fiberreinforced polymers (FRP) offer a high specific modulus. New hybrid material classes combine the
advantages of different fiber types. An example of these hybrid fiber types are continuousdiscontinuous fiber reinforced polymers. Sheet Molding compound (SMC), consisting of an
unsaturated polyester polyurethane hybrid resin (UPPH) and discontinuous glass fibers (fiber length:
25 mm) offers a high design freedom. It serves as base material in the hybrid material class in
combination with continuously reinforced carbon fiber patches. The patches contribute to the material
combination with a higher stiffness. Defects still occur in the production of FRP, although they have
been processed since multiple years [2]. The in-line quality assurance using active thermography for
the detection of internal defects offers cost saving potentials, because material flaws are detected at
their place of origin. This work focuses on the investigation and improvement of pulse phase
thermography (PPT) in transmission mode (TM) for inspecting complex geometries. TM describes a
measurement setup in which heat source and infrared camera are on opposite sides, in contrast to
reflection mode (RM, same side). Inclined slopes on the specimen lead to shades and inhomogeneous
heat input which is compensated in TM.

2

State of the Art

Thermography is subdivided into active and passive methods. An external stimulus is used in active
mode to excite the part and investigate its thermal response. An infrared camera records the infrared
emissions response. The usefulness of active thermography in non-destructive testing of composites
has been shown [2, 3]. PPT combines the advantages of time efficiency (pulse thermography) and
phase images (modulated thermography). The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is applied to the time
series of infrared images. This image time series represents the temperature evolution of the specimen
induced by the thermal stimulus.
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However, literature investigating the NDT applications of thermography in FRP mostly deals with
planar geometries operating in reflection mode. 3D geometries can be investigated with additional
heat sources compensating shades [3, 4]. More complex geometries have been investigated [5–7], but
shadings did not occur for the investigated specimen. Transmission mode has been used to measure
artificial defects (thickness: 1 and 2 mm) in planar composite specimens (thickness: 5 mm) [8, 9].
The temperature and phase contrast between sound and defect area increase with a smaller distance
between heat source and defect [9]. Transmission transient thermography is suggested for impact
studies and testing anisotropic materials [10]. Pan et al. used pulsed eddy current as a stimulus for the
first time in transmission mode to detect impact damage and delamination in a planar specimen [11].
A detailed comparison of reflection and transmission comparison has been performed on planar
composite specimens with artificial delaminations and impact damage [12]. The most relevant aspects
are listed in Table 1. In contrast to Meola et al. [9], more defects are detected with a setup in which
the distance between heat source and defect is larger, leading to a smaller camera distance to the
defect. No study has so far investigated a PPT in transmission mode on a 3D part. Furthermore, no
attempt has been made to adjust the heat radiation according to the geometry of the part in TM.
Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of reflection and transmission mode [12]

Reflection mode
 High sensitivity for defects close to
the surface
 Depth resolution can be estimated
from PPT


Investigation only possible on the
upper surface

3

Experimental Setup

3.1

Specimens

Transmission mode
 Defect information in overall cross section is retrieved
 Better correspondence with analytical calculations because
no initial surface temperature needs to be estimated
 Defects with small aspect ratios can be detected in
transmission mode
 Depth information is nearly lost
 Accessibility to the specimen from both sides necessary

The specimen used for this work is a hat profile with different slants (dimensions: 120 mm x 94 mm).
It consists of six planes: A bottom and a top horizontal plane, two planes angled with 40° and 60°
with respect to the horizontal planes along the long edges, and two planes with 45° with respect to
the horizontal plane along the short edges.
Specimens with different artificial defects have been produced for the examination. They consist of
a structural SMC based on an unsaturated polyester polyurethane hybrid (UPPH) resin with 23 vol%
(41 wt%) fiber volume content. A specimen is built out of 4 stacked layers of SMC in a highly viscous
B-stage. Artificial defects, made out of PTFE (130 µm thickness) and aluminum (11 µm), are
integrated between the individual layers. The specimens have an average wall thickness of approx.
3.6 mm, leading to an average layer thickness of approx. 0.9 mm. Three different geometric defect
configurations have been produced: The first one consists of different defect sizes (25 mm², 49 mm²,
100 mm²) between the second and third layer of SMC (blue, cf. Figure 1 (b)). The second
configuration alters the defect depth for a constant defect size of 100 mm² between the first and second
layer (green, cf. Figure 1 (c)) and between the third and fourth layer (red, cf. Figure 1 (c)). The first
layer describes the one closest to the camera. Both of these configurations are produced with PTFE
and aluminum inserts.
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The mold is heated to 145°C and closed with a hydraulic press with a maximum press force of 50 kN.
Positional deviations occurred during the molding process.

Figure 1. (a) Isometric view of the specimen (b) Specimen containing different defect sizes, named Alu S and PTFES
(c) Specimen containing different defect depths (red defects are deeper), named Alu D and PTFED

3.2

Construction of reflectors

The heat source (flash lamp) is considered as an ideal, fixed point for the construction of the reflectors
for the 45° slants. The position of the specimen, the design area of the reflector and the first point of
the reflector’s plane R1 closest to the specimen are initially set. A point of interest (POI) is set on the
45° slant of the specimen (point Z in Figure 2). The local orientation δi of the local reflector’s surface
is calculated based on the geometric properties given in Figure 2. Using the calculated angle and a
chosen increment along the negative x-axis Δx (here: 5 mm to achieve a smooth surface considering
accuracy of the 3D printer and small delta), the point R2 (x2|y2) for the second reflector plane and its
orientation δ2 are calculated. The POI alternates between different positions on the slant to distribute
the reflected energy.

Figure 2. (a) Calculation for the orientation of the reflector (b) Calculation of the next point of the reflector

Another routine is used for the reflector construction for the 40° and 60° slants, because of the
parabolic shape of the inner housing’s reflection geometry of the flash lamp itself. This parabolic
shape leads to a parallel alignment of the light bundles leaving the flash housing. Therefore, several
tilted surfaces between the housing and the specimen build the surface of the reflector. The orientation
and width of a partial surface is calculated using the condition that a reflected light bundle shall hit
the full width of a slant mostly perpendicularly.
3.3

Apparatus and methods

A photographic flash stimulates the specimen (model VH3-6000 by HENSEL-VISIT, power: 6000
J). Images are generated by the thermal imaging camera ImageIR 5300 (InfraTec, camera resolution:
320 x 256 px). The objective has a focal length of 25 mm. The object distance to the midplane of the
specimen is 320 mm. The IR camera and the heat source are carried by a CNC portal (cf. Figure 3).
The temperature evaluation of the specimen is observed for 60s after the flash, leading to a minimal
frequency of 0.017 Hz after the DFT. Experiments are conducted in TM and RM. In TM, the flash
lamp is placed in a housing with the reflectors and the specimen for operator safety. In RM, the flash
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lamp is oriented to illuminate the 40° slope of the demonstrator perpendicularly. DFT and image
selection is performed with the software DisplayIMG 6 by edevis. MATLAB is used for the image
analysis.

Figure 3. Experimental apparatus, housing and setup sketches for RM and TM

4

Defect evaluation routine

The infrared camera is calibrated with the MATLAB calibration toolbox, using a checkerboard
pattern in the midplane of the specimen. Two laser-printed circles (nominal diameter: 10 mm), placed
on the top and bottom plane, serve as a reference measurement. The measured reference diameter is
10.34 mm (top) and 10.05 mm (bottom), respectively. Ampligrams, phasegrams and thermograms
are simultaneously considered in the evaluation. The images are exported as color images using the
colormap representation ‘Rain’ for contrast enhancement [13]. Additionally, the contrast of the
individual color channels is enhanced using MATLAB. Individual color channel values as well as
their complements are binarized using a threshold of 0.75. Environmental influences on the borders
are not considered. Morphological closing is performed on the resulting BLOBs (Binary Large
OBject) to smoothen them. Image features are only stored if they show an area between 10 and 300
mm². Features are assessed by their eccentricity and deleted if it surpasses 0.95. BLOBs with an extent
(BLOB area divided by the area of the bounding box) less than 0.5 are deleted as well. Color channel
information are merged by logical disjunction.

5

Results

5.1

Assessment of the reflector’s geometry in transmission mode

Initially, the temperature distribution using four different reflector configurations is evaluated on a
specimen without any defects in the slants. Using the 60° and 45° reflectors rises the average
temperature distribution in the specimen by 77.7% (cf. Figure 4 and Table 2). The 45° reflectors
prove to be useful regarding the increased energy input into the 45° slant. Because the 40° slant and
the whole part show a similar temperature rise when using 60° and 45° reflectors, the 40° reflector is
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not further used. 94.9% more energy is concentrated on the 45° slants in the third reflector setup. The
energy input into the 60° slant is increased by 81.4%. The overall surface of a single 45° reflector is
159% larger than the surface of a 60° reflector, which explains the higher energy input. The
temperature distribution is evaluated on a horizontal and a vertical line in TM for specimen AluS with
and without the chosen reflector setup (45° and 60° reflectors, cf. Figure 5). The temperature increase
in defect regions is minimal along the vertical and horizontal line. However, a comparison of
Michelson contrasts of the maximum normalized signals in the defect regions on the 40° and 60°slants
shows no improvement with reflector usage.

Figure 4. Thermograms and evaluated areas using (a) no reflectors (b) 45° reflectors (c) 45° and 60° reflectors (d) all
reflectors
Table 2. Average temperature rise and standard deviation (SD) in parenthesis (°C) using different reflector setups
Area

Without reflectors

45°reflectors

60° and 45° reflectors

All reflectors

Whole part (red area)

2.29 (0.255)

4.01 (0.571)

4.07 (0.561)

4.13 (0.567)

45° slants

2.57 (0.182)

4.96 (0.344)

5.01 (0.332)

5.06 (0.342)

60° slant

2.37 (0.186)

3.86 (0.149)

4.30 (0.174)

4.36 (0.175)

40° slant

2.45 (0.147)

4.06 (0.153)

4.03 (0.163)

4.25 (0.185)

Figure 5. Normalized temperature distribution of specimen AluS along the vertical and horizontal axis with (a)
and without (b) reflectors

The use of the reflector is further assessed by comparing hit rates and deviations in detected defect
size with and without reflectors in TM (cf. Figure 6). The hit rate increases using the reflectors due
to more detected smaller or deeper PTFE defects. The specimen PTFES contains many surface
defects, making it difficult to detect defects in general and leading to a bad hit rate. However, deeper
aluminum defects are already detected without reflectors, because of the higher difference in heat
conductivity between inserts and SMC. Despite the higher probability of detection, the quantitative
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measurement of defects worsens. Using reflectors improves hit rates especially in deeper layers and
for smaller differences in heat conductivity of inserted materials.

Figure 6. Assessment of reflectors’ benefits in TM by (a) hit rates and (b) average absolute deviations in detected defect size

Detected defects for specimen PTFED in TM using reflectors and a comparison to no reflector usage
is given in Figure 7. Two deeper defects on the slants are detected with reflectors (gray in Figure 7
(c)). An increase in Michelson contrast can be observed in the ampligrams when using the reflectors.
The data fusion of phasegrams and ampligrams is beneficial in TM as they complement each other in
defect detection (cf. Figure 7 (a) and (b)). The phasegram provides information closer to the surface
(further away from the thermal stimulus), the ampligrams contrariwise.

Figure 7. (a) Phasegram (0.251 Hz) and (b) ampligram (0.084 Hz) of specimen PTFED in TM using reflectors (c)
Additionally detected defects (gray) compared to no reflector usage

5.2

Comparison of reflection and transmission mode

All defects in specimen AluS, except the small sized in the 60° slant, can be detected in TM (cf.
Figure 8 (a) and (e)). False positives are colored in black. The non-detected defects of AluS in RM
are located on opposed slants with respect to the flash leading to strong background phase shifts (cf.
Figure 8 (b)). In TM, all defects of AluD are detected. Only the shallow defects in specimen AluD are
detected in RM compared to TM, shown in Figure 8 (c) and (d). Additionally, shades are
circumvented in opposed slants with respect to the flash. Thus, TM leads to an overall higher hit rate,
evading shades and detecting deeper defects. In TM mode, ampligrams contribute mostly to defect
detection. Phasegrams contain more robust defect information in RM, in accordance with [14].
Nevertheless, absolute detected defect size variations are in average smaller in RM (cf. Figure 8 (f)).
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Figure 8: Detected and mapped defects in specimen (a) AluS in TM, ampligram (0.067 Hz) compared to (b) RM,
phasegram (0.1 Hz) and (c) AluD in TM, ampligrams (0.050 Hz) compared to (d) RM, phasegram (0.15 Hz) (e) hit rates
and (f) average absolute deviations in defect size

6

Conclusion and Outlook

An advantage of TM is the possibility to investigate 3D geometries with a single flash lamp while
preventing shades. Additionally, TM allows the detection of deeper defects. Defect areas of 25 mm²
in a depth of 1.8 mm can be detected on a 45° slant. RM has the advantage of smaller errors in
geometric measurements. Additionally, it provides depth information, which is lost in TM. Further
improvements of defect detection can be achieved by the usage of reflectors in TM, leading to a
contrast increase in ampligrams. Data fusion of ampligrams and phasegrams are proven to be useful
in TM. Further developments of reflectors should focus on a homogeneous temperature distribution
in the overall part.
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Abstract: Organic sheets bear a huge lightweight potential to replace conventional steel sheets due
to their high specific material parameters, promising deep-drawing properties, as well as capability
of energy absorption. To establish organic sheets in a material mix, adequate joining technologies are
required which allow to produce reliable, load-bearing joints in a reproducible manner for a hybrid
material pairing between steel sheets and organic sheets. With the help of a remote laser, hybrid
material joints are manufactured with a thermomechanical formed form-closure and characterized
using a modified set-up specimen. Based on the experimental results, surrogate models are developed
to represent the deformation and failure behavior of the joints in a simulation complying with industrial discretization. Prerequisite for this development is a phenomenological material model for the
organic sheet covering its elasto-plastic hardening as well as fracture initiation ranging from a brittle
mode in fiber direction to a ductile one in off-axis orientations. A workflow using quantifiable criteria
is introduced which allows the objective calibration of the model parameters for multiple load-cases
taking the locally induced damage by the joining process into account. This workflow is demonstrated
here for the hybrid material pairing of an organic sheet 102RG600 Tepex® dynalite and
ENAW6082-T6 and S355J2H. The results presented in this paper are based on the joint research
Keywords: phenomenological material model, organic sheet, characterization of hybrid joints

1

Introduction

The application of multi-material design is offering new approaches for weight reduction of vehicles
ensuring future transportation regardless of their powertrain. The hybrid construction allows the combination of material specific advantages by employing materials for their locally defined properties.
As a chain can only be as strong as its weakest link, efficient joining technologies to create reliable,
load-bearing joints are a key enabler for the multi-material design. The current state of the art of
conventional joining technologies, like gluing or riveting, allows to do so but it suffers from the
drawback of adding additional material to the joints and hence further increasing the weight and limiting flexibility. The use of a laser-beam for joining dissimilar material pairings of metals and reinforced thermoplastics, either directly by welding or indirectly via thermomechanical forming, is a
promising approach. The use of the laser shows a high potential in terms of flexibility and industrial
automation for the construction of structural parts.
Regardless of the type of propulsion technique, weight reduction of structural parts is a key-enabler
for primary and secondary weight savings in the automotive sector. Organic sheets have a high potential for weight savings because of their superior mechanical properties as stiffness and strength per
weight. An organic sheet is a semi-finished product consisting of an equally balanced weaving structure embedded in a thermoplastic matrix. Further, it can be deep-drawn as conventional steel sheets
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and ribs and other functional parts can be added afterwards in a subsequent mold-injection process
using the same thermoplastic matrix with short fiber reinforcement. Joining of two sheets can be
achieved without additionally adding weight such as in the gluing or riveting using the bridge-deckpanel concept from the Fraunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technology (IWS) in Dresden/Germany.
In order to establish not only the organic sheets but also possible hybrid joints with other metallic
materials in a virtual development process, not only adequate material models are needed but also
surrogate models for the joints [1]. They are described in the following.

2

Hybrid bridge-deck panel joints

Joints with a hybrid material pairing of SJ355J2H 1.50 mm and Tepex® dynalite 102RG600 2.0 mm
are manufactured at the Fraunhofer IWS Dresden using the concept of bridge-deck panel joints. In
this process, two sheets can be joined using a remote laser. The metallic sheet serving as the deck
panel is cut open and a bridge is cut into the end of the organic sheet using a laser. The bridge is then
inserted in the metallic deck panel so that it overlaps. In the last step, the material is heated by a laser
and rolled over creating a bulk (see Figure 1). This bulk of material creates an undercut on the backside of the deck panel resulting in a form-closure of the thermo-mechanically formed joint. Because
-

Figure 1: Cross-section (left) and joined bridge-deck-panel joint (right) of a hybrid material pairing

Different symmetrical and unsymmetrical setups of geometrical rolls and process parameters are analyzed at the Fraunhofer IWS. In a subsequent step, the most promising concept resulting in the highest strength values is further investigated. Hybrid bridge-deck panel joints are tested under multiaxial loading with a quasi-static, monotonously increasing load head tension, transversal and longitudinal shearing (see Figure 2). Different lengths of bridges are analyzed as well as adhesion promotors; in addition, adding a micro-structure to the back of the deck panel with the use of the laser to
enhance the ultimate strength of the pairings is investigated.
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Figure 2: Force-displacement curves of the bridge-deck-panel joints with three different loading types

3

Phenomenological material modeling of organic sheets

Prerequisite for the simulation of the mechanical joints is a comprehensive description of the base
material. For the complex material behavior of the organic sheet this remains until now a challenge
[2] [3]. The complex material behavior derives from a combination of a relatively soft matrix and
brittle endless fibers which are woven with the twill weave binding in a textile fabric which is equally
balanced in weft- and warp-direction (see Figure 4).
Organic sheets are an example of endless fiber-reinforced plastics
(EFRP) and are semi-finished products which may consist of multiple layers. A loading in-plane in fiber direction shows a very stiff
behavior until brittle fracture occurs, whereas an in-plane loading
in off-axis orientations shows a softer elasto-plastic behavior and
a ductile fracture mode. Therefore the anisotropy in the elastic and
plastic regimes as well as in fracture needs to be covered by the
material
model. With the user-defined material model MF
Figure 3: Weaving structure of the
twill weave binding of the organic
GenYld+CrachFEM this is achieved by combining orthotropic
sheet 102RG600
elasticity with an orthotropic yield locus for plasticity [4]. After
trespassing the elastic regime, the non-linearity of the material behavior is modeled with a stress-state- and strain-rate-dependent plastic hardening law accounting for
the permanent deformations. This approach allows to model the effective material behavior - also
referred to as the diffuse damage by [5] - measured in the experiments accumulating the damage on
a micro- and meso-scale.
To meet the needs of the two different constituents of the organic sheet, fracture is covered with two
separate models. First, an orthotropic, strain-based model to describe the failure initiation of the ductile orientation mainly dominated by the behavior of the thermoplastic matrix is proposed [6] [7].
Additionally, an orthotropic stress-based fracture model is used to account for the brittle behavior of
the endless fibers. This combination allows to use the more sensitive measure for the fracture assessment a threshold value in the stress- and in the strain-space for the fracture of the fibers and the
matrix respectively. Lastly, the strain rate dependencies of plastic hardening behavior and fracture
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need to be calibrated carefully to cover the opposing trends of the strain rate dependency from matrix
and endless glass fibers in a single model.

Figure 4: Comparison of force-displacement curves from experiment and simulation of the uniaxial tension for three
different orientations

In this study, the user-defined material model MF GenYld+CrachFEM 4.3.0 in combination with
Abaqus explicit 2016 are used for modeling the base material for the metallic sheet as well as the
organic sheet [8] [9]. In Figure 4, the experimental results are compared to the simulation results for
an in-plane, uniaxial loading under three different orientations. For the experiments the specimens in
accordance DIN EN ISO 527-4 are used. The simulation results show a good agreement to the experimental results including an almost exact depiction of fracture under different orientations. Prior to
the experiments for the material characterization, the coupons are conditioned in accordance with
[10] to account for the moisture-dependent material properties of the PA6 matrix. The combination
of different phenomenological modules in the material model MF GenYld+CrachFEM enables to
depict the above discussed mechanisms on a macro-scopic scale covering also the its nonlinearities
which originate predominantly from the matrix [11]. This allows engineers to keep the computational
costs for a componentlevel or for a full-vehicle crash level within a reasonable range.

4

Mechanical surrogate model

Basis for the development of surrogate models is a comprehensive material characterization of the
base materials with the material model MFGenYld+CrachFEM, in order to correctly depict not only
the elasto-plastic but also the fracture behavior phenomenologically. The objective for the development of the surrogate model is to substitute them into a component covering fully the deformation
and failure behavior of dissimilar material pairings. As the time step size of an explicit crash simulation is determined by the smallest element length in the complete component, a very detailed model
would dramatically increase the overall computational cost on a component level.
This development can be done via two steps as depicted in Figure 5. Based on the geometrical dimension from a cross-sectional cut, a fine-discretized and therefore detailed FE model is created. On
the basis of metallographic analysis, micro-hardness measurements, and µCT-scans of the joint, a
detail model can be created. This model enables with a fine resolution a thorough look at the behavior
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Figure 5: Scheme for the development of detailed and surrogate models for hybrid material pairings

This behavior needs to be abstracted in a consecutive step for the development of the surrogate model,
so that with the use of a deliberate modeling, an industrial discretization can be deducted, for which
the material parameters can be calibrated. Coarse shell discretization with an average shell length of
2.50 mm is used. The development of the surrogate models is hence a trade-off in computational cost
and level of detail and resembles the best compromise of modeling the hybrid joints using solely shell
elements.

Figure 6: Cross-section cut and CT-Scan of the themo-mechanically formed rivet head of organic sheet material

Figure 6 shows a crossclosure on the backside of the deck panel. With a closer look to the microstructure of the bulk material
-Scan imperfections in the somissing material can be found. This is a damage induced by the joining process with heat introduced
by the laser and the subsequent mechanically forming step, which locally altered the properties of the
base material. Therefore, this damage needs to be accounted for in the structural simulation. With the
use of the user-defined material model it is further possible to initialize the locally induced damage
by the joining process at the beginning of the simulation. The user-routine MF Init allows the initialization of Solution Dependent Variables (SDVs) in Abaqus individually per integration point (see
Figure 7). With its use, gradients of material properties can be modeled in a single shell element.
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Figure 7: Initialization of History Variables in an inhomogeneous manner across the thickness of a shell element

Because simplifications need to be made for the calibration of the surrogate models in comparison
with the detail model, not all joints can be modeled with the same precision across all loading scenarios. This is why quantifiable criteria for the evaluation of the model accuracy are introduced and
weighted in accordance to the requirements of the model. With this procedure, an objective measure
and target-oriented calibration of the surrogate model is feasible for the considered loading types head
tension, transversal and longitudinal shearing. The simulation results using the optimal parameters of
the surrogate model using purely shell elements are depicted in Figure 8 for a varying bridge length
of 10.0, 20.0 and 40.0 mm. The deformation and failure behavior is well captured across multiple
loading types. The biggest difference can be seen for the length of 10.0 mm, where very little bulk
material can serve in the form-closure. Furthermore, the load-case of longitudinal shearing is difficult
to capture. In this load-case the bridge of organic sheet is sheared off over the metallic deck panel.
This is modeled using an edge-to-edge contact, which allows to capture the maximal strength well,
but the element deletion after the onset of fracture will cause the oscillation of the force. This continuous shearing process of the organic sheet can hardly be captured using purely shell elements.

Figure 8: Force-displacement curves for a surrogate model for three loading types and varying bridge length

The developed method allows a systematic development of surrogate models with a special focus on
the issues of dissimilar material pairings. The simulation results resemble a good approximation of
the deformation and failure behavior, without strong increase of the computational cost.
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5

Conclusion and Outlook

The organic sheets can be well modeled with a combination of different phenomenological modules
in MF GenYld+CrachFEM. Further, a systematic approach for the development of surrogate models
with a special focus on hybrid material pairings is established. Key enabler is the use of the subroutine
MF Init which allows to integrate the locally altered material properties as e.g. the damage induced
by the joining process in shell elements.
Until now, only a simple isotropic, post-critical module for metallic materials in
MF GenYld+CrachFEM is established to model the organic sheets after the onset of fracture. An
extension of the two-folded fracture evaluation with strain- and a stress-based fracture models will
allow in the future to treat the two constituents of the composite separately.
However, the insertion of these surrogate models into the discretization of hybrid structures currently
represents an additional effort, whose insertion in form of a submodel could be automatized in future
projects.
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1

Abstract: Automotive lightweight design is a considerable measure to meet the worldwide need
for reducing CO2 emissions. However, the lightweight potential of common lightweight materials
like high strength steels or aluminium is limited. Even carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) components, which have superior lightweight characteristics, show limitations for the car body design, as
catastrophic failure or high production costs. Hybrid allow to combine metals and CFRP in a manner
to offset the drawbacks of every single material and reach an optimum of mechanical properties and
costs. Nonetheless, an essential shortcoming of hybrid materials are thermally induced residual
stresses after cooling down from the molding temperature to ambient temperature, driven by contrary
coefficients of thermal expansion and chemically induced shrinkage of the CFRP.
Conventional methods for determining residual stresses in thickness direction are not reliably applicable for CFRP-metal hybrids. Several specific hybrid characteristics pose a challenge for conventional methods. A reliable experimental approach to accurately determine the residual stresses is the
hole-drilling method. In order to comprehend the experimentally measured residual stresses, finite
element simulations are carried out.
For a reliable prediction of the residual stresses on the macroscopic level during the curing process,
a numerical homogenization technique of a representative unit cell is used to calculate effective curedependent properties. The simulation of the incremental hole drilling method is simulated by an implicit element remove technique. Furthermore, a fibre waviness is introduced with the goal of obtaining information about the sensitivity of the hole drilling method with regard to varying parameters.

1

Introduction

Time- and cost-efficient production of metal-CFRP hybrids can be achieved if the bonding between
the components and the actual component production are integrated into a single process step [1], [2],
[3], [4]. An essential shortcoming of intrinsic hybrid materials are thermally induced residual stresses
after cooling down from the molding temperature to ambient temperature, driven by varying coefficients of thermal expansion and chemically induced shrinkage of the CFRP. The induced residual
stresses are shown by structural deformations, which are reflected, for example, in a spring-in effect
of closed angles. With regard to manufacturing technology, springback has a significant influence on
the production of three-dimensional components and ultimately on the geometric design of the forming tools. The aim is to be able to predict the resulting deformations exactly. Since the springback
results from the residual stresses present, knowledge of the residual stress state is essential.
For the systematic analysis of residual stress states in metal-plastic hybrids, the incremental hole
drilling method (HDM) is used on the plastic side. The applicability for fibre-plastic composites poses
a special challenge due to the specific properties of the FRP. The anisotropy, the microscopic heterogeneity, the viscoelasticity of the matrix, as well as the high stress gradient near the boundary layer,
pores and delaminations have to be considered. The aim of this work is to precisely predict the residual stress state using numerical simulation methods. To this regard, a micromechanical approach for
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the determination of effective cure-dependent elastic and expansion coefficients is presented. The
effective material parameters are used to calculate residual stress states in intrinsic manufactured
metal-CFRP hybrids. This model serves as a basis for further investigation of the incremental HDM.
In detail, the production-related fiber waviness on the quality of the incremental HDM for metalCFRP hybrids will be investigated.

2

Simulation of intrinsic manufacturing process

2.1

Effective cure-dependent properties

A micromechanical-based approach is chosen for the prediction of the residual stress state across
multiple length scales. The approach is based on the numerical homogenization of a hexagonally
packed three-dimensional unit cell. A thermo-chemo-mechanical material model for the matrix phase
is defined in the microscopic unit cell to simulate the curing of the CFRP. First, the simulation of the
microscopic unit cells was carried out using a prescribed time-temperature profile (see fig. 7). This
was used to predict microscopic residual stresses in the fiber-matrix composite [6]. For homogenization of elastic properties, the degree of cure was varied in the interval [0, 1] with a step size of 0.1. A
degree of cure of 0 corresponds to the uncured state, 1 corresponds to the fully cured state. The effective stiffness of the representative unit cell is determined by numerical homogenization at the
eleven discrete degrees of cure. The entries of the effective transverse isotropic elasticity tensor are
shown in the figures Fig. 1 as a function of degree of cure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

Figure 1: Evolution of the direct elastic coefficients as a function of the degree of cure (a), (b), (c). Due to the assumption of the transversal isotropy, the terms C22 and C33 are equal and C12 and C13 are equal. (d) and (e) show evolution
of the effective transversal isotropic chemical shrinkage coefficient and thermal expansion coefficent as a function of
degree of cure.
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In addition to homogenized stiffness, an effective thermal and chemical coefficient of expansion was
also calculated. For this reason a defined temperature difference Δ𝑇𝑇 was applied to the unit cell and
the volume-averaged strains were then determined. The predicted effective transversal isotropic expansion coefficients are shown in figure 2 (d) and (e).
2.2

Residual stress prediction

Plane metal-CFRP hybrids were used for the residual stress measurements using the incremental
HDM (fig. 2). Along the 2-axis the degrees of freedom in 1-direction are freezed at the slice plane.
The interface is perfectly bonded starting at 𝑡𝑡0 = 0. For the analysis, an uncoupled thermo-mechanical analysis was carried out by specifying the temperature field 𝑇𝑇(𝒙𝒙, 𝑡𝑡) over the entire domain. The
simulations were done with the finite element software Abaqus/Standard.

Figure 2: Schematic description of the boundary conditions, which were applied due to the symmetry (mirror symmetry about 1-3 plane and 2-3 plane) of the analyzed metal-CFRP specimen.

The degree of cure is calculated using the USDFLD user subroutine. The transversal effective thermal
expansion coefficients and the effective chemical shrinkage coefficients are specified for the CFRP
laminate using the UEXPAN user subroutine. The elasticity parameters are stored as tabulated data
depending on the degree of curing. Further information on the homogenization method used here and
the associated thermo-chemo-mechanical constitutive model are available in [6].
Figure 3 (a) shows the corresponding time-temperature profile, a constant curing temperature
(T=160 °C) is assumed. After curing is completed, the temperature is linearly ramped down to the
ambient temperature of (T=20 °C). The corresponding residual stress states after complete curing at
curing temperature (red) and after cooling from the curing temperature (blue) are also shown in Figure
7 (b). Due to the chemical shrinkage and the cure-dependent thermal expansion of CFRP, residual
stresses are already induced during curing. On the metal side, these are approx. 40 MPa at the interface to the CFRP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Prescribed time-temperature profile 𝑇𝑇(𝒙𝒙, 𝑡𝑡) for the whole domain (left) and the corresponding residual stress
state in thickness direction after curing completed (right, T=160 °C) and after cooling down to ambient temperature
(right, T=20 °C).
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3.

Simulation of the incremental hole-drilling method

Finally, in this section the simulation of the incremental HDM is presented. In this context, the modelling technique, which is based on a submodel approach, is presented first. Following the verification
of the approach with experimental results of the incremental HDM is discussed. In order to get a
knowledge of influencing parameters, a fiber-imperfection is introduced and analyzed.
3.1

Modelling approach

The dimensions of the plate are large compared to the drilled hole diameter (2 mm). For a sufficiently
accurate strain resolution around the borehole an element length of approx. 50 µm is required. A
complete meshing of the geometry (see Fig. 2) with this element dimension is not possible. Furthermore, this would only require unnecessary computing capacity, as it can be stated that the borehole
does not influence the global residual stress state in the plate, i.e. no coupling takes place. This means
that the use of a submodel technique is appropriate. The model shown in Figure 6 is used to calculate
the underlying global residual stress. In the next step, a submodel is defined that covers the borehole
and the area of the applied strain gauges. The last step includes the simulation of the hole-drilling
process using the functionality "model change" available in Abaqus/Standard. Defined layers are removed incrementally.
3.2

Validation

To validate the modeling approach, the results for the ideal compound are compared with the experimental results of the incremental HDM. In the experimental measurement 8 strain gauges were applied. For the calculation of the residual stress state in thickness direction 3 strain gauges are needed.
Figure 5 shows the calculated residual stress in thickness direction for the CFRP and steel components. In addition, the measured residual stress curves are shown and the inversely calculated residual
stress state with the simulated released strains is shown. It can be noted that the numerically predicted
and the experimentally determined results are in good agreement. The state of residual stress determined by the simulated incremental HDM also agrees very well with the experimental results.

Figure 5: Validation of the predicted residual stress state in thickness direction by results obtained by the incremental
hole drilling method. In addition, the simulated hole drilling method is (“Sim HDM”) also compared with experimental
results.
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3.3

Analysis of fibre waviness

The application of the incremental HDM represents a challenge on the CFRP side due to the heterogeneous microstructure. The influence of process-related defects, such as fiber waviness, which are
induced during the manufacturing process, is unknown. In this section the influence will be investigated. In this context a sinusoidal fiber waviness is assumed
(1)
The angle of slope can be written as
(2)
Using the user subroutine ORIENT the slope angle varying along the x-axis was given up as a rotation
angle around the z-axis.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Comparison of the residual stress state determined with the simulated hole drilling method and with the
actually existing residual stress state (a) 𝐿𝐿 = 2.29 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚; 𝑎𝑎 = 0.0526 (b) 𝐿𝐿 = 27.9 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚; 𝑎𝑎 = 1.19

In Fig. 6, a comparison between the actually residual stress state and the predicted residual stress state
by means of simulated hole drilling method shown. It can be observed that due to the sinusoidal
waviness of the fibers, the maximum residual stresses at the top of the surface is decreased by approximately 10 MPa (see fig. 5 and 6). The residual stress state is correctly measured for both fiber
waviness values using the incremental hole drilling method. However, the influence of the waviness
is slightly overestimated for the maximum residual stress 𝜎𝜎11 at the top surface (see fig. 6 (b)).
If the released strains around the borehole are considered, it can be seen that an asymmetry of the
strain distribution is induced by the fiber waviness. However, the asymmetry has already vanished in
the region where the strain gauges are applied.

Figure 7: Contour plot of the strain distribution (𝜀𝜀22 ) around the borehole (drilling depth: 0.8 mm). The
right figure shows the arrangement of the strain gauges. Due to the fiber waviness, the strain distribution
around the borehole is not symmetrical.
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4

Conclusions & outlook

For a proper understanding and prediction of residual stresses in manufacturing processes of advanced
hybrid structures, it is necessary to bridge the different length scales. For this purpose, effective curedependent properties were calculated. The advantage of the proposed approach is the numerical efficiency. Finally, the developed framework was validated by simulating an intrinsic hybridization of a
2D steel-CFRP plate. The predicted residual stresses in thickness direction were compared and validated by results obtained by the incremental hole drilling method. However, further investigations
are necessary to validate the stress prediction across the whole thickness. In addition, the drilling
process was modelled by an implicit element remove technique. The results are in good agreement
with the experimental data. A further investigation of the influence of fiber waviness on the released
strains and the subsequent predicted residual stresses were done. The residual stress state is influenced
by the imperfection, however the hole drilling method can still adequately measure the residual stress
state.
Nevertheless, it is not clear how inter- and intralaminar damage processes in the nearby drilling process zone influence the measurement of residual stresses. In this context, a multiscale technique is
needed and taking the explicit simulation of the drilling process into account.
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1

Abstract
Hybrid materials like fiber-metal laminates (FMLs) are able to lead to significant weight reduction
with load adapted through-thickness and surface properties. In order to ensure that the full lightweight
potential of hybrid components is exploited, a holistic top-down approach is considered. Starting with
the final geometry and distributed stresses an optimal material distribution can be evaluated and transformed to a semi-finished blank. Nevertheless, the formability of this optimized FML is unknown,
subsequently, the formability needs to be investigated and the thickness and surface properties need
to be adapted to avoid forming failures. From a mathematical point of view, this is a classical multiobjective optimization problem with conflicting objective functions such as formability and lightweight factor for a given structural component. Therefore, the aim of the research project HyOpt is
to obtain a purpose-built CAE method for tailor-made hybrid materials by using numerical optimization algorithms. By selecting material proportions, thicknesses and orientation angles, optima can be
achieved in terms of lightweight, mechanical properties and forming characteristics. This holistic
optimization routine demands basic investigations especially for suitable optimization algorithms.

1

Introduction

Lightweight body-in-white (BIW) structures play a significant role for automotive manufacturers to
reduce the overall CO2 fleet emissions, which are demanded by different governments around the
world. The consequent need for automotive lightweight design has forced the automotive manufacturers to use a wide variety of materials. Recent BIW concepts as the BMW 7 G11 (2015) show a
broad range of different materials such as aluminum, magnesium, steel and carbon-fiber-reinforcedpolymers (CFRP) [1]. In addition, there is a significant increase of advanced production processes to
use components with tailored properties. The idea of tailored-rolled-blanks, tailored-welded blanks
or tailored-properties processes allow to design components with inhomogeneous material properties
in one component [2]. Therefore, parts with load-adapted properties are possible, e.g. a b-pillar with
maximum stiffness in the upper part and increased ductility in the lower part. Another approach for
advanced lightweight components are through-thickness varying material properties. Classical sandwich material usually consists of a stiff face and a flexible core. The core carries the acting shear
forces while the face material ensures bending stiffness. FMLs are able to increase the failure properties for dynamical loads e.g. crash and allow the FRP components to be orientated in predominant
load directions. A widely used material in modern aircraft construction is the glass laminate aluminum reinforced epoxy (GLARE) [3]. However, the production of these components consisting of
GLARE is still quite extensive and automation processes are the main research activities. In the research project LHybs it could be proven that a significant weight reduction could be achieved with
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optimal through-thickness properties of FMLs for given objectives such as crash or stiffness properties [4]. Nevertheless, the formability of these FMLs is still challenging [5]. To summarize, the optimal material distribution for a given arbitrary (multi-) objective is optimal in all three spatial directions. Nowadays manufacturing processes and numerical tools provide engineers to reach maximum
design freedom and rethink conventional objectives as a lightweight design [6].

2

HyOpt – A holistic approach

Figure 1: HyOpt – a holistic approach for optimization based design of hybrid materials

To ensure the full potential for the development of components a new holistic approach is going to
be considered in the research project HyOpt, see figure 1. Starting with the final geometry of a component and the acting structural loads, objectives for the optimization routine will be defined, e.g.
lightweight design w.r.t. constant stiffness and strength. These structural simulations are the input for
the objective-adapted material optimization. A material database provides possible properties, which
are considered during material optimization. In this way an optimal material distribution can be evaluated. In the next step, this resulting FML can be transformed to a semi-finished blank. A forming
simulation is going to evaluate the formability of this FML. Critical forming limits are going to be
avoided through locally adapted material orientation, which has been shown in [5]. By this adaption
process the first draft for the resulting semi-finished blank has changed and needs to be reinvestigated
if the defined objectives are still fulfilled. If this is not the case, the FML will be reevaluated until it
fulfills the defined requirements. This is an iterative optimization process. The critical forming criteria need to be evaluated during the research project, as classical methods like forming limit curves
(FLC) do fail to estimate the formability of hybrid laminates.
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The resulting semi-finished blank with its material distribution and orientation tensors can be transformed into CAD-Data and be used in a fiber placement process [7]. Thus, the full process chain for
the production of advanced lightweight structures is covered. One of the main goals of the research
project HyOpt is the development of a stand-alone tool to design purpose-built hybrid materials – the
HyOpt App. All aforementioned process steps will be integrated into one easy to use tool, which does
not need expert knowledge of all involved stages. Through this easy workflow, the aim is to ensure
broad distribution and acceptance of hybrid materials.

3

Evaluation of suitable optimization algorithms

During the the HyOpt process different kind of nonlinear optimization problems are considered. The
field of nonlinear optimization is a broad field. The algorithms can be divided in gradient-free and
gradient-based algorithms. Gradient-free methods like genetic algorithms are stochastic methods,
which work on a random basis. Under the same start conditions they can lead to different results. Due
to this stochastic characteristic, they are able to find global optima [8]. Gradient-based methods like
the method of the steepest descent need gradient information of the underlying function. In this way,
gradient-based optimization algorithms only work for differentiable functions. Moreover, they are
usually restricted to find local optima, but have a high speed of convergence [9]. Both kind of algorithms are able to be constrained or unconstrained and therefore consider boundary conditions. Figure
2 shows an arbitrary simple material optimization problem.

Figure 2: Example for a simple multi-objective optimization problem

For this problem there are already 19.683 (39) possible designs for the layer stack-up of the CFRP
laminate. As we have three different load cases, this would lead to about 60.000 structural calculations, which – in this case – could be solved analytical or numerical. Nevertheless, this emphasizes
that it is too expensive to evaluate all possible designs and it is inevitable to use methods of design of
experiments [10]. Moreover as we are considering a holistic top-down approach in the HyOpt project
the load set, which e.g. stem from full-vehicle BIW simulations, cannot be solved analytical anymore.
In this way for the material optimization approach, it is useful to use as less simulations as possible
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to decrease computational time. Moreover, the results from finite element simulations (FEA) are dependent of the solving strategy (explicit/implicit) and the discretization in time and space. Therefore,
it is useful to use meta-model based optimization routines, which do create surrogate models from
the response values of the simulations performed. There are different approaches for the functions of
these meta-models. The easiest is a linear polynomial. A quadratic polynomial shows more flexibility,
but does need more sampling points. The highest flexibility show neural networks as radials basis
functions (RBF) or feed forward neural networks (FFNN) [11]. For these meta-model functions then
gradient-free or gradient-based optimization algorithms can be used to find optima. Figure 3 shows a
flowchart for a routine in the optimization program LS-Opt for the material distribution problem defined in figure 2 [12].

Figure 3: Flowchart for a meta-model based material optimization in LS-Opt

Due to their lack of accuracy, linear and quadratic meta-models are normally used with sequential
domain reduction strategies (SDRS). After the optimization step the design space is reduced and a
new set of experimental points around the current optimum is created. Therefore, the domain is iteratively reduced, see figure 3. The flowchart is the basis for the workflow of the material optimization
in the HyOpt project.

4

Conclusion and outlook

Nowadays manufacturing processes and materials allow us to produce advanced lightweight design
structures. The HyOpt approach is a holistic optimization-based routine, where selected components
are optimized through-thickness and surface properties. Different algorithms and strategies for the
optimization-based material design have been investigated. It has been shown that – as the number
of design variables increases – only meta-model based optimization algorithms are suitable in terms
of computational effort. The workflow for the material optimization routine has been shown and will
be extended to more complex components and objectives in a next step. Furthermore, a material database will be created from which the optimization is evaluating the properties of the FML. In addition
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the formability evaluation will be considered, these forming criteria for the FML need to be investigated experimentally.
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1

Introduction

Carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) offer a considerable potential to save resources in lightweight constructions, due to their high specific mechanical material properties. However, joining
operations are necessary in widely used monolithic or hybrid differential designs. In commonly used
joining techniques for fibre reinforced materials, like bonding, bolting, riveting, welding or screwing,
the join connection is formed after the manufacture of each single component in a subsequent process
step [1]. This is often related to labour intensive operations like surface preparation and machining,
which may add extra costs and or process-induced damage to the laminate. Metallic load introduction
(LI) elements like inserts or onserts often reduce local stresses because of a material friendly enlarged
load introduction area. Additionally, they offer the potential for an intrinsic manufacturing process,
where consolidation of the CFRP part and joining are combined into one process step to reduce cycle
times. For tubular structures, contour joints with metallic functional elements offer high load bearing
capabilities. In intrinsic manufacture approaches for these structures, like the integral bladder assisted
moulding process (IBM) [2] or the centrifugal process [3], the tubular CFRP component is consolidated and simultaneously moulded into a functional load introduction metallic element.
The aim of the presented approach is to utilize the benefits of intrinsic hybrid tubular structures with
LI elements manufactured in the IBM process, enhance the performance and reduce cycle times by
the use of braided carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastic tapes and hydroformed aluminium LI elements with a multi-scale structured contour design. This paper provides an overview of the intrinsic
processing technology, the design of the contour joint and the development process assisted by simulation on all scales as well as the validation of the manufacturing quality and performance of the
joint.

2

Intrinsic manufacturing process

The intrinsic manufacture-joining process for a tension-compression strut with a multi-scale structured LI element is presented in Fig. 1. In two separate process paths semi-finished parts are manufactured and the intrinsic hybrid is joined afterwards in an IBM process. The multi-layer tape-preform
is produced in an innovative tape-braiding process. The metallic LI element is hydroformed in two
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steps to sequentially form the necessary meso and macro structures for a form-fit connection. Subsequently, both semi-finished parts are joined in an integral bladder assisted moulding process, where
the CFRP part is simultaneously consolidated and formed into the metallic LI element.

Fig. 1: Intrinsic manufacturing process with a multi-scale structured load introduction element

The utilisation of hydroformed metal tubes and braided thermoplastic tapes in combination with the
bladder assisted moulding process enables a large-scale production of hybrid composite-metal structures without the need for any further trimming or joining operations.
2.1

Thermoplastic tape braiding

To achieve the aforementioned development targets of high performance and low cycle times, preimpregnated unidirectional fibre reinforced thermoplastic tapes are used. Without the time-consuming impregnation step, only the individual layers of the tapes need to be fused together during consolidation, while closing of undulation gaps and forming into the LI element needs to be realised.
Fibre damage is significantly reduced during the braiding operation, because the fibres are embedded
into the matrix. Additionally, the tape braiding process offers high material output rates when multiple
tapes are deposited simultaneously, complex contours and a high automation [4]. For a generic investigation, unidirectional carbon fibre reinforced Polyamide (PA) 6 tapes - Celanese, CF/PA6 Celstran® CFR-TP PA6 CF60-01- are used in this work.
2.2

Two-step hydroforming of load introduction element

A novel two-phase hydroforming process has been developed for a highly productive manufacture of
metallic LI elements with multiscale structuring [5]. A tubular aluminium Al6060 T4 semi-finished
part is inserted into a macrostructured outer tool together with the mesostructured inner tool (Fig. 2
left).

Fig. 2: Hydroforming tool (left), manufactured structures on meso- and combined meso-macro level (right)
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In a first step, an external pressure is applied to achieve a diameter reduction in the joining zone of
the metal tube by plastic deformation. The form elements of the mesostructure are moulded by forming the inner contour of the tube on the inner tool. In the second phase, a plastic diameter expansion
of the metal tube is achieved by internal pressure application, whereby the macrostructure is formed
on the outer tool. This combined process reduces resources, shortens handling times and allows the
load introduction element to be manufactured in a single press cycle without the need for additional
tools. Various types of undercut mesostructures have been designed, which either interact with individual fibres or create an interlocking joint with the tape braid. A diamond structure adapted to the
braided fibre architecture and a structure with circumferential undercuts were realised (Fig. 2 right).
Structuring depths of up to 0.8 mm could be achieved. A low-cost manufacturing alternative to the
fibre interlocking patterns is a knurled inner meso contour which is an additional upstream process
step.
2.3

Intrinsic processing by integral bladder assisted moulding

The two semi-finished parts are intrinsically joined in the IBM process. By pressure application to an
internal bladder the thermoplastic preform is moulded and consolidated against a moulding tool in
the tubular section and into the contours of the LI element, which thereby serves as the tool itself.
Because of the use of fully impregnated thermoplastic tapes, two separate processing routes have
been investigated: Variothermal heating of the moulding tool and external heating of the preform and
subsequent consolidation and cooling in an isothermally heated moulding tool. To achieve very high
heating rates in the variothermal consolidation route, thin aluminium tooling combined with inductive
heating by an induction coil has been chosen to maximise efficiency and minimise cycle times. With
internal pressure application during heating and air cooling cycle times of less than 10 minutes have
been achieved [6]. Consolidation with isothermally heated tooling is also investigated. Hereby the
braided tape preform is externally heated by infrared heating or by forced convection and then transferred into the moulding tool in which rapid cooling and consolidation takes place. With optimised
heating and debulk of the preform, cycle times of one to two minutes are achievable with good laminate quality. Additionally, the process efficiency is increased because only the preform needs to be
heated above the melting temperature while the moulding tool temperature just has to be maintained
below the crystallisation temperature of the polymer.

3
Design of the contour joint and the development process assisted by simulation
During the development and design process several open questions must be answered, which are often
hard or expensive to investigate experimentally. Thus, numerical investigations are suitable means.
In Fig. 3 different finite element (FE) models are presented, which were developed to investigate
different length scales. It can be distinguished between process simulations of the hydroforming and
bladder assisted moulding steps and structural failure and strength simulations on the micro- and
macroscale.
3.1

Structural simulation

Thorough investigations regarding the failure behaviour of the single parts, the material interaction
and the effects of the structuring geometry are necessary to design contour joints. On the microscale
in Fig. 3, a numerical model was developed, to study the influence of the interface roughness on the
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overall strength and failure behaviour of the metal-composite interface, based on the modelling strategy presented by Hirsch and Kästner [7]. Therefore, a finite element model of a representative boundary layer between a metal component and CFRP is used to study the complex failure and damage
mechanisms under mechanical loading. A distinction is made between adhesive failure of the metalpolymer and the fibre-polymer interfaces and cohesive failure of the polymer material. The numerical
studies show, that rough or structured metal-polymer interfaces shift the dominant damage mechanism from pure adhesive to cohesive failure of the polymer and therefore lead to an increased effective strength of the boundary layer.

Fig. 3: Overview of the developed finite element models to investigate problems on different length scales - process
influences are investigated with hydroforming and bladder assisted moulding simulations, whereas structural and failure
behaviour are investigated on the micro- and macroscale (left), manufactured hybrid contour joints (right)

The simulations on the microscale give insight into the dominant failure phenomena and improve the
accuracy of the cohesive zone approach in order to optimise the design and shape of the macro contour. Due to the high amount of design parameters of a contour joint, Barfuss et al. presented a design
of experiment (DoE) approach to optimise the macro contour. Multiple FE simulations with linear
elastic material behaviour and the CUNTZE failure mode criterion were used in the pareto optimisation to find the best design with the highest load bearing capability, which was assessed by inter-fibre
failure, fibre failure and interface debonding. With an increasing number of undercuts and by grading
of the macro contour, higher forces can be transmitted. A design guideline which considers the interface and manufacturing restrictions has been developed [8].
3.2

Process simulation

In order to understand process boundaries, numerical investigations of the manufacturing processes
have been performed. The draping behaviour of the braided preform into the structured LI element
during the bladder assisted moulding process was analysed to understand the reliance between process parameters and moulding quality. The textile architecture on the meso scale was modelled with
the FE method of the embedded elements and the yarn moulding depth into the meso and macro
structures of the LI element was investigated. Bridging effects due to a restricted inter-ply slipping
behaviour of the tapes at tight corners can be predicted in good agreement to experimental measurements [9]. Hence, changes in the design of the structured LI element to improve moulding quality
and joint strength can be made early in the development process. The detailed knowledge of forming
design limitations of hydroformed metallic load introduction elements is the prerequisite for a fibreadapted design of structures on meso and macro level. To consider these relationships in the design
of the structures, the influence of geometrical parameters of the form elements on the meso level -
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size, edge ratio, angle, position in the joining area - and macro level - number of undercuts, radial
geometry amplitudes - as well as the process parameters - maximum pressure for the phases - on the
forming of the multi-scale structuring were investigated and quantified by numerical sensitivity analyses. Robust process parameters for the reproducible production of the metallic load introduction
elements with multi-scale structuring, taking into account the material-specific and load-dependent
forming limit of the material as well as processing limitations were developed.

4

Validation of the joint

The performance of the presented hybrid composite structure is mainly influenced by the moulding
quality of the undercut contours as well as the laminate quality of the composite. Because of the use
of fully impregnated thermoplastic tapes, photomicrographic analyses show a very high laminate
quality with almost no voids and a low amount of fibre undulation. Additionally, computer tomographic scans indicate good moulding quality of the meso structures which is necessary to achieve a
high load bearing capability of the contour joint [6]. For the validation of the simulation results and
the experimental verification of the calculated joint strength for different structuring types, the quasistatic pull-out strength of the hybrid joints was determined.

Fig. 4: Force - displacement curves from simulation / experiment for the meso-, macro- and combined structure with
circumferential undercuts and failure images of the joints

The tests indicate that the combination of meso and macro form closure increased the maximum force
as well as the joint stiffness and the energy absorption for all investigated structures. The structuring
length optimised in [10] for joint failure was 30 mm for all hybrid joints tested. Fig. 4 shows an
example of the structure with circumferential undercuts and a comparison of measured and simulated
force-displacement behaviour of the hybrid structure. A good agreement between experiment and
simulation can be found and thus the high prediction quality of the friction-based modelling approach
can be confirmed. Joint strength values in the range of adhesive bonds are achievable [8].
Due to the potential for galvanic corrosion of the partnered materials and the tendency of crevice
corrosion of the design cyclic corrosion tests according to VDA 233 – 102 recommendation have
been conducted and the effects of corrosion damage as well as six anti-corrosion concepts have been
studied. It was found, that crevice corrosion as well as galvanic corrosion are both present in the
contour joint and a combination of edge sealing and anodising or sol-gel coating is recommended as
a protective measure [11].
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5

Conclusion

An overview into the design and intrinsic manufacture approach for hybrid tubular composite structures with multi-scale form-fit LI elements is presented. Targeting efficient production and high performance, the developed intrinsic manufacturing process shows a high potential for series production.
With hydroforming of multi-structured aluminium load introduction elements as well as the use of
tape-braided preforms in combination with the integral bladder assisted moulding process, hybrid
hollow composite structures can be manufactured within a few minutes. Further investigations have
to be made in order to optimise the heating and consolidation of the preform in isothermally heated
tooling. Finite element simulations supported the whole development process. Structural simulations
on the microscale are used to identify parameters of the cohesive zone model of the macro model,
which is used to find the optimised geometry of the joint. Additionally, process simulations gave
insight into the moulding behaviour of the composite and the aluminium tube and decreased experimental development effort. The simulative and experimental results show that the combination of
multi structuring as well as a graded macro contour design improve the load bearing capability and
should be utilised. Further tests with cyclic loading will be addressed for industrial application.
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Abstract – The intrinsic production of metal-CFRP (carbon fiber reinforced polymers) hybrid
structures allows a load-path-optimal design of connecting components. The interface of the hybrid
part is of particular importance in design, production, and testing due to its force-transferring function.
The special feature of the intrinsic connection is a thermoplastic jacket around the metal insert. It
dampens vibrations, inhibits corrosions, and smoothens the stiffness gradient at the interface of metal
and CFRP. A punched metal insert guarantees the suitability for mass production in the automotive
industry, while the plastic jacket maintains a fiber adjusted geometry as well as a structured surface
to maximize the joint strength. Load paths, stress distribution, and good drapability are taken into
account. Finite element (FE) simulations and experiments are used to design and dimension the insert.
Novel FE visualization methods for constructive design are developed and applied. The investigation
of design elements on the mesoscale (mm) and microscale (µm) surface roughness shows
improvements of the load transfer and reduces the damage propagation.
The intrinsic manufacturing is carried out by means of the resin transfer molding (RTM) process. Inline quality assurance starts with the inspection of the preform geometry. The data from two laser
light section sensors are used for in-line measurements of complex 3D geometries. Ultrasonic sensors
are used to check the curing degree of the resin during the infiltration. Afterwards, in-line quality
assurance of the finished hybrid component is carried out by data fusion of laser light section sensors
and active thermography. The data fusion enables a three-dimensional representation of the
thermographic image and, thus, also a three-dimensional defect localization.
Active and passive thermography are suitable for characterizing the component under various load
conditions. Damages can be reliably detected using active thermography, while passive thermography
allows the in-situ observation of the damage propagation. This allows a detailed insight into the
damage mechanisms under quasi-static and cyclic load. It is possible to predict the remaining service
life of the component by observing the delamination growth under cyclic mechanical load.
The input of the in-line quality information in combination with the damage characteristics into a FE
simulation enables the prediction of the individual component performance.
Keywords: Effects of Defects, Hybrid Metal-CFRP Structure, Intrinsic Manufacturing, In-line
Quality Assurance, Load Path, Thermography
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1

Introduction

The increasing demand for tailor-made lightweight materials by the automotive industry is leading to
hybrid components, consisting of metal-plastic composites. Thin-walled structures of sheet steel with
suitable plastic reinforcement are often used in the stressed areas. Due to the complex manufacturing
technology, the production of such components is still very cost- and labor-intensive. The
optimization of the manufacturing processes can make a significant contribution to the increased
economic efficiency.

2

State of the Art

For the connection of CFRP and metals, conventional connection concepts are predominantly used,
mainly bolt connections or adhesive joints [1]. However, form-fit connections such as loop
connections are also common for high unidirectional load introduction. Adhesive connections are
often used, but the production effort as well as the testing procedures are complex and critical to
failure. Bolt connections are frequently used for flat, thick-walled components (also from the
historical context of aluminum riveting in aircraft construction). However, drilling holes leads to a
destruction of continuous fibers. Alternative connection concepts, such as laminar inserts or
connections based on Integral Micro-Mechanical-Interlocking (IMMI) [2, 3], are being developed
and investigated. Connections based on form-fit with small metallic pins are already in industrial use
[4].
Visualization methods extend the Finite Element Analysis (FEA), which is used to design the hybrid
composite structure. Kratz et al. [5] summarize advanced simulation methods existing in the field of
structural mechanics and gave an introduction to the analysis of given various tensors, such as stress
tensors. A technique called Hyperstreamlines [6] was introduced to display whole tensor information,
while tracing principle (stress) directions. It is based on tensor lines [7], which are called stress
trajectories in structural mechanics in the context of stress tensors. Such lines can be used as guides
to improve the stiffness of a component [8].
In-line quality assurance techniques of carbon fiber preforms focused primarily on the usage of 2D
camera systems. Dome lights are often used [9–12], because of the challenging reflective properties
of carbon fibers. The combination of an image series allows the detection of gaps as well as an
analysis of the fiber orientation. The investigations focused on planar geometries. Large 3D
geometries were investigated in the aircraft industry [11, 13].
Damage mechanism in intrinsic hybrids are highly dependent of the used materials and the geometry.
A successful investigation of damage mechanisms in a polymer composite with a combination of insitu non-destructive testing methods (digital image correlation (DIC), infrared thermography and
acoustic methods) is described in [14]. Further, Waugh et al. [15] and Genest et al. [16] showed how
artificial and mechanical induced delaminations can be detected with thermography. The precise
damage development of CFRP specimens under various quasi-static and dynamic load conditions is
described by Gamstedt et al. and Jollivet et al. [17, 18]
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3

Novel structural Concept for the Specimen Design

The investigated structural concept consists of a flat metal insert embedded in a CFRP laminate. In
contrast to existing insert technologies, the interfacing layer between the insert and the CFRP is
examined in detail. A plastic is introduced by overmolding the metal insert. This allows the boundary
layer, which is decisive for the strength of the joint, to be extensively customized to the load situation.
This approach allows for a cost-effective surface design of the insert, suitable for mass production,
through the usage of the injection molding process. Form fit is used as dominant connection
mechanism. The metal insert provides a macroscopic geometry in the scale of the insert. The plastic
component is then used to create further undercuts to improve the form fit at various scale levels. In
addition, the plastic component is used to adjust the force transfer between CFRP and metal in a
manner avoiding local excessive stress at edges and keeping the force transfer as steady as possible.
3.1

Design Guideline

The development of the insert concept is based on the derivation of a basic insert geometry (metal
component) which is designed on the basis of the available design space. Then, a global plastic
geometry is derived and stiffness adjustments of the generated undercuts are carried out. In a fourth
step, local changes of the geometry due to the load situations are introduced. These steps are described
in the following section. Subsequently, the two-dimensional geometry is transferred to (multiple)
curved CFRP laminates.

Figure 1: a) Insert design; b) Contact pressure under tensile loading; c) Polymer component on the metal insert (cut
view); d) Contact pressure under tensile loading with polymer component

3.1.1 2D Inserts
Step 1, insert design: The available design space and the load cases that act on the metal insert affect
the insert design. If loads in the laminate plane (tension, compression, shear) and loads transverse to
it (torsion and bending) are considered simultaneously, several undercut rows on the insert are
advantageous in order to minimize the maximum contact pressure at the insert boundary (cf. Figure
1 a)). Figure 1 b) illustrates the case of a tensile load. The force transmission is distributed over all
undercuts. It is maximal at the edges of the insert.
Step 2, design of the polymer layer: The design of the polymer layer is based on the shape of the
metal insert. It is a center-symmetrical overlay with beveled edges. Thus, a continuous surface profile
is created (cf. Figure 1 c)). This results in an adjusted load distribution (cf. Figure 1 d)). The maxima
are lower compared to the specimen without polymer layer and are located in the middle of the
surfaces instead at the edges of the metal. This significantly reduces the notch effect on the material
surrounding the metal.
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Step 3, localized stiffness adjustment: The local adaptation of the stiffness takes into account the
uniformity of the force transfer over the length of the insert. Similar to adhesive joints, the highest
shear forces in the adhesive occur at the outer edges of the adhesive layer. The first undercut rows
(cf. Figure 1 b)) transmit more force than those behind them. Thus, the first undercut rows located
close to the CFRP are designed with a lower stiffness to produce a uniform force transmission. The
increased elasticity is achieved by replacing the metal undercut with plastic.
Step 4, stress adjusted modification of the polymer layer: Investigations of the deformation and the
damage progress during dynamic high cycle fatigue tests with a swelling tensile amplitude show that
the laminate detaches below the undercuts. The damage is initiated as delamination. Over the course
of the tests, the delamination increases until the damage is so severe that component failure occurs.
Adaptation of the plastic component enables significantly improved component performance due to
a later start of damage and slower damage growth. The adaptation consists of locally shallower flank
profiles in the plastic component at the points with a greater tendency to delaminate. Figure 2 shows
the original structure and one with adjusted flank design at locations with a high tendency to
delaminate.

Figure 2: a) 2D specimen with initial and improved insert geometry; b) curved and 3D specimen

3.1.2 3D Inserts
The development of 3D inserts in more complex specimen designs shows that uniaxial, plane loads
lead to significant 3D stresses and deformation. For this purpose, a curved component with insert was
examined first before a complex specimen with 3D insert was designed. An even stress distribution
under contact pressure and bending deformations shall be achieved in the design process. A general
conclusion for valid design criteria is not possible due to the different deformation behavior
depending on the specimen design [19].
3.2

Surface Design on Mesoscale

The mesoscale is considered as geometric surface structures in the size of millimeters, which are
distinguished from the macroscale part structure (cm) and the microscale roughness (µm). The
development and investigation of mesoscale surface structures were preceded by an experimental
investigation using Single Lap Joint (SLJ) tensile shear tests. A polished reference specimen was
compared with specimens with straight walls, round walls, holes, and pins. It was found that the
structures have a great influence on the connection strength. The test specimens with pin structures
showed the highest tensile shear strength [20]. The objective for further investigation was to
determine the influence of the geometrical shape and orientation as well as the arrangement of the
pins on the surface to increase the overall hybrid bonding strength by surface design.
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The investigations were carried out both simulatively and experimentally. In the first step, simulative
pin geometries were determined for the experimental investigation depending on the material pairing
of thermoplastic Polyphthalamide (PPA) and CFRP [20]. On this basis, SLJ investigations were
carried out to investigate the influence of individual pins as a function of geometry. The individual
test sequences showed large scattering in the results, which makes it difficult to derive individual
geometric correlations. However, the potential of the pins as possible crack stoppers in case of
adhesion failure could be derived from several load displacement curves. In the experiments, it was
clearly shown that adhesion variations due to production have a very large influence on the overall
bond strength. From the comparison of the tests, it could also be concluded that the pin geometries
used as individual elements represent defects in the adhesive bond. In order to counteract this in
further simulative investigations, the influence of the adhesive strength was particularly considered.
This led to an extensive parameter variation, which results in pin geometries, intended to strengthen
the bond even with high adhesive joints [21].
An averaged tendency for increasing load transfers was shown in experimental SLJ tests with two to
six pins. Due to the large number of possible pin combinations in a connection area, a Monte Carlo
simulation approach was used to determine the interaction of several pins and possible dependencies
[22]. Both the number of pins and the positioning were varied randomly on the surface of an SLJ
sample. It could be determined that the maximum transmittable load cannot be further increased for
a certain number of pins on the bonding surface under given boundary conditions. Furthermore, it
could be concluded that certain pin arrangements are advantageous for the connection if damage
propagation is considered. According to this, a pin density of about 15 % (pin area/total area), an
even, wide distribution and an alternating arrangement of the pins is recommended [22].
Currently available visualization methods [5] were applied to investigate the influence of pin
arrangements along load paths in the connection surface. From a range of methods, the
Hyperstreamlines method was chosen [6] which allows the tracking of principle stresses while
including whole tensor information as ellipsoidal shape along the paths. In a recent work, drawbacks
of this method were found, especially for the application domain of indefinite symmetric second order
tensors like stress tensors. A variant of Hyperstreamlines called Tensor Spines were presented [23].
Tensor Spines encode a tracked principle stress with a tube, which color and radius is proportional to
the intensity of stress in its direction. The other two principle stresses are presented by planes
perpendicular to the tube due to their direction-relation. The size of the planes is determined by a
fraction between the tracked stress and the other principle stress. Furthermore, the planes are colorcoded (red for tensile stress and blue for compressive stress). In addition, user-driven guides marking
interesting breakpoints improve the reading of perpendicular stress values. Tensor Spines can
visualize occurring in-plane stresses as well as the transferred forces normal to the surface at the
material interface, as shown in Figure 3 c). Using the visualization enables the user to identify areas
of high and low stresses, to depict possible placement positions of pins on the insert jacket. The areas
in light blue in Figure 3 c) indicate negative stresses perpendicular to major principle stresses. A user
can chose a tolerated limit which is highlighted with a black line on the perpendicular surface when

Figure 3: a) Insert with pins; b) Hyperstreamlines method; c) Tensor Spines method
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exceeded. Thus, more information about the stress state is available through the Tensor Spines
method.
A hybrid specimen was developed for experimental component testing. It has the same bonding
characteristics as the specimen from section 3.1. Load bearings are larger through the combined use
of friction-fit and form-fit by pins (cf. Figure 3 a)). Experimental results are still pending.
3.3

Surface Design on Microscale

The aim of microscale surface design is to determine the influence of different surface roughness to
the bonding strength of thermoplastic-composite material joint by an intrinsic RTM process and to
optimize the overall hybrid bonding. The investigation is carried out through experiments with SLJ
specimens in quasi-static tensile tests and dynamic fatigue tests. The unstructured surface roughness
is gained through the surface roughness in the mold cavity of injection molding from sand blasting
with different sand grain sizes and varying the air pressure (cf. Table 1).
The quasi-static tensile test examined with 2 mm/min at a regular tensile testing machine shows the
best performance with a roughness of 3.55 µm. Roughnesses of 5.5 µm and 6.7 µm show similar
maxima, but have larger scattering. The dynamic fatigue tests were conducted with electric dynamic
testing machine and a step loading method with a load ratio of R = 0.1 (200.000 cycles as default). If
the run was successful, the upper load was increased by 100 N. Otherwise, it was lowered by 100N.
In Figure 4, the average upper load for each roughness sample is shown. The fatigue tests show better
results for higher roughness values. Samples with a roughness of 3.55 µm are comparably weak. The
samples with higher roughness show better fatigue behavior. Overall, a roughness between 4 and
6 µm can be recommended for quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions in thermoplasticcomposite parts.
Table 1: Table of correlation of thermoplastic surface roughness to cavity roughness

Cavity material
Sand grain size
Air pressure (bar)
Cavity roughness Ra (μm)
Specimen roughness Ra (μm)
Tensile strength (MPa)
Standard deviation of
Tensile strength (MPa)

Steel

Steel
EK 24
polished
1.8
0.044
2.152
0.25
2.25
3.07
6.55

Steel
EK 24
3
3.442
3.55
8.92

Steel
EK 24
7
5.166
5.59
7.87

Aluminum
EK 14
4
6.341
6.71
7.1

Aluminum
EK 14
6
7.973
9.34
5.9

1.92

1.16

2.24

3.01

2.51

2.42

Figure 4: Influence of surface roughness on tensile strength and fatigue upper load
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4

In-line Quality Assurance

The performance of intrinsic hybrid composites is determined by their load transfer capability
between the intrinsically connected components. Therefore, particular attention needs to be paid to
the transition zone and defects need to be avoided. For this purpose, a process-integrated quality
assurance is required, which allows an in-line detection of critical defects in hybrid composite
components. Different in-line measurement technologies taking into account the two states of the
hybrid part before (CF preform) and after filtration (finished part) are presented. The focus is on
measurement technologies which offer the potential for series production. [24]
4.1

2D Camera

The integration of inserts leads to a local influence of the fiber orientation. Therefore, the insert
position relative to the fiber orientation should be measured [25]. The local fiber orientation of the
top CF layer can be detected by means of a 2D camera system. In addition, diffuse dome illumination
was used to compensate for the anisotropic reflection properties of the carbon fibers. The illumination
color and the illumination height acted as setting parameters. The fiber orientation of different
samples could be detected with a measurement uncertainty of approx. 0.1°. Existing algorithms [11,
12] were used, with optimal adjustment of the factors light intensity, relative position of camera, and
light source with respect to the specimen as well as filter parameters [26].
4.2

Laser Light Section System

Preforms with high deviations from the specified geometry are to be identified before the costintensive infiltration process [27]. Therefore, the whole preform is to be detected as a 3D cloud of
points (CoP). Limitations for a measurement system are the size of the part, the requirement of a
contactless measurement for speed, and avoiding damage as well as highly reflective properties of
CF. Laser light section sensors, based on the triangulation principle, fulfil the mentioned
requirements. However, complex 3D parts, featuring steep slants and strong curvatures, need a
measurement system which prevents shadowing effects. Therefore, a combination of two tilted laser
light section sensors was used [28]. Both laser lines have width of 100 mm and provide a resolution
of approx. 50 µm. The system needs to be moved in a path with a constant offset over the surface of
the part to compensate the limited depth of sharpness (a few mm). If a part wider than 100 mm is
measured, the part will be scanned in more than one path. Data processing is essential for the
described system. The G-code of the measurement path was derived from the CAD file of the preform
geometry. The two laser stripe sensors initially recorded independent CoPs. The z-values of the CoPs
needed to be corrected because of the equidistant movement of the sensor system. The correction
could be performed because of the known position of the tool center point (TCP). Additionally, the
scan results of the different sensors and paths was fused into one global CoP by correcting the x-value
shift. Afterwards, the deviations from the intended geometry were assessed by a disparity map. [28]
The developed multi-sensor-system (cf. Figure 5) provided a measurement volume of 1000 x 1000
x 400 mm (x,y,z) and was suitable for usage outside of a measuring room due to its robust kinematic
and temperature in-sensitive base material (granite). [29]
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Figure 5: Principle and realization of combined laser stripe sensor system

4.3

Thermography

Active thermography offers the possibility to detect internal defects in a specimen, such as defects or
pleats [30–32]. A data fusion system for thermographic data and CoPs [33] was developed (cf. Figure
6 a)). 3D thermographic evaluation offers the 3D defect localization based on frequency-dependent
depth information while considering the measured outer geometry of the component which might
differ from specified properties. Optimal settings could be identified to generate reliable CoPs for
finished hybrid metal-CFRP components. A compromise was needed for generating scanning paths
along the component due to the non-zero gradient perpendicular to the main axis of the metal insert.
Additionally, a filter for outliers in the CoP compared to the CAD file was integrated to increase the
robustness of the 3D mapping process of the thermographic image. A thermogram can further be used
to detect fiber bundles in the top layer due to anisotropic heat conductivity. The 3D thermogram
allows the evaluation of the 3D fiber alignment, which is of particular interest in the region of the
metal insert (cf. Figure 6 b) and c)).

Figure 6: a) Multi-sensor system consisting of active thermography and laser stripe sensors; b) 3D thermogram of a part
with detected delamination; c) Adaptive thresholding and fiber detection

4.4

In-process Eddy-Current Testing

A tool-integrated eddy-current system was developed in order to measure fiber misorientations of
preforms during the preforming process (cf. Figure 7 a) and c)). The fixed sensor-integration into a
tool could be justified by the known regions of interest for potential fiber misorientations. A time
variable magnetic field was generated in emitting coils which produces eddy currents in the carbon
fibers according to Maxwell’s equation. Deviations from a specified configuration could be assessed
due to the anisotropic electric conductivity of carbon fibers (cf. Figure 7 b)). The optimal sensor
design was identified through an extensive Design of Experiments (DoE) [34]. A printed circuit board
(PCB) design is more favorable compared to a cylindrical combination due to its flatness. Either a
rigid (planar areas) or flexible (edges) PCB design is possible. A suitable sensor housing was designed
for in-process integration of the sensor array. A multiplexer was used for signal distribution amongst
the coils and a controller unit. The bottom of the sensor housing, where the sensor array was attached,
was designed according to the geometry under investigation. Due to individual characteristics of each
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one of the integrated coils, a zero-referencing of the individual coils needed to be performed initially.
Afterwards, the fiber orientation was calculated based on four voltage peaks in a polar diagram. A
cubic Bézier spline interpolation was used to calculate the peak angles. The expanded measurement
uncertainty is calculated according to the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement
(GUM) and VDA (German Automotive Industry Association) Volume 5.1. The expanded uncertainty
with a coverage factor of k = 2 is Uα = 2.88 °. Furthermore, the industry relevant preform defects
(pleats, missing rovings and gaps) were detected by means of the machine learning technique of
Support Vector Machines (SVM, cf. Figure 7 d)). Three different defect sizes were exemplarily
created per defect category and investigated. The correct defect type could be identified for 100 % of
the validation data. Defect sizes were assigned correctly for 87 % of the pleats, 98 % of the missing

Figure 7: a) Eddy-current sensor arrays (rigid and flexible PCB) [34]; b) Measurement results given in a polar diagram
[35]; c) Realization of eddy-current sensor [35]; d) Exemplary classification results with SVM [35]

rovings and 93 % of the gaps. [35]

5

Characterization of Interfaces

As interfaces in hybrid structures are of particular importance [36], they have to be characterized by
non-destructive testing methods. The increasing complexity of the specimen geometry (from 2D to
3D) increases the difficulty of non-destructive testing as well.

Figure 8: Active thermography diagrams of a) artificial induced defects in CFRP; b) mechanically induced defects at the
interface CFRP and thermoplastic; c) passive thermography diagram of mechanically induced defects at the interface
CFRP and thermoplastic

Active thermography was used for the detection of defects at the interface and in the CFRP
component. Figure 8 shows flash thermography diagrams of a hybrid sample with defects in CFRP
and at the interface after mechanical experiments. Representative defects like pleats, gappings or fiber
misalignment as well as mechanically induced defects at the interface could be detected in 2D
geometries [30]. The mechanically induced delamination can be seen as bright areas around the insert.
In-situ passive thermography can be executed during mechanical testing [37]. Figure 8 c) shows the
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damage development at the interface CFRP/thermoplastic. The delamination (red and white areas)
grows along the arms of the metal insert.Different factors can influence the lifetime of the hybrid
structure [37]. Variations of different thermoplastic components and different defects in the CFRPcomponent lead to different load bearing capabilities of the structure. Figure 9 a) shows a comparison
of different thermoplastic components. The hybrid structure with PPA GF30 (PPA with 30 vol% glass
fiber content) reaches the best load bearing capability, whereas using a softer thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU) leads to the worst mechanical properties. Figure 9 b) gives a comparison
between samples with delamination, pleat or fiber misalignment and defect-free samples. Samples
with a pleat defect reach the worst load bearing capability.

Figure 9: Maximum load bearing capability of the hybrid structure for a) different thermoplastics jackets and b) different
defects in the composite in combination with a PPAGF30-Insert

Several difficulties occurred independent of the excitation mode because of the curved area of the 3D
geometry. The energy could not be induced perpendicularly, which led to a less efficient heat input.
Furthermore, the experimental setup does not allow the infrared camera to inspect the whole surface
using the same camera angle. Potential defects at the interface were detected at the flat region of
interest around the metal inlay. Figure 10 a) shows the force-displacement diagram of a 3D sample.
The inspected sample reaches a maximum force of 7 kN at a displacement of 8 mm. The damage
occurs gradually, identifiable through the sharp reduction of force. Additionally, the diagram shows
a large energy dissipation of the sample because of the reached displacement. The passive
thermography picture in Figure 10 b) shows a defect around the metal inlay in the 3D specimen,
comparable to the 2D samples. These defects appear as yellow and red areas and represent
mechanically induced delaminations. Figure 10 c) shows the infrared picture of flash thermography.
The defect is located around the metal inlay, like in the picture of passive thermography, and can be
seen as bright areas. Inductive thermography was used for the characterization of the 3D samples
besides flash thermography. The fiber orientation was detected besides the delaminations (cf. Figure
10 d)).
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Figure 10: Characterization of 3D sample: a) force-displacement-curve; b) passive thermography at a displacement of
10mm; c) flash thermography of sample with delaminations; d) inductive thermography of sample with delaminations

6

Effects of Defects

The effects of various defects in the component was examined by means of a data fusion approach
over the process cycle [21, 28]. Data fusion combines simulative predictions and information from
quality assurance as well as experimental characterization. It allows statements about the effect of
production errors on the product life cycle and prevents costs and production waste. Typical production errors for hybrid components, such as delamination, pleat and fiber misalignment, were taken
into account. Figure 9 shows the load bearing capacity, determined in experimental tests. Further
investigated errors were (macro) pores and insufficient cross-linking of the resin. A detailed simulation model, incorporating a multi-continuum theory and a damage model, could successfully display
different damage mechanisms for quasi-static and dynamic load cases. The observations agreed well
with the experimental results. It could be concluded that the investigated defects led to different stress
distributions, resulting in a faster progressive damage growth. Thus, the proposed model was suitable
for the prediction of the effect of production-related defects. Further information were published in
[32, 33].

7

Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, an undercut optimized design for connecting metal to CFRP is introduced. This is
achieved by using a functional intermediate layer of a less stiff material, such as a thermoplastic. This
significantly improves the load carrying capacity, especially in high cycle fatigue tests. Furthermore,
the plastic layer offers many possibilities to improve the connection to the CFRP. The microscale
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roughness influences as well as the influence of mesoscale structures on the surface of the thermoplastic has been investigated. A specific range of 4 to 6 µm for microscale roughness has proven to
be favorable for both static and dynamic loads. Optimized pin geometries as well as guidelines for
pin arrangements from simulated investigations are presented. Deviations from the preform design
specification can be in-line-measured by 2D cameras (fiber orientation), laser light section (geometrical specifications), pulsed phase thermography (delaminations, pleats, fiber misorientations). Cooperative data fusion of thermography and laser light section combines the benefits of both measurement technologies. Eddy-current testing (fiber orientation, pleats, missing rovings and gaps) allows
for an in-process integration in the preforming process. The combination of passive and active thermography before, during and after mechanical testing is beneficially for the interface characterization
of hybrid metal-CFRP structures. The influence of various representative defects and of the thermoplastic interlayer on the mechanical behavior of the hybrid structures is evaluated. The techniques
developed for 2D specimens was adjusted and improved for 3D structures.
Future efforts shall focus on the integrated component design based on the information gained
through the in-line measurements during the production process and the in-situ measurements of the
loaded component. The information gained in non-destructive testing could be used to design a
damage model for the hybrid structure. The pending experimental investigations of the mesoscale
structures will show potentials to improve the connection due to the large number of possible other
surface structures, geometries and arrangements. The influence of an optimized microstructure can
also be investigated in addition to the unstructured roughness on the mesoscale.
Acknowledgement – The authors thank the German Research Foundation (DFG) for funding the
collaborative research program “Priority program 1712”.
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Abstract

In consequence of recent developments in lightweight design, structures composed of different materials have become of high interest for structural applications. Combining a variety of advantageous
material properties, metal-carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) hybrid-composite are one particular class of those. However, the challenging production process and mechanical loading often result
in imperfections and defects. Due to recent research and technological improvements, non-destructive
testing methods are capable to detect such damages and imperfections with reasonable effort and
therefore are often applied in industry. However, it is questionable how to evaluate the severity of
detected defects in terms of the structural integrity or mechanical performance.
Within this work a new approach is proposed to evaluate fatigue damage using passive infrared thermography, which is applied during mechanical testing. This technique is well known to capture the
dissipated heat due to damage. Best results for damage detection capabilities and values of dissipated
heat can be obtained using the lock-in transformation, as it is less affected by camera calibration
coefficients and experimental setup leading to the characterization of damage mechanisms and the
measurement of defect size. The cross correlation of the measured defect size with mechanical values
(e.g. dynamic stiffness, mechanical hysteresis) allows defining the residual bearable load and describing the dependency between the degradation of mechanical properties and the defect size.

2

Introduction

Multi-material design has drawn attention by automotive, aeronautical and applications in regenerative energy, since it seems most promising in weight reduction while compromising advantageous
properties. However, the proneness of intrinsic interfaces to fatigue crack formation remains one of
the major drawbacks. Presence of residual stresses and strong property gradients, hence stress concentrations [1], address the challenge of different joining techniques [2] to achieve an optimized force
transition between the constituents and high resistance against fatigue.
Although many different criteria have been developed to evaluate the life-cycle performance and
cracking of CFRPs, e.g. [3, 4], vast variety of influencing factors and the high scatter of material
properties impair the subjects of condition monitoring and failure assessment of metal-CFRP hybrids.
Thus, key to assess the damage state at intrinsic interfaces are nondestructive-testing techniques enabling to characterize the damage mechanisms and to understand the influencing factors. Such methods are eligible to develop tools for condition monitoring and a prognosis of rupture, as it can be seen
for CFRP. Its inherent poor heat conductivity and low density are beneficial for thermography, which
has been applied for quantitative damage characterization under quasi-static [5, 6] and fatigue loading
[7, 8].
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Following Palumbo et al. [9], the thermography signal is composed of the mean temperature and the
reversible temperature variations that are modulated by externally applied stress waveforms. The latter incorporates the amplitude and phase information, as discussed by Palumbo, whereby the phaseinformation does not require a reference image for quantitative evaluation. In contrast, focusing on
the increase in mean temperature and using the local heat-conduction equation [10], various studies
aimed to predict upcoming failure by heat build-up measurements [7, 11, 12] and dissipative thermal
energy [8], respectively. Furthermore, Summa et al. used passive in situ thermography to characterize
the damage mechanisms of the hybrid-composite under investigation [13]. They found that a thermoplastic material at the interface leads to a redistribution of interfacial stresses, such that growth of
delaminations between the middle CFRP-plies become the predominant damage mechanism. Based
on these observations and following the approach of Naderi et al. [8], the correlation of thermography
information, e.g. location and size of damage, with the mechanical properties is a promising tool to
evaluate the damage severity.

3

Experimental Setup

3.1

Specimen Assembly

One constituent of the hybrid-composite under investigation is an aluminum plate that is inserted
between the middle plies of the CFRP-laminate. A geometrical optimized thermoplastic layer is
placed between those constituents resulting in a tight fit [14]. The geometrical optimization is conducted with the aim to reduce contact pressure and stress concentrations at the interfaces (figure 1).

Figure 1: a) geometric shape of the Al-Thermoplastic insert, b) cross-section of polymer-coated arms, c) insert positioned
between the CFRP-laminate [14]

The specimens were produced by direct injection-overmolding of a 4 mm thick metallic plate, Aluminum EN AW 6082 (AlMgSi1), with a 2 mm thick thermoplastic polymer. During the preforming
the Al-Polymer-insert was placed between the middle plies of the CFRP-laminate (see figure 1 c),
which was subsequently consolidated in resin transfer molding (RTM) process. The CFRP consists
of four laminate plies [0/90°, ±45°]s with 30 vol-% 3K plain weave (Torayca FT300B) carbon fiber
embedded in an epoxy matrix (Biresin CR170/CH150-3). Each ply has a thickness of 0.25 mm.
In this work two different thermoplastic materials are investigated: Vestamid® HT plus M1000, a
high rigid Polyphthalamid (further called PPA, E-modulus: 3,5 GPa) and Vestamid® HT plus M1033,
the same Polyphthalamid with 30 vol-% short glass-fiber reinforcement (hereafter named PPAGF30,
E-modulus: 11.2 GPa). In addition, one reference insert is contemplated, which has the same contour
as the others but is completely composed of aluminum (further named ‘full-al insert’).
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3.2

Experimental Setup

For mechanical testing the specimens are mounted on an Instron 8500 with a 100 kN load cell. Therefore side-screw action grips are used with a clamping length of 25 mm at top and bottom and 10 mm
on left and right side. The setup is complemented with in situ passive thermography. The used IRcamera is an InfraTec VarioCam® HD Head bolometer camera with a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels, spectral sensitivity in the range of 7.5 to 14 µm and the noise equivalent temperature difference
NETD being 50 mK (at T = 303,15 K). The camera is 0,7 m orthogonal in front of the specimen and
focused on the CFRP surface.
All tensile tests are driven displacement controlled with 2 mm/min cross-head speed, according to
DIN EN ISO 527 [15]. The IR-camera is driven synchronously with 3 frames per second (fps).
All fatigue experiments are carried out load-controlled with a 5 Hz sinusoidal loading, R-ratio of 0.1
and the maximum applied force being Fmax =7,5 kN. Note that the breaking criterion is complete rupture of the specimens. In fatigue experiments, the IR-camera is not driven continuously but triggered
at certain number of cycles. At each trigger event, the camera captures 18 frames with 30 fps.

4

Results and discussion

The mechanical behavior and the damage mechanisms of the hybrid-composite strongly depend on
the thermoplastic material, used as interlayer. Figure 2 summarizes the tensile tests of the hybridcomposite with aluminum-, PPAGF30- and PPA-inserts and the corresponding damage mechanisms
observed using thermography.

Figure 2: force-displacement diagrams of tensile tests with a) full-Al-insert, b) PPAGF30-insert and c) PPA-insert and
corresponding characteristic thermography images (T-contrast) at the incident of rupture of d) full-Al-insert, e)
PPAGF30-insert and f) PPA-insert

Final failure of the hybrid-composites with the stiffer aluminum- and PPAGF30-inserts is accompanied by transversal cracking of the laminate, whereas successive growth of delaminations around the
insert arms and below the insert are evident for the softer PPA-insert. Ellipsoidal shaped delaminations start below the insert and around the upper and middle arm and coalesce with increased loading.
Note that warmer regions (red) indicate events of damage. Summa et al. [13] gives a detailed analysis
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and interpretation of the damage mechanisms and influencing factors, e.g. the material at the interface.
Additional computer-tomography images validate (see figure 3) that passive thermography enables
to measure the size of delaminations. Hence, assigning the delamination size of the PPA-hybrids
(local minima, e.g. figure 2 c) with subsequent local maxima (residual strength) results in a plot of
the residual strength against the delamination size (figure 4 b). From this figure, a linear relationship
is found between the size of delamination and the residual strength.

Figure 3: a) Computer-tomography scan of hybrid-composite: resolution of the image reconstruction is 130 µm Voxeledge-length, b) corresponding thermography image (lock-in amplitude image)

Figure 4: a) force-displacement diagrams of tensile tests with PPA-inserts, b) residual strength plotted against the size of
delamination for hybrid composites with PPA-inserts, dashed line corresponds to maximum fatigue loading of 7,5 kN

The fatigue experiments are evaluated by means of the dynamic stiffness (secant modulus in forcedisplacement loop). Figure 5 a) depicts the decrease of the dynamic stiffness of the tested hybridcomposites with PPA-insert with respect to loading cycles. Although a relatively high scatter is evident amongst the specimens with PPA-inserts, the observed damage propagation is similar. Again,
passive thermography is a viable method to characterize the damage, as it can be seen from the lockin amplitude images for PPA-insert ‘32’ in figure 5. Higher amplitude values (red and white) indicate
the process zones of damage propagation. Thus, it is obvious from figure 5 b) that due to fatigue
loading delaminations arise around the insert arms and below the insert. The subsequent growth of
the delaminations (figure 5 c) accompanies the decrease in mechanical stiffness until the delaminations cause the residual strength to drop below 7,5 kN resulting in failure.
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Figure 5: a) dynamic stiffness during fatigue experiments, lock-in amplitude images of specimen ‘PPA-Insert 32’ at b)
1000 cycles, c) 100 000 cycles and d) 300 000 cycles

Thereby, passive thermography enables measuring the size of delaminations, which shows a high
scatter amongst the specimens with PPA-Insert with respect to time (figure 6 a). However, these results reveal that all specimens fail as the delaminations exceeds an area of approximately 42 to 50 cm2,
which agrees perfectly with the regime of the static residual strength (figure 4 b). In addition, a clear
relationship between the dynamic stiffness and the size of delaminations can be found if plotted together (figure 6 b).

Figure 6: a) size of delaminations with respect to loading cycles, b) dynamic stiffness of specimens with PPA-Insert
plotted against the size of delamination, c) relative probability of failure plotted against size of delamination for the
hybrid-composite with PPA-Insert

In a similar way as Naderi et al [8] described the development of the thermally dissipated energy as
a parameterized function of the number of cycles, the growth of the delaminations can be approximated using the dynamic stiffness J and mechanical hysteresis H (see [16]):
𝑎𝑎(𝑛𝑛) = 𝐽𝐽0 ⁄𝐽𝐽(𝑎𝑎) ∙ (1 − exp{−𝐻𝐻(𝑛𝑛)})
(1)
Where a is the relative size of damage, J the dynamic stiffness as a function of damaged area, H the
mechanical hysteresis. Using this approximation, a relative probability of failure is calculated as a
function of the size of delamination (figure 6 c).

5

Conclusions

Combining quantities of mechanical testing and thermography assisted measurements of the damage
size enabled to plot the (static) residual tensile strength as a function of the damaged area of a hybrid-
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composites with a PPA-Insert. Under fatigue loading of 7,5 kN the hybrid-composites failed, as the
delaminated area exceeded 42 to 50 cm2. This agrees well with the estimated regime by static residual
tensile strength.
During fatigue loading the dynamic stiffness decreased as a result of growing delaminations. However, the dynamic stiffness was found to be strongly dependent on the size of the delaminations. Both
of the observed relationships, between the residual strength and the size of delaminations as well as
between the dynamic stiffness and the size of delamination were suitable to estimate the relative
failure probability over the measured size of delamination. Ultimately, combining passive thermography measurements and mechanical quantities enabled to evaluate the fatigue damage of the hybridcomposite, i.e. if certain mechanical loads result in unacceptable deformations or may cause failure.
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Introduction

Currently, resource eﬃciency and CO2-reduction are getting more important in industrial
production, especially in the automotive sector. To achieve this goal, automotive industries are
exploring the methods to produce weight-reduced components (lightweight) without sacrificing
its mechanical properties as it directly influences the safety of the occupant [1]. High strength
steels are used to achieve in such a case, but it is limited to stability issues as the thickness
reaches threshold value [2]. The other possibility is to use composites made out of FRP that are
restricted to sports cars, aerospace etc. as they are expensive due to the high production cycle
time and material cost [3]. However, a trade-off between low mass and acceptable cost can be
achieved by hybrid lightweight design that uses the expensive FRP just in highly stressed areas.
The hybrid components are light in weight compared to the metal components without
sacrificing its mechanical properties along with being cheaper when compared to component
made entirely out of FRP [4].
Resin transfer molding (RTM) manufacturing method is used in present research for producing
hybrid components. In RTM Process, the dry fibre laminate is preformed and inserted into a
cavity following the closure of cavity and injection of resin. The contours are sealed during the
injection process until the resin has reached a certain degree of curing. The sealing of the mold
influences the part quality. The sealings are used to prevent leakage as the matrix system has
relatively low viscosity and is injected with high pressures. The seals undergo tremendous
mechanical wear due to high clamping forces and thermal wear due to tool temperature and
matrix reaction. This results in replacing of sealing after 10 to 30 production cycles that causes
unproductive downtime of tool [5]. Figure 1 shows silicone polymer used as a sealing material
for intrinsic manufacturing of metal-CFRP hybrid omega profiles by vacuum assisted RTM
(VARTM) process [5].

Figure 1: Tool with silicon sealing technique for intrinsic VARTM processes
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New sealing material was introduced to replace silicone sealing made from high-performance
thermoplastics by Murtfeldt kunststoffe, which is claimed to withstand several hundred
production cycles up to 200 bars [6]. Fraunhofer ICT invented a process chain where the sealing
is directly applied to the preform in order to decouple the maintenance-intensive components
from the main tool [7]. In contrast, this research focusses an innovative sealing approach that
works without any sealings and therefore contactless
1.1

Innovative sealing - working principle

The innovative sealing is based on accelerated curing of resin along with reduced cross-section
(sealing tool) that provides increased flow resistance resulting in a self-sealing mechanism. As
a result, the resin cures close to contour and therefore seals the cavity. Due to this self-sealing
effect there is no need for further sealings. In case of vacuum assist, the conventional silicone
sealing can be placed in areas with lower thermal and mechanical stress. The downtime for
replacing the sealing material is eliminated resulting in a further optimized manufacturing
method. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of innovative sealing’s working principle. This
concept is universally applicable to processes involving matrix injection and pressing sheet
compounds, thus offers an enormous scaling potential.
The innovative sealing area consists of a rigid heating element and thermal insulation that are
installed in the mold. The heating element locally delivers a significantly higher temperature
than the rest of the mold and is thermally insulated. The thermal insulation prevents the main
tool from heating up excessively.

Figure 2: Sealing concept - working principle

2

Experimental investigation

2.1

Materials and methods

The preform used for the experimental research consists of unidirectional carbon fibre layers
(HPT 320 CO 24K) with an area weight of 320 g/m². In order to process the layers into a
preform, the fibres are coated with a thermoplastic epoxy binder that weighs 14 g/m²
additionally. The injected resin is a medium viscous epoxy (EPIKOTE 05475) in combination
with an amine curing agent (EPIKURE 05443). This matrix system is developed for serial
production in automotive industry with low initial viscosity and a fast curing reaction. For the
intrinsic manufacturing of hybrid components, a micro-alloyed steel plate (steel 1.0548) with a
thickness of 2 mm is inserted. Its surface is sandblasted in order to increase the adhesive
strength between the resin and steel.
The laminate structure consists of six layers of CFRP and 1 layer of glass fleece that are aligned
in x-direction (0°) with a total thickness of 2 mm. The glass fleece (ForTex®Type SH35/1, area
weight: 30 g/m²) prevents contact corrosion and causes a defined resin rich layer that is
important for the adhesive strength of the hybrid laminate [8].This layer design results in a fibre
volume fraction of 55 %.
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2.2

Manufacturing setup

Simplified 2D RTM tool that produces flat plate was used initially to validate the sealing
concept as shown in Figure 3. Only one of four edges of the plate is sealed with the heating
element and other three edges use a conventional silicone cord. A local higher temperature is
achieved by a steel strip that is equipped by electric heating cartridges. This steel strip is
mounted to the upper mold and allows the adjustment of its height respective to the distance
between heating element and metal sheet that controls the gap height. Thermal insulation is
obtained using special material made from glass fleeces (K-Therm®AS 600M) that has thermal
conductivity of 0.26 W/(m K) when compared to steel that has higher value of 50 W/m K. The
temperatures of the upper and lower mold can be measured with thermocouples at four different
positions. Three electric heating cartridges each on upper and lower mold are used for thermal
supply. The injection strategy can be adapted with different positions for sprue and riser.
Firstly, the vacuum is obtained once the tool is closed. Preheating, mixing and injection into
the mold is carried out with an RTM machine by Tartler. The mixed matrix (resin and curing
agent) is injected under an initial temperature of 80 °C after the tool is closed, with preform and
steel plate inserted with a controlled flow rate of 0.12 kg/min and a maximum pressure of 5 bar.
The machine automatically reduces the volume flow rate when the maximum pressure is
reached. The cavity temperature is 120°C while the temperature of the heating element is
changed between different experiments ranging from 200 °C to 300 °C. The Gap height is also
changed in order to achieve a complete sealing and good laminate quality. The size of the cavity
is 150 x 150 x 4 mm and the preform is 125 x 150 x 2 mm.
Insulation
Heating
element

Riser

Possible further
injection point
Sprue
Silicone
cord

Preform
Curing area
Metal sheet
Figure 3: Sectional view (left) and upper mold (right) of RTM-tool with new sealing concept

First tests showed that the injection in the middle of the mold causes incomplete sealing. This
is because the resin reaches the middle of the seal at first and then cures accordingly, the
effective cross-section of the flow channel decreases and the flow velocity increases. This leads
to uneven results over the length of the heating area and leakage at the sides of the innovative
sealing. The remedy was to inject into an area of the cavity far away from the heating element
without preform. In this way an even resin flow front distribution is achieved.
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3

Results

The produced laminate quality is determined mechanically by interlaminar shear (ILS) tests and
optically by microscope images. The ILS tests are carried out in accordance with
DIN EN 14130. Specimens with a length of 20 mm and a width of 10 mm are placed in a threepoint loading fixture, with the CFRP facing the two bearing points and the indenter hitting the
steel side with a constant test speed of 1 mm/min. For microscope images, samples are taken
from the plate, embedded, grinded and polished. Microscope images are made parallel to the
fibre direction in order to see potentially irregularities like voids.
The technological feasibility of the concept could be proven on a two-dimensional level. The
result of a preliminary test as well as the sampling positions from the manufactured hybrid plate
are shown in figure 4. In this case, the steel strip was heated to 250 °C and the upper and lower
mold to 120 °C. The gap between the heating element and the metal surface was adjusted to
0.1 mm. In fact, it was possible to stop the flow front within the gap. In addition, it was found
that the cavity had a very homogeneous temperature distribution at all measuring points thanks
to the thermal insulation, which leads to good laminate quality.
The effect of the heating element, which delivers a locally higher temperature can be seen on
the right side of manufactured plate (figure 4). The surface of the metal sheet shows annealing
colour on the area where the metal is not exposed to the resin. This effect enables a precise
definition of the resin propagation due to the colour difference. The results of the ILS tests show
the failure of the CFRP, which occurs in stages. Therefore, the failure force is evaluated at the
first local force maximum in order to characterise the strength of the laminate before any
damage appears. Figure 5 shows the results of the ILS tests with respect to the sampling
positions of the heating element.

Figure 4: Result of a test with new sealing technology (gap height 0.1 mm, heating element temperature 250 °C)

The bar chart in figure 5 summarises the strength of specimens produced by conventional
sealing and innovating sealing. The position of the sampling does not affect in both
conventional and innovative sealing. At 250 °C a constant laminate quality can be achieved.
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Further decrease in temperature results in incomplete sealing, but this may be prevented by an
optimised heating element shape or other measures.

Figure 5: Results of average maximum forces with respect to sampling positions

From microscopic investigations it was observed that the sealing element has no negative effect
on laminate quality. Figure 6 shows the alignment of the fibres as they are taken parallel to
them. The fibres are aligned homogenous near the sealing are without any major porosity or
voids due to uncontrolled curing.

Figure 6: Microscope images parallel to the fibres at different positions of sampling - (gap height 0.1 mm,
heating element temperature 250 °C)

4

Conclusion and Outlook

The functionality of the innovative sealing concept was validated successfully. The temperature
of the heating element as well as the gap height have been evaluated in order to analyse the
functionality of the innovative sealing concept. Results from ILS tests and microscope images
showed that the locally higher temperature (250 °C) of the heating element does not negatively
influence the laminate quality. With a gap height of 0.1 mm, a complete sealing could be
achieved.
Thus, the use of locally accelerated resin curing for tool sealing represents too much
technological advantage compared to conventional methods. This can be a promising approach
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for reducing the downtime for maintenance occurred due to changing the sealing materials and
complex lightweight structures can be manufactured in large series with significantly shortened
process times.
Future investigations will focus on other parameters like surface roughness and contour of the
sealing area in order to optimise the sealing and exploit the development potential that is still
open. For this, the sealing technology needs to be transferred to three-dimensional tools in order
to investigate the geometrical effect of production parts. In order to show the applicability for
serial production, researches will focus on complex parts like a hybrid drive shaft. The
reinforcement of an automotive drive shaft not only offers many property improvements and
thus high economic potential but also particularly suitable for testing the new sealing
technology due to the high production requirements.

5
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1

Introduction

The increase in environmental awareness of customers as well as strict governmental regulations
to reduce the emission greenhouse gases are current trends [1], which have to be considered in the
automotive development by the manufacturers. In contrast, heavy passenger cars are becoming increasingly popular [2, 3]. Fuel and energy consumption rise with an increasing vehicle mass. A variety of approaches are available to the automotive industry to fulfill the contrary trends. Lightweight
design is one approach to reduce the moving mass of cars and thus the emission of greenhouse gases.
Fibre-reinforced thermoplastics (FRTP) are of great importance due to their good specific mechanical
properties [4]. The pure substitution of steels by FRTP is associated with high material costs. Furthermore, there are no established joining processes for FRTPs, yet [5]. The intelligent combination
of metals and FRTPs in a so-called hybrid lightweight design, allows a compromise between rising
component costs and mass reduction. According to the state of the art, hybrid components are often
manufactured in two subsequent process steps [6]. First, a metal sheet is formed. A typical forming
process in metal processing is the deep drawing process. Then, a flat FRTP, such as organo sheets or
tapes, is applied onto the already formed metal sheet in a thermoforming process. The production of
a hybrid component on the basis of subsequent process steps leads to additional handling processes,
logistical and plant costs, resulting in an increase in manufacturing costs. In order to reduce the complexity of the process chain, a one-shot manufacturing process is developed, which consists of an
integrated deep-drawing of sheet metal and thermoforming process of FRTP. For this purpose, a
forming tool is developed in order to obtain knowledge about the formability of sheet metal and FRTP
tape as a hybrid semi-finished product. In the subsequent forming tests, the tool temperature and dwell
time is varied to obtain a trend of the influence of both parameters on the spring back behaviour.

2

Hybrid forming process

2.1

Concept of an one-shot forming process

The deep-drawing process is a widely used forming process for sheet metals. A deep-drawing tool
consists mainly of a die, a punch and a blank-holder. The semi-finished sheet metal product is first
placed on the die and fixed by a blank-holder. Then, the sheet is formed by the punch. The blankholder clamps the sheet and thus prevents the formation of wrinkles, which especially occur during
forming of three-dimensional geometries. In order to avoid wrinkles, high blank-holder forces are
often required. This results in high frictional forces between the steel sheet and the tool during forming. The frictional force also acts as resistance, which inhibits the sliding of the sheet metal into the
tool cavity. The combination of the forming force of the punch and the frictional force of the blankholder leads to an enlargement of the surface and a thinning of the material thickness on the flank.
Therefore, high degrees of deformation can be reached during the deep drawing process [7].
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The thermoforming process is a forming process of fibre unreinforced or reinforced thermoplastics.
In the following, the focus is on fibre-reinforced semi-finished products. For this process, the FRTP
material has to be heated up above the melting temperature of the matrix material to reach a lowviscous state. This allows a sliding of the fibres in the low-viscosity matrix to form the FRTP. After
forming, the material must be cooled down in the tool. This ensures that the component can be removed dimensionally stable and is not damaged during removal [8].

Figure 1: a) Multi-stage manufacturing process of hybrid components, b) One-shot manufacturing process of hybrid
components.

In the course of lightweight design, FRTP are increasingly used. However, significantly lower degrees of deformation can be achieved during the forming of FRTPs along the fibre direction than with
steels. This is due to the lack of ductility of the fibres. [9]. Consequently, in the thermoforming process FRTPs can only be draped. Therefore, the forming behaviour between steels and FRTPs is one
of the biggest differences in terms of process techniques.
Due to the different forming properties, hybrid components are manufactured in a multi-stage process according to the current state of the art. Figure 1a shows this multi-stage process. First, the sheet
metal is pre-treated (cleaning, cutting to size, applying adhesive, etc.) before it is formed. Afterwards,
the FRTP is heated and draped into the formed sheet metal. By integrating both forming methods,
one forming step can be reduced (see Figure 1b). The pre-produced hybrid semi-finished product,
consisting of steel sheet and FRTP, is heated. Subsequently, both materials are formed in one step.
During forming both materials can slide against each other. If a sliding is prohibited by geometrical
restrictions, the FRTP can be applied to the steel sheet with an elongation reserve [10]. Thus, the
widely differing maximum degrees of deformation can be compensated.
The high relevance for the development of a one-shot forming processes is shown by numerous
publications to this topic. Behrens et al. developed a single-stage forming process for
metal-FRTP-metal sandwich components [11, 12]. Gresham et al. demonstrated the influence of various process parameters on the forming behaviour of such sandwich structures [13]. The complex
spring back behaviour of hybrid sandwich structures during bending was investigated by Hahn et al.
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[14]. The publications mentioned here deal with a symmetrical layer structure (sandwich structure)
consisting of metallic cover layers and a core of FRTP. An asymmetrical layer structure has the advantage that the hybrid component can be injection moulded afterwards to create stiffening elements
or attachment points. However, it is not clear whether the properties, such as spring back or formability, can be transferred to an asymmetrical layer structure. Especially in the case of warpage, significant differences due to the delta-alpha problem can be assumed, which would otherwise mainly
be compensated by the symmetrical layer structure.
2.2

Tool design

The forming tool for the integrated deep-drawing and thermoforming process is shown in Figure 2a. For the forming tests, a u-profile is investigated (see Figure 2b). Through the simple geometry
fundamental knowledge about the limits of the forming process and warpage can be obtained.

Figure 2: a) Exploded view of the forming tool, b) Cross sectional view of the u-profile geometry

A tool temperature control for the processing of semi-finished plastic products is essential to prevent premature cooling and solidification. Therefore, heating cartridges are located inside the punch
and die insert in order to heat the tool surface. In this way, the cooling rate in the plastic can be
specifically affected during the forming process. Thermocouples integrated close to the surface of the
tool serve to control the tool temperature. This allows forming tests with reproducible temperature
settings.
By integrating the deep-drawing process, a blank holder is implemented in the forming tool. To
introduce the blank-holder force to the sheet, gas springs are used. The spring force can be adjusted
variably via the gas pressure. In addition, gas springs offer a flat spring characteristic compared to
disc springs or coil springs, so that the spring force is constant during the forming process [15].

3

Forming tests

The forming tests are carried out to record the effects of process parameters on the dimensional
accuracy of the components. The dimensions of the hybrid semi-finished products are 361 x 80 mm²
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before forming. The total thickness is 1 mm. The layer structure and the materials used are shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Layer structure of the hat profile.

The tape layers are placed on the laminated sheet and then heated to 240 °C in the oven. Afterwards,
the heated hybrid semi-finished product is placed manually from the oven in the tool. During the tests,
the tool temperature and the dwell time are varied in order to determine the effects of these process
parameters on the spring back of the asymmetrical layer structure.
To determine the dimensional accuracy, the formed test specimen are digitized by an optical measuring system from GOM. The digital test specimen is then compared with a reference model that
represents an optimum component without spring back effects. In detail, the angular deviation on the
flank of the component is examined.

4

Results and discussion

During initial forming tests, the tool temperature and dwell time are varied. For this, setups of the
tool temperature and three setups of the dwell time are investigated. This allows to made statements
about coarse trends in the influence of both parameters on the spring back effect. Self-explanatory,
further points has to be set up in order to obtain a higher significance of the influence of the parameters.
4.1

Specimen temperature during forming

Thermocouples are placed between the steel sheet and the FRTP to measure the temperature of the
specimen during forming. The positions of the thermocouples and the temperature curves at a tool
temperature of 80 °C and 120 °C are shown in Figure 4. The zero point of the time axis has been set
at the point in time when the punch touches the semi-finished product. From the curve progressions
it can be seen that at T2 there is a drop in temperature even before the actual forming process. In this
area the semi-finished product is in direct contact with the colder tool, which causes the temperature
loss. Approximately 2 s before the punch touches the semi-finished product, a sudden drop in temperature is recorded at T2. This corresponds to the time at which the unheated blank-holder presses
on the semi-finished product. Initially, T1 has no contact to the tool surface. After the punch initiates
the forming process, the temperature drops abruptly. Up to a time of 20 to 30 s after the tool has
closed, no significant temperature drop can be detected in the test specimen.
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Figure 4: Temperature curves of the specimen during forming

4.2

Influence of the dwell time

Figure 5 shows that the spring back decreases with increasing dwell time, first. After a critical
dwell time, the spring back increases. Consequently, a dwell time can be detected at which the spring
back is minimum.
The decrease in the spring back effect between the first and the second point can be explained by
the different coefficients of thermal expansion between PA6 and steel. During the cooling in a closed
tool, steel and FRTP shrink to different degrees due to the different coefficients of thermal expansion.
A thermal distortion in the specimen cannot occur as long as the tool is closed, since the tool wall
acts as a geometric restriction. This leads to residual stresses in the boundary surface of the FRTP
and the steel sheet. However these stresses can be partially relieved by the adhesive, since at short
dwell times and high tool temperatures the specimen temperature is still in the range of the melting
temperature of the adhesive film. Due to the viscous material behaviour, both materials can slide
against each other. If the dwell time is short and the tool temperature high the adhesive film is still in
a viscous state after the tool opens. Since the tool does not act as a geometrical restriction anymore,
thermal distortion due to different coefficients of thermal expansion can occur. The viscous adhesive
can still compensate these distortions through sliding effects. At longer dwell times, the adhesive
solidifies completely in the closed tool. Sliding effects can no longer occur in the open tool, as this is
prevented by the solid adhesive film. The spring back is less.
Between the second and the third point an increase in the spring back can be observed. In this case,
the dwell time is sufficiently long so that the specimen cools down in the closed tool until it reaches
the tool temperature. Over a longer period of time heat is transferred from the tool into the specimen.
The longer the heat input is, the higher is the proportion of densely packed crystalline structures in
the matrix material. This results in shrinkage effects in the FRTP and thus leads to an increase in
spring back.

Figure 5: Influence of the dwell time on the spring back effect.
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4.3

Influence of the tool temperature

Figure 6 shows that an increase in the tool temperature reduces the spring back. As shown in Figure 4 the specimen does not cool down evenly during forming. Before forming, the semi-finished
product has direct contact with the die at both ends. In this area, the semi-finished product cools down
faster. Subsequently, the punch touches the semi-finished product and initiates the forming process.
This results in temperature gradients along the specimen and it starts to cool during the forming process With a colder tool the temperature difference to the warm hybrid semi-finished product is higher.
This leads to a high heat flow and the semi-finished product cools down faster. If the tool temperature
is too low, the PA6 solidifies before the forming process is completed, which results in a higher spring
back.

Figure 6: Influence of the tool temperature on the spring back effect.

5

Conclusion

In this paper a tool for the integrated deep drawing and thermoforming process is presented, with
which first forming tests are performed. With the help of thermocouples between FRTP and steel
sheet, conclusions can be drawn about the cooling behaviour during forming. The temperature curves
can be used to justify the influence of the dwell time and tool temperature on the spring back behaviour. An examination of the dwell time shows that the spring back decreases up to a critical point. If
this dwell time threshold is exceeded, the spring back increases. An increase in the tool temperature
leads to a lower spring back effect. In order to obtain more information about the effects of both
parameters, further dwell times and tool temperatures must be investigated. Furthermore, the influence of other process parameters, such as the press force and blank holder force, on spring back is to
be examined. This is intended to collect information in order to adjust the process with regard to the
optimization of the dimensional accuracy.
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Introduction

One of the automotive industry’s key priorities is to reduce fuel consumption and hence the CO2emissions of future car generations. This is a reaction to rising energy costs and to the increased
environmental awareness in society. As a result, the automotive industry is increasingly focusing on
lightweight construction [1]. The use of composite materials for car body parts enables considerable
weight reductions. One approach is to replace high-density materials such as steel with lighter, lowdensity, high-strength materials, such as CFRP [2,3]. However, the high material and manufacturing
costs make the use of composites in the automotive industry difficult. One promising approach is the
combination of CFRP prepregs and high-strength steel alloys, such as Fiber Metal Laminates (FML),
which consist of sheet metal cover layers with a CFRP core. FML can be processed by forming processes such as deep drawing and can thus be used to achieve the cost-efficient and automated production of lightweight structures with a high stiffness-to-weight ratio. A further advantage of hybrid
components produced in FML is that their mechanical properties can be adjusted via the number and
arrangement of the CFRP patches. [4,5]
CFRPs consist of fiber and matrix material and exhibit highly divergent forming behavior. When it
comes to the fiber itself, the mechanical properties in the fiber direction are very different from those
in the transverse direction [6]. Thermosetting matrix materials have to be cured until they have
reached their final strength. The curing process is a function of the prevailing pressure, temperature
and time.
Car body parts often have complex shapes, which are usually produced by deep drawing processes.
During the deep drawing process, combined tension-tension and tension-pressure stresses are induced
in the main forming zone of the component, the flange. Wrinkling of the flange can be observed,
which is a consequence of tangential compressive stresses. To avoid this, the blank holder induces
normal stresses on the surface of the flange. However, too high a blank holder force FBH can lead to
material thinning and thus to fracture. [4,5] Deep drawing of FML sheets can lead to several characteristic defects: if the matrix material is not cured under pressure, the epoxy resin can flow into adjacent zones. This has a negative effect on the form and dimensional accuracy of the deep drawn FML
parts. The main deformation mechanisms in terms of the forming behavior of CFRP patches are interlaminar layer slip, displacements in individual layers and cross flow and resin percolation inside
the prepreg. [7,8,9] Buckled and torn rovings and also delaminations can thus be observed in the
flange area. The drawing depth during the deep drawing of hybrid components has a significant influence on these deformation mechanisms and thus on the form and dimensional accuracy of deepdrawn hybrid components. A greater drawing depth leads to greater fiber displacement and hence to
more pronounced wrinkle formation.
Because of this, current research at the LUF is investigating the deep drawability of FML sheets as a
function of drawing depth during the deep drawing of spherical hybrid components. Measures are
then being developed to improve the form and dimensional accuracy of such hybrid components.
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2

Experimental Setup

At the LUF, experiments were designed to examine the forming behavior of FML sheets during the
deep drawing process and an approach was then developed for improving the deep drawability of
these sheets. The influence of the combined tension-tension and tension-pressure stresses was investigated on spherical specimens with different drawing depths, and the patch geometries of the specimens with an insufficient form and dimensional accuracy were modified. Patch modification enabled
the loads acting on the different areas of the semi-finished products to be counteracted more effectively. During the deep-drawing process, the FML sheets are subject to bending stresses by the punch
and to normal stresses at the blank holder. Combined tension-pressure stresses also occur in the flange
area. These loads result in tangential compressive stresses acting on the semi-finished products.
2.1

Combined Deep Drawing and Curing Process

The experimental investigations were carried out with semi-finished products consisting of two circular metal sheets and three layers of CFRP. The sheet metal blanks in material HCT 490X had a
thickness of s0 = 0.55 mm and the CFRP layers of the thermosetting prepreg a thickness of
s0 = 0.30 mm, made by SGL Carbon. This prepreg was a unidirectional non-woven composite, preimpregnated with epoxy resin in a weight proportion of 39 %. According to the manufacturer, the
special feature of this thermosetting prepreg is the tough-modified epoxy resin system with highly
variable curing conditions (curing temperature TC = 90 – 170 °C, glass transition temperature
TG = 120 °C). To prepare the FML sheets, three CFRP layers were chambered with the sheet metal
blanks in the form of upper and lower layers. The initial diameters D0 of the blanks were determined
as a function of the required drawing depth. In order to investigate the influence of the drawing depth
on the deep drawability of FML sheets, five different drawing depths z were defined and, from these,
the required initial diameters D0 were determined, which are shown in Table 1:
Table 1: Defined drawing depth z and determined initial diameter D0
Drawing Depth z
Initial Diameter D0
z1 = 10 mm
D0,1 = 100 mm
z2 = 20 mm
D0,2 = 125 mm
z3 = 30 mm
D0,3 = 145 mm
z4 = 40 mm
D0,4 = 160 mm
z5 = 50 mm
D0,5 = 175 mm

As shown in Figure 1, the active tool elements for the combined forming and curing process consisted
of a die, a blank holder and a punch, in which heating cartridges were inserted. In addition, temperature-stable fluoropolymer foils (s0 = 12 µm) were used, which were placed between the tool elements
and the specimen. This film was used to prevent any contamination of the tool elements by escaping
resin and to minimize the friction between the tool surface and the specimen.
To avoid differences between the test boundary conditions, active tool elements were adapted for
each spherical hybrid component with different drawing depths, which were designed on the basis of
two specifications: the drawing depth z and the punch radius rP = 50 mm. The blank holders and the
dies were thus dimensioned to fit the punches. The specimens had a thickness of s0 = 2 mm and hence
the inner contour of the dies required a radius of rD = 52 mm. The tool elements were inserted in a
high-precision pillar guide rack. Finally, the test setup was mounted in a hydraulic press. After the
active tool elements had been tempered to the curing temperature of TC = 170 °C, the FML sheets
were positioned centrally within the tool setup and the deep drawing process was started. The blank
holder applies normal stresses to the specimen, thus suppressing any wrinkling of the flange area due
to tangential compressive stresses. After finishing the forming process, the deep-drawn FML sheet
remains in the closed tool for the curing time of tC = 8 min. From previous investigations, these curing
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conditions (TC = 170 °C; tC = 8 min) had been determined for the CFRP prepreg used as giving optimum curing of the epoxy resin in the matrix material and thus maximum strength of the prepreg.
2) Forming and Curing Process

3) Finished Parts

z3

FBH

FP

FBH

Curation Time:
tC = 8 min
Curation Temperature: TC = 170 C

z5

a) Metal Sheet
HCT 490X
s0 =
0.55 mm
D0 =100 – 175 mm
b) CFRP, 3 layers
s0 =
0.30 mm, per layer
D0 =100 – 175 mm

a
b
a

z4

z1

FML-Sheet

z2

1) Semi-finished Products

Heating Cartridges

Figure 1: Schematic image of the semi-finished product (1), the combined forming und curing process (2)
and the finished parts with different deep depths (3)

2.2

Investigated FML Sheet Designs

To improve the deep drawability of FML sheets, the prepreg geometries and composition were
adapted to the load situation that develops due to the tangential compressive stresses which lead to
material displacement in the semi-finished products during the deep drawing process. The CFRP core
of the investigated FML sheets is thus composed of 3 layers with a 0°/45°/90° fiber direction. This
design leads to an asymmetrical layer structure and results from given boundary conditions. In order
to better counteract the tensions that develop between the cover sheets, CFRP patches of different
geometries (length, width and contour) were placed in different positions, as shown in Figure 2. The
modification was carried out consistently for the differently sized specimens with the aid of four factors so as to permit a comparison of the results. The factors are dependent on the initial diameter D0.

D0
Initial Length: L0 = D0

w1
Prepreg Width: w = D0 ∙ f

CFRP Patch Design 4
f3 = 0.05
a3

l2

a3
l3

l3

w3

l2

L0

l1

w2

l1

L0

w1

a1

a1

CFRP Patch Design 3
f2 = 0.2
a2

L0

CFRP Patch Design 2
f1 = 0.4

a2

CFRP Patch Design 1
f0 = 1

w2
Adjusted Length: l =(D0–w)∙½

Figure 2: Schematic image of the geometry of the patch designs

w3
Triangle Side Length: a = l ∙

Four different FML sheet designs with different patch modifications were investigated. While Design 1 has a unidirectional fiber orientation, the other Designs are assembled with rectangular and
triangular patches so that the fibers of these patches are oriented to the “feed direction” of the FML
sheet. The result is a radial arrangement and hence improved mobility of the fibers. The rectangular
patches have the same width w, but differ in length by the initial length L0 and the adjusted length l.
The reason for this is that the use of the continuous initial length L0 to all rectangular patches would
lead to an overlap and thus to an irregularity in the thickness of the patches. On the contrary, using
the adjusted length l to all rectangular patches would result in a further square patch in the middle of
the structure, so that a total of five cuts would be used instead of three. However, this would lead to
further gaps between the patches, so a combination of continuous and discontinuous rectangular
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patches was used. The selected fiber orientation in combination with the radial fiber arrangement, it
proved possible to achieve optimal absorption of the tangential compressive stresses acting during
the deep drawing process. The structure of the FML Sheet Designs is illustrated in Figure 3. The
bonding of the individual sheets was realized by the pre-impregnated epoxy resin of the prepregs.
FML Sheet Design 1 FML Sheet Design 2 FML Sheet Design 3 FML Sheet Design 4
UD Prepregs
Modified Prepregs
Modified Prepregs
Modified Prepregs
f0 = 1
f1 = 0.4
f2 = 0.2
f3 = 0.05

Fiber Direction

HCT 490X
s0 =
0.55 mm
D0 =100 – 175 mm

0
45
90

HCT 490X
s0 =
0.55 mm
D0 =100 – 175 mm

Figure 3: Schematic image of the FML patch designs investigated

Direction of Patch Placement

This approach was used to investigate both the influence of the drawing depth z and the effects of the
designs on the forming behavior of FML sheets. The analysis of the form and dimensional accuracy
of the spherical hybrid components resulting from these test series was performed in two steps. On
the one hand, the roundness of the inner contour of the hybrid components was measured with a
coordinate measuring machine over defined height distances, thus revealing the roundness deviation.
On the other hand, the samples were then CNC-milled step by step over the height distances, and the
pleat thicknesses were scanned over the CFRP wall thickness curve using a light microscope.

3

Results

To investigate the influence of drawing depth and prepreg geometry on the form and dimensional
accuracy of spherical hybrid components, FML sheets of different sizes for four different prepreg
designs were deep drawn. For this purpose, the roundness of the inner contour and the CFRP wall
thickness distribution of the specimens was measured over defined measuring depths zmd. The specimens with a roundness deviation below the tolerance of Rdev < 0.2 mm and without failure characteristics were defined as components without improvement potential in respect of their form and dimensional accuracy. The measurements were carried out over defined measuring depths, the number of
which was dependent on the size of the drawing depth z. The starting measuring depth zmd = 0 mm
was located in the feed zone from the top of the flange.
Figure 4 shows the roundness deviations at the measuring depth zmd = 0 mm of deep-drawn FML
sheets with Design 1 (UD prepregs) and illustrates the influence of the drawing depth on the form
accuracy of spherical components. A significant increase is seen in the roundness deviation Rdev analogous to the drawing depth z. The specimens with the drawing depths z1 = 10 mm or z2 = 20 mm have
approximately the same roundness deviation Rdev = 0.18 mm. The roundness deviations of these specimens are thus below the tolerance line. These results show a very high form accuracy in the specimens and correspond to the optical inspection. A further increase in the drawing depth leads to significant growth in the roundness deviation and thus to decreasing form accuracy. The roundness
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Roundness Deviation Rdev in mm

deviation increases with a drawing depth of z3 = 30 mm to Rdev = 0.91 mm, with z4 = 40 mm to
Rdev = 1.05 mm and with a drawing depth of z5 = 50 mm to a roundness deviation of Rdev = 2 mm.
2,4
1,8

1,2

FML Sheet Design 1
Roundness Tolerance
R < 0.2 mm
Measuring Path

zmd =
0 mm
s0 =
2 mm
D0 = 100 – 175 mm
tC =
8 min
TC =
170 C

zmd = 0 mm

0,6
0,0

10

20

30

40

50

Drawing Depth z in mm

Figure 4: Roundness Deviation Rdev of the spherical specimens as a function of the drawing depth z

Average CFRP thickness sCFRP in mm

These results show too high a roundness deviation and hence too low a form accuracy for the specimens with drawing depths of between z = 30 – 50 mm. For this reason, the FML sheets of these spherical specimens were modified in order to improve their form and dimensional accuracy. To illustrate
the influence of the patch modification on the formation of wrinkles, section views of the spherical
specimens were taken over defined heights. These section views were used to determine the CFRP
wall thickness distribution curve. A test of the metal blank wall thickness showed only a marginal
change and can therefore be neglected. Due to the rotational symmetry, only a quarter of the wall
thickness curve was recorded and analyzed. The CFRP thicknesses are given as average values, which
represent the mean value of the total CFRP wall thickness distribution per measuring depth zmd.
1,4
1,3
1,2
1,1
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6

z5 = 50
s0 = 2
D0,5 = 175
tC = 8
TC = 170

mm
mm
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min
C

FML Sheet Design 1
FML Sheet Design 2
FML Sheet Design 3
FML Sheet Design 4
CFRP wall thickness profile
zmd

0

5

10

15

4 mm

20

Measuring Depth zmd inside Cup in mm

Figure 5: Average CFRP thickness of spherical specimens as a function of the FML sheet designs

Figure 5 illustrates the effects of the scrim modification of the prepregs on the average CFRP thickness of the specimens as a function of the drawing depth z5 = 50 mm. It can be clearly seen from the
measuring depth zmd = 0 mm that the modification has led to a reduction of the average CFRP thickness from sCFRP = 1.34 mm (FML Sheet Design 1 with UD layers) to sCFRP = 1.13 mm (Design 2),
sCFRP = 1 mm (Design 3) and sCFRP = 0.96 mm (Design 4). This also shows that increasingly large
triangular cuttings (largest: Design 4) lead to a decrease in wrinkling. In the further course of the
measuring depth, a decrease in the average CFRP thickness sCFRP can be observed until the curves at
the measuring depth zmd = 15 mm with an average CFRP thickness of sCFRP = 0.9 mm almost bundle
up. In addition, the effect of prepreg modification can be determined in the total reduction in CFRP
thickness for all the FML Sheet Designs. On the one hand, the average CFRP thickness of Design 1
is reduced from sCFRP = 1.34 mm to sCFRP = 0.87 mm over the entire process. On the other hand, the
progression of Design 4 is more constant, by comparison, as the CFRP thickness is reduced from only
sCFRP = 0.96 mm to sCFRP = 0.82 mm, thus achieving a more stabilized deep drawing process.
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4

Conclusion

In this study, experimental research was conducted into the development of a process and material
design for the production of spherical hybrid components made of FML sheets. The main focus of
these investigations was to determine the influence of the drawing depth and the modification of the
patch geometry on the roundness of the inner contour and the wall thickness distribution of the deepdrawn spherical hybrid components. The aim of this investigation was to improve the form and dimensional accuracy of FML components produced by a combined forming and curing process.
Spherical hybrid components with drawing depths of z1 = 10 mm and z2 = 20 mm were produced
without wrinkles. However, the hybrid components with drawing depths between z3 = 30 mm and
z5 = 50 mm showed an increased formation of wrinkles in the inner contour. Wrinkle formation is the
result of material displacement due to tangential compressive stresses during the forming process.
The influence of the patch modifications performed correlates directly with the radial arrangement of
the fibers. An increasingly small factor, as in FML Sheet Design 4 with f4 = 0.05, leads to narrower
laminate widths and larger triangular cuts. This significantly extends the radial fiber arrangement of
the prepregs compared to FML Sheet Design 2 with the factor f1 = 0.4. As a result, the semi-finished
products are much better able to counteract the tangential compressive stresses that act during the
deep-drawing process, resulting in a significant reduction in wrinkling and thus a significant improvement in the form and dimensional accuracy of spherical hybrid components.
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Abstract

An important factor for the success of electromobility is lightweight design - the lower the mass of a
vehicle, the less energy is required for acceleration and movement, and the smaller, lighter and
cheaper battery and drive technology can be designed. In close cooperation with partners from science
and industry, the Fraunhofer Institute for Machine Tools and Forming Technology (IWU) develops
solutions suitable for series production for a sustainable German automotive industry. Lightweight
design in economical hybrid design is the focus of numerous development projects. In the research
project "Hybrid Pultrusion", the research partners Fraunhofer IWU and the Leibniz-Institut für
Polymerforschung Dresden e.V. (IPF) develop new methods for the reliable and reproducible production of hybrid components made of metal and fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP) by using the pultrusion process. A central focus in this project is the bonding mechanism between metal and FRP at the
molecular level and the transfer of these phenomena to the pultrusion process.

1

Introduction

Hybrid materials are able to increase the potential of lightweight design of countless applications and
thus make an essential contribution to energy-efficient, resource-saving and CO2-minimized mobility
[1]. However, the combination of two classes of materials (e.g. metal and FRP) to create a hybrid
material is a major challenge for engineers, especially for the use of hybrid materials in large-scale
production like automotive industry and transportation. The main disadvantages for series production
are insufficient joining qualities, time- and cost-intensive pre- or post-treatment processes, long cycle
times or the insufficient fatigue strength at changing climate conditions. Due to the different thermomechanical properties of metal and FRP, an excellent adhesion strength at the interface is necessary
[2]. Gluing is one of the few processes that has been established on a large-scale production for joining FRP with metals in such a way that high safety standards can be maintained with regard to the
fatigue strength in automotive applications [3, 4]. Gluing is a process of applying a nonmetallic material between two parts to create a material bonded through adhesion and internal strength [5]. As
needed pre-treatment, application and curing of the glue are usually associated with additional time
and costs, current research has a significant claim to reduce or even to avoid the use of glue by appropriate methods. The difficulties in joining metals and FRP without using glue are mainly caused
by large differences in the thermal expansion coefficients and a poor molecular adhesion of both
materials. In order to achieve a high molecular adhesion between metal and FRP, current research
shows promising concepts and results. For example, adhesion promoter layers can be used, which
take over the role of the glue in the hybrid composite and allow significantly faster cycle times [6].
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The surface functionalization of the metallic joining partner, for example, offers a further innovative
solution for completely dispensing with an adhesion promoter. By applying a microstructure with a
laser, the surface is enlarged in such a way that the liquid thermoplastic matrix enters the undercuted
microstructure during the joining process and becomes firmly attached to it [7]. Other recently studied
pretreatment methods deal with plasma pretreatment on the bonding surface [8, 9]. For the production
of metal-FRP-hybrid components with thermoset matrix, approaches with functional powder coatings
are particularly promising. As thermosetting reaction resins are initially in liquid form, the chemical
processes taking place during curing can be used for the joining process without the need of further
processing steps [2]. For the use of polyurethanes, it has already been demonstrated that reactive
groups of the polymer forms a solid covalent bond with the powder coating [10, 11].
The objective of the research project "Hybrid Pultrusion" is to modify the powder coating for a covalent bonding to epoxy resins, which are used as standard thermoset for the pultrusion process. Those
powder-precoated metals are added to the pultrusion process and their adhesion is tested.

2

Materials and methods

In the following, the examined materials are described, which are used in this project. Furthermore,
the methods and processes used to manufacture hybrid specimen are presented.
2.1

Materials and Pretreatments

2.1.1 Components of the fiber-reinforced plastics
For the trials, materials are used as they are usually applied in the pultrusion process. The fiber material is a glass fiber roving of the type PulStrand4100 with 4,800 tex from the manufacturer Owens
Corning. Table 1 shows the components of the anhydride epoxy resin system.
Tab. 1: Resin system

Component
Resin
Curing agent
Catalyst
Internal Mold Release
Filler

Component name
Araldite LY 3585 CH
Aradur 917-1 CH
Accelerator DY080
IC25
ASP 600 (0,6 µm)

Supplier
Huntsman
Huntsman
Huntsman
ChemTrend
BASF

2.1.2 Metallic component and powder coating
As the basic metallic component a cold rolled unalloyed steel sheet of the quality DC01/S235JR has
been selected. The steel sheet is sandblasted with aluminum oxide (high class corundum) and pretreated with zinc phosphate leading to a fine crystalline layer. The metal gets a good corrosion protection. As previous investigations have shown this treatment is also necessary in order to achieve the
highest possible adhesion in the later hybrid structure [11]. The powder coating materials consist of
a two-step curable powder coating based on commercially available uretdione (internally blocked
isocyanates) cross linkers, OH-functionalized polyester resins and a specific catalyst system which
was developed at the IPF in the past. The curing mechanism is shown in figure 1. The primary focus
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of the coating formulation is the variation of the OH-group number of the polymer resins to investigate their influence on the adhesive strength to the epoxy-matrix of the joint. Additionally, the post
formability of the coating system, as well as the surface appearance should be maintained at a high
level.

Fig. 1: Two step curing mechanism of the used uretdione powder-coating

The powder coating is applied to the metal sheets in the form of dry powder by using corona discharge. This technology uses a spray gun with an integrated high voltage cascade which charges an
electrode and the powder and also generate an electric field between the gun and the grounded steel
sheet. The powder particles moves along this field lines to the metal sheet. At last the powder coated
sheets are cured at temperatures of 150 °C. This process step completes the first reaction step of the
powder coating material resulting in a polyallophanate network and simultaneously creates a strong
bonding to the metal.
2.2

Manufacturing processes

For the basic tests in the laboratory, the manufacturing process Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) was
used which is a process for the manufacturing of long or continuous fiber reinforced components. It
is particularly suitable for the fabrication of small series with manageable equipment. A RTM tool
usually consists of an upper and a lower tool, between which dry, pre-assembled glass fiber layers
are placed. After closing the tool, the cavity is pre-heated, evacuated and then the thermosetting resin
is injected. Afterwards, the resin cures in the completely filled cavity to a FRP component [12].
The pultrusion process, which is focused for the later application, is one of the few manufacturing
processes for continuous fiber-reinforced plastic profiles that is suitable for large-scale production.
Figure 1 shows the basic features of the process: Semi-finished fiber products (1) are pulled from
bobbins by alternately moving pulling devices (4) and pass through a resin bath (2). Afterwards, the
impregnated fibers are pulled through a heated die (3), in which the liquid thermoset plastic cures
completely within seconds. A saw (5) cuts the profiles to the desired length [13].

Fig 2: Pultrusion line
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3

Specimen manufacturing

The test specimens were first manufactured under laboratory conditions at the Leibniz IPF in order
to identify general process and material parameters. Subsequently, the results of the laboratory tests
were adapted to the pultrusion process at the Fraunhofer IWU.
3.1

Manufacturing of laboratory specimen by RTM

For the variation of materials and process conditions, test plates with a total thickness of 4 mm were
produced in extensive laboratory tests. For this, the pre-treated, powder coated metal and the glass
fiber fabrics are placed in a RTM tool. Afterwards the tool is closed, evacuated and the resin system
is injected. A pressure pot was used for this purpose by filling in the previously mixed resin system.
Deviating from the recipe in table 1, the ASP600 filling material was not used due to the incompatibility with the used RTM technology. After consulting the manufacturer, however, this should not
have any influence on the process behavior. Only in the pultrusion process it is not recommended to
run the process without ASP600 due to the process control. After a curing cycle for 90 minutes at
90 °C, the hybrid structure was demolded and the specimens were cut out of the hybrid plate. For
some specimens a subsequent thermal treatment was carried out at 160 °C for 2 hours with the aim
of a further enhancement of the interlayer bonding between the powder coating layer and the epoxy
matrix.
3.2

Manufacturing of specimen by pultrusion

In order to be able to produce hybrid test specimens by pultrusion, researchers of the Fraunhofer IWU
have developed suitable delivery solutions for the metallic component. For manufacturing representative test specimens, it is necessary that the powder coated metallic sheets can be supplied into the
process exactly in the direction of the fibers and that slippage of these is avoided. As the metallic
semi-finished products coated by Leibniz IPF have a maximum length of 475 mm, a supply system
was developed as shown in figure 3. Metal sheets with an optimized powder coating were used for
the trials on the pultrusion line. As reference, some sheet metals without coating were also pultruded
to hybrid specimens.

Fig. 3: Supply system for the metallic component ( – coated metal sheet;  – delivery sheet)

In order to avoid skips in fiber volume content (FVC) during the pultrusion process, the metallic
component must be supplied continuously, as every change of the FVC results in differences in the
curing behavior of the resin system and associates problems such as cracks or material deposits. This
is ensured by means of a metal sheet (see figure 3, ) which is fed into the die during the entire
process. The metal sheet has cut-outs at defined intervals into which the coated sheets (see figure 3, ) are inserted. Due to the high thermal capacity of the added metallic sheet, it is necessary to
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adjust the process parameters to ensure the curing of the epoxy resin as well as to make sure that the
reactive groups of the resin can react with the powder coated metal to form a strong bond.
Table 2 shows the adjusted process parameters of the standard FRP-pultrusion and the hybrid pultrusion with FRP and metal. Best results for hybrid pultrusion could be achieved by increasing the temperature in heating zone 2 and reducing the process speed to one third.
Tab. 2: Process parameters

Parameter
Length of die [mm]
Number of heating zones [-]
Process speed [mm/min]
Temperatures in heating zone 1-5 [°C]

Value standard pultrusion
1000
5
600
150-150-190-190-190

Value hybrid pultrusion
1000
5
200
150-190-190-190-190

4

Tests, results and discussion

4.1

Optical and non-destructive analysis of the complete composite system

Figure 4 shows microscopic images of grinding patterns of the hybrid specimens manufactured by
pultrusion. The left picture shows a direct bonding of metal to powder coating and powder coating to
FRP. The right picture shows a hybrid specimen without powder coating. It can be clearly seen that
there is no connection between metal and FRP as embedding material has deposited in the space
between the two materials.

Fig. 4: Microscopic images of boundary layers (left: hybrids with powder coating; right: hybrids without powder coating)

4.2

Specimen preparation and lap shear test

To determine the bond strength, a lap shear test was carried out in accordance to DIN 65148 [14]. For
this purpose, the hybrid parts manufactured by RTM and pultrusion were cut to standardized tensile
test specimen (dimension 250 mm x 25 mm x 4 mm) on a water-cooled separating device. Then, two
notches are put into the test specimen, resulting in the shearing area of 25 mm x 12.5 mm recommended in DIN 65148. The standard prescribes the use of a supporting device to prevent deformation
in the shear zone. Figure 5 shows the final specimen for the lap shear test.
The standard prescribes a path-regulated test in which failure occurs within one minute after start. In
a preliminary test with a test specimen, in which average adhesion values are expected, the test speed
is set at 0.2 mm/min.
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Fig. 5: Specimen preparation and geometry (left); lap shear test with supporting device (right)

4.3

Results of the lap shear test and discussion

Figure 6 shows the results of the lap shear tests of the RTM and pultruded specimens with the optimized powder coating before and after tempering. In each test series at least 6 specimens were tested.

Fig. 6: Results of the lap shear test

As expected, the tempered specimens R2 and P2 show a slightly higher trend for the average lap shear
strength than the non-tempered ones (R1 and P1). It is assumed that additional covalent bonds are
formed by diffusion during the thermal treatment together with the relaxation of internal stress which
resulted from the uneven cooling down after the fabrication in the RTM tool. The trend for the average
lap shear strength of the specimens R1 and R2, which were manufactured under laboratory conditions
by RTM, is slightly higher than those (P1 and P2) manufactured by pultrusion. The reason for this
could be the much faster production speed of the pultrusion process. Due to the rapid heating, curing
and cooling, there is a different shrinkage behavior of metal and FRP, resulting in stresses in the
boundary layer. These stresses, together with a constant tensile stress on the glass fibers, prevent an
optimum bond between metal and FRP. The residual stresses that form in the boundary layer of specimens P1 and P2 result in significantly higher standard deviations of the lap shear strength compared
to specimens R1 and R2.
Due to the large standard deviation of the pultruded specimens, no clear statement can be made at
this time about the comparison of laboratory and pultrusion specimens. Further investigations with a
larger number of samples are planned in order to prove the trend shown in figure 6 with statistical
certainty.
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5

Conclusions and Outlook

The results of the tests indicate that powder coating has a high potential for the manufacturing of
hybrid components made of metal and FRP. It has also been shown that the laboratory results can be
transferred to the pultrusion process without any significant deterioration of the lap shear strength.
The current limit of the hybrid pultrusion process is, that only strips with a maximum length of
475 mm could be coated. For a series process, the coating technology must be upscaled so that metallic, coated components can be supplied endlessly from a coil to the pultrusion process. Depending
on profile cross section the pultrusion process is only economical at production speeds of more than
500 mm/min. The project aims to significantly increase the pultrusion speed of currently 200 mm/min
by optimizing process parameters without reducing the bond strength.
The next objective of the project is to prove that the results of simple strip specimens can be transferred to more complex components. It is planned to pultrude a side sill for an automobile, which is
reinforced at certain points by powder coated metallic inserts. This hybrid sill is then to demonstrate
its improved energy absorption capacity in crash tests.
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3D-Hybrid technology - A combined approach to quality assurance
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1

Introduction

Thermoplastic composites with metallic structures in a combined thermoforming and injection
moulding process offers new possibilities for lightweight structures. Especially intrinsic joining in a
one-shot manufacturing process opens up new possibilities using purposefully the specific properties
of the different materials in an integral lightweight design (fig. 1). The potential of the 3D-Hybrid
technology is demonstrated in several preliminary projects [1, 2]. One result is a significant reduction
in mass with the same performance of the structural components.
For an industrial application, an intrinsic process brings a lot of challenges regarding the quality assurance of the parts. One important aspect is that the combination of several process steps in a oneshot process increases the complexity through the multitude of adjustable and interacting process
parameters. The interactions of the process and disturbance parameters on the component properties
are partly unknown for complex hybrid structures. Novel methods that allow early analysis and determination of significant process and quality parameters are therefore an essential basis for the efficient development of economical manufacturing processes [1, 3]. For the injection moulding process
itself, 125 quality-relevant parameters for injection moulding have been identified by a VDI consortium [4]. For the complete intrinsic process of the 3D-Hybrid technology, the parameters from sheet
metal forming, thermoforming and the joining process must also be added, but some of these have
not yet been identified. This leads to time-consuming inter-operation loops in running-in processes
and to incomplete quality assurance of the key parameters for new products.
In this study, a generic structure made of thermoplastic
fibre composites sheets (TPC) combined with injection
moulding compound (IMC) rips is investigated (fig. 1).
In a first step, a pre-analysis describes the robustness
of the entire process chain related to the target parameters. To identify the process, disturbance and target
parameters a combination of standard methods from
data mining as well as from process and product optimization were applied. The data collection is based on
a design of experiments. In a second step a parallel
analysis with classical methods from statistical design
of experiments and approaches of machine learning
was compared.
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Fig. 1: Generic structure in 3D-Hybrid design.

2

Methodological approach

Several tools for quality assurance have become established as standard in the industry. The Six
Sigma method defines, among other things, a procedure for process analysis and optimization using
statistical methods such as statistical process control (SPC). In [5] common methods such as online
process monitoring, online quality monitoring, quality control, quality optimization and expert systems for quality assurance are presented for plastic injection moulding. In this case, empirical models
are usually developed to describe the correlation between process data and part properties. Generally,
classical statistics and various methods of artificial intelligence are used for modelling. In the past
years, different process models were investigated for injection moulding and implemented to an adaptive process control in the injection moulding machines to counteract disturbing influences in the
process [6]. Such systems are not yet established in the field of hybrid composite parts.
The use of data mining methods in the field of fibre-reinforced plastics is mainly known in the application areas of mechanical and optical testing methods and simulation [7]. In the following, the potential of data mining methods in quality assurance is shown. First of all, the methodological approach
is discussed and these are set in relation to established methods such as the Six Sigma strategy (fig. 2).
Data mining describes a collection of techniques, methods and algorithms for the analysis of data.
Data mining can refer both to the entire process of obtaining knowledge from data and specifically to
the sub-step of pattern recognition or model building [8]. The KDD model (Knowledge Discovery in
Databases) represents the basic procedure of a data mining process. The model begins on the basis of
the raw data containing the knowledge to be gained and ends with the evaluation of the correlations
[9]. But there is a lack of systematic consideration of the process, the selection of measured variables
and data acquisition. Additionally, there is no evaluation of the analysis process. The CRISP-DM
model (Cross-industry standard process for data mining) represents a procedure with the aim of standardizing the process and its integration into industrial process structures [8]. The model also assumes
that the raw data are taken for granted. The data collection step is not taken into account.
Both the KDD model and the CRISP-DM model assume that the raw data are given. At the beginning
of many analysis and optimization tasks, data sets are not yet available. Therefore, this procedure is
extended with the methods from the Six Sigma strategy. The Six Sigma strategy structures the procedure for process and production optimization and is state of the art for analysis of manufacturing
processes. Furthermore, data collection using statistical methods and experimental designs is a substep of the Six Sigma strategy.

Fig. 2: Integration of the workflow models.
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3

Experimental investigation

3.1

Material, process and data setup

The thermoplastic fibre composites sheet material Bond Laminates Tepex dynalite 102 RGUD600
(fabric, 80 % of glass fibres in 0 °-direction, 20 % in 90 °-direction) and the short glass fibre reinforced
injection moulding compound from LANXESS PA66 GF30 (Durethan AKV30) were selected for the
material combination. Both materials have a polyamide 66 matrix system. Further investigations were
carried out without the combination with steel and adhesion promoter, since a preliminary analysis
showed that the scattering from the maximum bond strength is higher due to unknown disturbance
parameters [10]. The semi-finished TPC sheets are cut by waterjet cutting. The materials are dried at
80 °C for at least six hours before processing. The experimental setup of the process chain with the
several selected process steps is illustrated in fig. 3. The main process steps are heating, transfer and
thermoforming of the TPC sheet. The process steps thermoforming and injection moulding take place
immediately after each other with mould closed. The tests were carried out with the following setting
parameters: heating temperature TPC sheet of 310 °C, injection molding-melt temperature of 285 °C,
holding pressure of 500 bar (10 s), injection velocity of 23 mm/s, mould temperature of 130 °C,
temperature support tooling hot runner (between nozzle and mould) of 295 °C and cooling time of
40 s.

Fig. 3: Process chain model for the intrinsic joining (relevant steps for this investigation is marked with dashed boxes).

A large number of sensors were integrated in the process chain and an automated data handling system was set up to record the process parameters [3]. The data are handled in a fixed, tabular structure.
Known disturbance parameters from the steps of component production, conditioning and testing
were identified to further investigate or exclude their influence on the target parameters. The disturbance parameters are: deposit position of the semi-finished product in the tool, ambient temperature
and humidity during test specimen production, water absorption/time/position during storage in climate chamber and water absorption/time in standard climate. The mechanical parameters are determined from the force-displacement diagram of the 2-point bending test (fig. 4). The test itself was
performed on a Zwick/Roell Z250 universal testing machine. Forces were measured over a distance
of 50 mm at a test speed of 20 mm/min and a preload of 5 N. Uniform test conditions were ensured
by storing all specimen according to DIN EN ISO 1110. Before testing, the specimens are stored for
between 1 h and 2 h under standard climatic conditions (23 °C, 50 % relative humidity). The calculation of the gradient is done via the secant at the force 50 N and 150 N. The deformation work was
defined as the integral of the force over displacement with the limits of 5 mm and 30 mm. The largest
measured force is defined as the maximum force.
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3.2

Results of the pre-analysis

In a preliminary analysis (n=15) the scatter of the mechanical target parameters of the manufactured
components is determined (fig. 4). Characteristic values in the linear-elastic (stiffness) and in the
plastic range (maximum force, deformation work) are determined. A mean value of 75.93 N/mm and
a standard deviation of 1.13 N/mm (1.48% rel.) are determined for the target parameter stiffness. In
the plastic range of the properties, the relative standard deviation increases to 4.36 % (deformation
work) and 2.08 % (maximum force). The preliminary analysis shows a stable process with a low
dispersion of the target parameter in a normal distribution.

Fig. 4: Distribution of the bending stiffness in the pre-analysis; testing setup of the 2-point-bending test.

Table 1. Standard deviation of the target parameters of the test series.
target parameters
bending stiffness [N/mm]
deformation work [kNmm]
maximum force [kN]

3.3

mean value
75.93
149.38
2.14

standard deviation
abs.
1.13
6.51
0.04

standard deviation
rel.
1.48 %
4.36 %
2.08 %

Results of the DoE

Four factors were examined within a partial factorial experimental design with a total of eight factor
levels (m) (table 2). The evaluation of the results was carried out on the one hand by determining the
effects and associated confidence intervals using statistical descriptive parameters and on the other
hand by machine learning methods. In addition, the influence of the disturbance parameters was also
evaluated.
Table 2. Factor level combinations in partial factorial 24-1-DoE.
factor
level
(m)

holding pressure
injection moulding [bar], (A)

heating temperature
thermoplastic composite sheet [°C], (B)

mould temperature [°C], (C)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

350
600
350
600
350
600
350
600

300
300
325
325
300
300
325
325

80
80
80
80
130
130
130
130
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temperature support tooling hot
runner [°C], (D)
285
305
305
285
305
285
285
305

quantity
(n)
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

According to fig. 5 left, the heating temperature (B) shows a statistically highly significant effect on
the stiffness of the component. The effects of holding pressure (A), mould temperature (C) and temperature of the support tooling hot runner (D) and their twofold interactions are not statistically significant. An increase in the heating temperature from 300 °C to 325 °C leads to an increase in bending
stiffness by 1.74 %, the deformation work by 1.69 % and the maximum force by 2.67 %.

Fig. 5: Effects on the bending stiffness in the statistical analysis (left); standardized linear coefficients of the regression
models on the bending stiffness in the analysis by machine learning (right).

An influence of the disturbance parameter water absorption on the mechanical target parameters could
be shown. This is due to the scatter of water absorption caused by the temperature and humidity
gradient in the height direction of the climate chamber. This systematic error in component conditioning distorts the mechanical properties of the components due to their different humidity content.
By recording the disturbance parameter, its influence on the mechanical properties of a component
can be corrected and shown as comparison in fig. 5 left. The heating temperature showed a highly
significant effect even after correction of the largest recorded disturbance parameter in the process.
3.4

Results of the data mining

Two assumptions were made for the evaluation of the DoE. All process and disturbance parameters
excluding the factors are constant and the values of the factor levels do not deviate from the target
values defined in the test plan. The hybrid process contains disturbance parameters and as a result,
the target value also scatters within a factor stage at constant process parameters. Moreover, the process values of the factors deviate from the values specified in the experimental design. This information is not taken into account in the evaluation of the DoE, so an additional evaluation is carried
out using data mining methods. This enables the integration of process and disturbance parameters
into regression models. The data preparation as well as the creation, training, testing and interpretation of the models is based on the KDD model. Linear regression models, lasso regression models,
regression trees and support vector regressors were trained, tested and interpreted for evaluation. The
pre-factors of each linear model are normalized for the evaluation, that their absolute sum is 100 %.
Their results confirm with the evaluation of the DoE with regard to the influence of the heating temperature of the TPC sheet (fig. 5 right). The accuracy of the models was assessed by the mean-absolute-error (MAE). A low accuracy of the models and the resulting low significance of the interpretation of the models is due to a combination of a small number of data points, relatively small effects
and large influences of the disturbance parameters. In addition, the dichotomous distribution of the
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values in the two-step DoE can have negative effects. A too small deviation between the nominal
values of the factor levels and the actual values did not lead to additional knowledge from the database
of the DoE.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, a methodical approach to the analysis of the intrinsic process with a generic structure
made of TPC sheets combined with injection moulding compound is investigated. Thereby methods
from statistical design of experiments are used and extended with those of data mining. The analysis
showed the heating temperature of the TPC sheet as the main influencing factor. An increase from
300 °C to 325 °C increases the mechanical properties in bending stiffness, deformation work and the
maximum force. The identified disturbance parameter of water absorption during specimen conditioning showed the greatest influence on the target parameters. An evaluation of the data on the basis
of a DoE with methods from data mining did not lead to any additional results. To achieve a higher
model accuracy for future analyses, the influence of disturbance parameters should be investigated
and reduced. Moreover, if the effects are not significantly above the 99.9 % confidence interval, the
variance is too large in comparison and makes modelling difficult.
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1

Abstract

Plastic-metal hybrids already belong to the state of the art, as components can be designed to
meet high demands thanks to the material combination. Especially injection moulded
thermoplastic metal hybrids enable functional integration and economical manufacturing. One
possibility to produce hybrids is the in-mould assembly using injection moulding. Due to short
contact time, pre-treatment of the metal surface is necessary to ensure sufficient bonding to the
overmoulded plastic component. Toxic pre-treatment methods such as pickling or priming are
hardly used anymore because of ever stricter environmental conditions. It was found that
nanoporous silicon dioxide based surface structures can offer an alternative to generate high
bonding strengths [1]. The structures are coated on the metal surface in a microwave induced
PECVD process. During injection moulding, the surface structure is infiltrated by the polymer,
so that the solidification of the melt produces a form closure. Within these investigations the
influence of different coating morphologies on the interfacial tensile strength was investigated
using injection molded polyphenylene sulfide (PPS)-metal hybrids. Average adhesive tensile
strength of up to 28 MPa and low scattering have been achieved. It was shown that the
morphology of the nanoporous structure has a significant influence on the interfacial strength
of the injection moulded hybrids.

2

Introduction

In general, the Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) process is used to
create dense surface coatings such as protection layers. In a process developed at the Fraunhofer
ICT, the PECVD is used to deposit nanoporous silicon dioxide based surface structures which
can be used as a bonding agent for polymer-metal hybrids [2]. These kind of coatings are created
thru the reaction of hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) and oxygen to SiO2, water and carbon
dioxide using the plasma energy. The SiO2 is deposited on the substrate surface where it forms
different layer morphologies depending on the setting parameters. It is to be expected that
different layer morphologies lead to different adhesive tensile strengths, which has already been
observed on other adhesive layers such as pickled and corundum-blasted surfaces [1]. However,
it is not proved yet which layer characteristics of the nanoporous structure significantly
influence the achievable adhesion strength. Furthermore, it was necessary to analyze the
adhesive strengths independently of the coating parameters since the coating system used has a
considerable influence on the forming layers. In order to identify layer characteristics within
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this research scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the nanoscale silica layers were
analyzed using image processing methods.

3

Methods

A 1000 x 560 x 337 mm vacuum chamber was used to apply the coating. The chamber is
equipped with 144 gas feed tubes which supply the precursor molecule hexamethyldisiloxane
(HMDSO) and oxygen. The flow rate of these gases were set to a value between 225 and
675 sccm depending on the experiment. The distance between the gas supply tubes and the
mounting plate where the substrates were attached varies from 51 to 119 mm. Pressures
between 0.5 and 0.8 mbar were chosen for the formation of layers. The coating time was chosen
to be between 5 and 15 s. The temperature of the substrate was also adjusted, in a range from
30 to 110 °C. The applied power in the form of a plasma was controlled by the pulse duration
of 4 to 20 ms and the pulse-pause ratio in the microwave cable.
To evaluate the morphology, layers were applied to polished pin stubs (alloy: AlMg3) and
imaged with the aid of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The images were evaluated
regarding the morphology with the image processing program ImageJ.

Figure 1: SEM image of a layer (left), SEM image of a layer with all pixels darker than the threshold colored
green (middle), histogram (right)

As shown in Figure 1, the image is divided into free area between the agglomerates which
represents the free capillaries and the area of the agglomerates based on brightness. The area of
the individual agglomerates is averaged and the diameter that a circle with this area would have
is calculated to obtain a comparison value. Figure 1 shows the analysis of the free area using a
global threshold. In order to evaluate the data in a reproducible and more accurate way, the
algorithm according to Sauvola [3] was chosen for this work. This algorithm uses a local
threshold value method and is therefore robust against global differences in brightness that can
be caused by the SEM itself.
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Figure 2: Tensile test of a hybrid

4

In order to determine the adhesive tensile strengths when
using the different layer morphologies, halved tensile bars
out of Aluminum (AlMg3) were manufactured. To
minimize the effect of surface enlargement due to microroughness the abutting face of the halved tensile bars was
wet sanded with 2400 grit sandpaper. After cleaning with
isopropyl the wet sanded end face was coated in the
PECVD process. The coated specimens were joined in an
injection moulding process using a 30 % glass fiber
reinforced polyphenylene sulfide (Xytron G3010E). All
test specimens were produced with the same injection
molding parameters. The melt temperature was set to be
340 °C, the mould was tempered to 156 °C and the
injection speed was chosen to be 57 cm³/s. To avoid
mechanical stress during the ejection-process a tension
rod tool with an ejector bar was used. For each
morphology 6 hybrid tensile bars were produced and
tested on a tensile testing machine (H&P Inspekt table 50)
according to DIN EN ISO 527-1 [4] using a traversing
speed of 1 mm/min as shown in figure 2.

Results

Different adjustment parameters
result in different morphologies.
The forming structure can be
compared to columns which
differ in distance, height and
diameter. These range from flaky
at high pressure, high flow rate
and large distance between
substrate and gas supply tubes to
very globular structures that are
formed at high pressure, low flow
rate and small distance between
substrate and gas supply. The
deduced layer growing behavior
shown in Figure 3 only applies to
substrate temperatures less than
10 % of the melting point of
Figure 3: Schematic representation of the column structure as a
silicon dioxide. Higher substrate
function of the distance and the flow rate at 0.8 bar pressure in the
temperatures are not part of this
coating chamber (left) and representative illustrations of the three
types of coating occurring (right
investigation as it is known that
they lead to denser structures [5].
These dense structures do not show any undercuts and are not suitable to serve as an adhesion
layer. Therefore, the main focus of this work is on the regular layers with an additional view on
edge areas such as flaky and globular layers.
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Figure 4 shows the adhesive tensile strength in dependence of the free area between the
columnar agglomerates. The regular layers differ between 28 and 39 % of free area with a peak
in adhesive tensile strength in the range of 33-38 % with average values up to 28 MPa. Globular
layers are located around 37 % of free area but only show low adhesive tensile strengths. It is
suspected that there is insufficient reaction time to form stable structures due to the small
distance and flow rate.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the column structure as a function of the distance and the flow rate at
0.8 bar pressure in the coating chamber (left) and representative illustrations of the three types of coating
occurring (right

All investigated layers with a free area greater than 40 % have a flaky structure. Despite the
numerous undercuts flaky structures perform poorly. It is assumed that the thin-walled flakes
are unstable and therefore cannot transmit high forces.
A closer look at the regular layers reveals a strong increase in adhesive tensile strength up to a
free area between the columnar agglomerates of 33 %. In the range of 33-38 % a plateau of the
adhesive tensile strength can be observed which start to decrease at free areas higher than 38 %.
A sweet spot can also be seen when the adhesive tensile strength is plotted over the column
diameter as shown in Figure 5. Here the course is represented by layers with the same free area
but different column diameters. The increase of the adhesive tensile strength with increasing
column diameter can be explained by the capillary growing at the same time. With particularly
small column diameters, the surface structure becomes very fine and thus the capillary to be
infiltrated becomes small. The influence of the capillary size is still to be determined, but based
on the Lucas-Washburn equation [6] it can be assumed that small capillary diameters are
infiltrated slowly and therefore poorly by a molten thermoplastic such as the used PPS. This is
counteracted by the column height, which increases with increasing column diameter, and thus
the capillary depth. The deeper the capillary the more time is required for it to be completely
infiltrated. Therefore, the adhesive tensile strength decreases again with high column diameters.
It remains to be examined whether this effect is actually influenced by the infiltration or a
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Figure 5: adhesive tensile strength over columnar agglomerate diameter

mechanical interaction. Therefore, and the fact that the layer height was not taken into account
in these investigations, further research is necessary.

5

Conclusion

It could be shown that both the free area between the columnar agglomerates and the average
agglomerate diameter have an influence on the adhesive tensile strength of the polyphenylene
sulfide-silica interface. Highest bonding strengths occur when the free area between the
agglomerates is in the range of 33-38 percent. Average adhesive tensile strengths of 28 MPa
can be achieved. Both below and above, the adhesive tensile strengths drop significantly.
Furthermore, it could be shown that also the average size of the agglomerates has an influence
on the overall strength of the interface. Depending of the percentage of free capillaries highest
adhesive tensile strength are achieved between 65-80 nm of average columnar agglomerate
diameter.
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A highly economical inductive joining technology for fibre composite
connections
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Lightweight materials such as carbon fibre reinforced thermoplastics (CFRP) and glass fibre reinforced plastics (GFRP) have become a key factor for success in industrial sectors such as transportation, automotive production and aerospace [1]. To enable a broad application of advanced lightweight
materials, cost-efficient, reliable and automatable production processes are required. Currently, different mechanical, chemical and thermal technologies are used to join CFRP with each other or with
GFRP [2]. Induction heating offers the advantage of direct heat generation in the workpiece. Therefore, the workpiece needs to be electrically conductive. Additionally, induction heating allows for
very high heating rates and as a result, heating times can be reduced significantly. However, the introduced heat must be dissipated to finish the joining process and to facilitate the required curing.
The hybrid technology of inductive contact joining (ICJ) was developed to join GFRP with CFRP by
using an induction tool that allows for single-sided heating and rapid cooling by direct heat dissipation
in the water-cooled induction coil. The direct contact of the induction tool cooling shifts the maximum
temperature below the surface into the component volume. Shear tensile tests were performed to
characterize the bond strength at heating times of th = 2.0 s and a process time of only tp = 4.0 s without a prior surface pretreatment. The achieved tensile shear strength was τe ≈ 32.5 MPa.

1

Introduction

The successful industrial application of fiber-reinforced polymer composites (FRP) depends not only
on material costs and consistent automation, but also largely on flexible and efficient joining technologies [1]. In addition to the possibility of integration into existing manufacturing processes, the required capital expenditure, the cost of the joining elements or consumables, compact tool dimensions,
short joining times and component pretreatment are decisive factors for an industrial application [3].
For profiles in structural components, joining methods with one-sided accessibility to the joining area
are desired [4]. The novel joining method of ICJ presented in this paper combines the process steps
heating, joining, force application and cooling in a single induction tool and mounting.

2

Inductive contact joining

The Inductive Contact Joining method is a result of further development of published inductive joining approaches [5],[6],[7]. Figure 1 presents the schematic representation of the joining setup and the
process flow, including the three major process variables of temperature T, joining force F and induction power Pi.
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Figure 1: The hybrid ICJ tool and main parameters (a) [8], schematic diagram of joining force, temperature and induction power in the joining zone during the ICJ process (b) [9].
In order to create hybrid GRP or FRP joints with the new ICJ technology, the parts to be joined are
arranged overlapping and the induction tool is positioned on top (phase I in Fig. 1b). When the generator is activated, the electrically conductive area below the inductor heats up and melts. The electrically insulating joining partner is heated in the area of the joining zone by heat transfer from the
electrically conductive component (phase II in Fig. 1b). In this process, the molten portion of both
joining partners are mixed with each other. This process is supported by the joining force F, which is
applied simultaneously by the induction tool. When the electric energy supply by the generator is
stopped, the melt cools down rapidly and solidifies (phase III in Fig. 1b). The water-cooled induction
coil in direct contact and the fact that the locally limited induction heating allows to spread heat into
the cooler areas of the components supports the high cooling-rate of the joining area.

3

Physical background

An alternating electromagnetic field induces a voltage in an electrically conductive material. The
resulting eddy current causes a heat flow mainly by the Joule effect, depending on the electric resistance R over time in a cross section A. Ferromagnetic metals are additionally heated by magnetic
hysteresis [10]. The heat flow depends on the current density J in the workpiece, and the current
density decreases exponentially with the distance from the surface due to the skin effect. The current
density is also determined by the penetration depth δ that represents the distance from the surface at
which the current density has dropped to 1⁄e ≈ 37%. This area represents about 63 % of the current
density and approximately 86 % of the electrical energy that is transformed into heat (Figure 2). The
penetration depth depends on the material parameters permeability μ, electrical conductivity σ and
the frequency f of the electromagnetic field.
In carbon fiber reinforced materials, the electromagnetic field is induced in the electrically conductive
fibers. When fibers are crosswise in contact, the current is transferred from fiber to fiber and horizontal eddy currents are generated. Resistance heating results in an increase in temperature so the matrix
of the thermoplastic material heats up to the melting temperature and melts. If the fibers in the composite material are unidirectionally oriented, no horizontal eddy currents are generated due to missing
crossing points. In this case, electromagnetic fields with higher frequencies are required to generate
circumferential eddy currents in the carbon fiber.
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Figure 2: Exponential characteristic curves of the current density J and the generated power density
qv as a function of the distance x from the workpiece surface. qv0 is the generated power density on
the surface of the workpiece [11].

4

Experimental setup and procedure

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the performance of the ICJ process. The focus is on the joining
time and the achievable shear tensile strength of lap joints without prior surface pre-treatment.

Figure 3: experimental setup of the inductive contact joining.
Tensile shear tests were carried out according to DIN EN ISO 14273 with a Hegewald & Peschke
Inspekt 150 universal testing machine. The specimens, joined under the same condition were tested.
Thereby, force F and displacement s were recorded during testing. The selected joining partners comprised a laminate of Tepex® dynalite 102-RG600(x) / 47 % roving glass polyamide (PA) 6 with a
thickness of s = 1.0 mm, hereafter referred to as GF/PA6, and a laminate of Tepex® dynalite 201C200(x) / 50 % roving carbon fiber polyamide CF/PA6 with a thickness of s = 1.0 mm. The PA6
matrix determines the composite melting temperature of T = 220.0 °C. The decomposition of polyamide starts above Tdec ≥ 300.0 °C [12]. The geometry of specimens was in accordance with
DIN ΕΝ ΙSΟ 14273. Dimensions of the sheets were specified with 100.0 mm × 50.0 mm × 1.0 mm
for each joining partner. The components were cleaned with ethanol before joining. A further pre-
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treatment was not carried out. After the joining process, the samples were cut, embedded in epoxy
resin and cross sections of the joining area were prepared for optical microscopy. The sample was
subsequently ground with a grain size of 220 to 1200.
The ICJ-tool is a press inductor, developed at Chemnitz University of Technology, with a contact
surface AC = 12.0 mm x 6.0 mm = 72 mm2. The front side of the press inductor was manufactured by
means of 3D casting and brazed to the inductor base body. The generator used was an EMAG eldec
HFG50 with a maximum electric power of P = 50.0 kW, which operates in the high frequency range
of 250.0 < f < 350.0 kHz.
In the jig, the specimens were arranged in an overlapping structure as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, the
CF/PA6 sheet was placed at the bottom. The GF/PA6 sheet was positioned at the top of CF/PA6
sheet. The overlap area had a dimension of A = 35.0 mm × 50.0 mm. The induction tool was then
placed in the middle of the overlap area with its front side perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of
the specimen (Figure 3). A joining force of F = 320.0 N was applied to the joining surface by the
induction tool. The inductance, electrical resistance and coil length of the inductor the of the electrical
properties of the specimen determined the resulting resonance frequency of f = 324.0 kHz. The flux
concentrator material Ferrotron 559 from Fluxtrol, Inc. was used to concentrate the electromagnetic
field in the joining zone and for shielding.

5

Results

Force F [N]

After extensive preliminary investigations on relevant joining parameters, with a heating time of
th = 2.0 s and an induction power of Pi = 3.5 kW the best results were obtained. In this reference process, the process time (phase 1 to 3) was tp = 4.0 s.
Figure 4 shows the force-displacement curves of the examined samples. Until a tensile force of
F = 3,500.0 N is reached, all samples show a linear relationship between elastic deformation and applied force. Due to the plain surface of the composite materials, irregularities often occurred due to
specimens slipping in the jaws of the tensile testing machine. For this reason, only two tensile specimens were available for evaluation in these tests. Overall, however, the quality of the compounds
produced by the ICJ method appears to be consistent.
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Figure 4: Force-displacement curve of the two tested samples.
The induction coil was designed to heat only a fraction of the available overlapping area to represent
a mechanical joint with FRP or a spot-weld with metallic sheets. Therefore, the contact surfaces that
transfer the load had to be defined to derive the effective shear tensile strength τe (Figure 5). The
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relevant area was marked with white paint. An inspection with optical microscopy was used to determine the effective load bearing area (red area in micrographs of Figure 5). Since the entire fracture
surface could not be captured by an objective, the image was divided into two areas.

Figure 5: Determination of the load bearing area Ae between V1_CFRP with GFRP with section 1
(left) and section 2 (right)
In Table 1 the assumed effective load bearing area Ae for determining the effective shear tensile
strength was calculated from the average of the measured CFRP and GFRP surfaces. The melted area
in the joining zone is larger than the contact area AC of the inductor.
Table 1: Determination of the shear tensile strength.
sample

surface
section 1
[mm2]

surface
section 2
[mm2]

V1_GFRP

58.45

40.2

V1_CFRP

52.27

63.2

V2_GFRP

60.2

50.38

V2_CFRP

75.88

63.1

total average
load bearing
area Ae [mm2]

tensile
force
[N]

effective tensile shear
strength τe
[MPa]

107.1

3711

34.6

inductor
contact surface AC
[mm2]

72.0
124.8

3812

30.5

The high strength can be explained by the substance-to-substance bond between the two components
in the area of the joining position. As can be seen from Figure 5, fibre pull-out occurred during the
lap shear tests. The fracture pattern indicates a cohesive failure in the base material. This is the reason
for the high strength of the joint produced by ICJ.
The induction of eddy currents into the carbon fibers causes the polyamide matrix to heat up and form
a material bond in the area under the contact surface of the inductor. The microscopic picture
(figure 6) shows the joining zone of the samples.
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Figure 6: Micrograph of a cross section of the joining area between CFRP and GFRP components.
It can be observed that the thermoplastic matrices of the samples have mixed and fiber parts were
introduced from one component into the other. This explains the high shear tensile strength of
τe ≈ 32.5 MPa.

6

Summary and outlook

In the investigations presented, for overlapping joints of CFRP and GFRP, a shear tensile strength of
about τe ≈ 32.5 MPa could be achieved with a heating time of tp = 2.0 s and a process time of only
th = 4.0 s without a prior surface pretreatment. Therefore, the investigations show that the technology
of inductive contact joining is excellently suited for the economical production of high-strength connections between modern fiber composites. With this joining approach, only one of the two partners
must contain electrically conductive components. In further investigations, the heating in the CFRP
component is to be analyzed in more detail. For this purpose, a theoretical model of the composite
material is to be elaborated, which will then be facilitated by FE simulation to determine electromagnetic field and current distribution analytically.
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1

Introduction

The EU regulations regarding vehicle emissions stipulate a reduction in CO 2 emissions [1]. This requires a rethinking of car manufacturer e. g. to use consequent lightweight design. In order to reduce
the energy consumption of vehicles, the weight of vehicle components must be reduced to lower the
total weight. The most promising approach so far is to replace metal components with lightweight
fiber-reinforced polymer composites (FRPC). Especially thermoplastic FRPC (TP-FRPC) are suitable as lightweight construction materials [2]. In contrast to thermoset FRPC, they can be processed
cost-efficient within short cycle times in large scale production by established manufacturing processes as thermoforming or injection molding [2]. A further advantage of TP-FRPC is their weldability, which allow a joining of hybrid structures using surface-pretreated metals and TP-FRPC [3,
4]. Since the hybrid joining mechanism is primarily generated by a positive fit between the two different materials, it is not necessary to use additives such as adhesives, resulting in a weight neutral
joint [5, 6]. By validating induction welding as a reliable hybrid joining method, this technology
provides new manufacturing possibilities [3]. So, induction welding of hybrid structures is a key
technology of tomorrow's hybrid lightweight design [7].

2

Hybrid Joining Techniques and Surface Pretreatment

A large number of researchers and industrial companies report on possibilities to join metals with
FRPC. In addition to mechanical joining methods using joining elements such as screws or rivetes,
adhesive and thermal joining methods are used [6, 8, 9]. Adhesives are usually used to join metals
with thermoset FRPC [6, 8]. Therefore, the joining zone usually has to be cleaned or pretreated before
applying the adhesive [6]. In both, mechanical and adhesive joining, additional weight is added to the
hybrid structure by glue or the joining elements. In hybrid thermal joining processes, which include
induction welding, the thermoplastic matrix of the FRPC acts as an adhesive, so no additional weight
is added. Furthermore, thermal joining processes are fast compared to adhesive or mechanical joining
due to the lower number of process steps.
Eckstaedt et al. [10] present different approaches to achieve a surface pretreatment on metals. Two
mechanical and two laser-based structuring processes were investigated. The mechanical processes
are GripMetal™ and Coniperf™. In GripMetal™, hooks are shaped out of the metal surface by micropunching. The Coniperf™ structuring process forms pockets in the metal surface.
The two laser based structuring processes differ in the type of laser irradiation. The first type of laser
structuring produce “Cone-Like-Protrusions” (CLP by Pulsar Photonics GmbH). In this structuring
process, a laser achieves a self-organized surface on the metal. The high structuring density and thus
high relative surface area benefits physical bonding mechanisms between polymer and metal. Micro
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positive fits between TP-FRPC and metal can be achieved by this type of surface pretreatment. The
CLPs are only achieved in small process windows of structuring with almost no adjustment possibilities. In the second laser structuring process, a continuous wave (cw) spot laser moves continuously
in line pattern over the joining zone of the metal. The metal is heated locally in a small area causing
a sublimation of the metal which leads to a cavity. The depth of the cavity can be increased by several
runs of the laser over the target positions of the cavities. The vapor pressure, generated by the sublimation of the metal, ejects molten metal out of the cavity. This melt deposits at the edge of the cavity,
leading to a drop shape. In this process, it is possible to achieve cavities in the metal at a defined angle
by means of an angled laser beam. The CLP structuring process is, in contrast to cw laser structuring,
much more difficult to control. In cw laser structuring, the surface structuring can be adapted by
varying parameters such as laser power, scanning speed, number of passes, distance between the
cavities, irradiation angle, etc. to optimize the bonding mechanisms of the metal to the polymer. [10]
Stress peaks in the joining area can be avoided by an adaption of the orientation and number of cavities on the metal surface [11].
The metal specimens were joined by laser welding to the TP-FRPC in [10]. Steel with the material
number 1.441 and a thickness of 3 mm was used for the GripMetal™ surface pretreatment and 1.4301
steel with a thickness of 2 mm for the remaining surface pretreatments. The FRPC used were glass
fiber reinforced polyamide 66 with a thickness of 4 mm and a fiber volume content of 35 % (GFPA66-4 mm), carbon fiber reinforced polyamide with a thickness of 4 mm and continuous fiber reinforcement with a fiber volume content of 52-55 % (CF-PA6-4 mm) and glass fiber reinforced PA66
with a thickness of 10 mm and a fiber volume content of 30 % (GF-PA66-10 mm). The highest tensile-shear strength with 27.5 MPa and peel load of 4 MPa was achieved with the GripMetal™ joined
with CF-PA6-4 mm. The self-organized surfaces joined to GF-PA66-10 mm achieved the second
highest strength with a tensile-shear strength of 27 MPa and peel load of 3 MPa. The cw laser structuring takes a few seconds per square centimeter, the CLPs a few minutes [11]. So, CLP structuring
requires long cycle times and is therefore from a process engineering point of view from minor interest for high-volume production. [10]
Engelmann C. et al. [12] describe the cw laser structuring process in more detail. In their study, they
investigated the influence of a variation of structuring parameters on bond strength of hybrid joints
made of P260 steel and TP-FRPC as well as XSG steel and TP-FRPC. The TP-FRPC was a glass
fiber fabric reinforced PA6.6 with a thickness of 1.5 mm (GF-PA66-1.5 mm). The best cavity shape
was achieved by using a scan speed of the laser of 10 m/s, 4 repetitions and a structuring distance of
0.3 mm. The tensile shear strength of GF-PA66-1.5mm joined to P260 is 20.47 MPa and 17.8 MPa
for XSG joined to GF-PA66-1.5 mm.
Arai S. et al. [13] show that a surface pretreatment of stainless steel (SUS304) by oxygen-plasma
surface pretreatment in combination with UV-ozone-, oxygen plasma- or nitrogen plasma surfacetreated cyclic olefin polymers (COP) lead to significant higher bond strengths compared to untreated
COP in hybrid laser welding. When joining untreated COP with untreated or plasma treated SUS304,
no hybrid joint was achieved. With the surface pretreatments of the COP, joint strengths between
approx. 8 and 9 MPa were achieved. Ari S. et al. assume that oxygen functional groups are generated
by the surface pretreatment of COP, allowing a bond between SUS304 and COP.
Rodriguez-Vidal E. et al. [14] investigated the influence on bond strength of different laser structure
geometries in steel (HC420LA) joined with glass fiber reinforced polyamide 6 (GF30-PA6). The
joining method used was laser conduction joining by heating the steel with a cw fiber laser. By testing
the welded t-joints, it was found that the highest bond strength was achieved with the shortest distance
between the cavities of the laser structure. Different alignment angles of the structuring show different
types of failure. A significant influence of the structuring angles on bond strength was not determined.
Lambiase F. et al. [15] investigated the influence of process parameters of friction assisted joining on
bond strength of a hybrid structures made of laser-cross-structured aluminum (AA5053) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). It was shown that the laser structuring lead to higher bond strengths than hybrid
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joints of untreated aluminum and PVC. With optimized process parameters of the joining process
(plunging force Fz = 320 N and Dwell time Dt = 20 s), a bond strength of 16.1 MPa was achieved,
which is approx. 75 % of the bond strength of the PVC-PVC joints.
Heckert A. et al. [16] investigated the influence of laser-induced nanoscopic (structure
height < 100 nm), microscopic (structure height 100 nm – 200 µm) and macroscopic (structure
height > 200 µm) surface structures in aluminum (EN AW 6082) on bond strength of welded hybrid
joints. The glass fiber reinforced TP-FRPC were short fiber reinforced polyamide 6 (GF15-PA6; fiber
mass content 15 %), long fiber reinforced polyamide 66 (GF50-PA66; fiber mass content 50 %) and
endless fiber reinforced PBT (GF60UD-PBT; fiber mass content 60 %). The joining process was
heat-conduction joining (HCJ) using a diode laser in the wavelength of 808 nm. The microstructuring
achieved the highest bond strength for GF15-PA6 with approx. 24 MPa and for GF-50-PA66 with
approx. 35.5 MPa. For GF60UD-PBT the highest bond strength of approx. 37 MPa was achieved
with a nanoscopic structure.
The studies presented provide an overview of used surface pretreatments. It was shown that nanoscopic surface pretreatments (structure height < 100 nm) in particular lead to high bond strengths.
However, nanostructuring has the disadvantage that the structuring time is very long or the process
design is very complex [11]. Cw laser induced surface structuring has the advantage that high structuring speeds can be realized. This advantage is of high interest for industrial large scale production
and was therefore chosen for the study presented here.
2.1

Induction Heating and Welding

In induction heating, electro conductive materials (ECM) are heated as a result of induced electromagnetic alternating fields (EMF), as shown in Figure 1. The high-frequency EMF is generated
Air nozzel
around the induction
coil when an alternating current flow through it, generated by a high-frequency
inverter. The alternating
EMF is induced without physical contact into the ECM. The EMF leads to
Air nozzel
a heating by resistance losses and, in the case of ferromagnetic ECM, additionally due to hysteresis
losses. When welding TP-FRPC with TP-FRPC, the ECM are either the reinforcement structure (e.g.
carbon fibers) or a welding filler, which is an ECM and placed in the joining zone.
Electro conductive
material (ECM)

Induction coil
Alternating electromagnetic
field (EMF) around the coil
Induced
electromagnetic field

Figure 1: Physics of induction heating

In hybrid induction welding, the metallic joining partner acts as a heating element. When the melting
temperature of the TP-FRPC at the interface to the metal is exceeded, the molten polymer is pressed
into the cavities of the metal due to the simultaneously applied consolidation pressure. After cooling
and thus a solidification of the polymer, the polymer in the cavities act as a link between TP-FRPC
and metal. An adapted surface pretreatment of the metals enhances the bond between the different
materials. The surface pretreatment can take place by laser, resulting in nano-, micro- or macroscopic
structuring or mechanical by grinding or milling. Discontinuous induction welding is a quasi-static
pressure welding process. A consolidation force is applied on the joining partners during heating and
cooling. The force ensures an intimate contact, which benefit a bond between the materials.
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3

Materials and Surface Pretreatments

Zinc coated 1.0338 steel, which is a common steel for deep-drawing in the automotive industry, was
used as metallic joining partner. The steel sheets were surface pretreated by laser, as described in
[12], resulting in different cavity shapes. The laser structuring in line pattern perpendicular to the
load direction of 1.0338 was generated by a water cooled IPG 1000 W single-mode cw fiber laser.
The focusing optic has a focal length of 330 mm, the resulting spot diameter was 40 μm. In order to
investigate the influence of the zinc coating on joint strength, the laser surface pretreated 1.0338
specimen were dezinced (DZ) in 30 % sodium hydroxide solution for 72 h. Table 1 shows a summary of the materials and surface pretreatments used.
Table 1: Used steel sheets and surface pretreatments

LS0.3|-45°
LS0.3|-30°
LS0.3|0°
LS0.3|30°

Surface pretreatment
Angle
Distance
α = -45°

1.0338
Zinc
coated

α = -30°

0.3 mm
0.3 mm

Sketch of specimen
Structuring distance 0.3 mm

1.0338 Lap-shear specimen

Structuring distance 0.3 mm

1.0338 Lap-shear specimen
Side view

-45°

+45°
+30°
-45°
+45°
0°
Joining+30°
zone
-30°

Side view

Load direction

α = 0°

0.3 mm

α = +30°

0.3 mm

1 mm

Material

Load direction

0°

-30°

Joining zone

Lower view

LS0.3|45°

α = +45°

0.3 mm

Lower view

1 mm

Acronym

25 mm
25 mm

Steel joining partner

100 mm

> 12.5 mm
> 12.5 mm

100 mm
Structuring distance 0.3 mm & 0.6 mm

1.0338 Lap-shear specimen

LS0.6|0°

Zinc
coated

LS0.3|0°DZ
LS0.6|0°DZ

1.0338
Dezinced

α = 0°

0.3 mm

Structuring distance 0.3 mm & 0.6 mm

Side view

α = 0°

0.6 mm

α = 0°

0.3 mm

0°
0°

Load direction

Joining zone

Load direction

Joining zone

Lower view

α = 0°

0.6 mm

Lower view

1 mm
1 mm

1.0338

25 mm
25 mm

LS0.3|0°

1.0338 Lap-shear specimen
Side view

100 mm
100 mm

> 12.5 mm
> 12.5 mm

Glass fiber reinforced polyamide 6 (GF-PA6) from BondLaminates, trade name Tepex ® dynalite
102-RG600(4) with a thickness of 2 mm, was used as TP-FRPC. The melting temperature of the
Matrix is 220 °C, the reinforcement was glass fiber fabric, area weight: 600 g/m² and the fiber volume
content 47 %.
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4

Experimental Set-Up and Test Execution

In order to investigate the influence of surface structuring on bond strength, lap shear test specimens
were manufactured according to DIN EN 1465. A test rig for discontinuous induction welding was
used to weld the specimen. The main components of the test rig are a high-frequency inverter (TrueHeat HF 5010 by TRUMPF) which is connected to the induction coil, a pneumatic press, an air nozzle
for specimen cooling, a positioning tool on which the lap shear specimens are joined and a consolidation stamp in which the induction coil is located. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 2.
Front view

Side view

Consolidation
force

Consolidation
force
Consolidation stamp

Air nozzle

Induction coil
Steel specimen

Thermocouple

Coupling
distance

GF-PA6 specimen

X

Positioning tool

12.5 mm

Ceramic
consolidation plate
X

Thermocouple

25 mm

Steel specimen
GF-PA6 specimen

Figure 2: Experimental set-up discontinuous induction welding

The specimens were cleaned before welding in order to avoid influences such as contamination of
the test specimens by oil or particle residues on the pretreated surface. For this, the surface pretreated
metal specimens were first put in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. In order to remove grease, the
cleaning agent Ticopur TR7 was added to the ultrasonic bath. The TP-FRPC were not cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath due to their hydrophilic matrix properties. They were dried in an oven at 80 °C overnight according to the data sheet. Both, the surface-pretreated metal sheets and the TP-FRPC were
wiped with isopropanol right before welding. After cleaning, the specimens were fixed to each other
with an overlap length of 12.5 mm using polyimide adhesive tape to avoid any slipping during joining.
In the overlap, i.e. the joining zone, a thermocouple (Type E) was placed, which measures the temperature during the joining process. The thermocouple remains in the joining zone after welding. The
thermocouple has almost no influence on the bond strength, due to the very small wire diameter in
relation to the height and width of the structuring. After preparing the test specimens, they are placed
on the positioning tool underneath the consolidation stamp. When the welding process starts, the
consolidation stamp with inductor moves onto the test specimens and applies the consolidation force
during the entire process time. The process diagram of induction welding is shown in Figure 3.
Holding time
14
12

300

Consolidation force: 300 N
Welding temperature: 290 °C
Holding time: 10 s

250
200

10
8
6

150

4

100

Alternating inverter current
due to temperature control

50
0

0

10

Consolidation force in N

20

30

Time in s

40

Temperature in the joining zone

2
50

60

0

Inverter current in A

Figure 3: Process diagram induction welding
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Inverter current in A

Temperature in °C
Consolidation force in N

350

When the consolidation force is applied, the HF inverter switches on and an alternating field heats up
the steel specimen. The metal sheets were heated until the welding temperature was reached, then the
welding temperature was kept constant for 10 s. Thus, a homogeneous temperature distribution is
achieved due to the heat conduction properties of the metal. After 10 s, the specimens were cooled
by compressed air via an air nozzle. All hybrid specimens, investigated in this study, were joined
according to the process flow shown in Figure 3.
In the first part of the study, the influence of the structuring angle on bond strength of the hybrid
joints was investigated. Structuring angle means the angle between the surface and the structuring
depth. An angle of 0 ° shows a groove perpendicular to the surface. Positive angles are oriented in
direction of the later load direction. For this, lap shear test specimens were manufactured on the discontinuous induction welding test rig. Six lap shear test specimens were welded of each surface structure, five specimens for a statistically verified determination of the lap shear strength and one specimen for a micrograph.
In the second part of the study the influence of the optional zinc coating on the joint strength was
investigated. After dezincing, the test specimens were cleaned in the same way as the specimens to
examine the structuring angle. This ensures that residues of the sodium hydroxide solution do not
affect the test results.

5

Results

Lap Shear Strength in MPa

The results of the lap-shear tests to examine the influence of the structuring angles are shown in
Figure 4. The welding temperature, consolidation force, holding time, inverter power and specimen
position were identical in each test.
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

LS0.3|-45°
-45°

LS0.3|-45°

GF-PA6

LS0.3|-30°
-30°

LS0.3|-30°

0.5 mm

0.5 mm

LS0.3|0°
0°

LS0.3|+30°
+30°
LS0.3|+30°

LS0.3|0°

0.5 mm

0.5 mm

LS0.3|+45°
+45°
LS0.3|+45°

0.5 mm

Figure 4: Influence of structuring angle on bond strength

The highest bond strength of 13.78 MPa was achieved using LS0.3|-30° and the lowest of 10.28 MPa
using LS0.3|+45°. One reason for this may be that the polymer in the cavities of the laser structuring
is more easily pulled out of the cavities during mechanical testing. Positive structuring angles may
increase the pull-out effect of the polymer out of the cavities. The decrease in lap shear strength at a
structuring angle of -45° can be explained by the peak angle, causing the polymer to be sheared off
at the cavity edge. Furthermore, the cavities of the -45° structuring and +45° structuring are not as
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wide, resulting in less polymer being able to carry the load during mechanical testing. As a result, a
structuring angle of 0° seems to be a good compromise and works in all load directions equally.

Lap Shear Strength in MPa

In addition to the influence of the structuring angle, the influence of the structuring distance of 0.3
(LS0.3|0°) and 0.6 mm (LS0.6|0°), with and without a zinc coating on the bond strength was investigated. The results are shown in Figure 5.
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

LS0.3|0°DZ
LS0.6, mit LS0.6|0°
Zinkschicht LS0.6, ohne
Zinkschicht LS 0.3 mit LS0.3|0°
Zinkschicht LS 0.3 ohne
Zinkschicht
LS0.6|0°DZ

LS0.6|0°

GF-PA6

LS0.6|0°DZ

0.5 mm

0.5 mm

LS0.3|0°DZ

LS0.3|0°

0.5 mm

0.5 mm

Figure 5: Influence of structuring angle and zinc-coating on bond strength

In both investigated structuring distances, the zinc coating reduces the lap shear strength of the hybrid
0.5 mm
joint. Furthermore, a structuring distance of 0.3 mm leads
to a higher bond strength due to the higher
0.5 mm
number of cavities, which is the result of more positive fits between steel and polymer. The bigger
steel surface of the LS0.3|0° compared to LS0.6|0° lead to more physical bonds at the molecular level,
resulting in higher bond strength. The micrographs in Figure 5 show no difference between zinc
coated and dezinced 1.0338. The higher bond strength of the dezinced hybrid joints indicates that
better physical bonds are formed at the molecular level, resulting in higher bond strengths.

6

Summary

During the state of the art screening it became evident that the type of surface pretreatment in this
study was also used for several studies. This is mainly due to the advantages of the velocity of the
surface structuring process, the repeatability of the structuring results and the reliability of the structuring process.
It could be shown, that the structuring angle has an influence on the bond strength of hybrid joints.
There is a difference of 12.6 % between the highest bond strength of 13.78 MPa using LS0.3|-30°
and the bond strength of 12.04 MPa using LS0.3|0°. However, a load dependent orientation of the
structuring angle of the cavities is of minor meaning in the design of the hybrid joint. Particularly
since load cases acting only from one direction are almost never encountered in practice. Similar to
the results shown by Rodriguez-Vidal E. et al. [14] using laser conduction joining, it could be determined that a structuring angle has only a minor influence on the bond strength using induction welding, also.
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A significant effect was found in the influence of the zinc coating on the hybrid joints. With a structuring distance of 0.3 mm in the steel sheets, the joint strength is 11.2 % higher with dezinced 1.0338.
At a structuring distance of 0.6 mm the joint strength of the hybrid joints is 16.5 % higher with the
dezinced 1.0338. The influence of the zinc coating on the bond strength in hybrid joining of steel with
TP-FRPC has not been investigated previously, known to the authors.
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Thermal joining of metal-polymer hybrid structures by using conventional welding processes
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1

Introduction

Hybrid composites of metal and polymer enable adapted component requirements, such as an improved load transmission, an increased stiffness, an optimized corrosion behavior as well as an
adapted damping capacity. However, these metal-polymer hybrid structures are also convincing due
to their high material and operational demand efficiency.
Joining the individual components layer-by-layer (overlap joints) can be classified in adhesive bonding, welding-based techniques, mechanical fastening as well as hybrid joining technologies like over
molding or combinations of the individual techniques above [1, 2]. In this regard, several welding
processes were investigated or adapted for joining metal-polymer hybrid structures as well. Feasible
strategies are laser welding [3, 4, 5, 6], friction stir welding [7], friction lab welding [8], friction spot
welding [1], ultrasonic welding [9, 10] or induction welding [5, 11]. Another approach for joining the
components layer-by-layer are mechanical fastening technologies like ultrasonic riveting [12], blind
riveting [13], clinching [14] or screwing. However, in contrast to the layer-by-layer joining, the aim
of the present paper was to investigate the joining of already existing hybrid structures. Regarding
the manufacturing of such hybrid composites the current research shows some studies by using only
one system and process. Examples for process combinations are hydroforming and injection molding
as well as deep drawing and injection molding [15, 16]. The studies in [17] also give some information
about the sheet metal forming by using the plastic melt as active fluid medium. In this context, the
joining technologies are confronted with new challenges, as the individual components require material-specific and aligned thermal-rheological conditions for joining these hybrid parts simultaneously. The present paper gives an overview about the applicability of laser beam and TIG welding
for joining these metal-polymer hybrid structures. The idea behind is to ensure a material-compatible
joining of the inner polymer layer by using heat conduction effects during the joining of the metallic
components.
Thermal joining methods such as laser beam welding, micro-plasma welding or TIG welding, as well
as pressure welding methods such as friction welding or friction stir welding can be used for this
purpose. For laser welding of hybrid components, a two-stage process is described in [18], in which
in a first step the metal component is first structured by means of a laser beam and in a second step
heated by means of a diode laser. The plastic, softened by heat conduction, then penetrates these
structures and bonds with them. The same process principle is described in [19, 20]. Here, the structure is introduced into the metal surface by means of the "Remote Ablation Cutting (RAC)" process.
In [21] results regarding laser welding of the aluminum alloy 7075 and the laser beam transparent
plastic PET are presented. In all cases, however, it is a matter of an overlap joint, in which the cohesion is achieved by material bonding. In [22] the "Electro-Element Joining (EEF)" is presented, which
uses resistance welding to weld an additional metallic joining element through the plastic joining
partner onto the metal joining partner. The VDMA Guide to Technologies in Hybrid Lightweight
Construction [23] lists various fusion welding processes for joining metal to metal. However, no
processes are mentioned in which metal-plastic hybrid components are joined in butt joints.
The project starts at that level and will bring innovations to the topic of a targeted process regulation
as well as an adjusted part design to join metal-polymer hybrids.
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2

Scientific approach

The aim of the investigations was to analyze the applicability of conventional welding processes for
the hybrid joining of metallic as well as polymeric partners within one process. For this purpose, the
typical welding processes for the joining of thin metal components, i.e. laser beam welding and tungsten inert gas welding (TIG), were used. In order to be able to assess the applicability of the welding
processes for hybrid structures, the process-dependent heat-affected zone was investigated as a function of the selected process parameters.
For this purpose, joint welds were carried out on t = 2.00 mm thick steel sheets of the material S235
(1.0038) with polypropylene (PP) plastic samples of the thickness t = 4.00 mm positioned directly
below. The length of the two metal samples was 150 mm and the width 80 mm. The connection was
made in the butt joint without a gap. The solid plastic specimen below also had a length of 150 mm
and a width of 35 mm. The dimensions and material arrangements are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Dimension and system for joining analysis between metal and polymer

The specimens were clamped and fixed on a universal clamping table. On the steel side at the underside of the component thermocouples of the type K were attached 2 mm from the joint edge. On the
plastic side, a type K thermocouple was also melted in directly below the weld seam 2 mm below the
upper level of the plastic. The welding process handling was automated. In the case of TIG welding,
a 6-axis robot was used and in the case of laser welding, a Cartesian CNC system was used. The
welding parameters used are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameter for welding process with laser beam and TIG
Laser beam

parameter

TIG-welding

TruDisc NdYAG
200 mm focal length
2000 W
adapted to process
125 mm
-

type
distance
power
welding speed
weld seam length
electrode
shielding gas

EWM Tetrix 300
1.5 mm to electrode
240…1220 W
30 cm/min
125 mm
d = 3.2 mm, 40 °
10 l/min Argon

In laser beam welding, the laser beam power was kept constant and the focus position and welding
speed were systematically varied. In TIG welding, the welding speed was kept constant and the welding current was adjusted. Both methods enabled the analysis of the influence of the energy per unit
length on the weld seam quality as well as the thermal influence on the metal and polymer.
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3

Results and Discussion

Temperature in °C

The test matrix (Table 1) described in the experimental description was systematically processed for
both welding processes and the results were analyzed and evaluated. Depending on the system, the
heat input as well as the heat-affected zones (HAZ) that are formed differ greatly between laser beam
and TIG welding. Due to the different heating methods as well as the up to 1000 times higher power
density per area of laser beam welding, the weld seam in the metal component is narrower and the
heat input considerably lower. Figure 2 shows the temperature-time curve of the analyzed connection
zone between metal and plastic (measured on the metal side). The peak temperature of TIG welding
was 810 °C and 375 °C for laser beam welding. In relation to the melting temperature of the polypropylene used as the plastic partner, which melts at a temperature of 160 °C, this temperature threshold
is exceeded for almost 49 s in TIG welding and approx. 10 s in laser beam welding. As a result, for
laser welding the directly adjacent polymer is subjected to less thermal stress on the one hand, but on
the other hand the melting zone that forms is smaller. While the melted area in the plastic is 6.2 mm²
in TIG welding, this is 1.5 mm² in laser beam welding, when the energy by unit length is comparable
with a level of 0.70 KJ/cm. This goes hand in hand with the reduction of the weld penetration of
0.61 mm (TIG) and only 0.26 mm for laser beam welding.
TIG
Laser
900
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700
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400
300
200
100
0

melting temperature PP

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

Time in s

Figure 2. Temperature-time -line for full penetration of metal parts via TIG- and Laser welding

The severely limited thermal resistance of the plastic joining partner provides limiting conditions.
The melting temperature of the PP used is Tm = 160 °C, while the steel joining partner melts at about
Tm = 1500 °C. Additionally the polymer has a low specific thermal conductivity. This is
λ = 0.23 W/(m*K) and that of the steel material λ = 53 W/(m*K).

TIG-Welding 2.44 KJ/cm

Laser beam Welding 1.20 KJ/cm

Figure 3. Microscopic analysis (polarized) of the plastic part shown by the cross section of the molten and
solid state after TIG and Laser beam welding
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As a result, the necessary high heat of the metal partner at the contact zone between metal and plastic
is only slowly dissipated and transported into the interior of the plastic. In correlation to this, a maximum depth of melting of the plastic of 1.4 mm in TIG welding and 0.4 mm in laser beam welding
was achieved and is shown in Figure 3 by analyzation the materials morphology. Due to the different
cooling rate between injection molding and joining, the heat-affected zone (HAZ) shows a different
morphological expression. A degradation of the polymer in the HAZ area could not be detected by
OIT (oxidation induction time) measurements for both welding methods. However, these analyses
with regard to the sample preparation proved to be difficult due to the small layer thicknesses and
should be considered in more detail in further investigations.
The analysis of the metallic cross-sections shows that in TIG welding, both the welding depth and
the heat-affected zone (HAZ) increase continuously with increasing energy per unit length. The
through-welding of the t = 2.00 mm thick steel material was only carried out at an energy per unit
length of almost 2.50 KJ/cm. In comparison, laser beam welding was able to achieve through-welding
with an energy per unit length of 0.60 KJ/cm (Figure 4).
Penetration TIG

Penetration_Laser

HAZ area_Laser
6,00

thickness metal

2,00

Penetration in mm

HAZ area_TIG

4,75

1,50

3,50

1,00

2,25

0,50

1,00

0,00
0,00

0,50

1,00

1,50

2,00

Energy by unit length in KJ/cm

2,50

HAZ area in mm²

2,50

-0,25
3,00

Figure 4. Analysis of the HAZ of the metal part for TIG- and Laser welding

In contrast, the molten area (HAZ area) remained at a similar level in the direct comparison of the
two processes when the reference to the same energy per unit length is used (left area of Figure 5).

TIG-Welding 0.71 KJ/cm

Laser beam Welding 0.60 KJ/cm

Figure 5. Cross section of the molten and solid state metal after TIG and Laser beam welding
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Looking at the energy per unit length level of around 0.70 KJ/cm the molten area of the steel was
around 1.60 mm for TIG and laser beam welding. However, the identical energy per unit length resulted in different weld seam geometries. In TIG welding the weld seam is rather wide and flat and
in laser beam welding it is narrow and deep, see Figure 5. Analyzing the penetration and HAZ of the
polymer (Figure 6) it was not possible to melt the whole polymer thickness with the joining heat of
the connected metal sheets. With a comparable energy per unit length level of around 0.70 KJ/cm the
HAZ was around 1.5 mm² (laser beam) and 6.2 mm² (TIG). So the width is wider and energy intensity
is lower when using TIG welding for joining. To realize a good connection of metal and in parallel
with the plastic sheets together it sounds to be better to prefer TIG-welding because the energy input
in the polymer is more intensive.
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Figure 6. Analysis of the HAZ of the polymer part for TIG- and Laser welding

4

Conclusion

Direct joining of metal-polymer hybrids seems to be technologically feasible. The low heat conduction of the polymer and its low melting temperature are a relevant limiting condition. In parallel the
metallic joining partner requires a temperature that is more than nine times higher in the case of steel
for melting and subsequent joining. Summarizing the results of joining steel with polymer it is possible to join a 2,0 mm steel and a 1.5 mm polymer component (positioned below metal) completely
via TIG welding in one run. Using laser beam welding the polymer component can only be about
0.5 mm thick. In the ongoing process it is worth to analyze the use of laser beam absorbing polymer
to increase the penetration.
In order to solve this challenge innovative welding process adaptations, geometric applications in the
area of the joining zone as well as investigations into suitable material pairings are required. For
example, the difference between the melting temperatures of both material groups can be reduced to
a difference factor of less than two by using aluminum (Tm = 660 °C) and PEEK (Tm = 340 °C). In
addition, the mechanical and technological quality values of the hybrid joints and the influence of
different joint preparations and local pressures have to be analyzed in the future.
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1

Abstract
Multi-material designs of carbon fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) and metals are used in a
variety of applications. The joining between these two different materials is mostly done by
conventional processes like adhesive bonding or mechanical joining elements (rivets and bolts).
A new approach is the sintered connection module. It allows load introduction into the CFRP
and joining between CFRP and metal. After a textile preforming process by the tailored fiber
placement (TFP) technology a body of stainless steel is sintered locally on the textile using the
powder metallurgical method of spark plasma sintering. Further processing with resin transfer
molding (RTM) enables a CFRP part with a local steel body that assists joining by conventional
metal techniques like screwing. This paper aims at the mechanical characterization of the
sintered connection module. The specimens are tested under different quasi-static load
conditions to evaluate load capacity and failure behavior. A M6 thread forming Pentaform
screw is used as joining element. Additionally, CT images of the manufactured specimens are
analyzed to identify the fiber structure inside the sintered metal. Metallography is used to
examine the transition area between the carbon fibers and the sintered metal.

1. Introduction
The steadily increasing use of CFRP creates a need of new joining techniques. Adhesive
bonding or mechanical joining, like riveting or bolts, are the most common techniques to join
metal and CFRP. Mechanical joining especially leads to an increase of process steps in
combination with weakening the composite due to drilling holes. This breaks the fiber
continuity and increases the local stress.[1]
At the IGF project 17618 a combination of adhesive bonding and mechanical joining was
investigated to join fiber reinforced plastics and metal.[2]
The KIT investigated the joining technology of embedded metal inserts in CFRP in the priority
program 1712. The strength of this connection is influenced by the shape of the insert. Due to
the design of the metal inserts only a connection on one side is possible.[3,4]
New joining techniques with less process time and steps and also less degradation of the
composite material are needed. In the AiF ZIM Project “Sinterverbindung” (promotional
reference number: ZF4139606EB7) a new approach in type of a sintered connection module
was developed and investigated.
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In 2015 a first approach for a sintered connection module was accomplished. Sintered bodies
from aluminum and stainless steel were placed on textiles from carbon, glass and basalt fibers
and integrated in CFRP laminates. In shear tests a strength of above 20 MPa was reached and
the contact area between the upper and lower metal bodies was claimed to be responsible for
the effective strength. Based on this work a European patent has been filed.[5,6]
In the current approach, the TFP technology is used to increase the strength of the notched
CFRP specimens. By improving the fiber direction towards the load direction a notched
composite reaches nearly the strength of an intact composite.[7,8]
A detailed process chain to manufacture the sintered connection module and an investigation
of the strength between a sintered body of 4 mm height and a thread forming M6 Pentaform
screw has already been investigated. An average load capacity of 11 kN could be reached. It
was investigated that the sintered steel compacts during the thread forming process; this leads
to an increase of hardness at the thread in the sintered body and shears off the flanks of the
screw.[9]

2. Manufacturing
The TFP technology is used to produce a load optimized textile preform for the sintered
connection. Teijin HTA40 E13 6K roving is fixed with the yarn Garment Dyeing 120, a
Polyamide 6.0 yarn from Amann & Söhne GmbH & Co. KG. The TFP preform consists of
75 % fibers in tangential direction and 25 % fibers in radial direction. The center is left open
with a diameter of 14 mm to ensure a continuous sintered body. The radial fibers form loops
directed to center to align a form fitting connection with the sinter material, shown in Figure 1
a). In a textile preforming process the TFP preform is embedded between three lower and three
upper carbon fiber layers of a non crimp fabric (NCF) with (0°/90° and 600 g/m²). The
orientation of the layers is [0°/90°/45°/-45°/0°/90°]S. To ensure a continuous sintered body, a
hole with the diameter of 20 mm is in the NCF layers. For a better handling the NCF layers and
the TFP preform are sewn together.

a)

b)

Figure 1: a) TFP preform; b) sintered hybrid preform

For the sintering process the used metal powder is ATMIX 316l PF 10F (mean particle diameter
< 6.3 µm, EPSON ATMIX Corporation). The consolidation is done for each sample with
Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) technique (FCT-HP D 250/1, FCT Systeme GmbH). The metal
powder and TFP preform are placed into the sintering tool setup according to Figure 2 a). The
SPS setup is shown in Figure 2 b). After the consolidation process the sintered steel/CFRP
connection module is removed from the sintering tools, shown in Figure 1 b).
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a)

b)

Figure 2: Consolidation of the steel/CFRP connection module; a) Schema of the tool setup; b) View in the
sintering equipment

The specimens for the tests are plates with the dimensions of 240 x 240 mm and a height of
5 mm. The sintered body with a diameter of 30 mm is embedded in the center (Figure 3). The
impregnation of the hybrid preform is done in the RTM process with the epoxy system Hexion
RIMR 426 and the curing agent Hexion RIMH 435. The dry hybrid preform is placed in a RTM
mold and heated in a Rucks KV 214 press. After the infiltration with resin, the specimens are
cured at 80 °C for 120 minutes. Dependent on the test method a M6 thread forming screw of
the type Pentaform is joint in the 5.5 mm diameter predrilled sintered body by a torque of
10 Nm.
CFRP

sintered body

screw

CFRP

sintered body

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3: a) Dimensions of the specimen; b) exemplary picture of the used sintered CFRP specimen; c) sintered
connection with joined M6 Pentaform screw; d) reference blind rivet nut with joint M6 screw

The fiber volume ratio (FVR) is determined by a wet chemical analysis. The TFP structure
inside the laminate affects the local FVR. Within the TFP area, the FVR is 37 %. In the pure
NCF area it is 34.7 %. As shown in the micrograph image (Figure 4), the sintered body is the
highest position of laminate due to the integrated carbon fibers in the sintered body. In the
closed chosen RTM mold no further compression of the textile is possible, which would lead
to higher FVR. The transition area between the sintered body and the CRFP laminate indicates
the compressed carbon fibers in the sintered body. This results in less sinter material and a
change of the cross section for the sinter material.
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sinter material

CFRP

graphite film
Figure 4: Micrograph image of the transition area between sintered steel and CFRP

Through computer tomography images (Figure 5) the position of the carbon fibers inside the
sintered body can be considered. The fibers remain in the defined position and the center of the
sintered body is fiber free for the joining with the screw. The top view demonstrates the loop
shaped carbon fibers, filled with sinter material. The cross section shape of the sintered body is
similar to a flat rivet with a continuous middle part and flat sides.

Figure 5: CT Image of the sintered connection module

3. Experiments
To determine the mechanical properties of the sintered connection module different quasi-static
tests are conducted. The aim is to identify the load baring capacity and the failure behavior of
the sintered connection. The specimens are tested under shear and different push in loads. The
tests are carried out on a universal testing machine Zwick Roell Z250 under the conditions of
23 °C and 50 % humidity. Due to the symmetry of the sintered connection module, only tests
in one direction (push in) are carried out, to describe the mechanical behavior. To evaluate the
results additionally reference tests of CFRP plates with the same composition of plies and blind
rivet nuts with a joined M6 screw are performed.
3.1

Screw press out test

First screw press out test have already been conducted and described [9]. Due to an increase of
the height of the specimens, the load capacity of the connection between the sintered steel and
the M6 Pentaform screw could be increased to the same level as the blind rivet nut under tensile
load. The average load capacity for the sintered body is 19,826 N at 0.8 mm displacement
(Figure 6). The average load capacity for the reference blind rivet nuts depends on the load
direction. Under tensile load it reaches 18,957 N at 2.8 mm displacement and under pressure
the load drops down to 7,336 N between 2 and 4 mm displacement.
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Figure 6: Typical load displacement diagram and picture of the test set up for the screw press out tests

The failure of the screw in the sintered body occurs by shearing of the flanks of the screw due
the hardening of the sinter material [9]. Therefore the skin surface of the pre-drilled hole is
assumed as cross section area. This results in a surface of 86.4 mm² in a failure strength of
229 MPa for the connection between the sintered body and the M6 Pentaform screw.
3.2

Push in test sintered body

Push in tests of the sintered body in the CFRP plate are realized to investigate the strength of
the connection between the sintered body and the CFRP. The specimens are clamped in a
mounting frame between two steel plates with a hole of 35 mm diameter in the center. The test
set up is intended to prevent bending. The force is raised by a piston with 20 mm diameter on
the surface of the sintered body.
The test curves show a consolidation period until 1000 N followed by a rise to the peak and a
slowly decreases. The reached average load capacity is at 37,559 N at 3.2 mm displacement
(Figure 7). Since no screw is used in the test, no reference is needed.

Figure 7: Typical load-displacement diagram and picture of the test set up for the push in tests of the sintered
body

During tests the sintered body breaks under the load of the piston. Micrographics (Figure 8)
show that the failure originates in the transition between the sintered body and the CFRP.
Therefore, it is expected, that the thickness of the sintered metal above the integrated CFRP is
responsible for the final resistance against the force in push or pull mode. Measurements of the
micrographs indicate a thickness of the sintered metal above the CFRP of 1.4 mm by a diameter
of 20 mm. No sudden failure occurs, after the maximum force is reached the sintered body is
pressed out the CFRP laminate. Despite the failure, the carbon fibers stay attached to the
sintered body.
As cross section area for the failure strength, the area of the side of a cylinder with the diameter
of 20 mm and height of 1.4 mm is assumed. This results in an area of 87.9 mm² in a failure
strength of 427 MPa.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 8: Pictures of the failed sintered body after push in test of the sintered body; a) bottom; b) top; c) a crosssectional micrograph of the failure

3.3

Push in test sintered connection

For the push in tests of the joint sintered connection, specimens are clamped in a mounting steel
frame with an open hole of the diameter 180 mm in the center. This allows a bending of the
specimens during the test. The force is transmitted through a piston on the M6 Pentaform screw
in the sintered body. The aim of this test is the investigation of the complex behavior of the
sintered connection module under pressure with bending.
The documented curves start with a linear increase followed by a sudden decrease of force
(Figure 9). This results in a failure of the sintered body. The average load capacity is at 8,390 N
at 6 mm displacement. Reference tests with a blind rivet nut and a joined M6 screw reach at
6 mm displacement a force of 6,500 N and an average load capacity of 8,738 N at 8 mm
displacement. The increase of the force is similar for the reference tests. The deformation of the
blind rivet nut originates in a higher displacement until the failure occurs.

Figure 9: Typical load-displacement diagram and picture of the test set up for the push in tests of the sintered
connection

The failure occurs in all specimens by a breaking of the sintered body. The screw joint remains
unscathed. Micrographs (Figure 10) indicate the failure in the transition area between the
sintered steel and the integrated carbon fibers, similar to the failure of the push in test of the
sintered body. In this area the cross section of the sintered body changes and leads to stress
concentration. The carbon fibers stay attached to the sintered body.
Due to the fact that the failure behavior is similar to the push in test of the sintered body, the
same cross section area for the failure strength is assumed. An area of 87,9 mm² results in a
failure strength of 95 MPa.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 10: Pictures of the failed the sintered body after the push in of the sintered connection; a) bottom; b) top;
c) a cross-sectional micrograph

3.4

Shear test

After a consolidation period until 2,000 N the force in the shear tests increases nearly linear. At
the maximum, the force suddenly decreases due to the failure of the screw. The average load
capacity is at 11,959 N at 1.8 mm displacement (Figure 11). The failure occurs in all test at the
screw. The screw shaft is sheared off. With a cross section area of 20.1 mm² by a M6 screw this
leads to a failure strength of 595 MPa. Reference shear tests with a blind rivet nut, joined by
M6 screw reach an average load capacity of 12,985 N at 4.5 mm displacement. The reference
tests show a similar behavior. Due to the fact of deformation of the blind rivet nut, the rise of
the force occurs in flatter angle and the displacement in the reference tests is higher. The failure
at the blind rivet nut arises also by shearing off the screw.

Figure 11: Typical load and displacement diagram and picture of the test set up for the shear test

4. Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the load bearing capacity of the test sintered connection module and
reference blind rivet nuts. At the push in and shear tests the reference blind rivet nut reaches
slightly higher loads. The screw press out test illustrates the advantages of the sintered
connection module. Due to its symmetry, the characteristics are the same for tensile and
pressure. Compared to the blind rivets nuts, the properties for tensile load are almost similar
(5 % higher) but the properties for pressure are 170 % higher.
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Table 1: Comparison of the load bearing capacity of the sintered body in CFRP and reference blind rivet

Push in
sintered
connection
Push in
sintered
body
Shear
Screw
press out

Sintered body
Reference blind rivet nut
Average
Standard
Average
Standard
load capacity
deviation
load capacity
Deviation
8,390 N
1,806 N
8,738 N
1,241 N
37,559 N

3,429 N

11,959 N
19,826 N

314 N
2,878 N Pressure
Tensile

-

-

13,094 N
7,336 N
18,957 N

367 N
275 N
938 N

The conducted tests show either a failure of the sintered body or the screw. This fact creates the
opportunity to adjust the strength of the sintered connection module. To increase the shear
strength a larger screw is recommended. An increase of the strength of the sintered body is
possible by a change of the transition area between carbon fibers and sintered steel. The
different components of the sintered connection module allow an adjustment of the strength.
The sintered connection module can be customized for different load cases and the failure can
be predicted towards a fail-safe behavior.
Is the determined load capacity divided by the failure cross section area, the failure strength of
the sintered connection is revealed, as shown in Table 2. Due to the tests, the highest strength
occurs in the M6 Pentaform screw at the shear test. The connection between the sintered body
and CFRP has the second highest strength. The lowest strength emerges at the push in test of
the sintered connection.
Table 2: Failure strength related to cross section area

Push in
sintered connection
Push in
sintered body
Shear
Screw Press Out

Average load
capacity

Cross section
Failure
area
strength
8,390 N
87.9 mm²
95 MPa

37,559 N

87.9 mm²

427 MPa

11,959 N
19,826 N

20.1 mm²
86.4 mm²

595 MPa
229 MPa

5. Summary
Mechanical tests to investigate the load bearing capacity and failure behavior of the sintered
connection module have been carried out and show that the present sintered connection module
achieves load capacities in the range of blind rivet nuts. Due to the possibilities to modify the
thickness, the diameter of the sintered connection and also realize different positions of the
CFRP inside the sintered connection an adaption towards the needs of the final application is
expected. The shear tests and push in tests indicate that either the sintered body or the joint
screw fails. This shows the potential to adjust the failure of the sintered connection to a fail-
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safe behavior with a rest strength remaining. For detailed mechanical specification more tests
with different parameters are necessary. In order to reveal the full potential of the sintered
connection module a more automated production process is necessary (Figure 12). An approach
would be an automated sintering machine, which sinters the layers of carbon fibers in process
of textile preforming. In this case the sintered bodies serve as handling points and as joining
points. This approach will reduce process steps and production time. Also the final product can
be mounted to constructions like conventional sheet metals.

consolidate

sintering
•
•

hybrid preform

•
•

spark plasma sintering
on textile
connecting textile plies

joining

textile preforming
•
•

draping hybrid preform
RTM/ vakuum infusion

•

NCF
fabrics

•

use of metal techniques on the
sintered body (screw)
joining attachements

Figure 12: Automated process chain to manufacture the sintered connection module
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1

Introduction

Lightweight design applications, which are becoming increasingly important, e.g. in connection
with fuel savings in transport, can be further promoted through the use of polymer composite-metal
hybrid parts. These hybrid structures are particularly interesting for applications in the automotive
and aerospace sector, because they take advantage of the high fracture toughness of the composite
component on the one hand and the good impact resistance of the metal part on the other hand.[1,2]
Several publications have focused on the bonding of polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK) and titanium,
mainly for the use in aviation or biomedical applications.[3–5] Titanium is often employed in technical high-performance applications on account of its high specific strength and excellent corrosion
resistance. PEEK combines high toughness, fatigue resistance and good thermal stability [1,4] and
can tolerate temperatures of up to 177 °C in long-term operation and is therefore applied in lightweight components that are intended for the use at increased temperatures.[6]
In order to enhance the bond strength of the joint, the metallic counterpart is often pretreated using a
laser in order to generate defined surface structures and patterns and enlarge the surface area.[4,7–9]
However, the surface pretreatment means an additional step in the process chain for manufacturing
hybrid joints. Conversely, additive manufacturing allows specific surface features to be integrated
directly during production of the component. Furthermore, additively manufactured parts are
intrinsically rough, which may facilitate mechanical interlocking at the interface. Therefore, the aim
of this study was to elucidate the potential of different surface features of additively manufactured
titanium samples on the bond strength of hybrid joints.
Thermal joining processes, which e. g. rely on induction heating, are highly suitable for joining fiber-reinforced polymers and metals because of the fast heating and the short process times, which
make the technology very economical.[10–13] The entire process is carried out under a constant
joining pressure to improve the heat transfer and wetting in the joining zone. An alternating
electromagnetic field is induced in the metal component by means of an alternating voltage, resulting in heat development due to eddy current losses.[11,14] As a consequence of the heat input, the
polymer is softened or partially melted and wets the surface of the metal. A firm bond between metal and polymer is formed during solidification.[15] The bond strength is governed by both micromechanical interlocking and physical adhesion forces.[15]
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In this study, different surface features of titanium samples were produced via electron beam melting (EBM). The effect of those surface structures on the bond strength between titanium and carbon fiber reinforced PEEK was investigated.

2

Experimental Procedure

Since the bond strength of the hybrid joint should be evaluated from tensile shear samples, all
samples were designed according to DIN EN 1465 as cuboids with a side length of 105 mm x
25 mm x 2 mm using Autodesk Inventor 2016. In order to investigate the effect of different surface
structures, pins and grooves with a trapezoidal cross-section were chosen as interlocking structures.
These features were positioned on top of the cuboids in such a way that the patterns covered the
entire area of the future overlapping length. Thus, three basic sample groups were defined: „as
built“, „grooves“, and „pins“. The dimensions of those grooves and pins as specified in the CAD
design are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Design and dimensions of a) groove and b) pin surface structures
The titanium samples were manufactured additively by means of electron beam melting using an
Arcam A2X EBM machine. In this powder bed based process, each layer of powder is first sintered
with a defocussed electron beam to avoid smoke effects. Then, the powder is selectively melted
according to the cross-section of the component in the respective layer using a focussed beam before the build platform is lowered and a new powder layer is applied. The sample orientation on the
substrate plate is visualized in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Position of tensile shear specimens on substrate plate
After sample manufacturing, a part of the specimens was milled at the future overlapping area. Approximately 200 µm of material were removed until a comparatively smooth surface was obtained.
Five samples were left in the milled state as a control group with no surface structures, whereas the
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rest of the milled specimens was then structured using a fiber laser (IR laser source, line distance
0.2 mm, scanning velocity 10 m/s) which was scanned over the surface twice. Thus, a control group
with state-of-the-art surface structures (referred to as „laser structured“) was obtained as reference
samples.[7]
The titanium specimens were then joined to the composite by means of thermal direct joining. Here,
carbon fiber reinforced PEEK (CF-PEEK) with a multi-axial non-crimp fabric and a fiber content of
60 % as reinforcing material was utilized. Before joining, the CF-PEEK was cut into 105 mm x
25 mm x 2 mm pieces. A 0.4 mm thin PEEK foil was placed between the two joining partners to
serve as a hotmelt, which should ensure a good bonding between metal and polymer. Samples were
joint with an overlapping length of 12,5 mm with a press force of 300 N, which was applied locally
at the joining zone using a joining gun (Figure 3). An EFD Minac 18/25 generator was used for
induction heating at a power of 7.5 kW and a frequency of 20 kHz. Heating time was 30 s, followed
by cooling with pressurized air. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Joining gun (left) and experimental setup during thermal direct joining (right)
In order to evaluate the embedment of the groove- and pin-shaped structures in the CF-PEEK material, metallographic cross-sections of those joints were prepared and analyzed by means of an
Olympus GX51 inverted metallurgical microscope.
Tensile shear testing was conducted according to DIN EN 1465, using a Zwick Z050 multiaxial
material testing machine with a 5 N preload and a test speed of 10 mm/min. During testing, optical
strain measurements by means of a GOM ARAMIS 5M system for non-contact 3D deformation
measurements based on grayscale analysis were performed.

3

Results and Discussion

The obtained surface structures after additive manufacturing, laser surface structuring and milling
are shown in Figure 4, respectively.

Figure 4: Close-up view of titanium samples with a) as-built surface, b) groove-shaped surface
structures, c) pin-shaped surface structures, d) laser structured surface, e) milled surface
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The as-built surface exhibits a rough surface with partly molten particles, which is typical for the
EBM process. These irregular surface structures could potentially serve for micro-mechanical interlocking. Both the grooves and pins provide structures for macro-mechanical interlocking. However,
comparing those images to the sample design presented in Figure 1, it is obvious that the resolution
is limited by the EBM process, e. g. due to the melt pool size or adhering particles. Those partly
molten particles might again have an influence on micro-mechanical interlocking. In the case of
laser surface structuring, fine and comparatively well defined patterns are visible.
The metallographic cross-sections (Figure 5) provide evidence that the grooves and pins were embedded in the soldified PEEK from the hot melt. In order to achieve a complete embedment, it
might be beneficial to have more material available for the hot melt, i.e. to use a thicker PEEK foil
or a PEEK composite with a top layer with a lower fiber content.

Figure 5: Metallographic cross-section of joint with a) grooves and b) pins on the titanium counterpart
Nevertheless, the surface structures did not penetrate the fiber reinforced composite due to the high
fiber content. The rough surface and the adhered particles which are visible around the grooves and
pins originate from the additive manufacturing process. The fact that they are also fully surrounded
by PEEK supports the assumption that the inherent surface roughness contributes to bond strength.
Figure 6 visualizes the shear strength – shearing displacement diagram as well as the maximum
shear strength values for the different surface structures.

Figure 6: Shear strength - shearing displacement diagram and maximum shear strength values for
different surface structures
All additively manufactured structures were competitive with the state-of-the-art laser surface structuring in terms of shear strength. The highest tensile shear strength was obtained with the pin structures. In contrast, the bond strength between the carbon fiber reinforced PEEK and the milled reference sample was so weak that it could not be measured properly because the specimens fell apart.
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Woitun et al. reported that an increase in true surface area and a uniform distribution of stress,
which can be achieved by evenly distributed surface structures, are among the most important factors for improving the bond strength of metal-polymer joints.[16] Even though the true surface area
of the obtained structures still needs to be studied, it is plausible that the as-built surface roughness,
especially in combination with the groove and pin structures, lead to a significant increase in
surface area compared to the milled surface. These results strongly suggest that additive manufacturing can provide very effective interlocking structures for thermal direct joining. Since even the
as-build titanium surface lead to shear strength above 30 MPa, additional surface pretreatment steps
might no longer be needed for certain joining applications if one counterpart of the joint is produced
by additive manufacturing.
Exemplary still frames from digital image correlation as well as representative images of the fractured surfaces after tensile shear testing of the additively manufactured samples are shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7: Digital image correlation during mechanical testing of additively manufactured specimens
and fracture analysis after failure of a) titanium part with as-built surface, b) titanium part with
groove-shaped structures, and c) titanium part with pin-shaped structures
It appears as if the crack is deflected at the additively manufactured macrostructures. Apart from
that, there seems to be an additional bending moment due to the protruding structures, which might
have had an influence on test results. The specimen with the as-built titanium part exhibits cohesive
failure within the carbon fiber reinforced PEEK. On the other hand, cohesive failure within the
PEEK film was observed for the groove and the pin structures. Fracture analysis suggests that the
PEEK hotmelt formed a stable bond with both the metal and the composite counterpart of the joint.

4

Conclusions and Outlook

In the presented study, thermal direct joining was successfully applied for joining additively manufactured titanium with different surface structures and carbon fiber reinforced PEEK. The shear
strength that could be achieved with the additively manufactured structures was competitive to laser
surface structuring and significantly improved in comparison to a milled, unstructured surface.
Among all sample groups, the best results were obtained with pin-shaped surface structures.
It was concluded that additive manufacturing can provide a viable way of fabricating interlocking
structures for joining, even if only the inherent roughness of the as-built surface is used. Thus, it
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might be possible for some applications to omit additional surface treatments such as laser structuring. Applications might be in the transport sector, due to the elimination of process steps and the
possibility for lightweight design, or in biomedicine, as there is no need for adhesives, which could
pose a potential health risk. Nevertheless, more detailed investigations are required in order to verify those results. First investigations show promising results for salt spray testing. Further studies
should address the optimization and simulation of the interlocking structures, the applicability to
other materials and joining methods and the long-term bond stability. After that, the findings could
be transferred to more complex geometries.
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1

Introduction

In many fields, highly innovative lightweight construction concepts are required whose specifications
can no longer be met by one material alone. In addition to lightweight constructions using fiberreinforced plastics and aluminum-steel hybrids, plastic-aluminum hybrid constructions in particular
have a high potential for weight reduction. For the manufacturing of hybrids, highly automatable
processes are demanded in order to enable economic production.

2

State of the art

A distinction will be made between in-mold and post-mold process routes for the production of metalplastic hybrid components. In the following, these two process routes which are used in established
processes are briefly introduced. Furthermore, the state of the art with regard to process data logging
is outlined below.
2.1

In-mold- and post-mold-assembly

There are already many applications for plastic-metal hybrids that can be divided into post-mold assembly (PMA) and in-mold assembly (IMA). With PMA, both joining partners are manufactured
separately and joined in an additional process step, compared to IMA, where the primary shaping and
joining of the second component are combined in one process step. In both cases, the bond is mostly
achieved by a macroscopic form-fit, which requires appropriate preparation of the metallic semifinished products. This is associated with the consequence of long process chains and the necessity
of extensive plant engineering. [1, 2, 3]
2.2

Data logging

In many industries, the traceability of the value-added chain is already a central point when selecting
suppliers. The requirements here can be very different. In some cases, it is sufficient if only the origin
of the components can be traced, while in other cases 100% documentation of all manufacturing
parameters is required. The last-mentioned case in particular requires a suitable infrastructure that
can access the manufacturing parameters directly at the production line and store them in a database
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for each component. In many cases, these parameters are already available in the machine control
system and can be read out by a server via standardized interfaces such as OPC UA (Open Platform
Communications Unified Architecture). However, in order to be able to store this data in a structured
and meaningful way, a profound understanding is required, since although machine data can be accessed via OPC UA, this data is not available in a uniform or easily accessible format and needs to
be extracted from the source code during a specific period of the cycle.
In research, this often leads to the situation that this data is often not accessible, so that process data
must be documented manually, which means that a large number of parameters, which may have an
unknown influence on the process, are not or not sufficiently documented.

3

M-HPDC and its process cycle

In Chapter 2.1, the difference between IMA and PMA has been shown. The M-HPDC process, developed at the Foundry Institute, offers the possibility to realize the primary shaping of both a metal
and a plastic component in the same die and on only one production machine. The Foundry Institute
is equipped with a Frech DAK 450-40 high pressure die casting (HPDC) machine, which has been
extended by an Arburg Allrounder 570S injection molding (IM) unit, enabling both materials to be
processed on a single system. The IM-unit is mounted onto the pillars of the HPDC-machine using a
special bracket. In this way, a system design can be achieved which is consistent with the already
well-established expansion from 1-component to 2-component IM-machines.
3.1

Process cycle of M-HPDC process

The M-HPDC process consists of a combination of conventional HPDC and IM processes. The sequence is illustrated in Figure 1.
The cycle begins by spraying in order to apply release agent and to cool down the die. Since this is a
two-component process, the slider moves to the HPDC position before the die closes and the actual
shot can take place. Once the aluminum casting is sufficiently solidified, the die opens to relieve the
slider, allowing it to move to the IM position. As soon as the die is closed again, the injection of the
plastic component takes place and another cooling time is required until the hybrid component has
reached a sufficiently low demolding temperature. The die can now be opened and the component
ejected. After the cycle, the overflow beans and the gating systems just need to be separated.
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Figure 1: Cycle of M-HPDC Process

4

Temperature influence on bond quality

The hybrid die shown below allows the manufacturing of an overlap shear tensile specimen, which
was designed according to the Standard DIN EN 1465 [4]. The aim of this geometry is the determination and quantification of influencing factors on the bond strength, which is based on micro-bracing
of the plastic onto the surface roughness of the Al-component. In order to be able to map the surface
topography of the Al-component by the plastic, a deep understanding of the process and in particular
the targeted temperature control in the joining area is necessary, since HPDC and IM each have different temperature control requirements
4.1

Temperature setup within the die

The hybrid die has a variety of temperature control options based on liquid temperature control with
oil or water. During the presentation of the hybrid die at the Euro Hybrid 2018 [5], a heating ceramic
was also shown, which was intended to provide a further possibility for temperature control of the
joining area. However, the usage of the heating ceramic has not proved to be practicable, as moisture
gets into the die due to the spraying process and a hermetic sealing of the heating ceramic is extremely
difficult due to the high die temperatures in die casting, as conventional seals are thermally overstrained. For this reason, the die configuration shown in Figure 2 is limited to an extensive liquid
temperature control system, which will be discussed below.
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Figure 2: Tempering Possibilities of the die

In the configuration shown in Figure 2, three oil units with a total of five circuits and one water unit
with two circuits are used, whereby the inputs are connected in parallel with a flow temperature set
to 155°C and are controlled by a variothermal temperature control unit from SINGLE Temperiertechnik GmbH, Hochdorf.
Since, as already mentioned, the use of a heating ceramic has proven to be impractical, the focus of
the investigations was placed on determining suitable temperature control windows by using liquid
temperature control units only. Usually the die temperatures in HPDC are significantly higher than
those in thermoplastic injection molding (here PA6GF30), so that a compromise has to be found. In
particular, the question of the maximum possible die temperature at which the plastic can safely be
demolded was addressed. It turned out that the die must not exceed 150°C in areas of the cavity that
come into contact with the plastic, as otherwise it is no longer possible to safely demold the component.
4.2

Deviation between set and actual temperature

It is obvious that the temperature set on the temperature control unit does not match exactly the temperature that actually arrives in the corresponding die area. To understand the process, however, a
precise knowledge of the actual temperatures in the die is essential. On the one hand, this is necessary
to determine the maximum die temperatures, which enable reliable and reproducible demolding of
the plastic, and on the other hand, to understand the temperature influence on the bond strength.
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The measurements (Figure 3) show that there are considerable deviations between the set flow temperature, the temperature at the inlet of the die and the actual die temperature.

Figure 3: Deviation of flow- and die- temperatures

5

Data-logging during process development

As part of the test series, all recordable target values of the test setup were documented. However,
the target values documented in this way have a much lower information content than a shot-precise
recording of the actual values, measured during the process. The benefits of recording actual values
are discussed below.
5.1

Benefits of machine data

In particular process developments where a large number of plants and control systems have to "harmonize" with each other, systematic data acquisition is a very valuable support to identify and eliminate error sources. Process windows are often not yet defined and the correlations between different
control variables are not yet known, so that error analyses are very complex.
As a concrete example, the initially incomprehensible measured values (measured values Thermobiehl K1) from Figure 3 should be mentioned here. In the end, after a long period of troubleshooting,
it turned out that a defective valve was the cause of the fluctuations, which could have been found
much earlier on the basis of a continuous recording of set and actual values of the temperature control
circuit.
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6

Summary and Outlook

As a result of the investigations, the understanding of the process has been significantly expanded.
Unfortunately, the heating ceramics proved to be not practicable with the consequence that a revision
of the die is necessary, since surface temperatures of 150°C are the maximum for demolding the used
PA6GF30, but too low for reaching best bond qualities. The revision will enable dynamic tempering
by means of two liquid tempered circuits, which will be placed right under the surface of the cavity
in order to keep the die hot during joining and lowering the temperature afterwards for demolding.
In the new die insert, thermocouples will be integrated as well, which enable continuous temperature
measurement in the process. In order to be able to record machine and sensor data in a meaningful
way, the manufacturing cell is currently being comprehensively networked by means of OPC UA
within the framework of the Cluster of Excellence “Internet of Production” (IoP).
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Abstract
Thermoplastic composites (TPC) are predestined for use in lightweight structures especially for highvolume applications. In many areas of lightweight construction, the use of metal inserts is established
for load introduction into composite structures. The inserts can be integrated during composite fabrication or subsequently in separate process steps. The authors pursue the approach of embedding inserts in TPC during compression moulding without fibre damage. The technology is based on the
concept of moulding holes by a pin and simultaneously placing an insert in the moulded hole. In this
paper, the performance of such embedded inserts is compared to subsequently integrated commercial
solutions like blind rivet nuts. To evaluate the joint strength, in-plane loading tests, torsion tests as
well as out-of-plane loading tests are carried out.

Keywords: glass fiber reinforced polymers; joining; short-term strength test
1

Introduction

TPC have a high potential for large-scale production particularly for applications in the transportation
industry. Reasons are high specific mechanical properties as well as established efficient manufacturing processes with short cycle times [1], such as compression moulding. For composites the embedding of metal inserts is established as a reliable and efficient joining technique [2]. Metal inserts
can increase the joint strength of bolted joints by reducing stress concentrations in the composite
around the hole [3], as observed numerically [4] and experimentally [5].
Joining elements can be integrated in composites in a separate downstream process step – in the
following called fasteners – or during part manufacturing process – in the following called inserts.
For downstream joining, a large number of commercially available fasteners (CAF) exists. Such fasteners are typically inserted and fixed into a previously cut hole, for example by screwing [3] or by
bonding [6]. In addition, a joint can be realized by plastic deformation of the fastener, see blind rivet
nuts [7].
In case of composites with thermoset matrix, metal inserts are often integrated before or during the
part manufacturing, e.g. in the resin transfer moulding (RTM) process [8]. During the embedding of
the insert, the reinforcing structure can be locally oriented around the insert without fibre damage as
shown by Ferret et al. [9], Gebhardt and Fleischer [10], and Wilkening et al. [11].
TPC are characterised by weldability, meltability and warm formability, allowing alternative approaches for joining processes. In [12], a technology for process-integrated embedding (PIE) of inserts in TPC while compression moulding is described. The developed technology bases on the concept of moulding holes introduced by Kupfer et al. [13]. Thereby, the reinforcing fibres are not cut
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by drilling but reoriented by a tapered pin in plasticised state of the TPC [14]. The integration of the
embedding process of metal inserts into the composite component manufacturing process provides
the opportunity of reducing the manufacturing costs and the number of process steps.
Fig. 1 illustrates the process steps of the PIE schematically. First, the TPC sheet is warmed above
melting temperature of the polymer matrix (a). Subsequently, a handling device transfers the TPC
sheet into the compression mould (b). Immediately after mould closing and shaping the warm TPC
sheet (c), a two-parted pin tool (consisting of tapered pin and pin retainer) is shifted forward forming
a hole by displacing the reinforcing fibres and the still molten thermoplastic matrix (d). The pin tool
is equipped with a metal insert, which is precisely positioned flush with the composites surface. Afterwards, a ring shaped counterpunch recompresses the squeezed-out material (e). The embedding
(steps d and e) requires less than one second. After the cooling and solidification the shaped TPC part
with integrated metal insert is demoulded (f).
In this paper, the load bearing behaviour of such PIE inserts is compared to subsequently integrated
CAF. TPC test specimens with different types of joining elements are manufactured and in-plane
loading tests, torsion tests as well as out-of-plane loading tests are carried out.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of process-integrated embedding (PIE) of metal inserts in TPC.

2

Materials and specimen specification

The investigations are performed on TPC sheets made in an autoclave of glass fibre reinforced polypropylene (GF/PP) unidirectional tapes Celstran® CFR-TP PP-GF70 with 45 vol.-% fibre content.
The laminate structure is [(0°/90°)4]s resulting in a TPC sheet thickness of 4.3 mm.
A prototypical tempered steel mould (40 °C) on laboratory scale with vertical flash face is applied
for the process-integrated embedding of inserts into plane TPC specimens. Therefore the TPC sheet
is heated up to 210 °C before pressing process. Three different insert types, all made of steel 1.2210,
are investigated (Fig. 2). The insert type PIE-1 is rotationally symmetric whereas PIE-2 and PIE-3
have an anti-rotation function due to the non-circular shape. The outer diameter of PIE-1 is equal to
the diameter of the smallest circle enclosing the non-circular variants. All three insert variants have
the same thickness (4.3 mm) as the laminate so that they are flush with the laminate surface after
embedding. Consequently, there is no disturbing contour on the final part surface.
To compare the performance of PIE inserts to subsequently integrated commercial solutions three
types of CAF are investigated: Anchor®, MICROBARB® and RIVKLE® SFC (Fig. 3). Table 1 summarises the specifications of the selected CAF. To install the fasteners to the TPC pre-holes are drilled
with diameters recommended by the CAF manufacturer (cf. Table 1).
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Figure 2: Prototypic inserts for process-integrated embedding: a) PIE-1 (2.3 g), b) PIE-2 (2.1 g), c) PIE-32 (2.1 g).

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the investigated fasteners a) CAF-1, b) CAF-2, c) CAF-3.
Table 1: Specifications of the investigated fasteners.

Type of fastener

Anchor® (CAF-1)

MICROBARB® (CAF-2)

RIVKLE® SFC (CAF-3)

Rivet bushing

Press-fitting insert with micro knurling
KVT-Fastening GmbH

Blind rivet nut

Kerb-Konus-VertriebsGmbH
Material
Stainless steel
Mounting thread M6
5.5 g
Weight
Pressing with plastic deforInstallation
mation of the element
Pre-hole diameter 9.7 mm
Manufacturer

3

Brass
M6
2.3 g
Heat insertion
9.55 mm

Wilhelm Böllhoff GmbH
& Co. KG
Steel
M6
5.1 g
Riveting process with manual setting tool
9.1 mm

Test setup

To compare the different types of joining elements, in-plane loading tests, torsion tests and out-ofplane loading tests are performed on a universal testing machine. The setup of the quasi-static inplane loading test is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4a. The load is applied to the joining elements
by a M6 threaded rod. The test specimen is clamped to the movable traverse that moves with a constant velocity of 2 mm/min. All test specimens have a length of 150 mm and they are cut after the
integration of the joining elements. In tests on specimens with pin-loaded holes (hole diameter D)
different failure modes arise due to the variation of the sample width w and edge distance of the hole
e. In [13] GF/PP test specimens with e/D = 2 and w/D ≥ 3 showed bearing failure. To ensure a fail-
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safe behaviour of the joints, in this work the specimen dimensions are set to e/D = 2 and w/D = 4 with
the diameters D assumed as follows: D = 12 mm for PIE-1, PIE-2 and PIE-3, D = 9.5 mm for CAF-1
as well as CAF-2 and D = 9 mm for CAF-3. In the quasi-static torsion tests a torsional moment is
applied to the joining elements by a M6 socket head screw (Fig. 4b). The size of the TPC test specimens is 100 x 100 mm2 and the joining elements are positioned in the centre. The test specimens are
clamped between steel plates with a clearance hole of 18 mm diameter. For the quasi-static out-ofplane loading tests (pull-out) the same test set up and specimen geometry are used. However, the load
is applied to the insert by a M6 threaded rod at a constant crosshead velocity of 1 mm/min (Fig. 4c).
All types of joining elements are investigated in positive and negative z-direction (cf. Fig. 2).

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of a) the in-plane loading test setup and specimen geometry, b) the torsion test setup
and c) the out-of-plane loading test setup (pull-out).

4

Results

The results of the in-plane loading tests are summarised in Fig. 5. All joining elements show similar
load-displacement curves. First there is a progressive initial range before reaching an almost linear
section. Then the graphs show a slightly degressive increase up to the ultimate load. With PIE-1 and
PIE-2 the highest ultimate loads of 9.8 kN and 8.6 kN are achieved (Fig. 6a). For these two types, a
slight insert deformation on the outer edge can be detected in addition to laminate bearing (Fig. 5b).
CAF-1 and CAF-2 show laminate shear out failure and not bearing failure as expected (Fig. 5b). To
obtain bearing failure for all joining elements, an increased edge distance e could be used in future
investigations.
In the torsion tests the highest ultimate torsional moment of 20.4 Nm is obtained with PIE-3 that has
a non-circular contour adapted to the fibre orientation (Fig. 6b). Surprisingly, CAF-3 with 14.8 Nm
reaches the second highest torsional moment without torsional form-fit, but only by force-fit. PIE-2
with a moderate form-fit for torsional loading, is with 13.1 Nm in the same range as CAF-3. CAF-1
and CAF-2 achieve the lowest ultimate torsional moments because of the small grooves and teeth,
which only provide a slight form-fit. As PIE-1 has no anti-rotation function due to its circular shape
it is not investigated in the torsion tests. The results show that due to the high design freedom of PIE
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inserts, with a non-circular contour adapted to the fibre orientation high ultimate torsional moments
can be achieved.

Figure 5: Results of the in-plane loading tests: a) representative force-displacement curves, b) typical failure behaviour.

Figure 6: a) Ultimate loads of the in-plane loading tests, b) ultimate torsional moments of the torsion tests.

During pull-out testing it was observed, that for all investigated joining elements the pull-out behaviour is significantly different in both testing directions (Fig. 7). This even applies for PIE inserts,
although both – the insert itself as well as the lay-up of the laminate – are symmetric to the laminate
midplane. This indicates, that the local material structure of the TPC resulting from the embedding
process has a significant influence on the pull-out behaviour and has to be taken into account when
designing such joining zones (cf. [13]). However, the difference of the ultimate pull-out loads depending on the test direction is higher for all tested CAF than for PIE inserts.

Figure 7: Results of the pull-out tests: ultimate loads for six test specimens each.
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The ultimate pull-out loads of CAF-3 cannot be exceeded by the PIE inserts, but with 9.8 kN PIE-1
reaches the same range. In this context it is to be noted that the PIE inserts with 2.1 g to 2.3 g weight
less than half of CAF-3 (cf. Table 1) and have no disturbing contour on the laminate surface like all
three tested CAF do.

5

Conclusions

In this paper the capability of metal inserts embedded in TPC during part manufacturing is compared
to subsequently integrated commercially available fasteners. The PIE inserts can achieve better capability in in-plane loading tests and with a non-circular design adapted to the fibre orientation even
higher moments in torsion tests. In contrast to the investigated CAF, the PIE inserts have no disturbing
contours on the final part surface and nevertheless achieve pull-out loads in the same range as the
commercial solutions. The PIE process offers a high freedom in the design of the inserts, e.g. regarding the shape of the axial and rotational form-fit, so that they can be adapted and optimized for different applications and requirements. In addition, the integration of the embedding process into the
main part manufacturing process provides great potential for reducing the number of process steps
and manufacturing costs.
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1

Introduction

Due to the efforts in the vehicle sector to meet the current requirements of the European Union,
alternative drive technologies are not only being developed and tested by the well-known passenger
vehicle manufacturers. For new registrations of light commercial vehicles, a limit value of 147g/km
for CO2 emissions has to be achieved until 2021 [1]. Especially in the area of municipal, inner-city
light commercial transporting vehicles, the long service life and low average speed combined with
low daily mileage, the use of alternative drives such as electric motors in combination with accumulator media presents an attractive option. This particular vehicle type consumes four to five times
more fuel and therefore produces four to five times more emissions such as CO2 than vehicles of
this class used for other purposes [2].
In the manufacture of electrically powered urban commercial vehicles for municipal service operations, the weight of the vehicle must be reduced by using lightweight construction materials, to
achieve a similar effective payload compared with conventional vehicles in steel construction. Material combinations such as fibre composites made of thermoplastic matrix and glass fibre reinforcement as well as light metals such as aluminium alloys offer the possibility for weight reduction. However, new material combinations also require the use of alternative joining technologies,
since conventional welding is not applicable.
Since the 2000s, more and more investigations in the field of material-locking joining by means of
adhesives have been carried out on material combinations of typical representatives of technical
plastics such as polypropylene or polyamide with endless reinforced glass fibres, a low-cost consumer market high-performance composite material, [3-5]. Efficient and high-performance joining
technologies are becoming increasingly important for the manufacture of complex products such as
electric vehicles [6]. Modern multi-material mixed construction methods can only be used efficiently where appropriate joining technologies are available. Whereas in the 1980s steel bodies were
joined cost-effectively by resistance spot welding [7], current composite bodies such as the AUDI
TT (built in 2014) were not only produced with thermal joinings (e.g. resistance spot welding) but
also with numerous mechanical processes (e.g. semi-tubular punch riveting), as well as in combination with bonding [8].
Within the publicly funded project "UTILITAS - Ultralight superstructures for commercial vehicles
in municipal service operations", material-adapted joining techniques are being investigated: mechanical joining using insert technology, adhesive bonding and hybrid joining using both technologies as well as a new type of direct thermal joining using HPCI® technology [9] for consistent
lightweight material construction in the field of municipal vehicle superstructures for light commercial vehicles. Within the framework of a study on resource-efficient lightweight construction for
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electric mobility [8], an overview of the currently used joining processes for combinations of metals
and polymers was compiled. It is clearly evident that, in addition to the classic joining processes of
mechanical joining or bonding, more and more combinations of different joining processes are required.

2

Experimental Procedure

The joining experiments were carried out using fibre reinforced composites consisting of glass fibre
Polyamide 6 matrix (GF/PA6) e.g. organic sheet, Tepex® dynalite 102 RG 600 from the manufacturer Bond Laminates GmbH. These are endless fibre reinforced fabrics with a fibre volume share
of 47 %. The layer thickness is approx. 0.5 mm and the total thickness approx. 4.5 mm.
A typical aluminium wrought alloy, EN AW 6082 (3 mm thickness), in the condition T6 - solution
annealed, artificially aged, which is also used in automotive engineering, was chosen as the metallic
joining partner.
For the mechanical load cases tensile (90° to the joining plane) and tensile shear (in the direction of
the joining plane) corresponding specimens were tested by four joining methods investigated:
Bonding, direct thermal joining by means of inductive heating, mechanical joining by means of
self-punching, cold-pressed thread inserts and hybrid connections made by mechanical joining and
bonding.
For a better comparison of the achieved strengths/transferable forces of the composites, lap shear
tests according to DIN EN ISO 14273 and tensile tests according to DIN EN ISO 16237 were carried out. The lap shear test specimens have the dimensions 107 mm x 45 mm, with an overlap of
22 mm (30 mm) and tensile test specimens 150 mm x 50 mm, resulting in a square joining area of
50 mm x 50 mm for the two-dimensional joining methods, respectively.
Prior to joining, the sample surfaces were pre-treated material-specifically and customized for each
joining method. The aluminium samples were processed using continuous laser radiation with a
wavelength of 1070 nm. The macroscopic laser structuring / ablation was carried out at a Multi
Remote System (MuReA) developed at Fraunhofer IWS, which transmits the wavelength 10600 nm
as well as 1070 nm via 3D large-field scanners in a fast deflecting manner to component surfaces
for ablation or welding. The ablation tests were carried out with a 3 kW single mode fibre laser
YLS-3000-SM, IPG using the scanner system Axialscan 50 with high speed and high power kit,
Raylase GmbH. For the parameter study, the process parameters laser power, deflection speed of
the laser beam, line distance between the laser tracks and the repetitions, were varied.

Figure 1: Multi-Remote-System
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In addition, the fibre composite specimens were also pre-treated for the adhesive bonding tests. The
thermoplastic fibre composite samples were treated with atmospheric pressure plasma. For this, the
source Plasmatreater AS400 with the rotation unit RD 1004 of the company Plasmatreat GmbH was
used. After a parameter screening, the plasma treatment was finally carried out on the samples to be
bonded with the following parameter settings: distance between the lower edge of the nozzle and
the upper side of the sample of 4 mm, a traversing speed of 10 mm/min and a flow rate of the process gas (compressed air) of 4000 l/min. The generator was operated with a frequency of 25 kHz at
400 V electrical voltages. Reactive chemical end groups are created on the thermoplastic sample
surface which leads to a better wetting and bonding of the adhesive polymer. An evaluation of the
optimum process parameters was carried out during plasma treatment screening with a comparative
static contact angle measurement using deionized water and diiodomethane.
The joining was technology-specific, a tough-elastic two-component, epoxy-based construction
adhesive, Scotch-Weld DP490 (3M) was used for the bonds. This adhesive is characterised by good
cohesive strength and moderate elasticity and is suitable for use up to 80°C for metallic and plastic
surfaces. During the tests, the samples were cured at an accelerated rate for three hours in a heating
cabinet at 65°C. For larger structural components, crosslinking is also possible at room temperature.
For direct thermal joining a prototype of the Heat Press Cool Integrative - Joining Tool (HPCI®)
developed at Fraunhofer IWS was used. The aluminium specimen is heated inductively with an
induction generator (EFD Minac 18/25) at a frequency of 20 kHz with a power of 7.5 kW. At the
same time, the joining partners are permanently pressed together with a punch realizing a force of
approx. 290 N. In this case, heat conduction melts the thermoplastic matrix of the fibre composite
material and flows into the surface structure of the aluminium sample created by laser radiation.
After 50 s or 110 s, the heating process is completed, and the material is now rapidly cooled down
with the use of compressed air.
For mechanical joining, a special thread insert was developed at Profil Verbindungstechnik GmbH
and completely inserted into the fibre composite using approx. 40 kN. The experimental tests were
based on an M5 stainless steel insert (Figure 2). They were screwed together with a torque of
5.9 Nm in accordance with DIN EN ISO 898. The aluminium samples have a pre-drilled hole with a
diameter of 5.5 mm. For an additional increase of the pulling force, the specimen is placed during
joining in such a way that the insert head is on the side facing away from the joining zone.

Figure 2: Mechanically joined cross tension
test sample and the used M5 insert
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Hybrid joining is a combination of bonding and mechanical joining and it is a suitable method for
fixing the bond during the setting time.
The mechanical tests of the joined composites were performed on a multi-axial universal testing
machine Z50, Zwick Roell. The test speeds were 5 mm/min for the lap shear test and 1 mm/min for
the tensile test for all four different joining methods (Figure 3). The maximum breaking forces until
failure were determined. The test was terminated when a force drop of 90 % of the maximum value
was reached.

Figure 3: Mechanical test setup a) cross-tension, b) Single lap shear geometry

In order to determine the maximum breaking forces of aged joints, additional series of samples were
prepared, which were subjected to a cyclical, alternating climate change test in a climatic chamber
for 1000 hours (approx. six weeks) after joining and, if necessary, crosslinking the adhesive polymer. During this test (P-VW 1200), the temperature is changed alternately between -40°C and 80°C
within a 12 hour cycle with a temperature gradient of 1 K/min and kept constant in the limit temperatures for four hours at the temperature extremes. During the holding time at 80 °C, an additional humidity load of 80 % r. h. is superimposed. This provokes swelling of both the fibre composite
and the adhesive and a potential influence of corrosion phenomena caused by the aluminium body
becomes visible. The temperature differences also cause material-specific elongations.

3

Results and Discussion

The tensile shear test results, shown in Figure 4, demonstrate the potential of the two-dimensional
joining processes of direct thermal joining and adhesive bonding. Hybrid joining also performs very
well due to the insert geometry, the high material thickness of the fibre composite material as well
as the surface area used. The lap shear tests of the mechanical and hybrid joints were repeated with
an overlap of 30 mm, as it has caused the material failure of the fibre composite. There is still po-
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tential to increase the strength by a geometric variation and the associated possibility of greater surface utilization. Besides the maximum shear forces, the force-displacement diagrams are very interesting, so mechanical joining and hybrid joining offer the possibility of higher deformations up to
total failure of the joint.
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Figure 4: Tensile shear test results and force distance curves of the four joining processes

4

Conclusions and Outlook

By means of a material-specific and parameterized physical surface pre-treatment, the transmittable
forces in mixed joints can be significantly increased not only in the case of pure material-locking
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joints by means of adhesive bonding, also in the case of joints based on form and material locking
(direct thermal joining).
The current results of the investigations show the great potential of the different joining methods in
the field of lightweight construction using multi-material combinations. Detachable connections by
mechanical joining of special inserts can be realized just as well as non-detachable surface joining
technologies such as conventional structural bonding. In order to realize large structures without
expensive and complex joining devices by means of bonding, hybrid joining as a combination of
mechanical joining for the fixing process and adhesive bonding was also investigated. The torque of
the screw tightening has a great influence on the effective bonding surface.
In addition, the aging resistance of the joints of the investigated material pair GF/PA6 and aluminium at standardised climate change tests from the automotive industry is currently being tested.
After finishing the cyclically alternating climate tests reliable data for the residual strength of the
joints investigated will be available.
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1

Abstract: Today, milling is the most frequently used process for contour machining and trimming

operations of fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) on an industrial scale. Disadvantages of this process
are dust generation as well as machining-related damage such as delamination. An alternative
technology for the processing of FRP, with the potential of overcoming these disadvantages, is a
punching process with feed called nibbling. This hand-guided process, known from sheet metal
processing, has so far only marginally been mentioned for the processing of FRP materials. The aim
of this study is to investigate the correlation of workpiece material and process parameters like feed
rate with feed forces, tool wear, machining induced damage as well as workpiece cutting edge quality.
In order to achieve these objectives, a hand-held nibbling tool was integrated into a machining center
to ensure automated and reproducible machining of FRP. Slot nibbling tests were carried out on glass
(GFRP) and carbon (CFRP) fiber-reinforced sheet molding compounds (SMC). Force measurements
serve as characteristic values to assess the fundamental mechanisms. The evaluation of the workpiece
quality as well as surface damage such as delamination, matrix spalling and fiber fraying are carried
out by the use of microscopic imaging. The results show fundamental characteristics of nibbling FRP.
The work provides a basis for highly productive, automated nibbling of FRP.

Keywords: nibbling, automation, machining induced damage, quality, dust, FRP, SMC

1

Introduction

Machining of fiber reinforced polymers (FRP) poses a great challenge due to the often insufficient
cutting quality which is expressed in structural workpiece damage such as delamination [1] and fiber
fraying [2]. Past investigations showed that there is a dependence of the tool geometry [3], layer
structure, fiber orientation and feed rate [4] on resulting damage when milling FRP [5]. It is also
important to ensure that the clamping is as rigid as possible when milling [6] and drilling [7] FRP,
which makes machining more difficult. Since there is a broad variety of FRP materials on the market
today, each characterized by different fiber orientations and layer structures, radically new processing
strategies need to be considered to process these materials economically.
Nibbling is one possible technology that has hardly been considered as a separation process for
industrial scales so far, although it seems very promising with regard to the challenges stated before.
The process of nibbling can be described by punching sheet components with continuous feed. During
machining, the tool moves continuously through the workpiece after each punch. Using this
technique, holes that are bigger than the actual tool [8] as well as shapes in almost any geometric
complexity can be produced using only one tool [9]. Due to constant feed rate, a fine ripple pattern,
also referred to as nibbling marks, is created by the repositioning, as each punching process leaves its
own imprint. These nibbling marks are comparable to feed marks known from milling operations.
They depend largely on the feed of the tool and the punch radius [9]. Since the tool can be rotated,
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form elements that are larger than the actual tool can be produced and the possibilities of conventional
punching are significantly expanded by nibbling [8]. The technology was originally used to process
workpieces made of sheet metal [10]. Present research approaches regarding nibbling are limited to
studies from the 1990s on automated tool selection for CNC nibbling of sheet metal [11,12]. The
possibility to use nibbling for the separation of FRP was first mentioned in 1985 by König et al. but
has not been further scientifically investigated since that time [13]. However, the process of shearcutting of FRP was assessed in many studies [14,15]. Compared to conventional machining processes,
nibbling of FRP comes with the advantage of a kinematics-related reduction of dust generated during
machining [16]. Only recently, the idea of a hand-held electronic power tool was realized by
TRUMPF releasing a specialized FRP-Nibbler [17]. Until now there is no research published that has
dealt with the particular mechanisms, primarily the influence of feed and tool wear, on the workpiece
quality when nibbling FRP.

2

Materials and Methods

2.1

Materials

For the experimental investigation, glass (GFRP) and carbon (CFRP) fiber-reinforced thermoset
sheet molding compound (SMC) with random fiber orientation were used. Both materials have a fiber
mass content of 41 wt.-% and a thickness of 2.3 mm.
2.2

Methods and Equipment

The investigation of the specimens nibbling properties was performed by slot nibbling experiments
with a TruTool FCN 250 Nibbler by TRUMPF on a machining center HELLER MC16. Only original
TRUMPF tools were used for the investigation. The punch has a diameter of 8.5 mm. The cutting gap
is 3.15 mm wide, although the device is only designed for material thicknesses up to 2.5 mm. The
forces were measured using a three component force measuring platform type 9255SP by KISTLER.
The resulting forces were recorded with DasyLab. A tactile coordinate measurement machine type
Mahr Surf XCR20 by MAHR was used to measure tool wear of the punch and the die. The wear
measurement was performed along the red line in Fig. 1b) and c). Additionally, a ZEISS microscope
type Stemi SV11 was used to optically measure tool wear as well as evaluate the workpiece quality
and the nibbling induced damage. As shown in Fig. 1 the wear measurement was performed in the
center as well as on the right and the left flank of both tools.

Fig. 1: a) Rendering of punch and die, detailed depiction of b) punch, c) die. Red line: path of tactile wear measurement.
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3

Experimental Setup

A customized mount was designed and manufactured in order to integrate the hand-held power tool
into the machining center. A single sided clamping system used to fix the specimens on the force
measuring platform during the machining operation was also custom made and installed. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2a. Due to the closed construction of the nibbling tool (Fig. 2b),
the cutting forces could not directly be measured with this setup. Therefore force measurements were
conducted in feed direction (Y-direction). Aim of these measurements was to understand the
influence of feed rate on the stress between the front face of the punch and the workpiece. The
maximum feed rate of the nibbler in manual operation varies between 1300 and 1900 mm/min
depending on the laminate to be processed and the materials thickness. Manual pre-tests resulted in a
maximum speed of approx. 1600 mm/min for the material to be investigated. In order to gain an
understanding of the influence of the feed rate, the experiments in this study were carried out with
slower feed rates of 320, 640 and 1280 mm/min, representing 20, 40 and 80 % of the maximum
possible feed rate.

Fig. 2: a) Experimental setup and b) close up of the nibbling tool.

4

Results

4.1

Feed forces

The examination of the feed forces was performed with three different feed rates of 320, 640 and
1280 mm/min for GFRP as well as CFRP SMC. The length of the nibbled slot was 160 mm for all
experiments. The mean values of the feed force (force in Y-direction) recorded by the force measuring
platform are shown in Fig. 3.The observed trend of the maximum feed forces differs significantly for
the nibbling of GFRP compared to CFRP. When doubling the feed from 320 to 640 mm/min, the
resulting feed force increases by 59 % when nibbling GFRP. Another doubling of the feed to
1280 mm/min leads to a further increase of the force by 45 %. However, this effect cannot be
observed for the CFRP specimens. Here an increase of the feed from 320 to 640 mm/min leads to a
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raise of feed force by 30 %. A further increase of the feed from 640 to 1280 mm/min leads to a
decrease of the resulting force by about 7 %. At the same time, it could be observed that the noise
generated from the processing was reduced to a perceptible extent. Manual nibbling is a forcecontrolled process in which an even, constant feed is achieved. Due to the integration into the CNC
machining center, the process is path-controlled. The process tends to chatter, making it unstable. It
can be assumed that the selected feed rates are not ideal for achieving a stable, chatter-free process.
Increasing the feed rates closer to the maximum value might lead to a smoother processing with
reduced chatter.
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4.2

Tool wear

Wear of both, the punch and the die was analyzed by tactile as well as microscopic imaging. For
comparing the initial cutting edge preparation with the occurring tool wear, both tools were measured
before the experiments were conducted. During the experiments, the wear state was measured after
every 480 mm of cutting distance. The location of the wear measurement is depicted in Fig. 1. An
individual set of tools was used for each material. The results of the microscopic wear measurement
for the punch in new condition as well as after a cutting distance of 7200 mm with variable feed rates
between 320 and 1280 mm/min are shown in Fig. 4. The initial tool edge preparation of the punch
revealed a cutting edge radius of about 11 µm. After processing a total of 7200 mm of GFRP and
CFRP, the wear state of the punch showed a cutting edge radius of 17 µm and 97 µm respectively.
The die showed a cutting edge radius of 15 µm after cutting the GFRP SMC and 164 µm after
processing the CFRP material. There was no local difference in tool wear observable along the tools.
The results from the microscopic imaging can also be seen in the tactile measurements shown in
Fig. 5. Only very little tool wear was measured for the nibbled distance in GFRP. In contrast to this,
there is significant tool wear observed during nibbling of the CFRP.
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Fig. 4: Microscopic images of center of the cutting edge of the punch a) new, b) after 7200 mm cutting distance in CFRP.

Fig. 5: a) Cross section of punch and tactile measured profiles along the plane of the cross section in new and worn
condition after 7200 mm cutting distance in a) GFRP and b) CFRP.

4.3

Workpiece quality and nibbling induced damage

The achieved workpiece quality was satisfactory overall. As expected, nibbling marks could be
observed on all specimens (Fig. 6). The distance between these marks depends on the feed rate. The
lower the feed, the less feed marks are visible on the workpiece. An influence of the workpiece
material or the tool wear state on the appearance of the nibbling marks could not be observed. As
shown in Fig. 7, there was some nibbling induced damage observable. Fiber fraying (Fig. 7a) could
only be detected on few specimens. In contrast to milling, a correlation between fiber fraying, feed
rate and tool wear could not be observed. Delamination of fiber bundles (Fig. 7b) on the surface was
observed for both materials. This effect was always more prominent on the clamped side of the
workpiece compared to the unclamped side. This result is in direct contrast to the findings from
milling and drilling of FRP. No influence of feed rate or tool wear on the delamination could be
observed.

Fig. 6: Macroscopic Image of damage free contour of the workpiece cutting edge with feed marks, nibbled at 1280 mm/s.
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Fig. 7: Microscopic images of nibbling induced damage on the workpiece cutting edge a) fiber fraying and b)
delamination of fiber bundles on the surface.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, an investigation of nibbling of glass and carbon fiber reinforced SMC is presented.
The results lead to the following conclusions:
 The measurable feed forces, caused by the continuous feed of the closed tools front face against
the workpiece, tend to increase for higher feed rates.
 Especially for lower feed rates, the feed forces are considerably higher when nibbling CFRP
compared to GFRP. At higher feed rates, the influence of the material on the feed force decreases.
It is assumed that unsuitable feed rates cause the process to chatter, making it unstable. This effect
could only be perceived acoustically in the experiments. Further experiments have to be
performed to investigate the chatter in detail.
 A special test setup is required to measure the cutting forces. This will be necessary in the future
to investigate the separation mechanisms in more detail.
 Only slight tool wear has been observed during nibbling of GFRP while nibbling of CFRP caused
significant tool wear to both the punch and the die.
 In contrast to the findings from drilling and milling of FRP, the effect of delamination is more
prominent on the clamped side of the workpiece. A flexible clamping system might help to reduce
nibbling induced damage and should be further investigated.
 A distinct separation of sheared and fractured areas in the shearing process could not be observed
in the conducted experiment.
The results of these investigations are the basis to further research on automated nibbling of FRP and
understanding the influence of the continuous feed on the shearing mechanism as well as the resulting
workpiece quality. In conclusion, nibbling has proven to be a promising technology for processing
FRP. In comparison to milling, the observed damages to the workpiece are significantly reduced. The
tool wear seems to be especially high when nibbling CFRP, so that further research is necessary to
assess this issue. In addition, the influence of the wear condition on the component quality should be
assessed in the future.
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1

The use of hybrid components made from metal and fibre-reinforced-plastics (FRP) is growing but
inhibited by cost and economic manufacturing processes. A typical process step needed to manufacture hybrid components is trimming before and after consolidation of the FRP. There are several
cutting processes possible on hybrid FRP-metal-laminates but with a wide range of different process
characteristics. A process used in several industries at small to medium scale production is water jet
cutting (WJM). This paper investigates the water jet cutting process related dependences on the failure
behaviour of two-dimensional specimens of different FRP-metal-laminates. With regards to vary the
layer setup of steel and FRP the results are described by quality characteristics like surface roughness,
geometrical trueness and precision of the cut.

1

Introduction

The advantage of hybrid FRP-metal structures (FML) is the possibility to achieve a weight reduction
of a structure while the mechanical properties stay constant or even improve [1, 2]. The production
of economic hybrid structures (compared to conventional steel parts) is possible by reducing the manufacturing steps, improve process quality or integration of additional functions, since the material
costs of FRP are much higher than for metals. The lack of knowledge of efficient machining processes
with high quality is one of the obstacles for the use of FMLs in large scale production. Cutting processes are used for different process steps: the preparation of semi-finished products, cutting operations for holes and drillings as well as post processing and finishing steps. Regarding this, the
knowledge about cutting processes is crucial to achieve the aim of the economic production of FML.
Furthermore, the effects of material damage after cutting processes are mostly unknown, but these
areas are often initiation locations for overall failure of components, especially delamination in FRP.
There is a wide variation of possible cutting processes for FMLs: milling, laser beam cutting and
waterjet cutting are totally different processes with particular operation characteristics [3, 4].
The aim of this paper is the investigation of the effects detected on the cutting edge of single and
multi-layered FMLs. The different material characteristics in FMLs lead to different cutting edge
geometries depending on thickness and layer variation of the hybrid component. There are a lot of
investigations targeting the optimization of WJM process parameters on FML [5–7]. This study works
with different layering and cutting directions to investigate the WJM cutting process on FMLs. For
evaluation the surface roughness and dimensional trueness were detected.

2

Water jet cutting on hybrid materials

The process of WJM cutting uses the kinetic energy of a highly pressurized water beam to cut materials via erosion and removes the material. The technique is suitable for a lot of materials which differ
highly in their mechanical properties (e.g. ceramics, glass, plastics, metals) as well as for composite
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structures [8–11]. Some advantages are: tool-free processing leading to no tool wear, low thermal
impact [8] leads to possibility to cut materials with different thermal resistance, high flexibility on
geometries with high accuracy at low cutting forces [5] and the absorption of cutting dust. A disadvantage using WJM cutting is the consumption of costly abrasive materials and water itself. Also the
cutting quality depends on the traverse speed what limits the process speed in some cases to a low
level.
A WJM cutting process can be performed without any abrasive but also with abrasive for materials
with higher strength and density. Caused to the generated negative pressure of the fluid, the abrasive
is merged into the beam (venturi-effect at the mixing chamber). Due to the ablative procedure the
beam loses energy over the depth of the work piece. In combination with the transverse motion this
leads to drag of the stream (table 1). High feed rates leads to less time for the beam to extend to the
bottom side of the work piece. This leads to higher surface roughness and therefore lower quality cuts
(table 1(b)) [8, 13]. Also the geometrical dimensions of the kerf depend highly on the cutting speed.
Lowering the traverse rate leads to a fully extended vertical beam formation and reduces kerf angles
α (table 1(a)) This also goes along with nozzle distance to the work piece: too high stand-off distance
leads to wider kerf dimensions.
Water jet machining of FML is actively addressed in recent research investigations [5–7]. A specific type of FML made of aluminium sheets and glass-fibre-reinforced-plastics (GFRP) layers
is comparable to the material combination used in this research
due to the behaviour multi material design. In [3] some results on
cutting edge geometry and surface quality were shown. Inappropriate use leads to cracks and delamination in the FRP material
which reduces the performance of laminate. To avoid defects by
manufacturing processes this research focusses on kerf surface
quality parameters.
table 1 cutting characteristics

3

Experimental Setup

3.1

Materials

The single-layer FML are each made of one layer FRP and one layer steel. The study aims to figure
out what influence the fibre setup has. Usually unidirectional fibre composites tend to be susceptible
to damage induced by cutting forces. Varying the metal material it is intended to show the extent to
which the different strengths of steel influence the overall performance of the laminate. The different
strength classes of the bonding agents should provide a prediction to the workability of the FML types
in WJM cutting. There were 18 different plate variations manufactured and tested in two cutting directions. With the investigation of multi-layer hybrid laminates [14, 15], a specimen dimension has
to be selected that allows large step intervals in the Design of Experiments. With large step intervals,
effects can be identified with higher reliability. There were 27 FML variations investigated according
to the specimen design in [16]. The chosen manufacturing method is based on the investigations in
[15] and the relevant manufacturing techniques of [17]. Table 1 shows the specimen and processing
parameters of both single and multi-layer plates.
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layer FML plate

Multi-

Single-

Table 1. Specification of FML laminates

3.2

Steel
HX340 LAD
Z100 MB,
d: 1 mm
22MnB5 AlSi,
(HF)
d: 1 mm

1.4310; d: 1.5 mm

Bonding agent
FRP
Manufacturing
Nolax A22.501
Tepex dynalite 102-RG600, Thermoforming
(DIN 1465: 12 MPa)
d: 2 mm
specimen size:
(GF Fabric-PA6)
250 mm x 250 mm
press parameters:
Betamate 1480v203 BASF Ultratape B3EG12,
T = 220 °C
(DIN 1465: 27 MPa) d: 2 mm, (GF Tape PA6)
p = 100 N/cm2
t = 360 s heat up,
Vestamelt Hylink
BASF Ultratape B3EC12,
120 s cool down
(DIN 1465: 8 MPa)
d: 2 mm (CF Tape PA6)
SuraLink® 021
Surface sandblasted

Glass-Fibre
HP-U400E
UD

Epoxy
RIM 935/
RIMH 937

Vacuum infusion
Fibre volume content: 42%

Schematic

To evaluate the influence of the stacking direction (FRP-steel or steel-FRP) the single-layer specimen
are used to show dependences. The multi-layer specimens are used to show dependences on the cutting edge of layer variations in the hybrid laminates. The specimen plates used for the experiments
are cut into specimen sizes of 25 mm x 100 mm (single-layer) and 30 mm x 300 mm (multi-layer).
Table 2 contains the cutting parameters used for this.
Table 2. Processing Parameters for WJM (l.) and measure procedure for dimensional deviation (r.)

Parameter
Unit
Value
Abrasive Material
corund
Cutting Speed
mm/min
325,05
Nozzle Diameter
mm
0,3048
Abrasive mass flow rate
Kg/min
0,3
Machine
Omax 5555
Selected Material
Mild Steel
Water Pressure
MPa
360
Abrasive index
0,96
Stand-off distance
mm
1
The material kind and thickness selection influences parameters like traverse speed and water pressure. Machine manufacturers do not offer material choices for hybrid materials. Therefore, the material with higher density is selected which is in that case the steel component.
3.2.1 Design of Experiments (DOE)
For the single-layer specimen every possible stacking combination for steel and FRP was realised.
The used bonding agent depended on the type of FRP used due to the specific strength, for example
the Vestamelt was only possible for Tepex GF woven fabric. For the multi-layer hybrid laminates it
was more difficult to use a simple statistical design. Therefore the statistical design based on [18] was
used for investigation. The procedure for identifying the relevant factors is based on a categorical
factor allocation for the hybrid laminate [19, 20]. The resulting DOE allows regression analysis based
on effect coding.
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3.2.2 Evaluation methods
To investigate the kerfs surface roughness in dependency to layer position and quantity the size of
for Ra and Rz [both in µm] are recorded. The Ra value shows the arithmetical mean deviation of the
assessed profile while Rz detects the maximum height of the profile. The values were detected with
an Hommel T1000 using the stylus method in accordance to DIN 25178-601 [21]. The goal is to
evaluate the relation between roughness over depth and stacking variation. The deviation is measured,
as shown in Table 2 (r.). The maximum deviation of every single layer is measured. This optical
measurement was made with Keyence VHX700F digital microscope and software.

4.

Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Single-layer FML
At the single-layer specimen, the roughness was measured at steel and on FRP layers. In Figure 2 the
values for Ra on steel and FRP are shown for the different cutting directions. In the upper left chart,
it can be determined that the steel values are lower than the FRP values. It was demonstrated that the
values for the HX340 steel slightly show higher values than HF steel. The FRP values (see upper
right chart) only show high spread of values and therefore a high deviation for the cutting direction
steel-FRP. The type of bonding agent neither the type of used FRP influence the surface roughness
of the different steel types.
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Figure 2: Steel and FRP roughness values for different cutting directions

When looking at the values of the other cutting direction FRP-steel it can be stated that the roughness
values of FRP and steel are closer to each other. Also the deviation of the FRP for Ra and Rz values
ascends. The values for the steel surface roughness are fairly close together so it can be said that they
do not depend on the cutting direction. One of the reasons related to high values on FRP is the erosive
principle of WJM cutting method. The reason for higher FRP values are caused to the removed steel
particles. They are solved into the abrasive water jet beam. This solution seems to have a high influence on the surface of FRP. When the FRP layer is faced upwards in the cutting process the missing
steel particles lead to lower roughness values. When looking at the fibre type it shows up that carbon
fibres lead to the lowest roughness Ra: 5.305 µm while glass fibre tapes show the highest amount on
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Ra: 9.042 µm. The test on significance (significance level 0.01) show that tapes have a higher influence on the roughness as woven FRP has. The FRP values show higher deviations at all time in
comparison with steel values (see Table 3) This deviations can be explained by induced damage by
WJM cut. The surface is not getting as homogenous as a steel surface gets.
Table 3: Deviations of Ra for steel and FRP values for different cutting directions and micro sections

FRP-steel
Ø 5.9 µm ± 0.47 µm
Ø 4.5 µm ± 0.31 µm

FRP
Steel
Microsection

Steel-FRP
Ø 7.8 µm ± 0.62 µm
Ø 4.4 µm ± 0.27 µm

1 mm

1 mm

It was detected that the deviation of the single-layers depends on the cutting direction. The steel layer
always shows a reduction of the kerf size as a consequence of the attenuation of the waterjet. FRP
has less density than steel. While processing steel a longer time period to cut the same thickness in
FRP, more material is removed from the FRP layer. Due to the material selection the cutting parameters are not optimal for the FRP. When cutting the FRP layer it can be seen that the kerf is enlarged
especially when cutting steel first. Within the data base no significant terms could be verified.
4.2. Multi-layer FML
The dependencies determined at the single-layer specimen also influence the characteristics of the
cutting edge on the multi-layer specimen. For those the roughness was only measured at steel layers
due to higher reliability of the values (as shown in 4.1). Figure 3 shows the averaged roughness Rz
of different stacking sequences on each individual layer and the minimum and maximum surface
roughness values. The extrema (min. and max.) indicate the range of the roughness measurement and
the spread of the roughness values as a result of the position of each layer. Both from the scattering
and from the spreading two conclusions can be drawn from the measurement results of the roughness
distribution: The deeper the cut the rougher the surface of the steel. Secondly, the more layers of steel
are cut ahead, the rougher the total surface roughness. Also the surface roughness increase for each
subsequent layer.
average roughness
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min. roughness
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Figure 3: Surface roughness values in relation to the laminate layer for all stacking sequences (l.) and exemplary
micro section of cutting edge

These effects are influenced by the decrease of the total energy of the cutting jet and by the changing
mixing ratio of the abrasive (steel, fibres, matrix). As the energy of the water jet decreases, turbulence
is formed and kerf of the steel is less parallel. The material erosion from the upper layers mixes with
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the abrasive. The earlier the beam cuts a steel surface in stacking sequences, the higher is the energy
loss of the beam and the higher are the total deviations in the layers. Each previous layer influences
the deviations of the following layers. As seen in 4.1 a preceding steel layer tapers the kerf on steel,
a GFRP layer expands it. This effect is higher, the less frequently the change with an upstream layer
of different material takes place.

5

Conclusion

The aim of the paper was to detect the surface roughness and geometrical deviation on different materials in single and multi-layer hybrid laminates. The specimens have been investigated separately:
in the single-layer specimen the materials for FRP, metal and bonding agents were varied while on
the multi-layer specimen the overall thickness and design of layer variation were examined. All specimens were cut with the same cutting parameters.
The results are summarized as follows:
 A geometrical deviation of FRP and steel layer at the cutting edge is always present.
 The deviation gets significant with increasing thickness of the FML. The deviations of the cut
and the deviations of the measurement method lead to a reduction of the statistical significance. This is compensated with a higher laminate thickness so that the identified effects become statistically significant.
 The effect is caused by the WJM method itself: erosive cut leads to dispersion of values. Also
the measurement capability influences the effect of geometrical deviation. A microsection is
a snapshot of a single perspective. Comparing another snapshot from the same cutting edge
could show a minor but relevant deviation. The measurement was taken at pictures on a screen
so that deviation from this cannot be excluded.
 Detection of general reliance of surface roughness on cutting depth. Increase depth show
higher roughness values. This is caused by the related energy loss and therefore increasing
turbulences of the water jet.
 Increasing number and proportion of metal layers lead to higher roughness of the overall FML.
The abrasive mixture changes: the dissolved steel particles are leading to a higher roughness
value at the following layers. The phenomenon could be detected for single and multi-layer
specimen.
 FRP layers show higher surface roughness values and deviations than steel layers.
To improve a following study, the usage of a 3D measuring method with better capability of the
cutting edge surface could solve the measurements critical points. The database should be extended
to increase reliability of the values. This would lead to better detection of material relations on surface
roughness and geometrical deviation. Also the experimental base on the multi-layer specimen should
be enhanced by asymmetrical layer types to identify effects and interactions between parameters more
clearly.
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1

Abstract: Fiber Patch Placement (FPP) is a novel, fully automated and resource-efficient manufacturing technology for composite structures of complex geometry. A patch-based laminate layup offers
curvilinear fiber orientations along load paths and provides high freedom of design with least waste
and fiber distortion. Initial research on this new type of composites has shown that, due to the patchbased fiber architecture, the structural mechanics of FPP laminates is fundamentally different in comparison to classic laminates. While in classic laminates the load transmission is performed mainly via
normal stresses in the continuous fibers, in patch-based composites there is a shear-dominated part of
transmission of forces between the patches. In this paper that structural mechanical difference is investigated with regard to the tensile strength properties of unidirectional reinforced composites. Additionally, an analytical method is presented to determine the elasticity constants of a structural FPP
lamina based on a meso-mechanical approach.
Keywords: fiber patch placement, composite materials, structural mechanics, patch-based
laminates

1

Introduction

The technology of fiber patch placement sets a new milestone in manufacturing of high-performance
composite structures, as it enables fully-automated processing of fiber-reinforced plastics with defined variable fiber orientation. This qualifies the FPP process for a wide range of applications in
high-tech industries such as aerospace, automotive or medical technology. Being a young technology,
a lot of research work has to be done for comprehensive characterization of FPP laminates to achieve
certification for named industrial applications.
First, MEYER [2] developed the basic manufacturing process for fiber-patch-based preforms and created first design guidelines for patched laminates. The Cevotec GmbH (a spin-off of Technical University of Munich, founded in 2015) further developed the process, transferred it to a high technology
maturity level, as shown in Figure 1, and started selling the system in different configurations. Various design parameters of FPP laminates (patch-length, patch-thickness, overlap pattern, etc.) have
been investigated experimentally by HORN [3] and KUSSMAUL [4], validated by FEA (Finite Element
Analyzes). The research to date focused on plane and unidirectional FPP laminates, but there are also
first considerations for curved geometries and load paths. In this work, the structural mechanical
considerations aim to deliver an analytical description for the elasticity parameters of a FPP lamina
to explain the experimentally determined laminate stiffness. The strength estimation is done with the
HASHIN criterion for tensile failure, as it includes the interaction between tensile stresses and shear
stresses inside the lamina. [7]
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the FPP-Process: ① feeding of (unidirectional) fiber tape, ② (laser-) cutting of fiber
tape in patches, ③ inspection of fiber patches, ④ picking up and position check of fiber patches, ⑤ placing the patches
onto the forming tool. [1]

2

Engineering Constants of an FPP lamina

Patch-based laminates have a significantly different fiber architecture compared to classic laminates
with continuous plies, as shown in Figure 2. As with classic laminates, a complete structural mechanical description of FPP laminates also requires knowledge of the elementary engineering constants.

Figure 2: Principal laminate lay-ups: classic laminate with continuous plies (left), classic FPP laminate (middle), FPP
laminate with scaly overlap pattern.

For the determination of the moduli of elasticity one individual structural FPP lamina is considered
(see Figure 3) and the following assumptions are made: [2]
 unidirectional fiber orientation along x-axis,
 constant patch thickness,
 patch length and overlap length ≧ critical fiber length lcritical
(lcritical ≈ 1,000x filament diameter; lcritical, CFRP ≈ 5 mm),
 patch pattern with negligible gaps (resin pockets) at butt joints,
 neglecting of bending moments or stress concentrations at fiber ends.
y

z

x

x

l = 60 mm

matrix pocket

fiber patch

Figure 3: Conventional UD-FRP (unidirectional Fiber-Reinforced Plastic) lamina (left), structural FPP lamina with representative unit cell (right).
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To derive the engineering constants of a structural FPP lamina, SCHÜRMANN’s micro-mechanical
elastic spring models are applied on a meso-mechanical scale. First, a representative meso-mechanical model is created. After that, an appropriate spring model has to be selected (parallel connection
or series connection). Finally, the engineering constants are determined with an elasto-static approach: a system of equations of equilibrium of forces, kinematic relations and law of elasticity. [5]
2.1

Longitudinal Young’s Modulus E‖

Figure 4 shows the uniaxial loading of the FPP unit cell in fiber direction (x-axis). The material behavior will be investigated in sections (1) through (5).

t

z (⊥)
y (⊥)

(1)

x (‖)

(2)

(3)

(4)

F

(5)

Δl/2
F

z (⊥)
x (‖)

Figure 4: Representative unit cell of FPP lamina with uniaxial loading in fiber direction.

In section (2) and (4) the longitudinal Young’s modulus corresponds to that of the patch material or
the continuous reinforced composite material: E(2) = E(4) = Epatch.

The Young’s modulus in the matrix gaps or butt joint sections (1), (3) and (5) is the arithmetic
mean of the patch and matrix material: E(1) = E(3) = E(5) = (Epatch + Ematrix )⁄2.

To obtain the Young’s modulus for the complete FPP unit cell it is necessary to connect the
sections in series:





Equilibrium of forces: F∥ = Fi or σ∥ = σi ; i = (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)

Kinematic relations: Δl∥ = ∑ Δli ; Δli = εi ⋅ li ⇒ ε∥ ⋅ l∥ = ∑ εi ⋅ li
σ

Law of elasticity: εi = Ei ;
i

⇒ Assumptions made:

l(2) +l(4)
l∥

σ∥
E∥

σ

l

= ∑ Ei ⋅ l i ⇒
i

∥

1

E∥

1

l

= ∑ E ⋅ li

≈ 1 (patch sections) ;

l(1)
l∥

i

=

∥

l(3)
l∥

=

l(5)
l∥

≈ 0 (butt joint sections)

Following this argumentation the conclusion is that the patch-based fiber architecture shows the same
stiffness in fiber direction as endless-reinforced composite material. This was proven by experiments
in the work of HORN. [3]

2.2

Transverse Young’s Modulus E⊥

The transverse Young’s modulus is determined analogous to the longitudinal modulus of elasticity.
Figure 5 shows the uniaxial loading of the FPP unit cell transverse to the fiber direction (y-axis). The
section wise definition of the Young’s modulus applies here the same way as in section 2.1, just for
the transversal load case.
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(1)
A⊥= l·t
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Figure 5: Representative unit cell of FPP lamina with uniaxial loading in transverse to fiber direction.

For determination of the transversal Young’s modulus of the unit cell the sections (1) to (5) are considered as parallel connected.






Equilibrium of forces: F⊥ = ∑ Fi or σ⊥ ⋅ A⊥ = ∑ σi ⋅ Ai ; i = (1), (2), (3), (4), (5)

Kinematic relations: ε⊥ = εi

Geometrical relations: A⊥ = ∑ Ai ;

A(2) = A(4) ⇒ Apatch = 2A(2)

A(3) = A(1) + A(5) ⇒ Agap = 2A(3)

Law of elasticity: σ(2) = σ(4) = E(2) ⋅ ε(2) (patch sections)

σ(3) = σ(1) + σ(5) = E(3) ⋅ ε(3) (butt joint sections)

⇒ E⊥ ε⊥ A⊥ = E(2) ε(2) 2A(2) + E(3) ε(3) 2A(3)

ε⊥ = εi ⇒ E⊥ A⊥ = E(2) 2A(2) + E(3) 2A(3)
⇒ Assumptions made:

⇒ E⊥ =
2A(2)
A⊥

2A(2)
A⊥

⋅ E(2) +

2A(3)
A⊥

⋅ E(3)

≈ 1 (patch sections) ;

2A(3)
A⊥

≈ 0 (butt joint sections)

The analysis reveals that E⊥ = E(2) = Epatch. Thus the transverse Young’s modulus of the FPP lamina
is equivalent to the continuous fiber-reinforced composite.
2.3

Conclusion about Engineering Constants of FPP lamina

The investigation has shown that the Young’s moduli E‖ and E⊥ of a structural FPP lamina are identic
to conventional continuous fiber-reinforced composites and can be determined with the same rules of
mixture. This leads to the assumption that the residual elastic constants G‖⊥, ν‖⊥, ν⊥‖ and their homogenization models for endless-reinforced composites can also be applied to FPP composites. As a next
step, tensile tests along (DIN EN 2561) and transverse (DIN EN 2597) to the fiber direction are performed to verify the analytical considerations. The experimental data will also be used to validate the
FE simulation model of the tensile specimen.
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3

Tensile Strength and Failure of FPP laminae

Considering unidirectional fiber composite laminates under tension load longitudinal to the fibers,
HORN [3] showed that continuous laminates and patch-based laminates have identical Young’s modulus. This has been elaborated theoretically in the previous chapter. In reality, however, for an unidirectional laminate lay-up and due to the discontinuous fiber architecture the tensile strength of FPP
laminates has to be lower than for classic laminates. According to HORN’s work it is about 52 – 57 %
of endless fiber-reinforced composites. To investigate this phenomenon, the critical spot of a FPP
structure, the butt joint of two patches in the outer layer is considered in detail in Figure 6.
σ1

z (3)
x (1)

σ1

τ13

τ13

Figure 6: Stresses at butt joint of two fiber patches under uniaxial tensile load.

Under uniaxial tension load in fiber direction x (1) the butt joint of two fiber patches causes shear
stresses τ13 at the patch ends beside the tensile stresses σ1. This is based on the assumption, that the
contribution to load transfer of the matrix inside the gap is negligible. In the cross-section of the butt
joint the tensile strength is estimated according to: RFPP = (Rpatch + Rmatrix)/2. This results in a strength
of the FPP laminate of slightly more than 50 % of continuous fiber composite. Of course, in this load
range the tensile strength of the patches is not yet exhausted. This implies that the shear strength limit
S13 at the patch end is already reached at this load, causing the laminate to fail.
An analytical comparison of the tensile strength between a continuous unidirectional reinforced composite lamina and a structural FPP lamina depending on the fiber orientation is displayed in Figure 7.
The material used for this investigation is a common carbon fiber / epoxy composite IM7 / 8552 (fiber
volume content = 60 %) and the material data are taken from KADDOURs’ work for the third worldwide failure exercise.[6] The patches of the FPP lamina have a length of 60 mm and overlap each
other by 50 % as illustrated in the previous Figures. Both laminae are exposed to uniaxial tensile load.
To consider the influence of the shear stress, a linear correlation between the shear stress τ13 and the
tensile stress σ1 is assumed.
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Figure 7: Tensile strength of an unidirectional CFRP laminate as a function of the fiber orientation / off-axis angle θ.
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The stresses have been calculated with use of the Classical Laminate Theory (CLT) and the laminate
strength was determined by HASHINs’ failure criteria for tensile load. [7]
2

σ1
τ12 2
τ13 2
( +) + ( ) + ( ) = 1
R1
S12
S13

Longitudinal fiber tensile failure

;

2

σ2
τ12 2
τ13 2
( +) + ( ) + ( ) = 1
R2
S12
S13
Transverse fiber tensile failure

Due to the varying off-axis angle both longitudinal (fiber-dominant) and transverse (matrix-dominant) failure mode have to be checked simultaneously. The results show that from an off-axis angle
θ ≧ 40° the difference in tensile strength between classic and FPP composites vanish. This agrees
well with the work of HORN in terms of tendency.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

Given the discontinuous fiber structure and high design freedom of fiber orientation, FPP laminates
can only reach their full potential in geometrical complex structures with curved load paths. Nevertheless, a comprehensive development of the structural mechanics of patch-based composites on a
reduced and simplified level sets the foundation for further investigations. This paper shall complement the existing research on FPP laminates with regard to analytical definition of fundamental elasticity parameters and strength estimation. The next step of this research work is to build a simulation
model according to the test standard requirements in order to perform virtual tensile tests of FPP
laminate specimen with defined patch lay-up and overlap pattern. Material parameters such as tensile
strain and strength are obtained from experimental test series in order to calibrate the simulation and
review the analytics for validity.
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1

Introduction

Fibre-Reinforced Plastics (FRP) have outstanding mechanical properties and low density. This group
of materials is therefore well suited for lightweight constructions. Currently established FRP repair
processes are mainly found in the aviation industry and are used for cost-intensive structural components.
In the publicly funded cooperation project Automated Repair Patch Production - ARP2, the Institute
of Textile Technology in Aachen (ITA) is developing a process chain for the automated production
of repair patches for FRP components in cooperation with Sabanci University.
Aim of repair is to restore the mechanical properties of a damaged component. Thereby the aspects:
power flow, reliability and economy are in part clearly contradictory. [1] Various repair strategies
have been established in the past. However, the basic repair procedure remains the same. Thus, each
repair process starts with the damage detection. It is examined whether the damaged component can
be repaired or whether a replacement is necessary, this often depends on the construction (integral or
differential design method). If a repair takes place, the repair method is selected and carried out in
the next step. However, the industrially established repair process is characterized by a high amount
of manual work in all process steps. [2][3]

2

Repair process within the ARP2 project

The standard repair process begins with damage detection. Here the type and size of damage is recorded visually. In the next step, the damaged area is prepared. The process step includes the removal
of individual laminate layers, wherein a so-called shank structure is introduced into the component
and individual textile layers are exposed (see Figure 1, left). The shaft geometry is crucial for a highquality repair, as it transmits the forces of the repair patch and the component. In the currently established repair processes, the shaft is manually inserted into the component. Therefore the quality often
depends on the human expertise. In the next step, the contours of the exposed textile layers are recorded. Once the contours are known, the individual textile layers can be cut to size. The layer structure
of the repair patch usually corresponds to that of the component. In the last step, the repair patch is
placed on the damaged area. The patch can be cut from prepreg material or coated with resin in a
subsequent infusion process.
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Picture 1: Classification of the Automated Repair Patch Production (ARP2) project in the new repair process and comparison with the established repair process

Individual process steps are automated in this newly developed repair process. The damaged area is
recorded and digitized with a camera system. The matrix material and the reinforcing fibers are removes by a short-pulse laser system, whereby the shaft geometry is introduced into the demaged area.
This allows the shaft geometry defined in the repair standard to be applied exactly to the component.
Thus, the quality no longer relies on the human expertise. Current laser shank technologies offer a
geometric accuracy of 20 μm. At the same time, the fiber orientation of the exposed textile layers can
be measured inline in the laser-assisted ablation process. Thus, laminate irregularities caused by the
damage or during component manufacture can be detected and taken into account in the shank geometry. In this way, an exact, layer-by-layer removal of the laminate layers is achieved, resulting in high
repair quality.
During the shanking process, the component surface is scanned with the laser. This generates a digital
point cloud. This is transmitted to the process chain in the form of a matrix. The entries of the matrix
describe the component height and have a defined, resolution-dependent distance to each other. The
matrix is loaded into a commercial CAD software. From the individual points the shaft geometry can
be virtually simulated and the patch size can be determined in the CAD software.
The production of the repair patch takes place in the developed robot cell at a different location to the
component repair station.
A circular damage spot with a diameter of 25 mm serves as a demonstrator. The component consists
of 8 laminate layers of carbon fabric.
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2.1

Cutting the textile patch layers

The geometries of the individual textile layers of the repair patch are derived from the recorded damage data. During the analysis of the cutting process, the cutting qualities were examined as function
of the cutting speed and the sample size for the cutting technologies: Oscillating Drawing Knife
(ODK), Rotating Knife (RK) and Ultrasonic Knife (UK). The evaluation of the cutting quality is
carried out according to created evaluation criteria (see Table 1). Figure 2 shows the error occurring
in cutting tests with all cutting technologies. The cutting quality is measured over the fibre course.

Picture 2: Occurred material defects with all cutting technologies

The evaluation of the cutting technology is between 0 and 3 points. Cuttings in which no rovings are
detached and there are no ondulations in the edge area are evaluated as fault-free. Consequently, these
cuttings are evaluated with rating scale of 3. Blanks with slight ondulations in the edge area are rated
with 2 points. Samples with quality numbers 1 and 0 cannot be used for the repair of structural components, because individual rovings are detached or the cut geometry is deformed. The evaluation
criteria for the cutting are summarized in table 1.
Table 1: Evaluation criteria in the cutting process

Category
0

1
2

3

Criteria
Blank cannot be removed
Geometry warped
Several rovings removed from the blank
Strong fraying of the rovings
Complete severing
Few rovings removed from the blank
Slight distortion at the cutting edge
Complete severing
No rovings removed from the blank
No distortion of the cut edge
Only selective fraying of the rovings
Complete severing
No rovings removed from the blank
No distortion of the cut edge
No fraying of the rovings
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Round blanks with diameters between 25 mm and 117.4 mm are required for the defined demonstrator
geometry. Results of the test series carried out are shown in picture 3.

Picture 3: Achieved quality of the individual cutting technologies depending on the sample diameter

The results prove that the highest cutting qualities can be achieved with the RK technology. The
achievable cutting quality increases with the sample diameter. Furthermore, the test results prove that
without auxiliaries for small blanks of less than 64.6 mm, no sufficient quality can be achieved with
any of the technologies investigated. The main reason for this is the fibre displacement in the edge
area of the sample and the distortion of the sample geometry. If the textile material is fixed with
vacuum pressure on a cutting mat, sufficient quality can be achieved with the rotating knife technology even for diameters of 25 mm. In addition, the cutting speeds for all technologies between 4 mm/s
and 167 mm/s are examined. For UK cutting technology, the best cutting results are determined for
slow speeds (4 mm/s). The RK technology showed the best, constant results between 67-133 mm/s
and the ODK at 133 mm/s.
2.2

Stacking and Patch Preparation

Following the cutting process, the individual textile blanks are stacked to form a repair patch. The
layer structure corresponds to the laminate layers of the component to be repaired. For this stacking
process step, a gripping tool is developed at ITA. The procedure is based on VDI 2221. After a concept evaluation and elaboration, the gripper system shown in figure 3 is implemented. The system
can be adapted to different geometries. By using different gripping techniques (Vacuum Gripper,
Needle Gripper and Bernouilli Gripper) it is possible to grip various types of textiles between 5 mm
and 1000 mm diameter. At the same time the end effector is used to handle the packaging material
and interact with the packaging station. The adjustable gripper elements allow gripping of curved
geometries.

Picture 4: Robot end effector for gripping, positioning, depositing reinforcing textiles and foam materials
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2.3

Packing and transporting the repair patch

The new repair process separates locally the production of the repair patch and the repair location.
For this reason, the data collected from the damage are transferred digitally to a robot cell, where the
repair patch is produced and packed ready for shipment. The goal is to have the repair patch available
at the repair location within 24 hours after demage detection. Within the ARP2 project, possible packaging materials will be examined with regard to economic and technical aspects. In order to ensure a
safe and cost effective transport, Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) has been chosen as packaging material.
Besides the protection of the repair patch against environmental influences, further requirements for
the packaging have been identified on the process side, these are:
 Automated closing of the package with the robot
 Easy removal of the repair patch from the packaging
 Two-part packaging (storage and fixation of the repair patch, sealing of the packaging)
 Packaging must be grippable with the developed robot tool
 The closing mechanism must be capable of being closed by a linear movement
 Protection of the repair patch against foreign particles (solids, liquids and gases)
In order to enable automated closing of the packaging, a locking mechanism is developed (see Picture 5), which can be used to connect the upper and lower parts of the package with each other in a
form-fit manner. In doing so, the hook-shaped fixing tabs snap into the lower half of the package. In
order to open the package again, the fixing tabs are broken off by the worker immediately before the
repair patch is placed on the damaged area. The optimum angle αopt is determined in a series of tests.
This angle must be adjusted so that the packaging can be closed with a linear movement and at the
same time both halves of the packaging do not separate from each other when lifting off.

Picture 5: Two-part styrofoam package with inserted repair patch

Not all of these requirements can be met by the EPS material alone. For example, the Polystyrene
packaging does not provide protection against foreign particles and humidity. For this reason the
developed packaging is sealed in a vacuum bag in a downstream process step. In this way the repair
patch is evacuated from the environment and at the same time protected from mechanical influences.
To automate the packaging process it is necessary to handle the vacuum bag automatically. Coarse to
fine structured vacuum bags are established in industry. Coarse structured materials are mainly characterized by the outstanding air flow when evacuating the packaged goods.
To handle the vacuum bag, it must be gripped. Vacuum grippers made of elastomers are most appropriate for this purpose. In a series of tests it is determined that the best gripping results can be achieved
with finely structured vacuum bags. A finely structured vacuum bag provides the best compromise
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between air flow and handling. In the Picture 6 is a ready to shipmend packed repair patch shown.

Picture 6: Repair patch packed für shipment

3 Conclusion
The available results of the ARP2 project prove, that it is possible to partially automate the repair
process of FRP components on a demonstrator geometry. The placement of the repair patch is still
done manually even with the newly developed repair process. With the rotation knife technology,
repair patches of sufficient quality can be produced from a diameter of 70 mm. The precision in
stacking the individual textile layers is defined by the industrial robot used and the process dynamics.
The developed packaging enables the transport of flat repair patches and protects them from foreign
particles and mechanical influences. In further investigations an economic comparison of the newly
developed process with an established process will be carried out. Furthermore, the individual process
steps continue to be optimized.
We thank the BMBF and DLR for funding the project and our project partners from Sabanci University, Turkey for the cooperation.
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1

Abstract

Additive manufacturing allows the integration of shape memory wires into polymer matrices.
Actuators produced in this way offer a wide range of shapes and wire integration appropriate to
external loads is realisable. Prestrained Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) wires and a polymer matrix are codeposited simultaneously using an Arburg plastic freeformer. Actuation of the shape memory alloy
is possible using conductive heating. Amorphous thermoplastics with high glass transition
temperatures and high elastic strains are preferred matrix materials. Material selection based on
Ashby maps implies that Polycarbonate (PC), Polypropylene (PP), Polyethylene (PE) and Polyamide
(PA) are the most promising matrix materials processible with the Arburg freeformer. Mechanical
characterisation reveals the best matrix material for this purpose. As a next step, adhesion between
NiTi wire and the matrix material will be investigated.

2

Introduction

Shape memory alloys (SMA) have the ability to undergo large deformations, but can return to their
undeformed shape by heating, which can result in a high actuation energy. Several applications for
automotive [1], aerospace [2] and medical [3] industry can be found in the literature, mainly for NiTi
as bulk material. Integration of SMA’s in the shape of wires in polymer or metal matrix material
offers a high design freedom and results in many benefits including actuation, vibration control,
damping, sensing and self-healing [4, 5]. Especially utilisation of additive manufacturing allows
almost any kind of shape. Actuators have recently been produced by additive manufacturing using
shape memory polymers (SMP). These SMP can be easily linked to other thermoplastics, but have to
be activated by heat from the outside which makes them react inert [6, 7]. Actuators made from SMA
wires integrated in polymer matrices react much faster since actuation using conductive heating is
possible. Furthermore, elasticity of metallic matrix materials is limited and the heat input from the
composite extrusion process increases the transition temperature of the SMA [4]. In this regard,
hybrid composites of SMA and polymer matrices have not been fully investigated yet. Most of the
investigations focus on small-scale, primarily for research applications and the suitability for largescale commercial production has not been addressed yet. The same applies for inelastic mechanisms
in the matrix phase and their impact on the effective composite properties [8].
Furthermore, for actuators manufactured from SMA embedded in polymer matrices through additive
manufacturing, no information about the optimum material combination can be found in the literature.
In order to investigate the properties of the compound, first of all the properties of the single
components are characterised.
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3

Experimental

Manufacturing of the actuators intend to be performed by simultaneous co-deposition of NiTi wires
and a polymer matrix using Arburg plastic freeformer (APF). The machine enables potentially to
process every thermoplastic material available in pellet form without fillers directly into any desired
shape using an integrated injection moulding set. First, the granulate is plasticised using a 15 mm
heated cylinder. Afterwards, a high frequency nozzle closure is used to discharge up to 240 droplets
per second. Each droplet is then placed at the previously calculated position by a moveable carrier.
In this way a three-dimensional part is produced layer by layer [9]. For the manufacturing of actuators,
the matrix material has to fulfil the following constraints:
•
•
•

Usage of amorphous thermoplastics to limit the shrinkage and consequently problems
resulting from residual stresses.
Elastic elongation must be higher than 2,5 % to achieve deformation of the actuator without
damaging the matrix material.
The glass transition temperature must be above the usual operating temperatures of actuators
(10°C-70°C) to prevent creeping. For this purpose, a glass transition temperature of at least
80°C is necessary.

Selection of possible matrix materials considering the constraints is performed using Ashby maps
which are created using Granta Design CES EduPack [10]. Ashby maps illustrate the properties of
different materials against another. Axes of the diagram are chosen according to the constraints and
all materials in question are represented by bubbles in the diagram as the properties have a
characteristic span of values [11]. Figure 1 illustrates the Ashby map for the glass transition
temperature against the elongation at yield as these are the constraints for the aforementioned case.
The constraints for this study, which are stated above, are represented by the red straight lines in the
diagram. Therefore, blue pigmented materials in the diagram are unsuitable for this case and materials
in the upper right corner of the diagram (indicated by the arrow) offer the best combination of
properties. As a consequence, the following thermoplastics are particularly suitable: Polycarbonate
(PC), Polypropylene (PP), Polyethylene (PE) and Polyamide (PA).
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Figure 1 Ashby map of eligible matrix materials and the limiting constraints

For material manufactured in the Arburg freeformer it is unknown in which part of each bubble the
exact values of the particular properties are, since the properties depend, inter alia, on the
manufacturing process. That is the reason why the material properties are determined exemplarily for
Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) since this is the most common material manufactured on the
Arburg freeformer. For the manufacturing of the ABS samples, Terluran GP35 granulate is used as
recommended by Arburg. Properties of the granulate are listed in Table 1 as stated in the manufacturer
information. Samples are manufactured on the Arburg freeformer using the parameters listed in
Table 2. Static tensile tests are used to determine the maximum elastic elongation as well as the
Young’s modulus. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) tests are used to determine the glass
transition temperature. For the purpose of comparison, the glass transition temperature (Tg) is also
measured using dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) tests according to DIN EN ISO 6721-1 [12].
Table 1 Properties of ABS as stated in the manufacturer information [13]

Material

Young’s modulus

Elongation
at yield

Glass transition
temperature

Test standard

ABS (Terluran GP35)

2300 MPa

2,4 %

n.a.

DIN 527-1

Table 2 Manufacturing parameter for manufacturing of ABS samples in Arburg freeformer

Nozzle temperature

Installation space
temperature

Layer thickness

Drop
diameter

240°C

70°C

0,2 mm

0,268 mm
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3.1.

Tensile Tests

Tensile samples of ABS are manufactured on Arburg freeformer, shape of the samples are defined as
described in DIN EN ISO 527-2 Typ 1A [14]. For the purpose of comparison three samples are tested
initially. Tensile tests are performed on a Zwick Roell Zmart Pro 1474 with a load cell range up to
50 kN and strain is measured using GOM Aramis 8M video strain measurement system. Loading
speed is 1 mm/min with a preload of 10 N. Young’s modulus is calculated according to DIN 527-1
by the slope of the regression line in the area of 0,05 % to 0,25 % strain [14]. The elastic elongation
is determined at the transition from linear to non-linear evolution of the stress strain response.
3.2

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

For DSC measurements one cube with an edge length of 2,5x2,5x2,5 mm³, produced on the Arburg
freeformer, is tested exemplarily. DSC test is performed on a Netzsch Polyma and starts from - 40°C
up to 180°C with 10 K/min. Glass transition temperature is determined according to DIN EN ISO
11357-2 using the turning point procedure [15].
3.3

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

DMA is performed on a TA Instruments Q800 using dual cantilever test on rectangular samples
produced by the Arburg freeformer with the dimensions of 70x10x4 mm³, frequency of 1 Hz, heating
rate of 3 K/s and amplitude of 20 µm. As described in [16] there are several methods to determine
the glass transition temperature. In this case the tangent method according to DIN 65583 is used [17]
to specify Tg exemplarily for one sample as the 2 % method results in very small values for Tg.

4
4.1

Results and Discussion
Mechanical properties

An exemplarily stress-strain response resulting from uniaxial tensile loading of an ABS specimen is
shown in Figure 2. Young’s moduli of the three specimens are equal to 2230,3 ± 11,85 MPa, which
is slightly below the value mentioned in the data sheet of the granulate producer. Since the additive
manufacturing process leads to a less dense material compared to the injection moulding process,
which was potentially used by the granulate producer to establish the data sheet, the Young’s modulus
is usually lower after processing. Elongation at break is 1,6 % ± 0,0025. Elastic elongation is about
0,6 % which is less than the elongation at yield stated in the manufacturer information. Furthermore,
it is below the elastic elongation of 2,5 % stated for the SMA wire.
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Figure 2 Stress strain diagram used for determination of the Young’s modulus exemplarily determined for ABS.
Considered strain region for the determination of the Young’s modulus is indicated by the red line.

4.2

Thermal properties

Figure 3 illustrates the results of the DMA measurement of one representative ABS sample. The glass
transition temperature of ABS is about 92°C. DMA test indicates a storage modulus of 1376 MPa
which is much lower compared to the Young’s modulus determined at the tensile tests. For a room
temperature of 23°C the two moduli are comparable, but in this case the storage modulus is measured
in a bending test whereas the Young’s modulus is determined in a uniaxial tensile test. This could be
the reason for the differences of the values.
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Figure 3 DMA measurement results for ABS sample. Tangent method according to DIN 65583 is used to determine the
glass transition temperature

Results of the DSC measurement of a representative ABS specimen are shown in Figure 4. The glass
transition temperature is calculated to 101°C which is above the result of the DMA test. But the drop
of the specific heat capacity is comparatively small which makes it difficult to identify the exact glass
transition temperature. The second endothermal peak at around 140°C is probably caused by the
melting process of the specimen.

Figure 4 Results of the DSC testing of the ABS sample. Turning point procedure is used to determine the glass transition
temperature
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5

Summary and Outlook

Results of the tested ABS samples show that neither the Young’ modulus nor the maximum elastic
elongation are as good as the values in the manufacturer information. But attention must be paid to
the fact that the manufacturer information was determined on samples produced by injection
moulding. Therefore, the conducted experiments show that the manufacturing of samples on the
Arburg freeformer results in worse mechanical properties compared to samples produced by injection
moulding. As a consequence, the properties in the manufacturer information cannot be used for severe
material selection. That is the reason why samples of the other materials in question need to be tested
in DMA, DSC and tensile tests. Furthermore, the experiments show that the values for the properties
of ABS are situated in the left corner of the bubble in the Ashby map in Figure 1. Therefore, the test
results of the other materials planned to test, will be potentially situated in the left corner of the
bubbles as well. Therefore, the properties of the other materials in question have to be determined
and the material selection has to be conducted again as the most appropriate materials until now for
this case could be unsuitable then. The most appropriate material will be determined then by
establishing a new Ashby map based on the results of the tests.
Afterwards alloy composition of the SMA wire will be adjusted so that the transformation
temperature is above the installation space temperature of the Arburg freeformer and below glass
transition temperature of the matrix material used because thermoplastic polymers tend to creep above
glass transition temperature. The average installation space temperatures for the manufacturing of
ABS varies between 70°C and 80°C and the glass transition temperature of ABS is measured to be
within the range of 92°C and 101°C in this study. Therefore, there is a gap of about 20°C where the
transition temperature should be. But the transition temperature is influenced by stress and the alloy
composition as investigated by [4]. Therefore, it will be difficult to adjust the transition temperature
within the narrow gap of 20°C.
In the future Arburg freeformer will be used to produce polymer samples with embedded SMA wires.
Young’s modulus of the matrix material will determine the volume fraction of SMA wire in the matrix
material as the restoring force of the SMA wire has to be sufficient to deform the matrix material
elastically. Therefore, matrix materials with higher stiffnesses require higher volume fractions of
SMA for sufficient deformations. Static tensile and bending tests will be conducted on composite
samples to determine the properties. Furthermore, pull-out tests will be conducted to determine the
strength of the interface between matrix and SMA wire.

6
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1

Abstract

This paper describes the production of polymer-metal-hybrids with different manufacturing
parameters during the injection moulding process and their influence on the shear strength. The
joining between a polyamide 12 and an aluminium sheet is investigated with variable melting
temperatures of the polymer, holding pressure or rather mould temperature of the injection mould. In
spite of the variability of the parameters, all process employments established a connection between
the parts. It was also shown, that the melting temperature correlates with the shear strength, but the
shear strength values are significantly lower than stated in the literature. Finally, the successful
joining of the materials to a hybrid demonstrate that such a connection method has the potential to
insert in different application fields.

2

Introduction

Scientists have been researching for new engineering materials with high mechanical properties and
low manufacturing effort for a long time [1]. For the manufacturing of a polymer-metal-hybrid (PMH)
there are different technologies like injection over-moulding PMH, metal over-moulding PMH,
adhesively-bonded polymer-metal hybrid structures and direct-adhesion polymer-metal-hybrid
technology. All these production technologies have more than one production-step [2].
The advantage of combining metal and plastic parts is to reduce the total weight [3] and to generate
desired properties which cannot be realised with a single bulk material. Manufacturing of a hybrid
composite structure often is a two-stage process. The first step is the manufacturing of single parts
and the second step is the in-mould or post-mould assembly of two or more parts. Correspondingly,
a two-step process is labour-intensive and time-consuming in contrast to a one step process [4].
In this work, the realization of the connection between metal and polymer parts in a one step by using
the injection moulding process is analysed. To define the technical process limits, different materials
are produced in several test series, while varying the parameters melting temperature, holding
pressure and mould temperature. To evaluate the influence of the manufacturing parameters, samples
of the hybrid are analysed with optical methods and the shear edge test. Shear strength is determined
from this test, which allows to draw conclusions on the quality of adhesion to be reached.
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3

Experimentation

3.1

Materials

In the context of the investigations presented here, the polymer PA12 Grilamid TR60 was used. The
material has an amorphous structure and is heat resistant. For the combination between polymer and
metal in the injection moulding process, an aluminium EN AW-1050A was used and coated with
adhesive technicoll 9110 which is activated by higher temperatures.
Table 1: Characteristics of the polymer PA12 Grilamid TR60
Polymer

PA 12 Grilamid TR60

3.2

Glass transition
temperature
/°C

Absorption of
moisture
/%

Density
/kg/m³

Young’s modulus
/MPa

300-320

2,0

1060

2200

Processing parameters

During the manufacturing of the hybrids, various process parameters were applied. The parameters
melting temperature, holding pressure and mould temperature were modified gradually. The grades
of the parameters were the maximum, minimum and the mean value of the processing area,
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Processing parameters of the samples PA12 Grilamid TR60
Sample
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15

3.3

Melting temperature
/°C

Mould temperature
/°C

Holding pressure
/bar

290
290
290
290
290
350
350
350
350
350
320
320
320
320
320

60
100
60
100
80
60
100
80
80
80
60
100
60
100
80

300
300
650
650
475
475
475
300
650
475
300
300
650
650
475

Test methods

Figure 1a) shows the tool that was used for the manufacturing of the hybrids. The cutting plate was
placed on the aluminium and filled with polymer during the injection moulding process. Samples of
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the hybrid were taken 60 mm (near) and 150 mm (distant) away from injection point to investigate
changing adhesion. The samples were extracted with the measurement of 12,5 mm x 25 mm.
The shear strength between the material parts is investigated by using the shear edge test [5]. The
testing device and a test sample is demonstrated in Figure 1b). To hold the test sample in position it
is inserted between two support plates and the upper and lower frame displace the different parts of
the hybrid during the test. As a result, a force-displacement-curve can be recorded. The testing device
is installed in the tension testing machine (Inspekt table blue), the force is measured by a load cell
with 5 kN and the testing speed is set to 1 mm / min. With the geometry parameters of the test samples
the shear strength can be determined [6]. For the optical analysis a macroscope (Leica Wild M 420),
a light microscope (Leica DMRE) and a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss) were used. For the
microscope analyses the samples were embedded in a cold cast resin, treated with 4000 µm grade
sandpaper and polished with an OPS disc. The samples for the REM-analyses were coated with gold
and an EDX-analysis was performed to take a closer look at the interface.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Insertion tool [7], (b) testing advice of the shear strength test [5] and (c) a mounted test sample.

4

Results

4.1

Influence of manufacturing parameters on interface properties

After the shear edge test, the resulting shear strengths are dependent on the manufacturing parameters
melting temperature, holding pressure and mould temperature. In Figure 2 shear strength values over
the samples are indicated. Sample A14 has the highest shear strength and was manufacturing by
applying the highest melting temperature, holding pressure and mould temperature. With increasing
melting temperature above the other parameters, the shear strength of the last tested samples (A10A15) increase. With the series of experiments, the shear strength along the flow path of the polymer
melting was investigate and samples near and further away from the sprue were taken from the hybrid.
The adhesion between polymer and metal changes between the area near and distant from the sprue.
Figure 2 presents the average values of the hybrid samples. Figure 3 shows the force-displacementcurve of different samples with the same manufacturing parameters. During the shear edge test, the
samples show two fracture forms, ductile and brittle, respectively.
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Shear strength /MPa

5
4
3
2
1
0
Mean values
Near
Distant

A1
2,0
2,0
2,0

A2
2,7
3,4
2,0

A3
2,0
2,3
1,7

A4
2,8
2,9
2,6

A5
2,6
3,3
1,9

A6
2,6
2,5
2,7

A7
2,7
3,0
2,4

A8
2,3
3,0
1,5

A9
2,4
2,8
1,9

A10
2,8
3,2
2,3

A11
2,9
3,8
1,9

A12
2,2
1,9
2,4

A13
2,6
3,3
1,8

A14
3,6
3,8
3,4

A15
3,2
3,5
2,9

Average values of the shear strengths
Figure 2: Shear strength of different Grilamid TR60 samples, about the hole part (mean values) and near according to
further away from the sprue.

3

A13.1, distant
A13.1, near

2

A13.2, distant
A13.2, near

1

A13.3, distant
0

Weg_mm
0,0 0,018
0,036
0,054
0,072
0,09
0,1 0,108
0,126
0,144
0,162
0,18
0,198
0,2 0,216
0,234
0,252
0,27
0,288
0,3 0,306
0,324
0,342
0,36
0,378
0,396
0,4 0,414
0,432
0,45
0,468
0,486
0,504
0,5 0,522

Shear Strength /MPa

4

A13.3, near

Distance /mm

Figure 3: Force-displacement-curve after the shear edge test of three samples (Grilamid TR60) with following
parameters, mould temperature 60 °C, holding pressure 650 bar and melting temperature 320 °C.

4.2

Optical analysis

After the shear edge test, the polymer part of most samples is completely removed from the
aluminium, but some aluminium sheets have residues of polymer on their surface. Figure 4 a) presents
a recording of a polarized, macroscopic analysis of such an aluminium sheet, the area of red polymer
is marked. Near the interface, the polymer structure shows cracks like a drop-shaped structure. This
can be a reason of the break out of the polymer and can reduce the complete bond strength of the
hybrid, compare with Figure 4 b).
A detailed view of such a crack is shown in Figure 5 a). Inside the crack there are filamentary material
structures, which remained on pulled apart adhesion promoter. The structure disappears if the electron
beam of the scanning electron microscope is on this area for a long, because of the high energy input.
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Figure 5 b) shows another border area with drop-shaped structure, adhesion promoter and metal. An
EDX analysis cannot be performed because the adhesion promoter and the polymer consist of carbon
chains and do not result in different deflections.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Macroscopic analysis of a shear edge sample with polymer arrears in the white circle, (b) microscopic
analysis of the interface with a crack structure inside the polymer like a drop-shaped structure [7].
(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Scanning electron microscope analysis of a fissure, (b) the material transition [7].

5

Discussion

The melting temperature, holding pressure and mould temperature have an influence on the shear
strength of the hybrid. The series of experiments show that a higher manufacturing temperature of
the whole tool results in higher shear strength. The final shear strength of 3,4 MPa is low in contrast
to values of 17 MPa between an aluminium (EN AW-6082) and a polyamide 6 with a NiAl5 coating
stated in literature [8]. The coating between the parts can significantly disturb the result of the
adhesion between the parts. Other forms of surface treatments, like pin microstructures, realised better
shear strengths because they achieved a self-locking between polymer and aluminium after the
production [8].
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The adhesion coating that was used is activated by a rise in temperature and the polymer cool down
depends on the melt path after the mould injection. After investigation of the samples, lower shear
strengths were established with increasing length of the melt path. Beside the manufacturing
parameters, geometry and size of a component is also important for the final production of a hybrid.
The analysis of the interface between polymer and aluminium shows another influence on the
polymer promoter inside the polymer matrix, in form of a polymer drop-shaped structure. Because of
the carbon compounds of polymer and promoter, a verification by an EDX could not be performed,
but the probability that the drop-shaped structure is pure polymer and not a drop of promoter is high.
The material quantity of the structures in Figure 4 b) is more than the applied adhesive amount and
the analysis of the fissure in Figure 5 a) supports this assumption. By considering the interface, the
different structure behaviours of the samples can be explained. If the interface of the shear edge
sample has many drop-shaped structures, no ductile slipping occurs but the sample breaks brittle.
Ductile slipping results from the parts sliding to each other without an interlock of the interface
because of the drop-shaped structure.

6

Conclusion

The present work showed that the resulting process-structure-property relationships of hybrid
polymer-metal composites in the injection moulding process can be modified by different
manufacturing parameters. If the parameters are in the upper processing range, the properties of the
hybrid can be improved, but the material properties and the adhesion promoter must be suitable for
injection moulding. To characterize the final influence of the adhesion promoter on the interface,
further investigations in form of activation and application possibilities are necessary. A supporting
analysis of the temperature profile inside the injection tool during the injection is appropriate for
understanding the adhesion promoter effect of the hybrid connection.
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